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Statement from the Chairman of
the Management Board
Dear colleagues,
Federal Grid Company is one of the largest public electric
grid companies in terms of the length of electricity
transmission lines and transformer capacity. It is a
monopoly operator of the Unified National Electric
Grid (UNEG) for the purpose of its maintenance and
development. In 2012, the Company was included in the
list of strategic entities.

The improvement of effectiveness
in Federal Grid Company is coupled
with implementation of our policy of
corporate social responsibility and
sustainable development.

Federal Grid Company’s specific characteristics and the
scope of its operations make us highly responsible to a
very broad range of counterparties. In the first place, this
is responsibility for the quality of services provided by
the Company, i.e. the reliable and uninterrupted electricity
supply. This is also responsibility to our shareholders,
suppliers, employees and many other stakeholders that
depend, directly or indirectly, on our performance.

Federal Grid Company’s specific
characteristics and the scope of its
operations make us highly responsible
to a very broad range of counterparties.

The main vector for Federal Grid Company’s team
over the past three years has been the improvement
of effectiveness in all areas of its operations. It would
be wrong to look at it in economic terms alone. The
improvement of effectiveness in Federal Grid Company
is coupled with implementation of our policy of corporate
social responsibility and sustainable development. This is
why this topic became a priority in the 2015 Report.
The 2015 results confirm that both the Company and
its stakeholders take interest in the improvement
of effectiveness. The accident rate in the backbone
electric grid complex has been declining for the third

year in succession; it went down by 17.3% in 2015.
The Company’s investment programme was completed
fully and on time. At the same time, indexation of the
Company’s tariff for electricity transmission is several
times lower than the inflation rate. This means that the
largest Russian customers receive the required volume of
electricity without interruptions and on favourable terms.
The best financial results in three years were achieved: net
profit under RAS increased by 3.5 times in 2015 relative
to 2014 and amounted to RUB17.9 billion. Dividends were
paid for 2014. All this makes the Company more attractive
for shareholders and investors.
As a result of our import substitution programme,
the share of procurements from domestic producers
increased by almost twofold and reached 75%. We pay
particular attention to the strengthening of the Company’s
competitive position, development of manufacturing of the
Russian electrical equipment, and procurement from small
and medium-size businesses.
The target of reducing unit operational and investment
costs has been exceeded, as well as the labour productivity
targets. The Company increased average wages and
reduced managerial staff. It improved the main indicators
of impact on the environment and increased spending on
environmental protection. In 2015, Federal Grid Company
was recognised for its contribution to the development of
environmental protection in Russia.

Federal Grid Company’s
management and the entire team
focus on a result that would meet the
highest expectations of our customers,
shareholders, employees and other
stakeholders.

effectiveness with due regard of priorities of sustainable
development and corporate social responsibility, ensure
financial viability, increase labour productivity, return
on capital and customer satisfaction with the quality of
services, and create comfortable conditions at all stages
of engagement with the Company.
As for import substitution, the Company’s objective is to
develop a competitive market of electrical equipment,
build an integrated innovative infrastructure and improve
the technologies that we are using. It would be important
to pursue the personnel incentives policy, develop
employee skills and implement the labour protection and
environmental policies.
In other words, Federal Grid Company’s management
and the entire team focus on a result that would meet
the highest expectations of our customers, shareholders,
employees and other stakeholders.

The Company continued implementation of social
programmes for its employees and communities. It made
a special focus on support of veterans in the year when
we celebrated the 70th anniversary of Victory in the Great
Patriotic War.
Plans for 2016 are equally ambitious. We should maintain
the reliability levels that we have achieved, improve the

Andrey Murov
Chairman of the Management Board

2015 Highlights

Technological connection:
number of contracts completed, pcs

Share of equipment procured from
domestic manufactures, %

Share of main electrical equipment
procured, %

Average number of training hours
per employee

Voluntary medical insurance costs,
RUB mln

Men

‘12

329

‘12

298
‘13

‘14

‘13
273

‘14

306
‘15

‘15

17
‘14
30.5
‘15

28

‘13

‘14

‘15

27,028.1

12,557.8

12,269.4

6,392.9

Average employee age, years

‘12

‘13

‘14

‘15

39.6

39.1

‘13

‘14

‘15

2,596

2,286

1,954

1,616

6.3

7.8
‘13

39.3

6.5
‘14

40.9
‘15

40

51

8.7

‘14

46

‘15

48

Employee turnover, %

‘12

49

‘13

Administrative
and managerial staff

44.5

Number of process disturbances

‘12

18
18

50

‘12

35

28

75

‘12

‘12

Operating personnel

44.5
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Summary data on operational benefit
of energy saving measures as of the end
of the year, tonnes of equivalent fuel

Women

Aggregate duration of electricity
outages, hours

‘12

‘13

‘14

‘15

319.95
‘12
270.07
‘13
276.24
‘14
189.13
‘15

320.7

306
‘13

‘14

327.3

327.3
‘15

‘14

Total number of employees injured at
workplace, persons

Non-governmental pension
programme costs, RUB mln
‘12

‘13

7

8

3

3

Current environmental costs, RUB mln

‘12

Workplace accident frequency
rate*
0.285
‘12

‘15

*

Per 1,000 employees

‘12

‘13

‘14

‘15

0.124

‘14
0.200

‘15

Tax payments, RUB mln

‘15

133.7

127.0

95.9

179.9
‘12
149.7

13,081.9

‘14

82.1

Amount of investment financing, RUB bn

9,980.2

‘13

‘13

152.4

330.3

Capital investments for
environmental protection, RUB mln

0.319
‘13

‘12

98.8

351.6

7

60.3

‘14

334.0

‘15

60.3

‘13

331.3

20,156.0

26,171.6

‘14

‘15

90.9

85.9

2015 Key Events
January

•• The Company completed the first stage of technical re-

equipment of 220 kV Sovetsko-Sosninskaya substation
which is a part of the facility that supplies electricity to oil
producing companies in the north of Tomsk Oblast.

•• Within the partner agreement with Professional Football

Club CSKA (PFC CSKA) the Company arranged a football
master class at the National Research University
Moscow Power Engineering Institute (MPEI).

February

Company, Andrey Murov, and the Governor of Krasnodar
Krai, Alexander Tkachev, signed a cooperative
agreement about the development of the regional
energy complex through 2020.

•• The Company completed the construction of electric

grid facilities for the delivery of capacity from the 4th
power unit of Cherepovets HPP. Additional capacity of
420 MVA will open up new opportunities for economic
development of Vologda Oblast, and supply power to
the new industrial, residential and social facilities in
Cherepovets City.

and Rustam Minnikhanov, Acting President of the
Republic of Tatarstan, held a working meeting. They
summarised the preliminary results of the autumn/
winter season, outlined stages of co-operation
toward improvement of quality and reliability
of electric power supply to the customers, and
discussed the prospects of co-operation in import
substitution between Federal Grid Company and
producers of electrical equipment that operate in
the republic.

•• Federal Grid Company joined the Anti-Corruption Charter
•• The Company and JSC Russian Railways (RZD) signed

•• War veterans participated in special ceremonies and

events that the Ministry of Energy held to celebrate
the 70th anniversary of victory in the Great Patriotic
War. Federal Grid Company sent gifts and best wishes
to the war veterans.

•• Federal Grid Company supported a presentation of

the Russian Geographical Society’s project “Gogland
Complex Expedition” and a photo album “Lost Worlds of
the Baltic” in St. Petersburg. The third season of research
on the Outer Islands of the Gulf of Finland began.

•• Competitions of professional mastery dedicated to

•• The Company organised a 70-kilometer bike ride

•• The Company held the fourth meeting of its Consumer
Council that discussed the key provisions of the LongTerm Development Programme for 2015–2019 with
forecasts until 2030, which had been approved by the
Government.
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participated in competitions for the “Energy of the
Great Victory” cup.

•• The Company took part in a worldwide event Earth Hour.

transmission line Nalchik – Vladikavkaz-2 in the
North Caucasus Federal District. The new PTL (140.5
kilometres) will increase the capacity of the 330 kV grid
by 250 MVA and optimise the transit of electricity to the
Republic of Dagestan.

was held among children of Federal Grid Company’s
employees. More than 450 children participated.

•• The Company’s volleyball and indoor soccer teams

a long-term agreement about strategic co-operation in
the field of coordination of perspective development of
electric grid and railway facilities including an upgrade of
the railway and energy infrastructure of the Baikal-Amur
and Transsiberian railways.

•• The Company energised a new 330 kV electricity

•• A competition of drawings “The Energy of Victory”

the 70th anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic
War were held. The winners were recommended for
awards by the Ministry of Energy.

of the Russian Business.

March

May

•• Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board,

•• We commissioned a 362-kilometre 500 kV line

•• The Chairman of the Management Board of Federal grid

Ural HPP-2 to Troitsk HPP and substation Shagol
were connected to the transit system. The new
lines deliver capacity to the energy districts in
Chelyabinsk Oblast that have shortage of energy
and where many industrial enterprises are located.

330 kV Ilienko for enhancing reliable power supply
to Stavropol Krai in the Caucasian Mineral Waters
resort area and raising the level of economic
development in the region.

important Russian organisations approved by the
Government of the Russian Federation. The list includes
199 companies that account for more than 70% of GDP
and employ more than 20% of the total workforce in the
national economy.
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•• Cable and overhead lines 500 kV from the South

•• The Company commissioned a new substation

•• Federal Grid Company was put on a list of systemically

Rostovskaya NPP – Tikhoretskaya (chain 2) to deliver 1
GW from the third power unit of Rostovskaya NPP to the
Kuban energy system. The Company invested RUB8.6
billion in this project.

April

•• Federal Grid Company successfully went through the

2014–2015 autumn/winter period. The action plan
implemented as part of its investment programme
and the 2014 repairs season helped to reduce the
total accident rate in UNEG and ensure reliable power
supply to customers.

dedicated to the 70th anniversary of victory in the
Great Patriotic War. The bike ride commemorating
heroes of the Great Patriotic War was held in
the cities of the Caucasian Mineral Waters. The
participants visited the only memorial site dedicated
to heroic deeds of power engineers during and after
the war.

•• A traditional annual Day of Federal Grid Company

was organised, involving more than 1,500 students
from 40 higher education institutions and 8
specialised secondary schools.

June

•• Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board,

visited Tytärsaari Island (one of the outer islands in
the Gulf of Finland). The visit was part of the project
“Gogland Complex Expedition” which Federal Grid
Company has been supporting since 2014. Andrey
Murov saw unique historical artefacts and military
equipment, and met with the members of the “Search
Movement of Russia.”

•• The Annual General Meeting of Shareholders was

held. Shareholders resolved to approve the revised
Articles of Association and internal documents of
the Company, to distribute 2014 profit (including
dividend payout), elected new Board of Directors
and Audit Commission, as well as the Company’s
Auditor.

•• Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board,

met with Ildar Khalikov, Prime Minister of Tatarstan.
They discussed operations of the regional electric
grids and signed a cooperative agreement.

July

September

•• Federal Grid Company took part in the 2015 Eastern

Economic Forum as a partner. The Chairman of the
Management Board, Andrey Murov, told about the
projects that are scheduled for implementation in the
region until 2020, and synchronisation of plans to build
electric power infrastructure with the customers in
Siberia and the Russian Far East.

•• Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board,

visited the National Research University Moscow
Power Engineering Institute (MPEI) that had
celebrated its 85th anniversary. He met with MPEI
Principal Nikolay Rogalev and discussed with him the
development of co-operation under the new multi-level
agreement signed in late 2014.

•• Federal Grid Company’s student construction teams
began their summer construction season at the
energy facilities that the Company is building in
Krasnodar Krai – substation 500 kV Taman and
Kubanskaya-Taman electricity transmission line.
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•• Power transit 500 kV via the Kurgan – Vityaz –

Voskhod connection was commissioned in order
to ensure energy safety of Russia. The new transit
line (631 kilometres) connected the unified energy
systems of Siberia and Ural on the Russian territory.

•• A traditional annual Day of Federal Grid Company

•• Federal Grid Company’s executives met with the

•• Georgy Poltavchenko, Governor of St. Petersburg, and

representatives of the largest investment banks
and companies. The executives commented on the
financial results for the first six months of 2015 and
described medium-term plans.

Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board,
held a working meeting. They discussed co-operation
in implementation of actions targeted at ensuring
reliable operations and the development of the trunk
electric grid complex.

2015 St. Petersburg International Economic Forum.
Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board,
spoke at a panel session “Russian Regions: Creation
and Development of Growth Points.”

•• Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board,

took part in the opening of a unique exhibition “War
Geography: De-Classification” held in the Central Army
Museum of the Russian Federation. The exhibition
was organised by the Russian Geographic Society
and the Ministry of Defence. It is part of the project
“Gogland Complex Expedition” with support from
Federal Grid Company.

•• The Chairman of the Management Board, Andrey

Murov, was elected as Chairman of the Russian
National Committee of CIGRE (the Council for
Large Electric Systems), the leading international
organisation in the global electricity industry.

was organised in all branches and enterprises for
children of the Company’s employees. More than
1,500 children attended and learned how equipment
operates and what the main production processes are.

•• A delegation of Federal Grid Company took part in the
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•• Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board,
•• Federal Grid Company connected several residential

housing compounds to the Unified National Electric
Grid. Technological connection works were conducted
in the Russian Far East, Siberia and the Central
Federal District. Commissioned compounds as well
as those under construction were connected to UNEG.
One of the largest in terms of connected capacity was
technological connection of “Emerald Hills” residential
compound (5,700 flats) which is being built in the
Moscow Oblast. The customer received 27.5 MW of
electric capacity.

August

•• The Company completed implementation of an

environmental management system consistent with the
international standard ISO 14001:2004 in all its branches.

•• The Company completed technological connection of

the third power unit of Berezovskaya HPP to substation
1150 kV Itatskaya in Krasnoyarsk Krai. As a result, the
Integrated Energy System of Siberia will additionally
receive 800 MVA of electric power capacity.

met with the executive team of Togliatti Transformers
and discussed supplies of high voltage equipment.

•• Federal Grid Company and JSC Russian Railways

met to discuss implementation of the project for
modernisation of the Eastern Poligone railways with
respect to priority electrification actions. The parties
also discussed prospects for electrification of the
Moscow – Kazan – Yekaterinburg high-speed railway.
They signed an agreement on co-operation under
joint projects to develop railway and power supply
infrastructure.

October

•• The project “Gogland Complex Expedition” which is
held with support from Federal Grid Company was
presented at the Second Festival of the Russian
Geographic Society in the Central House of Artists.

November

•• Federal Grid Company took part in the opening of the

Sixth International Conference “Electric Power Industry
through the Eyes of the Young People” in Ivanovo State
University of Power Engineering.

•• Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board, held

a working meeting in the Government of Bashkortostan
with the heads of the regional electric grid companies. The
meeting focused on the interaction between the regional
power system and the Unified National Electric Grid.

•• Andrey Murov, Chairman of the Management Board, took

part in the meeting of BRICS ministers of energy that was
held during the ENES 2015 International Forum in Moscow.

December

•• Federal Grid Company held a round table session

“Import Substitution: Boundaries of Energy Safety” as
part of the exhibition “Russia’s Electric Grids in 2015”
in Moscow.

•• The Company commissioned a new 330 kV substation
Parnas in St. Petersburg. The substation will supply
electricity to Parnas industrial zone, thus enhancing
reliability of power supply to the customers and
connecting new residential compounds in Vyborg
District to the electricity transmission lines.

•• Leading research and engineering partners of R&D

subcommittees of the Russian National CIGRE
Committee held a working meeting chaired by Andrey
Murov, Chairman of the Management Board of Federal
Grid Company. Representatives of the Company’s core
subsidiaries, non-profit partnership Market Council,
JSC SO UES and largest producers of equipment for
the electric power industry.

•• The consistency of Federal Grid Company’s

environmental management system with the
international standard ISO 14001:2004 was certified.
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•• Federal Grid Company signed an agreement with the

•• Federal Grid Company’s delegation took part in

Russian Chess Federation whereby the Company will
be the general sponsor of the Russian national chess
teams.

the Sochi-2015 International Investment Forum
to discuss issues pertaining to the infrastructure
support of social and economic development of the
southern Russian regions.

•• The Company organised traditional celebrations for
war veterans dedicated to the Victory Day and the
Power Engineers’ Day.

•• The Tenth Conference of Young Specialists

“Dispatch and Management in the Electric Power
Industry” was held with support from Federal
Grid Company in Kazan State University of Power
Engineering.

2015 outcomes: all key indicators improved
for the third year in succession
The number of accidents reduced by 17.3%. The Company
received a certificate of readiness for operation during the
2015–2016 autumn/winter periods without any critical
comments and separate opinion of the Commission. The
preliminary outcomes of the autumn/winter period indicate
higher reliability of the trunk grids as compared to the
previous period.
The investment programme was implemented in full
and on time.

•• The Ministry of Energy approved adjustments to

Federal Grid Company’s investment programme for
2015 and 2016–2020. The amounts of debt will not
exceed the targeted levels. The programmes will be
financed largely by the Company’s own funds with
regard of tariff decisions and the approved fee for
technological connection.

•• Federal Grid Company, together with JSC R&D Centre

of FGC UES, held the Fifth Open Chess Tournament in
memory of Mikhail Botvinnik, a great chess player and
outstanding electrical engineer.

The Company met the investment cost reduction
targets relative to the 2012 levels ahead of schedule:
by almost 26% for overhead lines and by 36% for
substations (the target is 15%) The unit operational
costs were reduced by 40% relative to the 2012
reference year.
Net profit under RAS increased by 3.5 times to
RUB17.9 billion, and to RUB44 billion under IFRS as
compared to negative values in the previous periods;
revenues from technological connection increased by
twofold.

Key Priorities of Federal Grid Company
for 2016

•• The key vector for the Company remains the

improvement of operational effectiveness (i.e.
reliability, quality of repairs) and financial efficiency

•• The key objective has traditionally been reliable

operation and development of the network. All
strategic facilities must be commissioned on time

•• The Company should become a customer-oriented

entity to the utmost extent, i.e. ensure high quality and
pricing attractiveness of electricity transmission and
technological connection services

•• The unquestionable priority is cost optimisation of

operations and investments, as well as profit growth

•• Given the labour productivity targets, it would be

important for the Company to enhance employee
loyalty, provide good remuneration, and implement skills
and development measures
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Company Profile
Public joint-stock company “Federal Grid Company of Unified
Energy System (hereinafter Company, Federal Grid Company,
Federal Grid, PJSC FGC UES) was established in 2002, in
accordance with Russia’s electricity industry reform package,
as a management organisation of the Unified National
(All-Russia) Electric Grid (“UNEG”) for the purpose of its
maintenance and development. G4-4
In accordance with the Federal Law “On Electric Power
Industry” No. 35-FZ dated 26 March 2003, Federal Grid
Company is a natural monopoly in the area of electricity
transmission through UNEG and is responsible for the
reliable electricity supply for customers in the Russian
Federation.
Federal Grid is included in a list of systemically
important organisations that have a significant influence
on GDP of the Russian Federation, employment and
social stability in the country.

Location of the organisation’s headquarters
G4-5

Location: 5a Academica Chelomeya str., Moscow,
Russia 117630
Phone: 8 800 200 18 81
Fax: +7 (495) 710-96-41
E-mail: info@fsk-ees.ru
Website: www.fsk-ees.ru

Full corporate name is effective from 08 July 2015.
Short corporate name: PJSC FGC UES
Short corporate name is effective from 08 July 2015.
Core businesses:

Electric grid facilities locate in the regions of the Russian
Federation with a total area of more than 14.8 million
sq. km (86.4% of the area of the country). Being a
technological infrastructure of UES of Russia and electric
energy market, electric grids play a key integrative
role in fuel and energy complex; provide electricity
supply to consumers, power delivery of power plants,
as well as power exchange between the regions, the
implementation of systemic impacts.
Full corporate name: Public Joint Stock Company
“Federal Grid Company of Unified Energy System”.
G4-3

G4-7

•• managing UNEG;
•• investing in UNEG development;
•• providing electricity transmission and technological
connection services to Wholesale Electricity and
Capacity Market (WECM) participants;

•• maintaining UNEG facilities in appropriate condition
and providing technical supervision.
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Federal Grid’s net profit for 2015

Federal Grid Company’s equity as at end-2015 amounted
to RUB886,127,082 thousand

173.3

Federal Grid Company’s debt as at end-2015 amounted to
RUB281,022,301 thousand.

RUB

Federal Grid’s net revenue for 2015 from sales
of goods, works an services (less VAT and
similar payments) amounted

Share Capital Structure

RUB173,266,394 thousand, including:

•• Electricity transmission services – RUB158,986,316
thousand

•• Other operations – RUB14,280,078 thousand

Share Capital Structure and Number of
Outstanding Shares, %

billion
26.6

65.5
7.9

The Company has more than 400,000 shareholders. PJSC
Rosseti, which owns 80.13% of the share capital, is the
Company’s majority shareholder. The Russian Federation,
represented by the Federal Agency for State Property
Management (Rosimushchestvo), owns 0.59% of the
share capital.
80,13

The Company’ Registrar is JSC STATUS.
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Share Capital
As of 31 December 2015, the charter capital of Federal
Grid Company amounted to RUB637,332,661,531.50 and
was divided into 1,274,665,323,063 ordinary registered
non-documentary shares with a nominal value of RUB0.50
each. G4-9
In accordance with the Company’s Articles of
Association, the number of authorised shares is
72,140,500,768 ordinary registered shares with a nominal
value of RUB0.50 each and a total nominal value of
RUB36,070,250,384. Authorised ordinary shares offer the
same rights as outstanding ordinary shares.
Information on the Company’s share capital history can
be found on our corporate website, www.fsk-ees.ru, in
the Section Investors Share Information Share Capital
History

The State’s share in the сharter capital of Federal Grid
Company increased successively due to placement
of additional issues in favor of the Russian Federation
conducted in 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013
with payment of shares by means of the Federal budget,
and as a result of the reorganisation of JSC RAO UES of
Russia performed in 2008. The received budget allocations

Foreign Investor Breakdown by Investment
Horizons, %

Details about the Registrar are available on the Company’s
website: http://www.fsk-ees.ru/shareholders_and_
investors/information_for_shareholders/for_information_
about_the_registrar/
In June 2013, PJSC Rosseti and Rosimushchestvo signed
a shareholders’ agreement regarding the managing and
voting in Federal Grid Company. The parties have signed
the agreement with respect to all, present and future,
voting shares in Federal Grid Company.
To improve interactions with shareholders, Federal
Grid Company analysed its shareholder register and
identified the key groups of holders of ordinary shares and
depository receipts. As of the end of 2015, the Company’s
free float was 18.2%. The main minority shareholders
of the Company are institutional investors and holding
companies, with retail investors accounting for 3.23%.
G4-13

were spent by Federal grid for the investment programme
financing and implementation of federal target programs. In
total, RUB101,857,735,698 were allocated from the Federal
budget from 2007 to 2013 to finance the Company’s
investment programme, including RUB3.756 billion in 2013.
In 2014–2015, no funds from the Federal budget were sent
to the Company. G4-ЕС4

Long-Term Investors

1,67

Bank VTB (PJSC)

1,34

Kopernik Global All-Cap Fund

1,08

Index of Energy FGC UES, LLC

15,78

*

Medium-Term Investors

PJSC Rosseti

Short-Term Investors

*

Others**

Since 2016 – FGC – Asset Management, LLC.

Federal Grid Company management is not aware of any
shareholders that hold more than 5% of the outstanding shares,
other than those specified above.
**

32% of the Company’s free float includes foreign
institutional investors, such as major global funds focused
primarily on Russia, whose assets under management
exceed USD1 billion: Kopernik Global All-Cap Fund,
Vanguard International Equity Index Fund, MarketVectors
ETF Trust Russia ETF, and BlackRock funds.

Organisational Structure of Federal Grid
Company
The General Meeting of Shareholders is the supreme
governing body of the Company. The Board of Directors
is responsible for establishing the Federal Grid’s strategy
and overseeing the Management Board’s activities.
The Management Board is in charge for the day-to-day
operations of the Company.
As at 31 December 2015, the Company has 51 regional
branches, including:

•• 88 branches – backbone electric grids (MES)
•• 41 branches – backbone electric grid enterprises
(PMES)

•• Technical Supervision Centre
•• Special Purpose Production Centre «Bely Rast»
Further details on the Federal Grid branches are available
on the website at www.fsk-ees.ru in the section About
Company Branches
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Managing subsidiaries and associates

Organisational Structure
of the Company

As at 31 December 2015, Federal Grid Company
participates in 26 business entities that operate in different
industries, including those that support electric grid
facilities (core subsidiaries).

GENERAL MEETING
OF SHAREHOLDERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CHAIRMAN OF THE
MANAGEMENT BOARD

18
MES
Volga

MES
South

•• Federal Grid Company’s Board of Directors

•• Regulations on managing subsidiaries and associates and other entities in

drafting of proposals and decision-making by
the management bodies of its subsidiaries
and associates through the Company’s
representatives at General Meetings of
Shareholders / Participants and in the boards of
directors (Supervisory boards) of subsidiaries
and associates

Federal Grid branches – Backbone Electric Grids (MES)

MES
North-West

Federal Grid Company’s internal documents that regulate
management of its subsidiaries and associates

•• Federal Grid Company contributes to the

EXECUTIVE OFFICE

MES
Centre

Key forms of Federal Grid Company’s
engagement with subsidiaries and associates

reviews issues pertaining to the Company
representatives’ position on draft decisions on
issues included in the agendas of GMS and
meetings of the boards of directors (Supervisory
boards) of subsidiaries and associates

MANAGEMENT BOARD

MES
Western
Siberia

MES
Ural

MES
Siberia

MES
East

Technical
Supervision
Centre

Detailed information about subsidiaries and associates
is available in the 2015 Annual Report of Federal Grid
Company.

•• Federal Grid Company’s Management Board

reviews issues of engagement with subsidiaries
and associates in accordance with its remit

which Federal Grid Company participates

•• Standard for drawing up summary instructions to representatives of

Federal Grid Company on issues included in the agendas of General
Meetings of Shareholders / Participants and meetings of the boards of
directors (supervisory boards) of subsidiaries and associates

•• Methodology for KPI calculation and target achievement evaluation in
Subsidiaries and Associates of Federal Grid Company

•• Procedure for engagement of Executive Office units of Federal Grid

Company with subsidiaries and associates with respect to information
gathering and data verification for KPI calculation and performance
evaluation

•• Federal Grid Company’s Order on Approval of Standards and Template

Regulations on Managing Subsidiaries and Associates, and other internal
documents

Subsidiaries, associates and other entities
in which Federal Grid Company participates

Federal Grid branches
Backbone Electric Grid Enterprises (PMES)

Bryanskoye

NizhneVolzhskoye

VerkhneDonskoye

Valdaiskoye

Vostochnoye

Zabaikalskoye

Kubanskoye

Sverdlovskoye

Tsentralnoye

ZapadnoSibirskoye

Primorskoye

Samarskoye

Rostovskoye

YuzhnoUralskoye

Yuzhnoye

Krasnoyarskoye

Amurskoye

Nizhegorodskoye

Stavropolskoye

Orenburgskoye

YamalNenetskoye

Kuzbasskoye

Kaspiiskoye

Permskoye

Vyborgskoye

SredneVolzhskoye

VolgaOkskoye

Karelskoye

Vologodskoye

Leningradskoye

VolgaDonskoye

Novgorodskoye

Moskovskoye
Priokskoye
Chernozemnoye
SPP “Bely
Rast”

Severnoye

Sochinskoye

Omskoye
Tomskoye
Khakasskoye

Khabarovskoye

100%-owned subsidiaries

75–99%-owned subsidiaries

50–74%-owned subsidiaries

JSC Agency for Forecasting Balances
in Electricity Sector

IT Energy Service, LLC 77.999%
77.999%

JSC Tomsk Trunk Grids
52,025%

JSC Mobile Gas-Turbin Power Plants

JSC Nurenergo 76,999%

JSC IPS SakRusenergo
50%

JSC Moscow Communications Centre
for Power Industry

Associates and other entities with less than 50% owned by Federal Grid Company

JSC R&D Centre of FGC

JSC Kuban Trunk Grids
48,999%

FGC – Asset Management, LLC
0,01%

JSC Centre for Engineering
and Construction Management of EUS

CJSC North-Western Energy Company
49%

JSC Analytical Credit Rating Agency
3,7%

JSC Chitatekhenergo

JSC Energotekhnocomplect 48,99%

Dalenergosetprojekt, LLC 0,005%

JSC Specialized Electric Grid Service
Company of UNEG

JSC Power Institute named after
Krzhizhanovsky 38,239%

PJSC Centreenergoholding 0,0007%

JSC Energostroysnabkomplekt

PJSC INTER RAO 14,075%

JSC Non-Governmental Pension Fund of
Electric Energy Industry 0,001%

Index Energetiki – FGC UES, LLC

JSC Testing Ground of Ivanovo HPP
0,826%

CJSC TaigaEnergoStroy
0,00001%

Core subsidiaries and associates

JSC EnergoRynok 8,5%
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Unified National
Electric Grid*

Management of cross-border
electricity transmission
lines

Power transmission
lines (PTL)

Location Map of Company Branches
and Grid Facilities

2,281
with voltage up
to 1,150 kV

Federal Grid Company facilitates
the transit of the Russian electricity

units

139.1 thousand km

931
with voltage up
to 1,150 kV

PMES

20

Bryanskoye
Vyborgskoye
Karelskoye
Leningradskoye
Novgorodskoye
Severnoye

units

14,400 km

334,501 MVA

39,983 MVA
197 SSs

PMES

243 PTLs
187 PTLs

PMES

12 km

36,820 MVA
106 SSs.

200 PTLs

41,906 MVA

88 SSs

16,763 km

32,256 MVA

90 SSs
14,720 MVA

332 PTLs
23,897 km

144 SSs

120 SSs

27,243 MVA

44,915 MVA

MES
Volga
PMES

Purpose Production Centre
1 Special
“Bely Rast”

84 SSs

16,660 km

346 PTLs

Kaspiiskoye
Kubanskoye
Rostovskoye
Stavropolskoye
Sochinskoye

Electric Grids
8 Backbone
(MES)

198 PTLs

12,212 km

MES
South

Electric Grid Enterprises
41 Backbone
(PMES)

13,572 km

96,658 MVA

Valdaiskoye
Verkhne-Donskoye
Volga-Donskoye
Volga-Okskoye
Vologodskoye
Moskovskoye
Priokskoye
Chernozemnoye

Nizhne-Volzhskoye
Sredne-Volzhskoye
Samarskoye
Nizhegorodskoye

MES
Ural
PMES

cross-border electricity
transmission lines

regional
branches

102 SSs

29,052 km

foreign
states

Supervision
1 Technical
Centre

466 PTLs
MES
Centre

138
51
along

* PTLs and SSs the ownership rights to which
have been duly registered for Federal Grid
Company and other owners, including facilities
with 0.4–110 kV voltage but excluding PTLs and
SSs with 10 kW voltage and lower that operate
on the territory of Krasnodar Krai under longterm lease agreements.

309 PTLs

11

and collects and processes information
about electricity transmission

Substations (SS)

MES
North-West

through
electric grids of

Permskoye
Sverdlovskoye
Yuzhno-Uralskoye
Orenburgskoye

MES
Western Siberia
PMES

Vostochnoye
Tsentralnoye
Yuzhnoye
Yamal-Nenetskoye

MES
Siberia
PMES

Zabaikalskoye
Zapadno-Sibirskoye
Krasnoyarskoye
Kuzbasskoye
Omskoye
Tomskoye
Khakasskoye

MES
East
PMES

Amurskoye
Primorskoye
Khabarovskoye
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•• As at 31 December 2015, Federal Grid Company

Geography and Scope of Activities

owned 943.052 km of aerial cable lines (in 2014 –
775.307 km)

Russian Federation
Federal Grid Company operates in 77 Russian regions.
The territory in which the Company’s facilities are
located is divided into zones of responsibility for
corporate branches – backbone electric grids (MES),
and their local enterprises (PMES). Underpopulated
territories with no large customers – such as
Chukotka, Kamchatka, Magadan Oblast, Sakhalin,
Nenets Autonomous Okrug and Altai Republic – are
not integrated into UNEG because they do not have
economic conditions necessary for laying electricity
transmission lines and establishing large substations.

•• As at 31 December 2015, length of power transmission
lines leased by Federal Grid Company was
3,182.660 km (in 2014 – 3,125.653 km)

International Cooperation
Federal Grid Company facilitates the transit of electric
power over Russia’s customs border and operates as
a technical contactor under commercial contracts of
importers and exporters on the Wholesale Electricity and
Capacity Market (WECM).

Federal Grid Company continually modifies and
improves its systems in relation to those of
foreign power systems on issues pertaining to the
harmonisation of legislation / regulations within the
global electricity industry, as well as to form and
synchronise the electricity and capacity markets in
accordance with intergovernmental initiatives. This
work is done with CIS Electric Power Council (CIS EPC)
and its commissions, including the Commission for
Operating and Engineering Coordination of Collective
Operation of CIS and Baltics Energy Systems (COTC),
BRELL Power Systems Committee, task forces in the
CIS EPC Executive Committee, and Fingrid (Finland).
G4-DMA

The main consumers of the Federal Grid’s services are:
G4-12

As of the end of 2015, electricity supply
to the bordering countries via UNEG was

•• distribution grid companies (DGC);
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•• territorial grid organisations (TGC);
•• power supply organisations (PSO);
•• large enterprises – electricity consumers;
•• electricity exporters.

16.018

Length of power transmission lines
G4-EU4

•• As at 31 December 2015, Federal Grid Company

owned 134,534.859 km of overhead transmission
lines (OHLs) (in 2014 – 134,525.031 km)

•• As at 31 December 2015, Federal Grid Company

owned 396.210 km of cable transmission lines (cable
lines) (in 2014 – 368.621 km)

bn kWh
on net basis

Federal Grid Company and economic entities of Georgia,
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, the Baltic countries and the
Republic of Belarus. The Company also signed an
Inter-system Agreement with Finland. It also signed
agreements on technical support of parallel operations
with Ukraine, the Republic of Belarus, and Mongolia.
Being a management organisation of UNEG and crossborder electricity transmission lines (CBETL) of all voltage
classes, Federal Grid Company:

Electricity
consumption in UES of
Russia

3.07

4.07

DGC
Consumers

•• measures actual volumes of electricity that has been

180

TGC
88
53

110

117

93

100

52

52

85

55
65

45
53
2012

53
2013

2014

2015

2.32

In order to measure the volume of electricity transmitted
through each CBETL, Federal Grid Company and foreign
counterparts signed agreements concerning the
metering of cross flows via a particular CBETL. Under
these agreements, the Company and electric power
systems of 11 countries (Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia,
Kazakhstan, China, Latvia, Lithuania, Mongolia, Ukraine,
Finland and Estonia) exchange commercial metering data.
G4-6

G4-8

2012

2013

2014

2015 plan

2015 actual

1,000.7

1,016.5

1,009.8

1,013.9

1,016.3

1,008.3

2.06
10.63

of electricity and provides their engineering support;

transmitted across the State border, and arranges for
their customs clearance (declaration).

2011

3.11

•• arranges and implements commercial metering of
electricity transmitted along CBETL;
161

Goods and services markets that belong to natural
monopoly mostly depend on the overall economic
environment. Primarily domestic consumption and
electricity export supplies affect the Russian market of
electricity transmission services. According to the System
Operator of UES1, in 2015 electricity consumption across
the unified energy system (UES) of Russia reduced by
0.55% compared to 2014, to 1,008.3 billion kWh. Export
to the neighbouring countries increased by 25% but it
accounts for a small share in electricity consumption in
UES of Russia (less than 2%).

2015 Federal Grid’s Largest Customers in Terms of Revenue from Electricity
Transmission Services, %

•• coordinates commercial contracts for the import/export

PSO

Federal Grid Company ensures electricity transmission via
backbone grids and provides services for technological
connection to its grids.

Electricity consumption in Russia in 2011–2015, bn kWh

3.15

2012–2015 contracts for electricity transmission
services via UNEG, pcs G4-EU3

Market Positions

9.77

JSC Tyumenenergo

JSC IDGC Ural – Chelyabenergo

PJSC IDGC Centre

JSC Far East Distribution Grid Company

PJSC MOESK

PJSC Kubanenergo

JSC IDGC Ural –
Sverdlovenergo

JSC RUSAL Krasnoyarsk

PJSC Lenenergo

PJSC IDGC South – Rostovenergo

4.24
9.50

Source: System Operator of the Unified Energy System, “Report
about Operations of UES of Russia in 2015.”
1
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BUSINESS MODEL
The business model of Federal Grid Company is aimed at ensuring sustainable development of the Company in the long term
and creating values for all stakeholders through consistent implementation of our mission

MISSION OF FEDERAL GRID COMPANY

RESOURCES

To ensure reliable operation and development of UNEG that will
be adequate to economic growth, and demonstrate high
economic efficiency and cost minimisation

(figures are given as of 31 December 2014)

• Equity

with higher or secondary
vocational education

Generation facilities

6

GE

A

Natural
capital

million

• Water and energy
recourses

Page 134

(of the Annual Report)

Key risks
Lack/higher costs of borrowings

Key risks
Decline in Return on Capital
Risk mitigants
Innovations and asset structure planning

1,115 km

7.58 thousand
MW

Consumers

of transmission lines
commissioned

of transformer capacity
commissioned

Suppliers
and contractors

• Develop and implement

RUB 484 million

30 new

Consumers

• Substitute imports in order

allocated for R&D
Programme

intellectual property
items registered

• Develop UNEG infrastructure
• Ensure reliability and quality
•

EN

RI S

T

K

M

new technologies

• Develop and train personnel
• Provide social support
• Establish a talent pool for a ‘smart
energy’ sector

• Engage with higher education

• Ensure environmentalisation

•

of electricity
for substation needs

5

4

Key risks
Cost and Schedule Overruns
Risk mitigants
Competitive contract awards, monitoring
construction schedules

Key risks
Interruptions (failures) in electric grid
Risk mitigants
Improving grid reliability

Risk mitigants
Implementing environment protection measures

6

Key risks
Excess capacity /lack of capacity
Risk mitigants
Forecasting grid loads

More then

23,899

15,000

jobs

employees were trained
during the year

institutions

•

million

Key risks
Pollution of environment

%

People
in the regions
where we operate

Scientific
community

Educatiion
institutions

Employees

A

968.7 kWh

3

of electricity supply to customers
Consolidate all facilities of UNEG
electric grids
Ensure quality customer service

capacity

of water consumption

Risk mitigants
Searching for low cost long-term financing

2

M

3

3

1

1.16 m

services

Payment
for services
according
to tariffs

AN

of employees

Payment
for services
according
to tariffs

TECHNOLOGICAL
CONNECTION

Government
authorities

of tax payments

to support innovative development
of the Russian energy sector

M

24.5

thousand

Payment
for services
according
to tariffs

Payment
for services
according
to tariffs

T

94 %of employees

5

I AL

(of the Annual Report)

for R&D financing

ELECTRICITY
TRANSMISSION

of interest on debt
obligations

economic value added
(EVA)

•

Grid companies, factories,
Russian Railways,
other consumers

of dividends for 2014

Shareholders
and investors

RUB 23.5 billion

• Develop research and innovation

7

NC

experience, skills
and expertise

RUB0.4 billion

4

FIN A

• Employees’

of intangible assets

Government
authorities

Major electricity
consumers

services

EN

(of the Annual Report)

RUB3.3 billion

CONSTRUCTION
AND RECONSTRUCTION

EM

• R&D

AN

tariffs

software

Page 117

924

services

• Patents, Licenses,

Human
capital

of transmission lines

substations

(of the Annual Report)

Page 110

Purchase of electricity
and capacity to
compensate of losses

RUB 30.6 billion

33

AG

grid facilities

km
138.8 thousand

CO
RP
OR
AT
E

T
EN
M
E
AG

STR
AT
EG
IC

• UNEG electric

Page 50

Intellectual
capital

Wholesale electricity
and capacity market

of debt portfolio

CE
AN
RN
VE
GO

2

RUB257.8 billion

investment costs
Maintain financial
sustainability

RUB 847million

N

(of the Annual Report)

Productive
capital

• Increase return on equity
• Reduce operating and
•

M

• Debt

VALUE CREATION FOR STAKEHOLDERS
(figures are given for 2015 )

of equity

1

Page 82

RUB854.5 billion

Supply of electricity and capacity

Financial
capital

STRATEGIC GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

7

Key risks
Regulatory risk (unbalanced tariffs)
Risk mitigants
Drafting economically justified tariff proposals

and improve energy efficiency
of the electric grid operations
Reduce air emissions of hazardous
substances
Reduce water consumption

RUB 248 million

10,4%

of environmental costs
and investments

Reduction in water
consumption

11,7 %
Waste reduction

People
in the regions
where we operate
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Federal Grid manages the Unified National Electric Grid,
ensures electricity transmission through backbone lines
and provides services for technological connection
to electric grids

CORE BUSINESS PROCESSES
ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION

Services of electricity transmission via UNEG are monopoly operations regulated by the State

TECHNOLOGICAL CONNECTION

A service package to connect power receivers of consumers, as well as generating and transmission
facilities to Federal Grid’s electric grids

CONSTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION

Implementation of projects on constructing new and reconstructing the existing facilities of electric grid
infrastructure to improve the reliability of UNEG

AUXILIARY PROCESSES
Maintenance and Repairs

A package of operations to maintain operational capability and good condition of equipment

Procurement

A set of measures aimed at meeting the Company’s needs in goods and services

Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency

Measures to reduce the volume of consumed energy resources while retaining their beneficial effect

HR Policy

A system of employee engagement that aims at creating conditions for effective development and use of
human resources

Industrial Safety

Prevention of accidents at UNEG facilities and readiness to localise and liquidate the fallout of accidents

Social Responsibility

Meeting of voluntary commitments toward stakeholders in order to ensure the Company’s sustainable
development

Federal Grid Company at the Wholesale
Electricity (Capacity) Market
Subject to the statutory procedure of the Russian
Federation, Federal Grid Company buys electricity at the
wholesale electricity and capacity market (WECM) in
order to compensate actual losses in UNEG. The above
activity is governed by the following legal acts and
regulations:

•• Federal Law “On Electric Energy” No. 35-FL dated 26
March 26 2003

The Russian National Committee (RNC CIGRE) is one
of the leaders on CIGRE, both in terms of the number
of members and because of a high level of energy
research. RNC ensures the rational application of the
world experience of the electricity industry development
in our country. It assists in technical, economical, political,
sociological research in areas related to power industry.

For further details about measures to reduce electricity
losses, see section 4.2. “Energy Efficiency and Energy
Management”.

Industry Organisations and Commissions

•• Rules for non-discriminatory access to electricity

transmission services and provision thereof approved
by the RF Government Resolution No. 861 dated 27
December 2004

•• Rules for the wholesale electricity and capacity market
approved by the RF Government Resolution No. 1172
dated 27 December 2010

•• Agreement for joining the trade system of the

wholesale market and wholesale market regulations
that are annexes to the above Agreement

Since 01 July 2015, amendments to the Wholesale Market
Rules has come into effect pursuant to which Federal Grid
Company buys capacity in the amount calculated based
on actual peak consumption.
In 2015, the cost of electricity and capacity bought
by Federal Grid to compensate losses amounted
RUB14.332 billion, net of VAT, including at WECM
RUB6.452 billion for electricity and RUB7.845 billion for
capacity. In addition, in accordance with the Federal Law
“On Electric Energy” No. 35-FZ dated 26 March 2003,
Federal Grid Company buys electricity to compensate
actual losses in distribution grids of Krasnodar Krai
that are on the Company’s books. The cost of electricity
bought by Federal Grid to compensate losses in
distribution grids was RUB0.035 billion, net of VAT.
Actual electricity losses in the Company’s grids in
2015 amounted to 23,478 million kWh. The relative
level of 2015 losses was 4.47% of electricity supplied

G4-16

Government Commission for the Electric Power
Industry Development

The Commission is a coordinating body established
to ensure coordinated actions of the interested federal
executive authorities and executive authorities of
the RF constituent entities on matters of prospective
development of the electric power industry in the Russian
Federation.
The Chairman of the Federal Grid Management Board,
Andrey Murov, is a member of the Commission.
Details about the Commission and its membership are
available on the website of the RF Government
http://government.ru/department/144/about/
and http://government.ru/info/21190

CIGRE (Russian National Committee of CIGRE
International Council on Large Electric Systems – CIGRE
(Conseil International des Grands Réseaux Électriques –
CIGRE) is the largest international organisation in the
field of electric power. Founded in 1921, now it joins
experts and scientists form 90 countries. Its sphere of
interests covers all aspects of power systems operation:
from economic issues to scientific and technological
achievements. CIGRE’s organisational model is based
on creation of National Committees that bring together
industry players and institutions of a certain country. The
CIGRE’s Central Office is in Paris (France).

Operating Performance Results in 2011–2015, mln kWh

Environment

Minimisation of negative environmental impact when providing electricity transmission services

by the grid. As compared to 2014, it increased by 0.34%,
or 2,217 million kWh as electricity supply increased by
2.04%. The increase of electricity losses was caused by
changes in the operational mode of UNEG in 2015, as well
as changes in the load of power stations, redistribution of
customers’ load. G4-EU11

G4-9

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Electricity supply via UNEG to consumers

509,287

517,131

519,983

515,250

525,769

Electricity losses within UNEG

22,553

21,946

22,262

21,261

23,478

The RNC CIGRE has 59 collective and 496 individual
members, including Federal Grid Company, JSC SO UES,
PJSC Rosseti, Moscow Power Institute and others.
On 2 September 2015, the Chairman of the Federal
Grid Management Board, Andrey Murov, was elected a
Chairman of the RNC CIGRE.
Further details about the CIGRE’s activities are available on
the website http://www.cigre.ru/
Representatives of Federal Grid Company are engaged in
the work of:

•• expert workshop “Import Substitution in Fuel and

Energy Complex” of the Energy Committee of the State
Duma of the Russian Federation

•• coordinating research council on issues of the

implementation of a sub-programme “Development of
the production of composite materials and products
therefrom” at the RF Ministry of Industry and Trade;

•• All-Russian public organisation ”Russian Engineering
Union”;

•• Research division for infrastructure development of
the Academy of Military Science.

Federal Grid Company interacts with public
organisations (Russian Union of Industrialists and
Entrepreneurs, OPORA ROSSII, Russian Engineering
Union, TRAVEK Association), research institutions, etc.,
on the development of technologies of manufacturing
electrical equipment.
Federal Grid Company, represented by the Deputy
Chairman of the Managing Board, Alexey Molsky,
is a member of the Supervisory Board, which is a
collective governing body of the Market Council,
a non-profit partnership. In accordance with the
laws and regulations of the Russian Federation,
Articles of Association of the Market Council and
Regulations on the Supervisory Board of the Market
Council, a member of the Supervisory Board is
authorised to veto amendments in the Trade System
Accession Agreement in which Federal Grid Company
is a statutory party.
Besides, the Deputy Chairman of the Management
Board, Alexey Molsky, represents Federal Grid Company
in the Advisory Committee on Electric Power at
the Board of the Eurasian Economic Commission.
Three Federal Grid’s officers from the Customers
and Market Engagement Department and Laws &
Regulations Directorate represent the Company in the
Subcommittee for the Common Electricity Market of
the Eurasian Economic Union. They are involved in
drafting and approval of the Concept of the Common
Electricity Market of the Eurasian Economic Union.
G4-16

For further details about the engagement with public
authorities, see the Governance for Sustainable
Development section Stakeholders and Stakeholder
Engagement.
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Development Strategy
and Core Businesses
Federal Grid Company’s mission is to ensure reliable
operation and development of UNEG that will be adequate
to economic growth, and demonstrate high economic
efficiency and cost minimisation.
Our strategy should ensure steady commitment to this
mission, respond to technological and economic challenges

and promote the solution of problems that are caused
by the current situation in the backbone electric grids and
the capacity, which is available for meeting the demand.
The Company’s strategy is outlined in the Long-Term
Development Programme approved by the Board of
Directors in 2014.

Our Strategic Goals
•• To ensure service reliability and quality
•• To maintain financial sustainability and
independence of the Company

•• To develop UNEG with regard of technical and
economic optimisation of the backbone grids

Efficiency
and Effectiveness

•• To consolidate, under Federal Grid Company’s

management, all electric grid facilities that are part
of UNEG and are consistent with the criteria for
including the facilities in UNEG

•• To meet customers’ demand for the Company’s

services with regard of their region-specific features
of demand and higher effectiveness of capacity
utilisation

Customer
focus

Priority topic of the Report:

“Improving the efficiency
and effectiveness
is a mutual interest
of the Company and
stakeholders”
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Understanding of Sustainable
Development

The base case scenario underlying Federal Grid
Company’s financial model is based on the meeting
of key performance indicators, including a 30%
reduction in operating and investment costs
against 2012 already by 2017. These targets are
more ambitious than those set in the Development
Strategy for the Russian Electric Grid Complex. Yet,
the Company aims to achieve these higher targets
because it needs to complete a long-term investment
programme and maintain a sustainable financial
position.
For further details on the Federal Grid’s development
prospects, see the Core Sustainable Development
Activities section Managing Economic
Development.
Measures developed within the Long-Term
Development Programme were focused on
addressing the above issues and involved initiatives
in the following areas:

30

•• improving efficiency of investing activities;
•• improving operational efficiency;
•• import substitution;
•• improving managerial efficiency;

Understanding of Sustainable Development
Sustainable development priorities and social
responsibility principles are integrated in the business
strategy of Federal Grid Company. Economic efficiency
and customer focus are the key components of the
Company’s social responsibility.
Over the years, there has been a traditional
understanding of sustainable development of the
company business as an activity that not only meets
economic and environmental criteria, but also social
interests of society and the State.
Owing to its specific role in the energy sector, economy
and social development of the country, Federal Grid
Company expands and complements the traditional
concept of sustainability in its operations.
UNEG is a technological infrastructure that is controlled
by the State and has strategic importance for Russia, its
economic and social stability, and for maintaining the
country’s integrity. Federal Grid Company, as an operator
of UNEG, ensures uninterrupted electricity transmission
via backbone electric grids and is responsible for the
reliable electricity supply to customers in the Russian
Federation.

The Company’s responsibility for the efficient
administration and development of UNEG is not only
to ensure a safe, reliable and uninterrupted electricity
supply but also to provide accessibility to customers.
Therefore, the key challenge for the Company is to
improve efficiency as a balance of the interests of the
Company and its stakeholders.
In today’s context, a company’s success depends,
among other things, on the success of stakeholder
engagement, ability to build a constructive dialogue, to
find win-win solutions and implement them effectively.
The Company’s performance analysis is impossible
without considering risks that relate to the Company’s
social and economic impact on society.
In such a macroeconomic environment, corporate social
responsibility (CSR) becomes one of the most important
institutions of a civilised market economy.
Federal Grid Company highlights specific activities that
are inherent to it as an electric grid company, in addition
to core activities that traditionally relate to sustainable
development.

•• enhancing the transparency of the Company’s

activities and improving its consumer relations.

An audit was initiated by Federal Grid Company and
held in 2015 in order to monitor the implementation
of measures and achievement of targets that are
set in the Long-Term Development Programme.
An independent auditor compared the targeted and
achieved KPIs in 2014, and analysed the reasons
of deviations that were identified during the audit.
Based on this review, the auditor concluded that
actual KPIs were higher than the targeted ones.
Besides an external audit, Federal Grid Company
performs internal monitoring of measures included
in the Long-Term Development Programme, a report
is drawn up based on monitoring findings.

Core sustainable development activities

Specific sustainable development activities

•• Managing Economic Development

•• Ensuring Reliable and Uninterrupted Operation

•• Innovative Development

of UNEG

•• Procurement

•• Energy Efficiency and Energy Management

•• Anti-Corruption Activities

•• Import Substitution

•• Employees and Social Policy

•• Tariff Policy and its Transparency for Consumers

•• Environmental Responsibility
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Long-Term Development Programme
of Federal Grid Company for 2015–2019
and prospects through 2030
In December 2014, the Board of Directors approved
the Federal Grid’s Long-Term Development
Programme for 2015–2019 and prospects through
2030 that had been previously approved by the
Government of the Russian Federation. In 2015,
as part of planned updates, the Program was

Relationship between Strategy and
Sustainable Development Goals
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The main priorities of Federal Grid Company for the
development in 2015–2019 are to retain positions in terms
of reliability and technological development that have been
achieved in the years of the implementation of large-scale
investments, as well as to reduce unit operating costs by at
least 30% compared to 2012, while avoiding the fall of the
level of reliability and higher costs in the future periods (the
objective was attained by Federal Grid ahead of schedule –
in 2015, we achieved reduction in unit operating costs by
40% against 2012).
The Company also strives to maintain a balance
between economic rationality and addressing social and
environmental issues. It also strives to focus on those
aspects of sustainable development that have paramount
importance for stakeholders.

Strategic Priorities in Sustainable
Development of Federal Grid Company
•• To build mechanisms and practices for the

synchronisation of stakeholder plans that envisage the
development and expansion of UNEG

•• To provide import substitution in order to reduce
political and financial risks

•• To implement innovations and new technologies and
assess their long-term economic efficiency

•• To form a talent pool for the smart energy sector
•• To develop responsible HR management practices
•• To improve labour protection and industrial safety
•• To improve the energy efficiency of electric grid
operations
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Understanding of Sustainable
Development

amended according to the requirements of the
directives of the RF Government. The Long-Term
Development Programme is consistent with the
targets and provisions of the Development Strategy
for the Russian Electric Grid Complex, as approved
by Resolution No. 511-r of the Government of the
Russian Federation, dated 3 April 2013.
The Programme includes strategic goals, objectives,
initiatives focused on sustainable development of the
Company business.

•• To implement environmental protection measures
aimed at minimising environmental impacts

The Company’s efficiency and its customer focus
involves identifying stakeholder expectations, defining
a response position of the Company to these requests
and their further consideration, if deemed appropriate,
in corporate policies, development strategy and current
operations.

The history of CSR practices and
sustainable development in the Company,
and public position on CSR
Systemic interaction with stakeholders requires the
Company to have a public position on CSR issues, i.e. to
outline the principles of decision-making and implement
actions that guide the Company in its communication
with stakeholders.

Transparency and Accountability

The Company’s public position on CSR is a tool for the
Company to develop and coordinate with stakeholders
its voluntary commitments in the strategic perspective,
and the basis for maintaining a dialogue and factoring in
the stakeholders’ recommendations about the contents
of its non-financial report.

Federal Grid Company is committed to responsible
business practices that cover the implementation of core
responsibilities and activity arrangement with due account
of the interests not only of the State and society but of all
stakeholder groups: customers, shareholders, investors,
environmental experts, scientists, business partners,
employees, expert community.

In 2007, Federal Grid Company wrote a chapter
«Corporate and Social Responsibility” and included it
in its 2006 Annual Report. This chapter declared its
commitment to CSR principles in the electric power
industry and stated the commitment to make a fullfledged non-financial (social) report in 2008.

•• To ensure a fair distribution of economic value and
integrate Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) strategy
in all business processes

Federal Grid understands its corporate social
responsibility as a set of commitments to stakeholders.
These commitments are:

•• undertaken on a voluntary basis (beyond those
established by law);

•• implemented publicly and in coordination with
stakeholders;

•• focused on ensuring the Company’s sustainability and
feasibility of its strategy.

Thus, the Company regularly reports to its stakeholders
on the implementation of its commitments. Being a
socially responsible company, Federal Grid every year
since 2008, issues reports on social responsibility
and corporate sustainability. The main objective of
the reports is to inform stakeholders about the results
of projects completed, their impact on social life and
economy of the regions where the Company operates.
To this end, the Company holds regular dialogues with
stakeholders, during which the Company receives
various requests and proposals from stakeholders.

Since 2008, Federal Grid Company has published
annual reports on social responsibility and corporate
sustainability (Social Report). These reports describe
corporate mechanisms that support the quality of the
Company’s performance and management of its impact
on the economy, environment and social sphere in the
regions where it has presence.
Reports are prepared in accordance with international
standards for non-financial statement disclosure:
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (v. G3; since 2013 –
v. G4) of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the GRI
energy protocol. In its communication with stakeholders
the Company is guided by AA 1000 SES standard.
The Company defined the correlation of CSR and SD
in the following way: CSR is a practice of responsible
conduct of business and a form of organisation of the
Company’s operations in response to the public agenda
in SD. In turn, the SD agenda is understood as a list of
problematic situations, contexts and topics that are
recognised both by the Company and its stakeholders

as important in the long term. Besides, this agenda
states that the Company and stakeholders are ready to
invest in the solution of these problems.
The 2007 report is based on the understanding of
corporate responsibility by Federal Grid Company as
a public infrastructure entity. The report discloses
information about the Company’s strategy and
investment programme and describes certain strategic
(non-financial) risks. Much attention is paid to the
corporate plans of developing relations with the
investor community and communication with the
regional authorities. The Company’s public position on
CSR issues had been drafted in the 2007 Report as a
CSR management tool, i.e. it formulated principles of
solutions and the Company’s actions in stakeholder
engagement. This position specified the Company’s
responsibility to stakeholder groups.
The subsequent fine-tuning and clarification of the
public position in the 2008 Report reaffirmed the
importance and relevance of this tool of responsible
business. The Company continued to master the
standards of SD reporting and establishment of fullfledged CSR management practices.
The 2008 report highlighted corporate social
responsibility at a new stage of the Company’s
operations and demonstrated the development and
achievement of its voluntary commitments to regularly
disclose information in the non-financial reports. In the
reporting period, the Company effectively co-operated
with a coalition of non-governmental environmental
organisations that took part in a dialogue on
implementation of the corporate Environmental Policy
held on 28 May 2009. The summary of this dialogue was
included in the Report as a separate chapter.
While drawing up its 2009 and 2010 Reports, the
Company began moving from the principle-based
generalised management of its responsibility to the
management of specific aspects that have the highest
importance for stakeholders. In 2009–2010, after several
major accidents in the energy sector (particularly at the
Sayano-Shushenskaya HPP), management of UNEG
reliability and safety became the top priority. In 2010–
2011, the most important and publicly relevant issues
were management of innovations and development of
UNEG, as well as matters pertaining to the development
of the entire energy sector. In fact, these two topics were
the basis of Federal Grid Company’s public agenda on
sustainable development. This is why the 2009 Report
and 2010 Report focused on them.
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In 2011, the Report on Social Responsibility and
Corporate Sustainability of Federal Grid Company for
2010 was for the first time approved by the Council of
Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs. The
Council pointed out that the 2010 Report of Federal Grid
Company contains generally relevant information and
covers the key areas of responsible business practice
in accordance with the principles that are stated in the
Social Charter of the Russian Business. The Report
discloses sufficiently complete information about the
Company’s efforts to ensure reliability and innovative
development of the Unified National Electric Grid as
priority aspects of the corporate social responsibility.”
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Issues of reliability and innovative development did not
lessen in importance in 2011. Yet, the energy sector
and the Company became increasingly more aware of
the fundamental importance to bring young people to
the Company because the future of the national electric
grid infrastructure will depend on their professionalism.
This is why year 2011 was declared to be the “Year of
Young Specialists of Federal Grid Company,” in order
to highlight the Company’s key priority in CSR and
sustainable development for 2011 and beyond.
On the other hand, the Russian Federation is the
Company’s main shareholder, and the Company cannot
ignore its position in identifying the key issues of its
agenda for sustainable development. Leaders of the
country view corruption as one of the most important
challenges and a threat to sustainable development of
the Russian Federation.
This is why management of Federal Grid Company took
a decision to describe in detail issues of youth policy
and anti-corruption policy in the 2011 Report.
In response to numerous requests of stakeholders, the
Company took efforts to reduce the time for preparation
of the Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainable
Development Report and publish it together with
the 2011 Annual Report. This helped to improve the
relevance of disclosed information and made it possible
for all stakeholders to learn about the Company’s
performance fully and in a timely way.
Federal Grid Company’s 2011 Corporate Social
Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report
was the winner of the 15th annual federal competition
of annual reports in the nomination of the Russian
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Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RUIE) as “The
Best Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainable
Development Report.”
Year 2012 was special for the Federal Grid Company
because it was its tenth anniversary. This is why
the Report presented a retrospective overview of
Federal Grid Company’s efforts in building a sociallyoriented company. The priority topic in the 2012
report was “Management of Human Capital in
Federal Grid Company.” This topic is highly important
because employees are one of the utmost values
for the Company, and its future depends on their
professionalism. This is why the executives pay much
attention to hiring of young talents, co-operation with
institutes of higher education, development of effective
personnel training and development programmes,
assistance to employees’ professional and career
growth, and employee evaluation and motivation.
Preparation for the 22nd Winter Olympic Games and
11th Paralympic Games in Sochi was one of the main
events in 2014. This is why the priority topic in the 2013
Report was “Energy Supply to the 22nd Winter Olympic
Games and 11th Paralympic Games in Sochi.” Federal
Grid Company recognises its responsibility when it
participates in such large-scale projects, and takes
efforts to perform its obligations. This infrastructure
will help the Sochi region to develop as a world-level
mountain climate resort.
The Company’s 2014 Report focused on three priority
topics: reliability and sustainable operation of UNEG;
energy efficiency and energy management; and import
substitution policy. The importance of these priority
topics is to demonstrate how the Company maintains
the sustainability of the energy sector to external and
internal economic, industrial and natural threats, and to
other destabilising factors (including geopolitical ones).
The main objective for the 2015 Report was to build
the image of Federal Grid Company as an effective
customer-oriented entity operating in the Russian power
industry. The priority topic of the 2015 Report is “Raising
of Efficiency is a Mutual Interest of the Company and
Its Stakeholders.” Based on a review made by the
Annual Report working team, the Company refined the
descriptions of its core and specific activity areas in the
field of sustainable development.
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Awards and Achievements in 2015
Federal Grid Company has built a reputation of a
socially responsible and customer-oriented company,
which aims to improve its effectiveness and make
a tangible contribution in the social and economic
development of Russia. Its successful operations
during the year gained recognition, and the Company
received the following prizes and awards.
1. Federal Grid Company’s project won the nomination
“Social Lift” at the Second Russian Competition of the
Best Employer Practices in the Development of HR
Capital “Creating the Future” which was organised
by the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Russian Federation and International Association of
Corporate Education (IACE) during the 2015 Moscow
International Salon of Education.
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2. The Company’s delegation took part in festivities
dedicated to the Day of State Flag of the Russian
Federation at the International Business Forum “Trade
and Industrial Capacity of Russian Regions” and
International Environmental Forum “Live Planet” held
on 21–23 August in Sochi. At the forum “Trade and
Industrial Capacity of Russian Regions” the Company
received Global Business Brand, an international prize
for tangible improvements of the quality of its goods /
services, development of sophisticated innovative
technologies, implementation of effective methods of
management, rational use of resources, environmental
protection, and for contributing to the environmental
safety.
3. Federal Grid Company received awards for
increasing its attractiveness, promotion of information
transparency and implementation of the best
disclosure standards. The awards were given during
the Fourteenth International Investment Forum
Sochi-2015.

6. Federal Grid Company won the nominations «The Best
Annual Report” among companies with capitalisation
of RUB30-200 billion and “The Best Annual Report
in the Electric Power Sector.” The Eighteenth Annual
Competition of Annual Reports was organised by MICEX
and RCB Media Group.

14. Federal Grid Company’s branch – MES Western
Siberia – won the nomination “The Best Occupational
Safety Service” during the city-wide occupational safety
month “Labour Safety in Surgut – 2015.”

7. The Company’s project of transformer heat extraction
and subsequent use for heating the substation buildings
and installations was recognised as the best among the
completed energy saving projects at the 2015 ENES Forum.

15. Federal Grid Company’s branch – MES Western
Siberia – received a certificate “Guardian of Yugra Cedar
Forests” from the Khanty-Mansiisk Autonomous District
Department of Natural Resources and Non-Commodity
Sector. The certificate was received for actions aimed at
preserving and expanding the cedar forests.

8. Federal Grid Company was acknowledged for its
contribution to the development of environmental
protection in Russia. The outcomes of its environmental
protection, environmental safety and environmental
management action plan were presented at the Eleventh
Russian competition “2015 Leader of Environmental
Protection in Russia.”
9. Federal Grid Company received an award for successful
Treasury management and improvement of the Treasury
function in 2015. The Company’s employee won the prize
“Treasurer of the Year,” which confirms high performance
of the finance department.
10. Employees of Federal Grid Company’s branches
received thank-you letters from the Ministry of Energy of
the Russian Federation for successful completion of the
2014–2015 autumn/winter season.
11. Federal Grid Company’s branch – MES Western
Siberia – won the nomination “The Best Idea for a TV
Story about the Energy Engineers” at ENES 2015 – the
Second Russian Competition of implemented projects in
energy saving, energy efficiency and development of the
energy industry.

4. Federal Grid Company was awarded for the
development of HR capacity and raising the level of
employee professionalism. The Company was second
in the nomination “2015 Corporate University” when the
prize “Crystal Pyramid” was awarded at the Sixteenth
Summit of HR Directors of Russia and CIS.

12. Employees of Federal Grid Company’s branch –
MES South – received honorary certificates from
the Governor and Ministry of Energy, Industry and
Communications of Stavropol Krai for their major
contribution to the development of the electric
grid complex in the Caucasian Mineral Water and
Stavropol Krai.

5. The Company’s specialists received diplomas «Best
in Profession” in the professional skills competition
dedicated to the 70th anniversary of Victory in the Great
Patriotic War.

13. Employees of Federal Grid Company’s branch – MES
South – received honorary certificates from the Ministry of
Industry and Energy of Krasnodar Krai for reliable power
supply to sports facilities in Sochi during Formula 1 race.

16. Federal Grid Company’s branch – MES Western
Siberia – received a thank-you letter from “BlagoDaryu,”
the Regional Charitable Foundation for Assistance to
Children with Central Nervous System Diseases, for
participation in the action “A Million in Petty Cash. I Want
to Walk!”
17. Federal Grid Company’s branch – MES Ural –
received a thank-you letter from Yekaterinburg Centre
for Education for participation in the fair “Vacancies for
People with Limited Abilities” during a ten-day campaign
dedicated to the International Day of People with
Disability.
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Implementation of the Company’s CSR and Sustainable
Development Plans and Commitments in 2015
Commitments

Progress
status

Comments

Commitments

Progress
status

2.15

to restore the working capacity of emergency
•• Actions
blocking at substations

Implemented

2.16

to mitigate the risks of power supply
•• Actions
disruptions in the regions with high risks of power

Implemented

3

Implement Federal Grid Company’s investment
programme.

Implemented

4

Update (extend) agreements with contractor
organisations, related electric grid organisations,
Ministry of Emergency Situations, RosHydroMet etc.
These agreements will help to minimise the time for
post-accident repairs at the power facilities

Updated

5

Raise the level of security and anti-terrorist protection
at electric grid facilities, including via actions under
investment programme “Protection of Federal Grid
Company’s Electric Grid Facilities” by equipping the
facilities with engineering and technical security devices

Implemented

6

Take actions based on investigations of accidents and
implement comprehensive programmes for elimination
of irregularities and improvement of the grid reliability

Implemented

In 2015, the Company took 3,892 actions based on
investigations of accidents

7

Conduct timely technical inspections of equipment of
substations, electricity transmission lines, buildings
and installations, and full examination of buildings and
structures

Implemented

In 2015, branches of Federal Grid Company
conducted technical inspections of equipment
at 263 substations, 406 OHLs, buildings and
installations at 305 facilities (SS, repairs and
production bases, etc.). Besides, comprehensive
inspections of buildings and installations at 306
facilities were conducted

8

Organise, monitor and analyse the formation of data
about technical condition of the primary electric grid
equipment with voltage class 110 kV and above at SS
and OHL.

Implemented

9

Analyse failures of new equipment during the
burn-in period; identify systemic defects in design,
manufacturing and installation technique, and organise
claim settlement

Work in progress

supply disruptions – to be implemented in 2015 in
accordance with an executive order issued by the
Ministry of Energy

Ensuring reliability of power supply
1

2
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Complete maintenance and repairs and the 2015
targeted programmes in accordance with Order No. 232
of Federal Grid Company, dated 22 April 2011, “On the
Approval of Procedures” within the budgeted financing
for 2015

Implemented

Complete the following work scheduled for 2015 –
within the budgeted financing and decisions of the
Management Board about the approval of income and
expenditure budgets (excerpt from the minutes of the
Management Board’s meeting No. 1282/2, dated 30
December 2014:

2.1

plan to improve reliability of power supply at
•• Action
the facilities of JSC Russian Railways in 2010–2020

2.2

to replace air switches with voltage class
•• Programme
of 330–750 kV at the Company’s facilities

Work in progress

A comprehensive programme for 2011–2030

2.3

to increase lightning-surge protection of
•• Programme
the Company’s overhead lines

Work in progress

A comprehensive programme for 2011–2025

2.4

for replacement of oil circuit breakers,
•• Programme
separators and short circuitors with voltage class of

Work in progress

A comprehensive programme for 2011–2030

for replacement of current transformers
•• Programme
with voltage class 110–750 kV at the Company’s

Work in progress,
the 2015 target
is met

A comprehensive programme for 2011–2025

for replacement of transformers with
•• Programme
voltage class 110–750 at the Company’s facilities,

Work in progress,
the 2015 target
is met

A comprehensive programme for 2011–2025

2.7

for replacement of autotransformers,
•• Programme
to be implemented in 2015

Work in progress,
the 2015 target
is met

A comprehensive programme for 2011–2021

2.8

for improving the reliability of equipment
•• Programme
at the Company’s substations and OHL

Work in progress

A comprehensive programme for 2011–2021

2.9

for widening of glades under the UNEG
•• Programme
overhead lines in 2015

Implemented

2.10

of special diagnosis of equipment or
•• Programme
facilities in the poorer condition, in accordance with

Implemented

Federal Grid Company and JSC Russian
Railways signed Cooperative Agreement No.
198000000397492 dated 15 September 2015

110–220 kV at the Company’s facilities

2.5

facilities, to be implemented in 2015

2.6

to be implemented in 2015

work volumes for 2015

Two out of 17 programme actions scheduled for
2015 were implemented

Register of Agreements with Contractor
•• The
Organisations (as regards HV lines) was
updated by using information from MES;

with the Ministry of Emergency
•• Agreements
Situations and RosHydroMet were fully
extended.

2015, the Company regularly analysed defects
•• In
and manufacturing weaknesses of equipment
produced by Siemens, ZETO, Alstrom and
Elektrozavod

Company initiated repairs and refining
•• The
of column-mounted switches produced by
Siemens, and RG 330–500 disconnecting
devices (producer: ZETO)

inspection of 71 units of
•• Comprehensive
equipment;

10

inspection of 2,184 OHL
•• Comprehensive
supports

2.11

for improving fire protection at Federal
•• Programme
Grid Company’s UNEG facilities

Implemented

2.12

to build an accident reserve and procure
•• Programme
equipment and materials in 2015

Implemented

2.13

to procure cars, special-purpose vehicles
•• Programme
and machinery in 2015

Work in progress

A comprehensive programme to be implemented
by 2021

2.14

to establish the protection zones for the
•• Programme
electric grid facilities in accordance with the work

Work in progress
as far as PTLs
are concerned

The tentative deadline for establishing the PTL
protection zones is 2016 (MES South)

volumes for 2015

Comments

In 2015, 27 actions of this programme were
implemented in Federal Grid Company’s branches
in accordance with the work volumes approved for
the year

Conduct joint trainings with the Ministry of Emergency
Situations and local authorities

Implemented

Joint trainings with the Ministry of Emergency
Situations and local authorities were held as
scheduled

Energy efficiency and energy management
11

Conduct re-certification and internal audits of the
Company’s energy management system that confirm
compliance with the international standard ISO
50001:2011

Implemented

In April and May 2015, an external audit of the
Company’s energy management was successfully
conducted for consistency with the international
standard ISO 50001:2011. The independent auditor
did not identify any inconsistencies with the
standard requirements, including loss-reduction
actions. The auditors recommended that the
validity of the compliance certificate should be
extended

12

Implement the Programme for Energy Saving and
Improving Energy Efficiency for 2015–2019

Implemented

The programme was implemented in 2015 in
accordance with Order No. 262 “On Organisation
of Implementation of the Programme for Energy
Saving and Improving Energy Efficiency for
2015–2019” dated 29 June 2015
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Progress
status

Comments

Commitments

Labour protection
13

Eliminate workplace injuries and occupational diseases

Progress
status

Comments

Implemented

Grid Company joined the Anti-Corruption
•• Federal
Charter of Russian Business. The Company

Anti-corruption activities
Not implemented

Five accidents occurred in Federal Grid Company’s
branches – MES, and 2 employees were injured:

19

Take part in collective anti-corruption initiatives

is included in the General Register of Charter
Signatories (Certificate No. 2041 dated 13
March 2015)

people during work at substations, 1 person
•• Two
as a result of violation of work technique during
dismantling of a construction platform, and 1
person due to his own carelessness
fatal accidents, including 1 case when a
•• Three
person died due to poor organisation of vehicle
repair work, 1 person due to violation of the
stream crossing procedure, and 1 due to a third
party’s guilt
The number of injured employees and injuries in
Federal Grid Company’s branches increased from
3 to 5, or by 66%, in 2015 relative to 2014. The
number of fatal accidents increased by threefold,
from 1 to 3, because the number of employee
injuries in transport increased
Labour protection actions are held before repairs
begin, injury risks are assessed and remedial
actions are developed in order to improve
occupational safety
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14

Develop safe conduct and accident-prevention skills
among employees

Work in progress

The Company implements a project “BehaviourBased Safety Audit” (BBSA) which is targeted at
changing the employees’ approach to the informed
compliance with the safety rules
In 2015, 43.2% of foremen received training,
including:
foremen in PMES and MES labour
•• 1,791
protection

of Operational Controlling and Compliance
•• Head
Department was elected to the Anti-Corruption
Expert Council of the Russian Chamber of
Industry and Commerce

2015, the Company took part in several round•• In
table sessions on anti-corruption
20

Revise and improve the internal rules and regulations on
anti-corruption

Implemented

The Company drew up a new version of the
Anti-Corruption Policy, and the Board of Directors
approved it (Minutes No. 280 dated 24 August
2015)
In accordance with Federal Law No. 285-FZ
dated 5 October 2015, amendments were made
in the Company’s Order No. 207 “On Approving
the Regulation on Settling a Conflict of Interests”
dated 25 April 2014

21

Draw up a list of corruption risks and assessment
procedures for these risks

Implemented

The Company drew up a “Map of Corruption
Risks” and “Matrix of Corruption Risks and AntiCorruption Control Procedures”

22

Organise regular training of the Company employees
on the prevention and fight against corruption, effective
Russian anti-corruption legislation and the respective
internal regulations

Implemented

The Company held several educational video
conferences for employees of its branches and
Executive Directorate on anti-corruption and
transparency of financial and business operations.
The Company regularly updated information
posted on its web portal on the page dedicated to
the Anti-Corruption Policy

23

Take organisational, explanatory and other actions
that are aimed at ensuring employee compliance with
restrictions and bans and at the performance of duties
to fight corruption

Implemented

The Company implemented measures to minimise
the corruption risks:

foremen took courses in the Personnel
•• 128
Training Centre (MES Centre and MES Ural)
Training in BBSA was poorly organised in MES
Centre (Volgo-Donskoy and Volgo-Oksky PMES),
MES North-West (Bryansk, Vyborg, Karelia and
Northern PMES), MES Volga (Sredne-Volzhsky
PMES), MES Siberia (Kuzbass PMES), and MES
East (Amur PMES)
15

Improve working conditions continuously

Implemented

capita labour protection costs amount to
•• Per
RUB45.81 thousand

total labour protection costs increased by
•• The
1.3 times in 2015 relative to 2014, largely due to
scheduled purchases of the summer and winter
heat-resistant outfits and shielding sets

procedures), instructions/guidelines and their
drafts

reviewed documents related to charitable
•• Itassistance
and oversaw the use of donated
funds

oversaw financial security (in the form of
•• Itbank
guarantees) of counterparties’ contractual

HR management and social policy
16

conducted an anti-corruption review of
•• Ittransaction
documents (including procurement

obligations

Award employees for their service to Federal Grid
Company and the electricity sector, and for long and
conscientious work

Implemented

17

Employee wage indexation

Implemented

18

Improve the effectiveness of industrial personnel training
programmes and identify priority training programmes

Implemented

declaration of a conflict of interest
•• Itbyorganised
the Company managers. Efforts were taken
to identify conflicts of interests, settle preconflict situations and conflicts of interests in
the Company

Thirty-eight industrial personnel training
programmes were updated and made consistent
with the requirements of the Moscow Department
of Education

collected and analysed information about
•• Itincome,
property and property obligations of

persons that claim executive positions, as well
as existing executives and their family members
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Commitments
24

Establish a procedure whereby certain categories of the
Company’s officers will report when they receive gifts
in relation to their position or performance of their job
duties; and a procedure for relinquishing, evaluating
and selling such gifts, and crediting the proceeds to the
corporate budget
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Progress
status

Comments

Implemented

Company approved a “Regulation on the
•• The
Exchange of Business Gifts, Communication of

Commitments
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Information about Business Gifts Received by
Executives of Federal Grid Company in Relation
to Their Position or Job Duties, Release and
Evaluation of Gift, Sale / Buyout of Gift and
Crediting of Proceeds”

regulations were approved by the
•• Similar
Company’s branches and subsidiaries
Company established working commissions
•• The
at the Executive Directorate and in the branches.
Their mandate is to take decisions about the
sale or any other use of business gifts in the
Company’s operations

Environmental protection
25

26

42

Ensure environmental safety in accordance with the
environmental laws of the Russian Federation

Refine standards and technical documents that regulate
environmental protection activities

Implemented
on the ongoing
basis

Directive No. 121r dated 6 March 2015 “On
Approving the Procedure for an Internal
Environmental Audit in Federal Grid Company
Branches – MES and PMES”

Implemented
on the ongoing
basis

Company drew up proposed improvements
•• The
of the Russian laws and regulations

Federal Grid Company and World Wildlife Fund for
Nature (WWF Russia) will monitor the effectiveness of
actions implemented by the Company’s branch – MES
East – to prevent death of oriental storks on power lines
and draw up recommendations on the co-ordination
of efforts on the conservation of oriental storks and
protection of PTLs from emergency outages caused by
birds

Progress
status

Comments

Implemented

The outcomes of monitoring confirmed the
effectiveness of oriental stork protection actions
implemented by a branch of MES East

Import substitution
36

Promote the development of a competitive Russian
market of state-of-the-art electrical equipment

Work in progress

Russian manufacturers cover Federal Grid
Company’s needs in power transformers,
switchgears, disconnecters of all voltage classes,
and instrument transformers of up to 500 kV

37

Promote the development of a multidimensional
industry-wide innovative infrastructure.

Work in progress

Proactive co-operation with the state corporations
and institutions including Skolkovo, Rosnano,
Russian Technologies, Rosatom, R&D think tanks
and educational organisations.

38

Promote the development and improvement of
technologies for the manufacturing of new types of
electrical equipment

Work in progress

Transformer LLC and Shanghai
•• Togliatti
Huaming Power Equipment Co. Ltd. (China) run
a joint project of localisation of production and
testing of on-load tap changers for the Russian
and foreign markets

Company formulated its position on draft
•• The
Russian laws and regulations on environmental

to develop domestic production of
•• Project
gas turbine plants for distributed generation

protection, environmental safety and
environmental management

systems

of production of secondary
•• Development
equipment (EZAN, Infinet LLC.)

27

Improve the corporate system of the Company's
environmental protection activities

Implemented
on the ongoing
basis

The Company issued 4 executive orders and 8
directives about environmental protection

28

Build reputation of Federal Grid Company as an
environmentally-oriented and socially responsible
company

Implemented

Federal Grid Company won the Eleventh Russian
competition “2015 Leader of Environmental
Protection in Russia”

29

Innovative development in environmental protection and
environmental management.

Implemented
within the
amount of funds
allocated in 2015

The Company implemented several projects
that help to minimise the adverse impact on the
environment

Approve the Programme for Implementation of the
Environmental Policy in 2015–2019

Implemented

Order No. 150 dated 31 March 2015 “On Approving
the Programme for Implementation of the
Environmental Policy in 2015–2019”

31

Improve environmental control and reporting in the
Company.

Implemented
on the ongoing
basis

The Company issued several orders and directives

32

Implement an environmental management system in
the Company’s branches – MES Siberia, MES Ural, MES
Volga, and MES Western Siberia; receive ISO 14001:2004
compliance certificate for the Company

Implemented

environmental management system was
•• An
implemented in the Company’s branches – MES

40

Lower the cost of electrical equipment procured by the
Company through import substitution and raising the
localisation level

Work in progress

Company took actions to include all its
•• The
branches in the unified corporate system of

The increased share of domestic products in the
Company’s procurements helped to mitigate the
adverse impact of Rouble devaluation on the cost
of procured electrical equipment

41

Increase the share of Russian-made electric equipment
in the Company’s procurements relative to 2014

Work in progress

At 2015 year-end, the share of Russian-made
primary equipment was 75%, which is 30.5% above
the 2014 level

42

Increase the number of commercially manufactured
innovative products and technologies that were
developed in the joint projects of Federal Grid Company
and Russian producers, relative to the previous year

Work in progress

The production of an updated version of digital
multiplexer ENE-04E (by EZAN) and upgraded
broadband communications networks (by LLC
Infinet) began in 2015 as a result of co-operation

30

Achieve targeted quantitative environmental indicators
for 2015 that were approved by Order No. 227 dated 15
May 2014

Implemented

•• Water consumption was reduced by 11.2%
volume of waste disposed in landfills was
•• The
reduced by 12.6%
number of violations of environmental
•• The
laws that were identified during industrial
environmental control amounted to 3.6%

34

Develop corporate standards for environmental safety at
all life cycle stages of electric grid facilities

Implemented

Order No. 110 “On Approving Corporate Standards
for Environmental Safety of Electric Grid Facilities”
dated 30 March 2016

Improve the regulatory framework and methodological
support of cooperation with the producers of electrical
equipment

Work in progress

Company issued orders about methodology
•• The
for assessing localisation of electrical equipment
in the Russian Federation and approved the
Procedure for Implementation of the Import
Substitution Programme

Company accepted recommendations of
•• The
the round-table session “Import Substitution:
Boundaries of Energy Safety” on how to
implement import substitution policy and
promote the development of the Russian
electrical equipment industry

Company took part in working teams at
•• The
the Russian Ministry of Energy and Ministry

of Industry and Trade on issues of import
substitution, and in the expert panel “Import
Substitution in the Fuel and Energy Complex” at
the State Duma Committee for Energy

Siberia, MES Ural, MES Volga, and MES Western
Siberia
environmental management in accordance with
the ISO 14001:2004 standard requirements
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Corporate Governance

Federal Grid Company builds its corporate governance
system in compliance with all relevant legislation
and follows the Moscow Exchange listing rules and
recommendations of the Russian Corporate Governance
Code. When developing all elements of the system,
adjusting them in response to new requirements
and challenges of the external environment, we are
constantly guided by the key principles of corporate
governance set out in the Federal Grid’s Corporate
Governance Code.

General Meeting of Shareholders
The General Meeting of Shareholders (GMS) is the
supreme governing body of Federal Grid Company
whose competence is set out by the Federal Law “On
Joint Stock Companies” and the Company’s Articles
of Association and includes, among other things, such
serious matters as approval of annual reports and
annual financial statements, election of an external
auditor, election of members of the Board of Directors
and the Audit Commission and termination of their
powers, payment of dividends.

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is responsible for strategic
management of the Company and plays a key role
in the Federal Grid’s corporate governance system.

In 2015, the Board of Directors held 59 meetings, of
which 10 in the form of joint presence, and considered
751 matters of current operations

Its main functions:

•• to shape the Company’s strategy and monitor its
implementation;

•• to ensure the exercise and protection of rights and legal
interests of Federal Grid’s shareholders; to protect the
Company’s assets;

•• To ensure establishing and maintaining sound internal
control and risk management system;

•• To monitor activities of the executive bodies, to

undertake regular performance evaluation of senior
managers and to establish and maintain effective
incentive schemes and development programmes for
them;

•• to ensure timely disclosure of full and fair information
on the Company’s operation;

•• to establish a system for managing subsidiaries and
associates;

•• to monitor the Company’s corporate governance
practice.

G4-35
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G4-34

Corporate Governance Principles of Federal Grid Company

Rosimuschestvo
0.59% of voting shares

Minority shareholders
19.28% of voting shares

PJSC Rosseti

Shareholder
Agreement*

80.13% of voting shares

election

election

opinions

External
Independent
Auditor

opinions

General Meeting
of Shareholders

Transparency

Accountability

Fairness

Respopnsibility

Ensuring timely and
accurate disclosure of
all material information
on the Company, and
free access to the
information for all
stakeholders

The Board of Directors
is accountable to all
shareholders, and the
Company executive
bodies are accountable
to the General Meeting
of Shareholders and the
Board of Directors

Creating conditions for
protecting shareholder
rights and legitimate
interests and treating all
shareholders equally

Recognising the legal
rights of all stakeholders
for the purpose of the
Company growth and
financial stability
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election
reports and
recommendations

•• Audit
•• HR and Remuneration
•• Strategy
•• Investment

opinions
approval
of the Head

and signing of
agreement

opinions

Head
Internal Audit
Department

Management Board

opinions

the Management Board

reports

Chairman of the
Management Board

As at 31 December 2015, no member of the Federal
Grid’s Board of Directors hold ordinary shares
of Federal Grid Company, except Oleg Budargin
whose share in the Company’s ordinary stock was
0.0006403563%.
In 2015, there were no dealings in the Company’s
shares by the Board members.

reports

election of the
Chairman of

candidate
approval

and oversight thereof

appointment

Corporate
Secretary

Election of members of
the Management Board

opinions

contributing to
the effective
work

Board of Directors
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opinions

election

Audit
Commission

reports and
recommendations

Board Committees

Internal
Control
and Risk
Management
Department

appointment

reports and recommendations

* As at 31 December 2015, the Russian Federation represented by the Federal Agency of State Property Management (Rosimuschestvo) owned

0.59% of shares of Federal Grid Company. In this context, an agreement has been signed between the Company’s major shareholder PJSC ROSSETI
and Rosimuschestvo regarding the managing and voting in Federal Grid Company. The above agreement regulates shareholder relationships with regard
to the implementation of their rights with respect to Federal Grid Company for the purposes set out by the Decree of the RF President No.1567 dated
22 November 2012. The Company’s interaction with the State as a shareholder has a specific procedural character determined by the regulatory acts of
the President and the Government of the Russian Federation. In particular, the State representatives in the Company’s governing bodies are committed
to vote on certain matters as instructed by the Government.

Board focus on risk management system
during the year

•• A Register of key risks of Federal Grid Company has

been approved, the Chairman of the Management Board
was instructed to ensure that an annual report on key
operational risks of Federal Grid Company is submitted
for consideration and approval of the Board of Directors
(with prior consideration by the Audit Committee)

•• A Report on key risks for 2014 was considered.
All critical concerns, if any, are submitted for consideration
of the Board of Directors by the collective executive body.
G4-49

At weekly meetings, senior executives communicate
all critical concerns to the Chairman of the Company’s
Management Board. Key issues are submitted for
consideration of the Board of Directors. G5-50

Following the consideration of the Report, the Board
of Directors has made decisions aimed at improving
the effectiveness of the Company’s risk management
system

•• In accordance with the recommendations of the

Corporate Governance Code, the Regulations on
Risk Management System have been approved
G4-45

G4-46
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The Board shall include 11 members. This number
of Board members best fits scope of the Company’s
business and ensures compliance with the following
principles when composing the Board:

•• ensuring a balance within the Board, including with

respect to skills, experience, knowledge and business
qualities of its members;

•• election of independent directors1 to the Board in the

•• members of the Management Board may not constitute
more than 25% of the Board composition.

The company also strives to ensure that the Board
of Directors includes representatives of minority
shareholders to maintain the balance within the Board
in the best interests of all existing shareholders of the
Company.

amount not less than one-fifth of the membership of the
Board of Directors, but at least three;

Members of the Board of Directors elected at the General Meeting of Shareholders on 26 June 2015
G4-38

Name

Status and Committee Membership

Year of election to the BoD

Vyacheslav Kravchenko

Non-executive Director
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Chairman of the Investment Committee

2012

Non-executive Director
Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors
Chairman of the Strategy Committee

2014

Oleg Budargin

Non-executive Director

2010

Pavel Grachev

Independent Director
Member of the Audit Committee and HR
and Remuneration Committee

2013, re-elected in 2015

Andrey Demin

Non-executive Director
Member of the Strategy Committee

2014

Boris Kovalchuk

Non-executive Director

2012

Mikhail Kolesnikov

Independent Director (at the time of election)
Member of the Audit Committee
and HR and Remuneration Committee

2015

Sergey Mironosetsky

Independent Director
Chairman of the Audit Committee and HR
and Remuneration Committee

2014

Maxim Bystrov

48

Andrey Murov

Executive Director

2013

Sergey Shmatko

Non-executive Director

2008, re-elected in 2013

Nikolai Shulginov

Non-executive Director
Member of the Strategy Committee

2013
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Membership of the Board of Directors acting from 27 June 2014 to 26 June 2015
Name

Status

Position as of the election date

Oleg Budargin

Board Chairman, Non-executive
Director

General Director of PJSC ROSSETI

Vyacheslav Kravchenko

Deputy Chairman, Non-executive
Director

Deputy Minister of Energy of the Russian Federation

Maxim Bystrov

Non-executive Director

Chairman of the Management Board of Non-profit Partnership
Market Council

Andrey Demin

Non-executive Director

First Deputy General Director for Economic Affairs and Finance,
member of the Management Board of PJSC ROSSETI»

Boris Kovalchuk

Non-executive Director

Chairman of the Management Board of PJSC INTER RAO

Sergey Mironosetsky

Non-executive Director

Member of the Board of Directors of Siberian Generating Company,
LLC

Andrey Murov

Executive Director

Chairman of the Management Board of Federal Grid Company

Georgy Nozadze

Non-executive Director

Assistant of the Expert Directorate of the Executive Office of the
RF President

Denis Fedorov

Non-executive Director

General Director of JSC Centerenergoholding
General Director of GazpromEnergoholding LLC

Srgey Shmatko

Non-executive Director

Special Representative of the President of the Russian Federation
on International Cooperation in the Electric Power Industry of the
Executive Office of the RF President

Nikolay Shulginov

Non-executive Director

First Deputy Chairman of the Management Board of JSC SO UES

According to the amendments to its Corporate
Governance Code, the Company is committed to provide
all opportunities for Board members to receive all
information they need to perform their duties, especially

for newly-elected Board members. For this purpose,
presentations with the Management Board are held,
among other things. In the reporting year, such a meeting
was held on 29 September 2015. G4-43

Given the ownership structure of Federal Grid Company,
the issue of electing the Board of Directors and shaping
the position of the major shareholder in respect of the
nominated candidates is regulated by the procedure set
out by the decisions of the Government of the Russian
Federation.

shareholders as part of the materials for the Annual
General Meeting of Shareholders. G4-40

Evaluation of candidates against their compliance with
the independence criteria (provided for in the Listing
Rules) is conducted at the stage of selecting candidates
by the Commission for selecting independent directors
at the Rosimuschestvo with the confirmation of
compliance by the Moscow Stock Exchange.
Independence criteria are defined in accordance
with recommendations of the Russian Corporate Governance Code
and the Listing Rules of the Moscow Exchange.
1

Necessary information on each candidate (biographical
data, availability of written consent) was submitted to

The Board of Directors, while providing strategic guidance
to the Company, regularly considers issues related to the
improvement of management efficiency, implementation
of the corporate environmental and social policies, and
maintenance of financial sustainability. These issues
determine the tasks that are set for the Company’s
executive bodies, and their implementation is controlled.
G4-35

For further details about membership and activities of the
Board of Directors, please, see the 2015 Annual Report of
Federal Grid Company (the “Corporate Governance Report/
Governance System/Board of Directors” section).
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Structure of matters considered by the Board of Directors in 2015
49*

21

1
3

44

8

Business Planning

2

Corporate Social Responsibility
and Sustainable Development

8

Investment Policy

18

Updating of Internal documents

15

Implementation of the ‘road map’ for
improving the corporate governance

36

Defining position of the Federal Grid‘s
representatives in the governing bodies of
subsidiaries and associates

7
16

G4-38

102

Other matters reserved for the Board
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In order to improve performance of the Federal Grid’s
Board of Directors and to provide in-depth consideration
of matters within its competence, special-purpose
advisory bodies within the Board of Directors – Board
Committees have been established and are working
actively.
The key role of each Committee is to provide preliminary
consideration of the most important matters, which are
reserved for the Board, and to develop recommendations,
which the Board follows when making decisions on
relevant matters.

In 2015, the Board of Directors approved new versions
of the Regulations for each Committee updating them in
accordance with the recommendations of the Russian
Corporate Governance Code.

Audit Committee

HR and Remuneration Committee
The role of the HR and Remuneration Committee
is to assist the Board of Directors in establishing
efficient and transparent remuneration practices and
developing HR and succession policies.
The key responsibilities of the HR and Remuneration
Committee include preliminary consideration, review
and making recommendations to the Federal Grid’s
Board of Director on the following matters:

•• annual evaluation of the Board performance and that
of its committees and individual directors;

•• approving an organisational structure of the

The Committee:

•• approving terms and conditions of agreements

•• monitors the completeness, accuracy, and reliability of
the Company’s accounting (financial) statements;

•• monitors the robustness and effectiveness of the

At least once a year, each Committee submits a report on
work performed to the Board of Directors.

•• ensures the independence and objectivity of the

The work of each Committee is regulated by the
corresponding Regulations approved by the Board of
Directors that include, among other things, the procedure
for creation, composition, working arrangements, rights
and obligations of Committee members.

For further details about activities of the Audit
Committee, see the 2015 Annual Report (the “Corporate
Governance Report Governance System Board of
Directors” section).

The role of the Audit Committee is to assist the Board
of Directors in providing oversight of the Company’s
financial and business operations.

When expert advice is necessary on issues requiring
specialised knowledge, the Committees are entitled to
involve outside experts within the limits of Committee
budgets approved by the Board.

Federal Grid’s Board of Directors has four permanent
committees: for Audit, HR and Remuneration, Strategy,
and Investment.

In 2015, the Committee held ten meetings (8 in
absentia and 2 in person). Among other matters, it
preliminary approved the RAS financial statements
for 2014, reviewed the results of the external auditor’s
analysis of the Company’s accounting policies,
considered reports of the Internal Control and Risk
Management Department.

G4-52

* Number of matters considered

Board Committees
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risk management and internal control system and the
corporate governance system, including the review
of their effectiveness and drafting proposals on their
improvement;

Company’s Executive Office and candidates for
senior executive positions;
concluded with the Chairman and members of the
Management Board, determining their remuneration
and compensation;

•• appointing a Corporate Secretary of Federal Grid,

determining his/her additional remuneration,
preliminary evaluation of his/her performance for
the year;

•• reviewing the Company’s remuneration policies

for the Board of Directors and executive bodies,
including the approval of KPI target values.

In 2015, the Committee held 3 meetings in absentia
and 1 meeting in person Among other matters,
it approved the organisational structure of the
Federal Grid’s Executive Office, reviewed the report
on implementing KPIs for Federal Grid senior
management, the Methodology for Calculation and
Evaluation of Key Performance Indicators for Federal
Grid Senior Management.
For further details about activities of the HR and
Remuneration Committee, see the 2015 Annual Report
(the “Corporate Governance Report Governance
System Board of Directors” section).

Strategy Committee
The role of the Strategy Committee is to assist the
Board of Directors in improving the Company’s
performance efficiency in the long term.
The Strategy Committee is responsible for preliminary
consideration, review and making recommendations
to the Federal Grid’s Board of Director on the following
matters:

•• the Company long-term performance evaluation;
•• approving the Federal Grid’s long-term development
programme, amendments thereto and reviewing its
progress reports;

•• setting out strategic objectives, monitoring the

delivery of the Company’s strategy, adjusting the
exiting development strategy;

•• determining the Company’s business priorities;
•• drafting recommendations on the Company’s
dividend policy;

Company’s internal audit function;

•• reviews the external auditor’s independence,

objectivity and absence of conflict of interest,
evaluates candidates for the Company’s external
auditors and makes recommendations to the Board
of Directors regarding the appointment of external
auditors and their fees, reviews audit quality and
quality of the auditor’s opinion;

•• reviews the efficiency of a system of reporting on

potential fraud and other irregularities on the part of
any of the Company’s employees and third parties, as
well as other violations in the Company.

In accordance with the ‘road map’ on implementing
key provisions of the Russian Corporate Governance
Code, as well as amendments made to the Company’s
internal documents in 2015, Federal Grid has planned to
perform an annual evaluation of the Board performance
facilitated by an independent consultant. At the beginning
of 2016, the Company conducted the Board performance

evaluation for 2015. It included evaluation of the Board
performance and that of its committees and individual
directors. According to the matters reserved for the HR
and Remuneration Committee, results of evaluation are
submitted for consideration of the Board of Directors
with the preliminary consideration by the Committee .
G4-44
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•• approving the Company’s business plan (adjusted
business plan).

In 2015, the Committee held eight meetings (5 in
person and 3 in absentia). Among other matters, the
Committee reviewed the Company’s Business Plan
Progress Report for H1 2015, approved adjustments
to the Federal Grid’s Long-Term Development
Programme for 2015–2019, the Regulations on
Quality Control System, Business Plan for 2016,
Procedures for improving the investment and
operating efficiency and reducing costs.
For further details about activities of the Strategy
Committee, see the 2015 Annual Report (the “Corporate
Governance Report Governance System Board of
Directors” section).

Investment Committee

52

The role of the Investment Committee is to assist
the Board of Directors in improving and developing
the Company’s investment policy.
The key responsibilities of the Investment Committee
include preliminary consideration, review and making
recommendations to the Federal Grid’s Board of
Director on the following matters:

•• approving the Federal Grid’s investment programme,
including its adjustments, and reviewing its
progress reports;

•• reviewing internal documents related to investing

activities, including standards for technological and
price audit of investment projects;

•• reviewing progress of certain investment projects of
the Company;

•• approving the Federal Grid’s innovative development
programme, including R&D programme, and
reviewing progress reports on its implementation

•• determining the Company’s procurement policy;
•• reviewing schemes and development programmes
of the UES of Russia;

•• considering issues related to technological
connection to electric grids.

In 2015, the Committee held nine meetings (6 in
person and 3 in absentia). Among other matters, the
Committee reviewed the Report on the results of onsite audits of the RF Ministry of Energy of the progress
of the Federal Grid’s investment projects, management
reports on implementing the corrective action plan,

draft adjustments to the Federal grid’s investment
programme, the results of estimation of the planned
construction cost for projects within the Federal
Grid’s investment programme, the annual report on
the technological and price audit of the investment
projects.
For further details about activities of the Investment
Committee, see the 2015 Annual Report (the “Corporate
Governance Report Governance System Board of
Directors” section).

Remuneration of the Board of Directors
and its Committees
The Federal Grid Directors’ remuneration system has
been designed to ensure the Company’s effective
governance, meet its long-term interests, attract and
retain highly competent professionals. It is outlined in
the Regulations on Remuneration and Compensation
Payable to Members of the Board of Directors of
Federal Grid Company approved in 2015.
In accordance with the above Regulations,
remuneration is paid to Board members out of the
Company’s net profit based on their performance
for the corporate year and subject to the relevant
resolution of the General Meeting of Shareholders.
G4-53

The amount of remuneration to each Board member
depends on the following factors:

•• His/her involvement in the activities of the Board
including the number of Board meetings he/she
attended

•• Total number of Board meeting held during the
corporate year

•• The Company’s revenue for the fiscal year, which
determines the basic part of remuneration

Remuneration for the Chairman of the Board of Directors
is increased by 30%. Increase is also set for members of
the Board for their work in committees: the Chairman of
the Committee receives a 20% bonus, and a Committee
member receives 10%.
The total remuneration for each Board member, given all
premiums, cannot exceed RUB900 thousand.
The Regulations provide for compensation of actual
expenses of Board members, including travel expenses
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The Company has established the governing and control
bodies that interact effectively, their responsibilities are
clearly separated and work is strictly regulated by the
Federal Grid’s internal documents. The Company’s Board
of Directors is balanced enough in terms of qualifications
and experience of its members, as well as consideration
of interests of all shareholders. Performing its key role

incurred in travelling to the place of the Board or
Committee meeting and back, accommodation costs
and expense not related to the meeting attendance but
related to the Company’s activities.
The 2016 General Meeting of Shareholders on 29 June
2016 will resolve on remuneration to the members of
the Board of Directors for 2015.
During the reporting year, the Company did not provide
any loans (credits) to the Board members.
In the reporting year, the Board of Directors approved
the Regulations on Remuneration and Compensation
Payable to Members of Committees of the Board of
Directors of Federal Grid Company that cover matters
of paying remuneration to members of the Board
committees who are not members of the Board of
Directors or persons with whom the Company has
concluded an employment agreement, as well as
persons with respect to whom there are no legislative
restrictions for or prohibition on receiving any
payments from commercial organisations.
On a quarterly basis, the above committee members
shall be paid remuneration for each meeting
attended. The amount of remuneration is equal
to three minimum monthly wage rates for a first
category worker set by the sectoral tariff agreement
of the FR electric energy complex at the date of the
meeting. Remuneration to the Committee Chairman is
increased by 50%.
The total amount of remuneration paid to members
of the Board committees in 2015 was RUB997.1
thousand.
For further details about remuneration of the Board
members, see the 2015 Annual Report of Federal
Grid Company (the “Corporate Governance Report
Governance System Board of Directors” section).

of strategic leadership, the Board is responsible for the
effective oversight of the executive bodies’ activities.
A highly professional management team of Federal
Grid is responsible for day-to-day management of the
Company and the delivery of its strategic goals and
objectives. G4-42
G4-50

Avoiding Conflicts of Interest in the Board
of Directors G4-41
There are mechanisms in Federal Grid Company
designed to avoid conflicts of interests in the highest
governing body – Board of Directors. Board members are
recommended to refrain from dealing in the Company’s
securities during the period when they have access
to insider information. Obligations of members of the
Board of Directors concerning non-disclosure of insider
information stipulated by the Regulations «On insider
information», shall remain in force for a period of at least
3 (three) months from the date of elimination of the
grounds on which the person is an insider, unless a longer
period is stipulated in the contract between the insider
and the Company, or internal documents of the Company.
Members of the Board of Directors are obliged to disclose
their holdings of the Company securities.
If a conflict of interest arises, a Board member shall make
it known to the colleagues and refrain from voting on the
relevant issues.
Federal Grid Company strives to carry out, at its own
expense, liability insurance of members of the Board of
Directors, so that in the event of damages to the Company
or to third parties by the actions of Board members, an
insurance company could reimburse these losses.
The Management Board and the Chairman of the
Management Board are responsible for the day-to-day
operations of Federal Grid Company and report to the
General Meeting of Shareholders and the Board of Directors.
The Chairman is responsible for implementing the
Company’s strategy and setting goals and objectives
for business and financial activities, accounting and
reporting, production & commercial activities, HR, R&D,
investment and corporate policies, safety and security
arrangements, legal and organisational support of the
Company’s activities.
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The Chairman of the supreme governing body is not
an executive officer. G4-39

Members of the Management Board can hold positions
in the governing bodies of other organisations only
upon approval by the Company’s Board of Directors.
In accordance with Federal Grid Company’s internal
documents, a person who acts as a sole executive body
cannot be the Chairman of the Company’s Board of
Directors. Members of the Management Board cannot
hold more than 25% of seats in the Board of Directors.
If a conflict of interest arises, the Chairman and
members of the Management Board shall make it known
to the Board of Directors and refrain from voting on the
relevant issues.
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The Chairman and members of the Management Board
must disclose their holdings of Federal Grid Company’s
securities and about their sale (divestiture) and / or
purchase in accordance with the laws of the Russian
Federation.
The Board of Directors plays a key role in prevention,
detection and resolution of internal conflicts between
the Company’s bodies, shareholders and employees.
Issues of identifying potential conflicts of interests are
regulated at all governance levels in the Company.
According to the Regulations on the Board of Directors,
each Board members is obliged to disclose his/her
current or potential membership in governing bodies of
other companies.
As for the Company’s operating activities, the
Regulations on Procurement includes requirements
for contractors to disclose their chain of ownership
(including beneficiaries) during procurement
procedures.
Thus, the likelihood of conflict of interests is regulated
by the preventive measures.

Board Performance Evaluation
In accordance with the ‘road map’ on implementing
key provisions of the Russian Corporate Governance
Code, as well as amendments made into the Company’s

internal documents in 2015, Federal Grid has planned
an annual evaluation of the Board performance
facilitated by an independent consultant.
At the beginning of 2016, an independent organisation
JSC VTB Registrar, engaged through competitive
procurement procedures, conducted the Board
performance evaluation for 2015. It included evaluation
of the Board performance and that of its committees
and individual directors.
The evaluation was conducted by questioning
members of the Board and its committees, members
of the Federal Grid’s Management Board, as well
as interviewing some Board members, Committee
members and the Corporate Secretary.
In addition, experts performed a review of the internal
and administrative documents of Federal Grid
Company that regulate relevant issues.
Experts developed recommendations on further
improving work of the Board of Directors, including
identification of the Board and committee priorities for
the year, holding an offsite meeting of the Board (within
the facilities of Federal Grid Group), as well as other
recommendations.
According to the matters reserved for the HR and
Remuneration Committee, results of the evaluation are
submitted for consideration to the Board of Directors
with the preliminary consideration by the Committee.
Results of the evaluation for 2015 were considered at
the Board meeting on 20 April 2016 (Minutes No. 26
dated 20 April 2016).

4.7

scores out of

5
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87%
Board meeting attendance coefficient

86%
in-person meeting attendance coefficient

Management Board and its Chairman
The Management Board and the Chairman of the
Management Board – collective and sole executive
bodies – are responsible for the day-to-day operations
of Federal Grid Company and report to the General
Meeting of Shareholders and the Board of Directors. The
Management Board acts in accordance with Articles of
Association and the Regulations on the Management
Board approved by the GMS. G4-36
In accordance with the requirements of Article 69 of the
Federal Law “On Joint Stock Companies”, the executive
bodies (the Management Board and its Chairman) are

Key matters
reserved
for the
Management
Board

scores out of

5

Quantitative evaluation of the Board
Chairman

For further details on the membership of the
Management Board, see the 2015 Annual Report of
Federal Grid Company (the “Corporate Governance Report
Governance System Management Board” section).

Dealing with Conflicts of Interest of
Executives
The Company has developed and now implements
a comprehensive system for dealing with conflicts
of interest of members of the executive bodies that
enables us to prevent possible conflict situations
and minimise an adverse effect for the Company’s
interests.
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In 2015, there were no dealings in the Company’s shares
by the members of the Management Board.

A ‘conflict of interest’ of Company employees,
including the executives, is defined by the Company’s

and submitting for the Board’s consideration the Company’s business priorities and long-term
•• Developing
plans for their implementation
reports on the implementation of resolutions of the General Meeting of Shareholders and the
•• Preparing
Board of Directors of Federal Grid Company

•• Exercising of powers of General Meeting of Shareholders of wholly-owned subsidiaries of the Company
for the Board’s consideration business and financial performance reports of the Company’s
•• Submitting
subsidiaries and associates
other issues of managing the day-to-day operations of Federal Grid Company in accordance
•• Addressing
with its Articles of Association, resolutions of the General Meeting of Shareholders and the Board of

quantitative evaluation of the Board as
a governing body

5

responsible for the implementation of resolutions of the
General Meeting of Shareholders and Board of Directors.
Subject to paragraph 20.2 of Article 20 of the Articles of
Association, the Management Board and its Chairman
are accountable to the General Meeting of Shareholders
and the Board of Directors.

Directors

Key matters
reserved for
the Chairman
of the
Management
Board

All matters of managing the day-to-day operations of the Company, except of those reserved for the General
Meeting of Shareholders and the Board of Director: the Chairman is responsible for implementing the
Company’s strategy and setting goals and objectives for business and financial activities, accounting and
reporting, production & commercial activities, HR, R&D, investment and corporate policies, safety and security
arrangements, legal and organisational support of the Company’s activities.
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internal documents, and the following obligations of
the latter are provided:

•• To declare his/her affiliation
•• To report a conflict of interest or likelihood of
conflict and its cause, including interests in
transactions

•• To refrain from actions that will or may lead

to a conflict between his/her interests and the
Company’s interests

•• To refrain from discussing and voting on matters in
which he/she has a conflict of interest

•• To report on his/her holding of the Company
securities and transactions therewith

In 2015, the Management Board held 78 meetings and
considered 788 matters, of which 647 assignments of
the Board of Directors.
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All external appointments of the Management Board
members are subject to the consent of the Company’s
Board of Directors.
For further details about the activities of the Management
Board, see the 2015 Annual Report of Federal Grid
Company (the “Corporate Governance Report Governance
System Management Board” section).

Remuneration of the Management Board
In accordance with the Regulations on Terms
and Conditions of Employment Agreements and
Determination of Remuneration and Compensation for
Senior Managers of Federal Grid Company, remuneration
for senior managers is determined by their employment
agreements. Remuneration includes a fixed component
(salary) and a variable component (bonuses). Bonuses
are tied to key performance indicators (KPIs) of senior
managers.
In 2015, the Company applied a system of quarterly
and annual bonuses based on the Methodology
for Calculation and Evaluation of Key Performance
Indicators for Federal Grid’s Senior Management.
Details about major changes to the Methodology are
available in the 2015 Annual Report (the “Corporate
Governance Report Governance System Management
Board” section).
In case any of the KPIs is not met, then the bonuses of
all members of the Management Board, including the
Chairman, are decreased by a certain percent depending
on the indicator significance level. The most significant
quarterly KPIs are No increase in major accidents (40%
weighting) and Preventing Increase in the Number
of Injured in Accidents (40% weighting). The most
significant annual KPIs, with a 15% weighting each, are
ROIC, Achieving Reliability Level of Services, and Meeting
Deadlines for Technological Connection.

Annual and Semi-Annual KPIs
Annual KPIs

Semi-Annual KPIs

•• Total Shareholder Return (TSR)
•• Return on Invested Capital (ROIC)
•• 	Reduction in unit operating expenses (costs)
•• Level of electricity losses
•• Achieving reliability level of services
•• 	Reduction in unit investment costs
•• Meeting schedules for commissioning
•• Meeting deadlines for technological connection
•• Workforce productivity

indicator: no increase in major
•• Reliability
accidents
increase in the number of injured in
•• Zero
accidents
stability indicator: financial leverage
•• Financial
ratio
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Remuneration of the Management Board in 2015, RUB thousand

(All members of the Management Board, including the Chairman )

G4-51

Type of remuneration

Value

Remuneration for contributions to the Management Board’s
operations

0

Salary

110,601

Bonuses

194,291

Commission

0

Benefits

0

Reimbursement of expenses

0

Other types of remuneration

28,770

TOTAL

333,662

Corporate Secretary

Audit Commission

As part of the implementation of ‘road map’ on
introducing key provisions of the Russian Corporate
Governance Code into the Federal Grid’s corporate
governance system, a position of Corporate Secretary was
established in the Company in the reporting year.

The Audit Commission is a permanent body, which
is elected annually by the General Meeting of
Shareholders and is responsible for exercising control
over the Company’s financial and business operations,
its governing bodies and structural units.

Key responsibilities of the Corporate Secretary are as
follows:

In its operations, the Audit Commission is governed
by the Federal Grid’s Articles of Association and
the Regulations on the Audit Commission a revised
version of which was approved by the Annual General
Meeting of Shareholders in 2015.

•• to ensure effective shareholder engagement;
•• to coordinate the Company’s efforts aimed at protecting
shareholder rights and legitimate interests;

•• to implement the corporate disclosure policy;
•• to facilitate the effective work of the Board of Directors.

The main functions of the Audit Commission are as
follows:

The Corporate Secretary is functionally subordinate and
reports to the Board of Directors that ensures his/her
sufficient independence from the Company’s management.

•• To confirm the reliability of data contained in the

The Corporate Secretary’s activities are subject to the
provisions of the Regulations on Corporate Secretary of
Federal Grid Company approved by the Board of Directors
in 2015.
For further details about the Corporate Secretary, see
the 2015 Annual Report of Federal Grid Company (the
“Corporate Governance Report Governance System
Corporate Secretary”).

Company’s annual report, accounting balance sheet,
and profit and loss statement

•• To analyse the Company’s financial position,

discover ways for improving thereof, and develop
recommendations to the governing bodies

•• To organise and perform audits (revisions) of the
Company’s financial and business operations
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Members of the Audit Commission

•• The Federal Grid’s Information policy was updated,

including with regard to new requirements of the Bank
of Russia to securities issuers

(elected at the Annual General Meeting on 26 June 2015)
Year of birth

Education

Position1

Nikolay Varlamov

1974

Higher

Deputy Director – Chief of Staff of PJSC ROSSETI

Marat Izmailov

1983

Higher

Head of Division of Department of the Russian Ministry of
Energy

Marina Lelekova

1961

Higher

Head of the Control Department of PJSC ROSSETI

Denis Kant Mandal

1987

Higher

Deputy Head of Department of the Federal Agency for State
Property Management (Rosimuschestvo)

Roman Litviniov

1982

Higher

Deputy Head of Division of PJSC Gazprom

Members of the Audit Commission
(acting from 27 June 2014 to 26 June 2015)
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Year of birth

Education

Position1

Nikolay Varlamov

1974

Higher

Deputy General Director for Control and Audit of JSC
ROSSETI

Anna Drokova

1985

Higher

Head of the Department of organisations of Fuel and
Energy Sector of the Department of Property Relations
and Privatisation of the Federal Agency of State Property
Management

Marina Lelekova

1

1961

Higher

Head of the Control and Internal Audit Department of JSC
ROSSETI

Vladimir Skobarev

1952

Higher

Director General of MOORE STEPHENS RUS, Ltd

Alan Khadziev

1981

Higher

Director on Internal Audits of JSC Far East Energy
Management Company

Positions are as at the election date .

The total remuneration paid to the members of the Federal
Grid’s Audit Commission in 2015 amounted to RUB573.5
thousand.
For further details about the activities of the Audit
Committee, see the 2015 Annual Report of Federal Grid
Company (the “Corporate Governance Report Control
System Audit Commission and Auditor” section).

Improving the Corporate Governance
System in 2015
In order to implement the Russian Corporate Governance
Code recommendations, the Company developed and
the Board of Directors approved in March 2016 an Action
Plan (‘road map’) that covered all aspects of the Federal
Grid’s corporate governance system and practice.
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All commitments made within the ‘road map’ were fully
met by the Company:

•• In June 2015, the Annual general Meeting of Shareholders
approved an updated version of the Articles of
Associations, updated versions of the Regulations on
the General Meeting of Shareholders, Board of Directors,
Management Board, Audit Commission, the Regulations
on Remunerations and Compensations to Members
of the Board of Directors and on Remunerations and
Compensations to Members of the Audit Commission

•• Following the update of the above documents, the Board

also approved new Regulations on the Board committees
and on remunerations to committee members

•• A position of Corporate Secretary was established,

and the Board approved Regulations on the Corporate
Secretary

When implementing measures envisaged by the
‘road map’, the Company continued to review and
update the other internal documents as required
by the recommendations of the Russian Corporate
Governance Code, including the Regulations on the
Investment Committee, Risk Management System, and
Internal Audit.
In addition, the Company has reviewed its corporate
governance practices’ compliance with the principles
and recommendations of the Russian Corporate
Governance Code based on the Recommendations
of the Bank of Russia on reporting compliance with
the Corporate Governance Code principles and
recommendations1.
Being a company whose Global Depository Receipts
are traded on the London Stock Exchange, Federal
Grid Company strives to achieve high international
standards in corporate governance, including the
compliance with the UK Corporate Governance Code.
Full Report on Federal Grid’s compliance with
the Corporate Governance Code principles and
recommendations, as well as the Report on compliance
with the main principles of the UK Corporate
Governance Code are available in the 2015 Annual
Report (Appendix 3 to the Report).

Corporate Governance Rating
The results of the Company’s efforts to improve
its corporate governance system were positively
assessed by experts of the Russian Institute of
Directors – an external independent consultant of
Federal Grid Company that has been monitoring the
corporate governance practice of the Company since
2012 and assigns a National Corporate Governance
Rating (NCGR).

Letter of the Bank of Russia No. IN-06-52/8 dated 17 February
2016
1

New Corporate Governance Code
In 2015, the Board of Directors approved a new version of
the Federal Grid’s Corporate Governance Code.
A revised document has a better structure within which
the Company has declared the main corporate governance
principles, defined key participants of its corporate
governance system, their roles, working environment and
terms of engagement.
Taking into account the recommendations of the Russian
Corporate Governance Code, the Code of Federal Grid
Company has covered an extended range of issues
concerning the rights of shareholders, specified principles
of Board structure and composition, independence
criteria of Board members, set out the basic provisions
relating to the Corporate Secretary and to the ensuring of
transparency of the Company’s activities.

In August 2015, the corporate governance
rating of Federal Grid Company was
confirmed at

7+

level “Well-Developed
Corporate Governance
Practice”

Among the major achievements of Federal Grid
Company, experts noted the following:

•• Improving the balance of the Board of Directors by
increasing the number of independent directors

•• Establishing the position of Corporate Secretary
•• Expanding the role of the Board of Directors with

regard to monitoring and reviewing the effectiveness
of the Company’s internal audit function

For further details about CSR and SD management
system, see the 2014 Social Report, page 39.
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Risk Management
The Company’s Approach to Risk
Management
The internal control and risk management system of
Federal Grid Company is an important component of
the Company’s governance system. It includes a set
of procedures, methods and tools aimed at obtaining
reasonable assurance that the Company achieves its
objectives in the following areas:

•• Accuracy, completeness and timeliness of all types of

regulations of the Company

•• Identification and mitigation of risks in key areas of
activities
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Regulations on Risk Management System

•• Prevention of fraud and other irregularities of the
Company employees and third parties with respect to
its assets

•• Effectiveness and efficiency of activity arrangements
•• Compliance with applicable legislation and internal
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the Company reporting

The Company’s internal control is subject to the provisions
of the Regulations on Internal Control System of Federal
Grid Company approved by the Board of Directors in 2012.
The above Regulations set out objectives, tasks and
principles of the Internal Control System (ICS) and its
components.
Provisions of the existing Regulations on ICS include
principles necessary for building a sound internal control
system and are aimed at providing the Company with
a reasonable assurance in achieving its objectives.

Pursuant to the Directive of the RF Government No.
3984-P13 dated 24 June 2015 and the resolution
of the Board of Directors dated 24 August 2015,
the Regulations on Risk Management System were
developed based on the Guidelines approved by the
RF Government. The Board of Directors approved the
above Regulations on 16 November 2015.

Objectives of Risk Management System:

•• to ensure reasonable assurance in achieving the
Company’s goals;

•• to ensure efficiency of financial and business

operations and rational use of the Company resources;

•• to identify risks of Federal Grid Company and manage
such risks;

•• to protect the Company assets;
•• to ensure completeness and reliability of accounting

(financial), statistical, management and other reports of
Federal Grid;

The risk management system is aimed at reducing
uncertainties the Company face in delivering its objectives
set at all levels of management, including in the LongTerm Development Programme and documents of tactical
and operational planning (business plans, budgets, etc.).
The risk management system is aimed at identifying
events that may affect the Federal Grid’s operations and
managing risks associated with the above events.

•• to ensure compliance with the laws of the Russian
Federation and the Company’s internal rules and
regulations.

Risk Response Methods:

•• Risk avoidance
•• Acceptance of or increase in risk to implement
favourable opportunities

•• Risk reduction or transfer

Authorities and Responsibilities of Key Participants of the ICS
Board of
Directors

Ensures the creation, monitoring of performance and setting the overall strategy of the ICS, initiates audits
of the Company’s operations, reviews results of internal control, performs regular review of the ICS’s
effectiveness and ensures constant improvement of the internal control procedures

Audit
Commission

Confirms the reliability of data contained in the Company’s annual report, accounting balance sheet, and profit
and loss statement; performs audits of the Company’s financial and business operations

Audit Committee

Carries out reviews of the Company’s Internal Control System, makes recommendations to the Board of
Directors on its further improvement; plans the internal audit schedule and considers audit results; performs
the Company’s financial statement analysis and the analysis of the external audit results; assesses candidates
for the position of the Company’s auditor, makes recommendations to the Board of Directors regarding the
appointment of external auditors, the conduct of annual independent audit and external auditors’ fees

Chairman of the
Management
Board

Provides organisational support and scheduling of internal controls, makes decisions based on the outcomes
of the controls; makes proposals to the Board of Directors regarding the improvement of internal control
procedures

Internal Control
and Risk
Management
Department

Provides overall coordination of internal control and risk management processes in the Company, operational
control over the implementation of policies in the area of internal control and risk management, as well as
preparation of summary reports on internal control and risk management systems

Other units that
perform control
functions

The Executive Office performs strategic, guidance and control functions subject to the Company’s
HR Management Policy. Pursuant to the Order No. 353 dated 01 September 2015 “On the Division of
Responsibilities between Officers of the Federal Grid’s Executive Office”, members of the Management Board
and Deputy Chairmen of the Management Board perform activity-specific control functions with respect to the
Federal Grid branches, subsidiaries and associates

Owners
of control
procedures

Organise and implement control procedures within business processes in accordance with job descriptions
and provisions of the Company’s regulatory and administrative documents

Authorities and Responsibilities of Key Participants of the Risk Management System
Board of Directors

•• Determines principles of and approaches to the risk management system
•• Approves approaches to setting a preferred risk, its values and frequency of their revision
at least annually matters of the organisation, operation and effectiveness of the risk
•• Considers
management system. If necessary, issues recommendations for its improvement, including upon

review of reports of the Chairman and members of the Management Board on the risk management
system operation and reports of the Internal Audit Department on the results of assessment of
the actual status, reliability and efficiency of the risk management system

Audit Committee

matter on the operation of the risk management system prior to their consideration
•• Considers
by the Board of Directors

Chairman of the
Management Board
Management Board

•• Ensures the establishment and maintaining the operation of sound risk management system
responsible for the implementation of decisions of the Board of Directors regarding the risk
•• Are
management system
submission of reports on the operation of the risk management system for review of
•• Provide
the Board of Directors with preliminary review by the Audit Committee

powers, duties and responsibilities for certain risk management procedures among their
•• Distribute
subordinate heads of the Company’s structural units

Internal Control and
Risk Management
Department

•• Provides overall coordination of the risk management processes
•• Develops guidance materials in support of the risk management process
•• Organises training of employees on risk management issues
Reviews the Federal Grid’s risk portfolio and makes proposals regarding its risk response strategies
•• and
re-allocation of resources to manage the relevant risks
•• Makes consolidated reports on risks
the risk management processes performed by the Company’s units and controlled legal
•• Monitors
entities

the Board of Directors and the Company’s executive bodies on the effectiveness of the risk
•• Informs
management processes
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Internal Audit
Department

performs an independent review of the reliability and effectiveness of the risk management
•• Regularly
system

Risk Owners
Management,
structural units,
working bodies

record, implement, monitor and improve the risk management system, including
•• Develop,
the identification and assessment of risks, development and application of risk response measures

Executors of risk
management
measures
Management,
structural units,
working bodies,
employees

out risk management measures in coordination with risk owners and within the functional
•• Carry
areas of the Company’s activities they oversee.

on the risk management system operation to the Management Board and its Chairman
•• Report
through the Internal Control and Risk Management Department

2015 Highlights

Plans for 2016

•• An internal assessment of the effectiveness of the

•• To finalise the updated Regulations on Internal Control

internal control system was conducted with further
identification of system weaknesses and risks.

Ethics in Governance
From the Code of Corporate Ethics
of Federal Grid Company
“We continuously strive to improve the quality
of electricity supply to consumers and for this
purpose actively introduce the advanced technology
and equipment. In the context of the innovative
development of the country, the Unified National
Electric Grid is gradually transferred to a new level –
in format of a smart electric grid, providing reliable,
high-quality and effective interaction of consumers
and producers of electricity”

System considering the upcoming directives of
Rosimuschestvo and recommendations of the major
shareholder, PJSC Rosseti, and submit them for review of
the Board of Directors.

•• An internal assessment of the risk management system
was performed when preparing the reports:
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•• In order to ensure unified approaches to risk

——On key risks for 2014, following the consideration of
which the Board of Directors made decisions aimed
at improving the effectiveness of the Company’s risk
management system;

management planning and to processes related to risk
classification, assessment and reporting, to develop
a Procedure for operational risk assessment based
on international standards and best practices in risk
management.

——On key operational risks for H1 2015.

Code of Corporate Ethics
The Code of Corporate Ethics (the Code) is the fundamental
document that lays the foundations of Federal Grid
Company’s corporate culture.
According to the Code, the strategic priorities of Federal Grid
Company are:

•• Reliability
•• Innovations
•• Efficiency

Federal Grid’s risks rating based on their relevance in 2015

Risks related
to the state
regulation of tariffs
Investment risk

Risks related to technological
connection
Risks related to an increase
of overdue and bad accounts
receivable

Operational and technological risk

Risk of implementation of the Import
Substitution Programme

Environmental risks

The Code of Corporate Ethics is available on the corporate
website and web portal. It is published in other corporate
media and placed on stands in the offices of the Company’s
executive team and branches. In addition, a printed copy
of the Code was handed out to each employee of the
Company. G4-56
The full text of the Code of Corporate Ethics is available on
the website of the Company at http://www.fsk-ees.ru/eng/
investors/corporate_governance/corporate_documents.

Moderate

Risks related to the political
and economic situation
in the country and region

Strategy risk
Significant

Risk of business reputation loss

Critical

Legal risks

Risks related to the geographical
characteristics of the country or region
Financial risk

The Company subsidiaries also share the principles set
forth in the Federal Grid’s Code of Corporate Ethics. During
2015, Codes of Corporate Ethics of IT Energy Service LLC
and JSC CIUS UES were drafted based on the Federal Grid’s
Code.
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Observance of employee rights

Values and Principles in Governance
Federal Grid Company’s value ring shows how strategic
goals (outer circle) are achieved with the help of
corporate values (inner circle), with a key role being
played by the Company’s employees.
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Federal Grid Company is a unified team focused
on a common goal. Our purpose is to be a unified
network. The Company strives to complete all tasks
clearly, on time and with no more than economically
justifiable costs.
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The Company’s ticket to success is constant renovation,
the ability to develop and implement new technologies.
Federal Grid requires each employee not only to meet
the qualification requirements at the time of employment,
but also to strive towards constant development.
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Professionalism
The nature of the Company’s business imposes high
requirements to employee professionalism that is why we
approach the matter of forming our staff with particular
attention. Providing everyone with equal opportunities to
prove themselves, we encourage those who are the best,
creating conditions for their career growth.

Responsibility

Employees
People are the Company’s greatest asset.
Uninterrupted power supply for the regions, important
companies, cities and towns depends on the wellcoordinated, conscientious and, if need be, selfless
work of the Company’s employees. Therefore, the
Company values each employee, regardless of age,
gender, nationality and position, providing equal
opportunities for successful work, professional
development and career growth. We also maintain
the continuity of generations, ensuring the transfer of
professional knowledge and traditions from longserving staff members to young employees.

Each employee has a responsible attitude toward
performing his/her duties. The Company strives to provide
its employees with fair wages, an attractive benefits
package and safe and comfortable working conditions.

Trust
Trust in colleagues and confidence in their
professionalism, fairness and openness allows us to deal
successfully with our tasks and enhances our authority
in the eyes of partners and consumers. The fact that the
coordination and development of the Unified National
Electric Grid in Russia has been entrusted to Federal Grid
is an evidence of a strong confidence in the Company
on the part of society and the Government. We value our
reputation and strive to maintain and improve it through
day-to-day reliable and high quality work.

In its engagement with employees, Federal Grid Company
tries to adhere to the highest ethical standards.
The Company has a Central Commission for Compliance
with Corporate Ethic Standards and Conflict of Interest
Resolution.
Details about tools to ensure ethical governance are available
in the CSR Report for 2014, page 43.

Helpline

G4-57

Since 2010, a helpline has operated in Federal Grid
Company for reporting corruption of Company employees.
The phone number for such calls is 8 (495) 620-16-17.
Information can also be communicated by e-mail to the
e-mail address deb@fsk-ees.ru. All calls and e-mails
received are investigated. If unlawful practices are
confirmed, administrative measures are taken against
guilty persons, and materials of internal investigations are
transferred to law enforcement bodies.
In addition, to prevent unlawful practices, a set of measures
is implemented aimed at improving security level of
automated control and accounting systems.

Grievance and Complaints Procedures
G4-58

Federal grid Company appreciates its customers and strives
to improve the quality of customer service. To ensure
transparency, improve IT support, effectiveness and control
of the process of technological connection, Federal Grid
Company has developed and approved a Procedure for
filing and handling grievances (complaints) about unlawful
acts (omissions) of Federal Grid employees when providing
technological connection of power receivers to UNEG.

In accordance with the above document, if a division
responsible for technological connection violates
provisions of a Standard “Procedure for disclosing
information about technological connection of power
receivers to UNEG” or any other regulatory act governing
relationships of Federal Grid Company and a person
involved in technological connection process, an applicant
is entitled to file a grievance for unlawful acts (omissions)
of Federal Grid employees in the course of technological
connection.
For convenience of applicant, a grievance form has been
developed, which has to be filled and sent to Federal Grid
Company at the address: B. Nikolovorobinsky per., h. 9/11,
building 1-4, Moscow, 109028.
A grievance is sent by a registered letter with return receipt
or by any other method allowing to confirm the date of
grievance receipt by Federal Grid Company.
Grievances (complaints) shall be considered within
15 working days from the date of receipt. If desired,
an applicant may take part in the consideration of his/her
claim.
Following the consideration of complaint, Federal Grid will
send a written response by mail or other communication
channels stated in the claim sent to the Company (fax,
e-mail).
If Federal Grid Company sends no response to the person
concerned within 15 days, the complainant may file
the claim with the government regulatory agencies.
Details about tools to ensure ethical governance are
available in the CSR Report for 2014, page 43.
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2015 Stakeholder Map
2.5

Stakeholder engagement is one of the strategic areas
of ensuring sustainable development of Federal Grid
Company. The Company understands that the provision
of reliable, uninterrupted and high-quality power supply
to consumers across the Russian Federation is possible
only in direct cooperation with all its stakeholders.
The Company has a robust system of continuous
stakeholder engagement, as a result of which we are
aware of views, interests and wishes of stakeholders.
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Federal Grid Company strictly complies with principles
of its policy in the field of corporate social responsibility.
Seeking for a balance between the implementation of its
strategic objectives on ensuring quality power supply to
consumers across the Russian Federation and of public
objectives, the Company identifies persons who are
interested in its activities and decisions, to understand
its impacts and possible response measures. Such
stakeholders include all participants of electricity
sector: regulators, equipment suppliers, customers,
environment, the State and social environment.
Regular, open communication with stakeholders plays
an important role, as it allows us to better understand
their expectations and to use a target-oriented approach
for shaping the corporate social responsibility agenda.
The communication channels we use for the dialogue
with stakeholder reference groups include congress
and exhibition arrangements, multilateral discussions,
raising awareness through mass media. G4-25
Since 2008, the Company has published an annual
social responsibility and corporate sustainability report.
When preparing social report, Federal Grid is governed
by the international standards for non-financial
disclosure: GRI Guidelines, GRI Sector Disclosures for
Electric Utilities, AA 1000 SES Standard. Starting from
2014, the Company switched to reporting according to
the fourth generation of GRI Guidelines (G4).
As part of preparing the Social Report, the Company
discusses its key topic with stakeholders and collects
disclosure requests. Prior to publication, the text of the
Report is discussed publicly in the form of hearings held
either in absentia or in person. G4-26

Our social responsibility and corporate sustainability
reports are included in the National Register of
corporate non-financial reports of the Russian Union of
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RUIE).
List of Stakeholder Groups

G4-24

•• Shareholders, investors
•• Customers, consumers
•• Business-partners, suppliers and contractors
•• Company employees1
•• Organisations representing interests of the Company
employees, trade unions

•• Government Authorities
•• State Control (Supervisory) Bodies, Regulators
•• Local Authorities
•• Professional Associations and Industry Organisations
•• People in regions where the Company operates, local

6
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communities, including indigenous minorities

•• Scientific Community
•• Educational Institutions
•• Environmental NGOs
•• Social and Charitable NGOs
•• Mass Media

Stakeholder Engagement Mechanisms

G4-DMA

Expectations/Interests

Engagement Mechanisms

1. Shareholders,
investors

of business
•• Transparency
processes

•• General Meeting of Shareholders
of the Company senior executives with analysts of investment
•• Meeting
banks, investment funds and rating agencies

•• Growth in shareholder value
•• High level of financial stability

•• Consultation meetings with minority shareholders – individuals
•• Participation in investment events (forums, conferences)
General Meetings of Shareholders and the Company’s statutory
•• Annual
reporting with a high level of disclosure and transparency
and maintaining credit ratings of the leading international
•• Obtaining
and national rating agencies

•• Road Show
•• Conferences for investors
•• Individual meeting with shareholders and via telephone communication
•• Press releases under the required disclosures
•• Presentations for investors and professional communities
2. Customers,
consumers

reliable and
•• Ensuring
uninterrupted electricity supply
and flexibility in
•• Openness
consumer relations

Management’ in the 2014 Report.

EU19

Stakeholder Group

When identifying stakeholder groups and selecting the
groups with which to engage, the Company relies upon
the assessment of their influence on Federal Grid’s
current operations and strategic development, as well as
the established stakeholder engagement practice and
stakeholder dependence on the Company performance.
The assessment of stakeholder influence is shown on
the following map. In 2015, the relevance of the map
was confirmed by the management opinion survey.

1

, former

•• Creating and arranging meetings of Consumer Council
the construction of grid facilities based on the principles
•• Developing
of co-financing with participation of special purpose vehicles (SPV) to
accelerate consumer access to UNEG

•• Interaction within contracts, agreements, cooperation agreements
•• 	Regular consumer surveys
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Stakeholder Group

Expectations/Interests

Engagement Mechanisms

Stakeholder Group

Expectations/Interests

Engagement Mechanisms

3. Business-partners,
suppliers and
contractors

transparent
•• Creating
competitive environment

•• Signing agreements with Russian and foreign manufacturers
•• Supporting domestic suppliers in access to foreign markets

9. Professional
Associations and
Industry Organisations

information on
•• Obtaining
the Company’s development

•• Regular meetings
•• Disclosure on the corporate website

4. Company employees

information on
•• Obtaining
the Company’s development

a market based pricing
•• Using
model

prospect

•• Delivering strategic objectives
5. Organisations
representing interests
of the Company
employees, trade
unions

•• Stable wages
decent working
•• Creating
conditions
opportunities for
•• Providing
professional and personal
growth

•• Social guarantees
6. Government
Authorities

measures for attracting
•• Taking
and retaining young specialist
corporate housing
•• Forming
stock
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recreation for
•• Organising
employees of branches

•• The system of internal and external communication channels
•• Regular surveys that reveal the employee satisfaction level
•• Hot Lines for employees
•• Engagement within the Company core businesses
•• Taking measures for attracting and retaining young specialist
•• Forming corporate housing stock
•• Organising recreation for employees of branches
•• Doors Open Days
•• Holding professional skill competitions
•• Ensuring professional training, including within the ‘Knowledge Days’
•• Meeting obligations under the investment programme
several cooperation agreements with public authorities
•• Signing
(Rosreestr, regional agencies)
approving and implementing the import substitution
•• Drafting,
programme

10. People in regions
where the Company
operates, local
communities, including
indigenous minorities

negative local and
•• Minimising
environmental impacts
11. Scientific
Community

information on
•• Obtaining
the Company’s development
prospects

•• Infrastructure development
•• Tax liabilities
jobs in regions where
•• Creating
the Company operates
social
•• Implementing
programmes

industry-specific
•• Promoting
science and education

innovative technologies
•• Using
that reduce impact on the

•• Engagement with scientific organisations and placing orders for R&D
•• Scientific and technical partnership with the RNC CIGRE
•• Signing agreements with higher education institutions
•• Guest lecturing
•• Giving masterclasses for students
•• Organising students’ teams
•• Signing agreements with higher education institutions, Guest lecturing
•• Organising students’ teams
•• Participation in youth events (forums, conferences, workshops)
Cooperation with the Russian Geographical Society under the project
•• “Combined
Expedition “Hogland” (within celebration of the 70

Reducing negative
•• environmental
impact

•• Cooperation with the Russian Chess Federation
with the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF Russia)
•• Cooperation
concerning conservation of Oriental Storks and prevention of the bird

high performance
•• Applying
innovative technologies

12. Educational
Institutions

industry-specific
•• Promoting
science and education
training and ensuring
•• Personnel
generational continuity

13. Environmental
NGOs

Days’

8. Local Authorities

•• Infrastructure development
jobs in regions where
•• Creating
the Company operates

environment

professional training,
•• Ensuring
including within the ‘Knowledge
with the Russian
•• Compliance
legislation and requirements

prospects

•• Cooperation agreements

•• Social and charity programmes
•• Public consultations, hearings
•• Public reporting
•• Engagement with public and expert organisations
•• Holding conferences, round tables, forums and participation therein

th

Anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic War)

deaths on power transmission lines

with the All-Russian Research Institute for Environmental
•• Cooperation
Protection of the RF Ministry of Natural Resources

•• Regular inspections

•• Regular meetings
•• Joint work
•• Contracts and cooperation agreements
•• Joint working groups
of Company specialists in the work of advisory and expert
•• Participation
councils of the government authorities

•• Social and charitable programmes
•• Public hearings

social
•• Implementing
programmes

•• Doors Open Days
professional skill
•• Holding
competitions

7. State Control
(Supervisory) Bodies,
Regulators

prospects

•• Cooperation
information on
•• Obtaining
the Company’s development

with the All-Russian public organisation «Russian Birds
•• Cooperation
Conservation Union»

•• Cooperation with the Information Agency «Interfax ERA”
to comply with social and environmental requirements
•• Commitment
of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development within the
agreement on financing the Company’s projects

14. Social and
Charitable NGOs

performance and
•• Company’s
development prospects

•• Key events
•• Social responsibility
15. Mass Media

of business
•• Transparency
processes
prompt access to
•• Providing
information on the Company’s
activities

•• The system of external and corporate communication channels
•• Holding conferences, round tables, forums and participation therein
•• Membership in public and expert associations
•• Disclosure on the corporate website
•• Signing cooperation agreements
•• Holding media events (briefings, press-points, and others)
•• Distributing press releases on a timely basis
•• Handling requests for Mass Media
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Engagement with Shareholders
and Investors
Federal Grid, being a public company, is guided in
its relationship with shareholders and investors by
the Russian and international corporate governance
standards and best international practices of information
disclosure. This helps to ensure a high level of
transparency and accessibility of Company management
for investors. Federal Grid Company strives to maintain
close bilateral ties with the investment community,
devotes special attention to communication with experts
at investment forums and conferences, as well as during
other meetings.

In December 2015, the Chairman of the Management
Board of Federal Grid Company, Andrey Murov, held
a business breakfast with analysts and investment
community representatives to discuss the Company’s
performance in 2015 and its key objectives for 2016.
It was a third meeting in such a format and it has
become a tradition.

In 2015, the Company continued a series of meetings
with investors. In June, as part of preparations for the
Annual General Meeting of Shareholders, Federal Grid
Company’s senior executives held a meeting with a
number of analysts from investment banks and brokerage
companies covering a stock market of the Russian
electricity sector.

In addition, Federal Grid Company continues cooperation
with the leading international and national rating
agencies. In 2015, various activities were organised
in the format of meetings with senior management in
order to timely inform analytical services of the rating
agencies both about the achievement of financial and
operational performance indicators as at the reporting
dates, and changes in the forecasts of the Company
development in the context of high volatility on domestic
capital markets, and also in connection with the
strategic decisions of the relevant federal executive
authorities. Also in 2015, Federal Grid Company has
joined the initiative of the Bank of Russia to establish
a National Analytical Credit Rating Agency.

The meeting was attended by representatives of the
investment division of Raiffeisenbank, investment
companies: BCS, Aton, RMG.

For further details about the Federal Grid’s investment
policy, see section “Managing Economic Development” of
the Report.

The representatives of Federal Grid spoke about
the Company’s performance in 2014, the work of its
management on maintaining financial sustainability and
internal efficiency of the Company in a crisis, shared plans
to achieve positive financial performance for the current
year and the future, answered questions from analysts.

Engagements with Customers
and Consumers

The procedure of preparing and holding the general
meetings enables all shareholders to familiarise
themselves with all the necessary information and to
express their opinion.
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In September 2015, the Company’s senior executives
held a business breakfast with analysts following the
publication of Federal Grid Company’s IFRS results for H1
2015.

Representatives of the investment community, in their
turn, told about the current situation on the market of
corporate securities of the electricity sector and made
their own recommendations how to improve investment
attractiveness and attain a capitalisation growth of the
Company.
Following the meeting, the participants agreed to maintain
an active dialogue enabling investors to receive all
information on the Company’s activities and the Company
to get feedback from the industry experts.

Customer focus is one of the key principles of the
Company. Federal Grid builds long-term mutually
beneficial relationships with customers, offering them
high quality services.
Customer relations directly affect the financial
performance of Federal Grid Company. The search for
a balance of interests of the Company and stakeholders
in the field of improving the efficiency and reliability of
electricity supply is carried out on a continuous basis
with the participation of the State, public organisations
and other stakeholders.
For further details, see subsection “Customer focus”
of section “Managing Economic Development” of the
Report.
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The Council of Consumers of Federal Grid
Services (hereinafter ‘the Consumer Council’)

2. The results of technological and price audit of the Federal
Grid’s investment projects that was conducted in 2014.

The Consumer Council is an expert collective body expert
collective body that represents the interests of all consumer
groups and public associations of business community
regarding the delivery of the strategy of the RF electric
grid complex, including the improvement of accessibility
of energy infrastructure, customer-oriented approach of
Federal Grid Company. In addition, the establishment of the
Consumer Council serves to create a public control tool.

3. Focus areas for improving legal regulation of the
electricity industry.

In 2015, one meeting of the Consumer Council was held,
during which the following matters were considered:
1. The main provisions of the Long-Term Development
Programme of Federal Grid Company for 2015–2019 with
prospects through 2030, which was approved by the RF
Government and provides for basic and back-up scenarios
aimed at ensuring the Company’s financial stability.

The Consumer Council includes representatives of the
following organisations: Siberian Generating Company
LLC, Energy Development Fund, OJSC ATS, the Non-Profit
Partnership of Guarantee Suppliers and Power Supply
Companies, PJSC INTER RAO, Melalenergofinance LLC, JSC
NLMK, RUSAL, JSC Tyumen Power Supply Company, PJSC
IDGC Ural, Technosbyt LLC, Moscow Power Engineering
Institute, the Non-Profit Partnership of Housing and Utility
Sector Development, Rusenergosbyt LLC, the All-Russian
Non-Governmental Organisation “Committee for the Support
of Reforms of the Russian President”, OPORA ROSSII, the
Non-Profit Partnership “Council of Power Producers”, CJSC
Russian Coper Company
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Engagement with Business Partners,
Suppliers and Contractors
Federal Grid strives to develop long-term mutually beneficial
relationships with business partners based on fair, open and
ethical practices of cooperation, mutual respect, compliance
with commitments and agreements.

•• Counterparties under electricity (capacity) purchase
agreements to compensate losses at the wholesale
electricity and capacity market:

•• Counterparties within cross-border relations and
customs clearance:

——JSC Aserenergy (Azerbaijan);
——State Industrial Association «Belenergo» (Belarus);
——Elering AS (Estonia);
——Litgrid AB (Lithuania);
——JSC Augstsprieguma tikls (Latvia);
——Georgian State Electrosystem LLC (Georgia);

——generating companies;

——JSC KEGOC (Kazakhstan);

——retail suppliers;

——North-East Electric Grid Company of the People’s
Republic of China (PRC);

——JSC Financial Settlements Centre.

•• A Counterparty of a commercial representation

agreement to enter, on behalf of Federal Grid Company,
into electricity (capacity) purchase agreements to
compensate losses at the wholesale electricity and
capacity market):
——JSC Financial Settlements Centre.

•• Counterparties under service agreements of infrastructure
organisations at the wholesale electricity and capacity
market:
——OJSC ATS;
——JSC Financial Settlements Centre.

——State Electric Grid Corporation of China (PRC);
——Trade and Economic Company «Lun Huadian» (PRC);
——JSC Central Regional Electricity Transmission Grid
(Mongolia);
——State Enterprise «NPC Ukrenergo» (Ukraine);
——Fingrid Oyj (Finland);
——CIS Electric Power Council;
——PJSC Inter RAO.
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Federal Grid Company and its counterparties at the
wholesale market – JSC Financial Settlements Centre,
generating and energy supply companies – have
entered into standard electricity (capacity) purchase
agreements to compensate losses at WECM; commercial
representation agreement on the basis of which JSC
Financial Settlements Centre enters into electric power
(capacity) purchase agreements on behalf of Federal Grid
Company, as well as service agreements of infrastructure
organisations at the wholesale electricity and capacity
market of OJSC ATS, JSC Financial Settlements Centre.

Engagement with Control (Supervisory)
Bodies and Regulators
Federal Grid Company regularly engages with
representatives of federal executive authorities:

•• Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation;
•• Federal Tariff Service of the Russian Federation
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(terminated in 2015);

•• Federal Anti-Monopoly Service of the Russian
Federation;

•• Federal Service for Environmental, Technological
and Nuclear Supervision;

•• Federal Service for Supervision of Natural
Resources;

•• Central Energy Customs of Federal Customs Service.
Federal Grid Company engages with the Ministry
of Energy of the Russian Federation to discuss
amendments to the Russian laws and regulations, to
address issues not currently covered by legislation,
to participate in consensus meetings regarding draft
amendments to the Wholesale Electricity (Capacity)
Market Accession Agreement and to agree on meeting
agenda and to work out a unified position of the
Russian Federation when interacting with international
organisations, the Supervisory Board of the Market
Council, approving a regulatory standard for process
losses in UNEG, to provide information under laws and
regulations, etc.
Federal Anti-Monopoly Service of the Russian
Federation:

•• Regulates the Federal Grid operations in terms of

setting tariffs for electricity transmission via UNEG,
requirements to the programme for energy saving and
improving energy efficiency, etc.

•• Oversees how Federal Grid Company complies with laws
and regulations of the Russian Federation when entering
and implementing agreements for electricity (capacity)
transmission services.

Central Energy Customs of Federal Customs Service
performs customs control of electricity transmitted though
cross-border transmission lines.
On 7 February 2001, a BRELL Agreement on parallel
operation was signed between Federal Grid Company and
the energy companies of Belarus (SIA Belenergo), Estonia
(ELERING AS), Latvia (JSC Augstsprieguma tikls) and
Lithuania (LITGRID AB).
Once a year, the parties of the Agreement hold top-level
meetings to coordinate their cooperative work, and interact
on a regular basis at the BRELL Committee of the energy
systems.
To provide reliable electricity supply to Russian customers
in Bryansk, Pskov and Kaliningrad oblasts, the Company
entered into contracts with the relevant organisations of
Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia and the Republic of Belarus to pay
for electricity transit services through the electric grids of
these countries. G4-6
Pursuant to an agreement dated 20 November 2009 and
signed by the governments of the Russian Federation
and the Republic of Kazakhstan about measures to
ensure parallel operation of the unified energy systems
of Kazakhstan and Russia, the Company entered into a
contract for electricity transit. Subject to the above contract,
Federal Grid has paid for the electricity transit through the
territory of Kazakhstan since May 2010.
Federal Grid Company is involved in activities of the
Executive Committee of CIS Electric Power Council whose
tasks are as follows:

•• to draft documents that support operation of the CIS
Electric Power Council;

•• to ensure preparation of standards, guidelines, manuals
and other relevant documentation in the field of electric
power industry;

•• to coordinate activities of permanent and ad hoc bodies
of the CIS Council.

In order to ensure the observance of rights and
responsibilities of the parties to service agreements
for electricity transmission through UNEG, Federal Grid
conducts a regular monitoring of amendments to the
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Wholesale Market Accession Agreement initiated
by members of the Supervisory Board of the Market
Council Association, organisations of commercial
and technology infrastructure, and other members
of the Market Council. Discussions of issues relating
to the principles of commercial electricity metering,
improvement of the procedures for compliance
assessment of automated electricity metering
systems, as well as the procedure for establishing
and distributing load losses in the UNEG grids are
regularly organised by the Market Council and the
RF Ministry of Energy. Federal Grid participates in
the above discussions and stands for the necessity
to simplify and speed up the wholesale market
procedures in order to minimise potential costs
of customers of electricity transmission services
when entering the wholesale market and to ensure
transparency of settlements under contracts for
electricity transmission.

Amendments were approved by the Resolution of
the RF Government No. 458 dated 11 May 2015,
“On Approval of Amendments to Certain Acts of
the Government of the Russian Federation Aimed
at Improving the Procedure for Determination of
an Amount of Capacity Purchased at the Wholesale
Market to Supply to Members of the Public and
Equated Consumers, and of an Amount of Capacity
Purchased by the Organisation that Manages the
Unified (All-Russian) National Electric Grid” and into
effect on 01 July 2015.

The RF Ministry of Energy, with the participation
of Federal Grid Company, drafted amendments to
the Resolution of the RF Government, which allow
for payment of losses in the wholesale electricity
(capacity) market by Federal Grid’s counterparties,
and for payment of actual capacity at the wholesale
market.
The RF Ministry of Energy, with the participation of
Federal Grid Company, also drafted amendments
to the Federal Law “On Electric Energy Industry”
No. 35-FZ dated 26 March 2003 that establish
an obligation of Federal Grid Company to buy full
actual losses at the wholesale market, to call for
payment of normative losses without deduction of

load losses under electricity transmission contracts,
and introduce such comprehensive solutions aimed
at reducing non-payments for transmission services
as setting a statutory penalty for untimely and(or)
partial payment for services rendered, including its
differentiation depending on the actual period of
non-payment, implementing a procedure for providing
financial guarantees for certain groups of consumers,
as well as amend the procedure for cutting off for nonpayment or partial payment of electricity transmission
services or non-contractual (off-the-meter) electricity
consumption.

Amendments have been approved by the Federal Law
No. 307-FZ dated 03 November 2015 “On Amending
Certain Legal Acts of the Russian Federation in
Connection with Strengthening Payment Discipline
of Electricity Consumers”. Part of the above
amendments may be implemented after the approval
of procedures and mechanisms for implementing the
said comprehensive solutions by relevant Resolutions
of the RF Government and other regulatory acts,
which are currently under development.

The principles for determination of committed capacity
of grid organisations and the procedure for calculation
of reserved capacity and its payment by the ultimate
consumers are among the topics regularly raised by
the Russian Ministry of Energy and FAS (former FTS)
of Russia. Federal Grid is fully engaged in discussions
and submits its proposals regarding the above issues to
stakeholders.

Engagement with Local Authorities
Federal Grid engages in a constructive way with local
administrations and the general public in addressing
pressing social, economic and environmental issues,
cooperates with non-profit organisations and expert
community at the regional level.

Engagement with Professional Associations and Industry Organisations
For details, see section “Our Role within the Industry”.
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Engagement with the State Duma of the RF
Federal Assembly
In December 2015, Federal Grid Company, together with
the expert panel of the State Duma energy Committee
“Import Substitution in the Fuel and Energy Sector”,
held a round table «Import Substitution: the borders
of energy security» in the framework of the business
program of the exhibition «Electric Grids of Russia –
2015».
During the round table, issues were discussed about
shaping and implementing an import substitution policy
in the energy sector, its role in ensuring energy security
of the country, and as well as issues of the development
of corresponding regulatory and methodological
framework. 20 reports of representatives of Federal
authorities, public and scientific organisations,
manufacturers of electrical equipment were presented.
The event was attended by more than 250 people, it also
received coverage in industry media.
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According to the results of the round table,
recommendations for implementing the import
substitution policy and contributing to the development
of domestic electrical industry were formulated and
forwarded to the Federal authorities.
Representatives of Federal Grid Company took part
in parliamentary hearings on the issue «On priority
measures of the Federal Assembly of the Russian
Federation, the Government of the Russian Federation
and Bank of Russia to ensure economic growth.»
According to the results of the parliamentary hearings,
recommendations to stimulate the development of
domestic electrical industry and ensure the energy
security of the country were prepared and forwarded to
the relevant Committee of the State Duma.

Engagement with People in the Regions
where the Company operates, including
Indigenous Minorities G4-DMA
The Company operates in accordance with generally
accepted principles and norms of international law,
standards of the International Labour Organisation, as
well as national legislation.

The Company recognises the rights of indigenous
peoples living in the territories where the Company
operates for the identity and supports initiatives aimed
at preserving and developing culture of native peoples of
the Far North.

Engagement with Scientific Community
Federal Grid Company engages with stakeholders
with respect to the development of technologies for
electrical equipment manufacturing using the following
instruments:

•• support of R&D projects and engineering, the

creation of industrial infrastructure and other
necessary activities on the side of domestic
manufacturers with the aim of improving the existing
and creating new types of equipment, technologies
and materials, including market assurance, support
in receiving easy-term loans, funding from the
Russian institutes of innovative development,
participation in providing loan guarantees, etc.;

•• interaction with Federal, regional and local

authorities, professional communities, higher
education institutions, scientific-research and
design organisations, industrial and business
associations with regard to the development of
regulatory framework in the field of stimulating and
supporting the development of electrical equipment
manufacturing by domestic companies.

Engagement with Higher Education
Institutions
In 2015, the key topics in the relationship with
stakeholders were the development of industry-specific
education and creating opportunities for participation
of industry-specific higher education institutions in
scientific and innovative activities of Federal Grid
Company. As part of the above cooperation with higher
education institutions, the following measures were
implemented:

•• a list of topics on current technical problems for

thesis works, research papers and dissertations of
undergraduate and graduate students was made
jointly by specialists of Federal Grid and lecturers
of field-specific departments of the Electric Energy
Institute of the National Research University Moscow
Power Engineering Institute;
——the above topics were discussed with lecturers and
students of field-specific departments of Moscow
Power Engineering Institute;
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——the above list of 105 topics that reflect the current
needs of the electric grid complex was sent to
industry-specific higher education institutions
across the territory of Federal Grid’s operations;

•• to erect nesting platforms taking into account the bird
population growth;

•• to equip power transmission lines with bird protection
devices taking into account the recommendations of
specialists on their types and installation methods.

•• education institutions were involved in implementing
R&D and innovative development programmes of
Federal Grid Company;

•• work of student construction teams was organised at
the Company facilities

Engagement with Environmental NGOs
The Company engages with various Russian and
international organisations on issues of environmental
protection, environmental safety and rational utilisation of
natural resources, such as: All-Russian public organisation
«Russian Birds Conservation Union», information agency
«Interfax-ERA», non-governmental organisation «World
Wide Fund for Nature» (WWF Russia).
In 2015, in cooperation with the WWF Russia, a joint
pilot project «Monitoring the effectiveness of measures
implemented by the MES East branch to prevent death
of Oriental white storks on power transmission lines»
was launched. According to the results of the above
monitoring, the effectiveness was noted of the efforts of
the MES East branch aimed at protecting Oriental white
storks, and the necessity to implement the following
measures with the involvement of the Russian Birds
Conservation Union was determined:

•• to assess the effectiveness of bird protection measures
to prevent outages of transmission lines caused by
birds;

Measures that are implemented annually by Federal Grid
Company to prevent bird death and bird-caused outages
at electric grids include the following:

•• erecting nesting platforms and equipping transmission
lines with bird protection devices of various types and
designs in mass nesting places;

•• installation of electronic bird repellent devices in the
territories of substations;

•• OHL inspections at the beginning of bird nesting with
fixation of their habitats.

In 2015, 500,220 and110 kV OHLs at the Federal Grid
branches – MES East, MES Siberia, MES South, MES
Centre and MES North-West were equipped with 10,739
bird protection and bird repellent devices designed to
prevent and eliminate cases of bird destruction by electric
shock and to reduce bird-caused outages at electric grid
facilities. Costs amounted to RUB13.26 million.
The result: Over the past three years, only isolated
cases were recorded of bird death on the Company
transmission lines.
See further details in section Core Sustainable
Development Activities Environmental Responsibility
Environmental Impact Management System.

Basic kinds of engagement with educational institutions
Facilitating teaching and learning (on-the-job and pre-graduation practical training,
teacher internships, study tours, meetings with Company specialists, consulting
students by the Company specialists in preparing qualifying papers, payment of
individual scholarships, the target contractual training, etc.)

During the year

Improving a system of specialist training (updating training programmes, topics
of qualifying papers, involvement of the Company specialists in the teaching and
learning process)

During the year

Involvement of educational institutions in the Company R&D projects

During the year

Organising student construction teams of Federal Grid

During summer vacation
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Engagement with Social and Charitable
NGOs

Stakeholder Engagement as Part of the
Report Preparation G4-26

Federal Grid Company places a great focus on
charity and sponsorship activities. The Company
supports charitable initiatives in the following areas:

To improve transparency, Federal Grid Company involves
representatives of major stakeholders in the report
preparation through their participation in discussions
on socially significant aspects of Federal Grid activities
and the reflection of these activities in the upcoming
report, as well as participation in the public assurance
of the report. The above procedures are regulated by
international standards: AA1000ЅЕЅ Institute of Social
and Ethical Accountability, the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI, version G4).

•• creation of favorable social environment and
addressing actual social issues;

•• development of cultural and spiritual heritage;
•• support of sports and promotion of healthy
lifestyle;

•• preservation and enhancement of the intellectual
potential, support of initiatives in science,
education and enlightenment;

•• targeted support of citizens in difficult life
situations.
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Federal Grid Company continuously engages with the
Council of War and Labour Veterans of the Electric
Power Industry. Federal Grid provides an ongoing
support to participants of the Great Patriotic War and
workers of labour fronts. Veterans receive monthly
pension supplements, subsidies for medical treatment
and medicine, as well as lump sum payments for
national holidays, including the Victory Day. Every year
the Company organises celebrations dedicated to the
Victory Day and Power Engineers’ Day.
For further details about engagement with social
and charitable NGOs, see section Core Sustainable
Development Activities Employees and Social
Policy Social and Youth Policy and Taking Care of
Veterans.
Details on engagement with trade unions are
available in section Core Sustainable Development
Activities Employees and Social Policy Social and
Youth Policy.
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Response to key topics and concerns raised at the Public Hearing of the 2014 CSR

G4-27

Stakeholder concerns/proposals

Report section where the concern/proposal is responded

To disclose the corporate governance system in terms of
CSR issues.

Corporate Governance

To provide information how the Company is going to
engage with bachelors graduated in 2015, including which
positions they may expect to occupy.

Employees and Social Policy

To disclose clearly defined qualification requirements
to all job levels, and to describe a career development
mechanism

Employees and Social Policy

In the preparation of the previous report, the Company
made a number of commitments, most of which were
taken into account in the report for 2014, part of the
commitments was made for 2015.

To give details on air emissions with a breakdown
by source of emissions in order to record maximum
emissions and to strive to reduce them

Not responded. Given the insignificance of air pollutants emitted
as a result of operating activities, there is no need for Federal
Grid Company to shape measures to reduce air emissions and
make a breakdown of emissions by source to record maximum
emissions.

When preparing this Report, the Company held public
hearing on its draft on 22 April 2016. The following
table includes an overview of concerns and proposals
to the draft Report for 2015.

To start consultations with environmental organisations
and to include biodiversity indicators and indicators related
the specially protected areas into performance indicators

Responded with respect to consulting with environmental
organisations: in 2015, an environmental monitoring was
performed in the territory of the National Park Smolny during
operation of 500 kV OHL that passes through the above territory
(page 165). Biodiversity indicators will be introduces in the next
reporting cycle.

To separate “indigenous minorities” as a stakeholder
category

It was decided to separate a subcategory in a stakeholder category.

To inform stakeholders on public hearings in advance,
approximately in 2–3 weeks.

Partially responded. Notifications were sent in 1.5 weeks.

To update an Appendix with a list of IUCN Red List species

Responded. Appendix 3 to the Report. Total Number of IUCN Red
List Species and National Conservation List Species.

To disclose information on engagement with employee
representatives, in particular, on the regulation of social
and labour relations in the Company branches based on
collective bargaining agreements

Employees and Social Policy

To disclose information about wage and salary indexation
by employee category

Employees and Social Policy

To provide data on energy consumption and environmental
impacts broken down by regions

Partially responded. Data on environmental impacts are broken
down by MES

The public hearings of Federal Grid Company were
attended by Vice Chairmen of the Management Board,
area directors, heads of departments, subject matter
specialists. The participants from stakeholders were
representatives of public and non-profit organisations,
educational institutions, environmental and research
organisations, business associations and the corporate
governance expert community.
During the discussion, the representatives of
stakeholders expressed their specific concerns and
recommendations regarding the disclosure of certain
topics in the Report.
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G4-27
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Stakeholder concerns/proposals

Response to stakeholder concerns/
proposals

The CSR section of the corporate governance report should contain more
references to the Annual Report. This will help to make the Report shorter and
avoid duplication of information.

Responded in the 2015 Report

Closer attention should be paid to the description of non-financial risks

Will be responded in the 2016 Report

Analyse the terminology which the Company uses, i.e. why it is a “social
responsibility and corporate sustainability report” and not a “social report,”
“sustainable development report” or “corporate social responsibility report”

Will be responded in the 2016 Report

Disclose the total size of land under electricity transmission lines instead of
the size of land only under OHL towers

Will be reviewed in the preparation of the 2016
Report

Disclose information about work with contractor organisations in terms of the
Company’s requirements for them to manage environmental risks and health
and safety risks

Will be reviewed in the preparation of the 2016
Report

Include information about staff turnover by categories of employees
(industrial, administrative, managerial)

Will be reviewed in the preparation of the 2016
Report

Disclose the number of employees who have taken professional re-training
courses by training place, i.e. at higher education institutions and in corporate
training centres

Will be reviewed in the preparation of the 2016
Report

Disclose information about co-operation with the institutions of higher
education in conducting cultural and sports events

Will be reviewed in the preparation of the 2016
Report

Explain the reasons of such a significant reduction of the accident rate
(by 22%)

Responded in the 2015 Report

Discrepancies should be removed from the text: on the one hand, the Report
says that 2.1% employees are covered by collective agreements; on the other
hand, it says that there is no collective agreement in the Company

Responded in the 2015 Report

Clarify what industry tariff agreement regulates the Company’s transition to
the semi-annual indexation of wages because two agreements were signed in
2014 (about amendments and about extension)

Responded in the 2015 Report

Make amendments to the text of the Report: the Council for Professional
Qualifications in the Electric Power Industry was established by the National
Presidential Council for Professional Qualifications (NCPC), and it would be
wrong to refer to the Ministry of Energy in the Report

Responded in the 2015 Report

Reference to the Russian Birds Conservation Union as a participant of the
oriental stork conservation project should be removed from the Report
because the Union did not take part in this project in 2015

Responded in the 2015 Report

Future reports should disclose not only information about obtaining the
certificates for the environmental management system (EMS) but changes in
the indicators that reflect the EMS improvements, changes in the number of
auditors’ critical comments, and the like

Will be reviewed in the preparation of the 2016
Report

Draw up a methodology for certification of the manufacturing process (i.e.,
move from certification of products to certification of manufacturing process)

Will be reviewed in the preparation of the 2016
Report

Disclose information about the average length of employees’ service in the
Company

Will be taken into account in the 2016 Report
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Ensuring Reliable and
Uninterrupted Operation of UNEG
A system of operational process control and situation
management of UNEG facilities was established and is
developing in Federal Grid Company in order to ensure
operational preparedness and reliable electricity supply.
The main objectives of the UNEG operational process
control and situation management are:

•• to ensure safe and reliable operation of the UNEG
facilities;

•• to participate in drafting and implementation of UNEG

development programmes in cooperation with control
centres of JSC SO UES, including adherence to certain
operation modes;

•• to ensure the required level of observability and
controllability of the UNEG facilities;

•• to ensure effective operation of the unified system of
training and professional advancement of operating
personnel;

•• to minimise process disturbances in UNEG caused by
operating employee errors;

•• to minimise losses in the course of electricity
transmission through UNEG grids;

•• to plan actions for the repair, commissioning,

modernisation/reconstruction and maintenance of
electric grid equipment;

•• to draft schedules for electricity consumption

constraints in case of breakdown and to apply such
constraints if requested by dispatch centres of JSC
SO UES;

•• to connect the electric grid facilities and the

customers’ power receivers to automatic breakdown
controls.

•• to conduct round-the-clock monitoring of operational

situation and report it to the Company’s management
in order to prevent emergency situations at the
Company facilities and whenever such situations
occur; control the preparedness, organisation and
implementation of post-accident repairs provide
information and analytical support to the Company’s
executives and command & control centres in
taking decisions about UNEG management in the
course of prevention and in liquidation of accidents,
contingency and emergency situations;

•• to organise duty teams of the Company’s executives
on non-working days and holidays;

•• to organise information sharing with the situation

centres of PJSC Rosseti, fuel-and-energy complex
entities, SO, Ministry of Energy of the Russian
Federation, HydroMetCentre of Russia, the Ministry
of Emergency Situations, Russian Railways, telecom
operators and other entities in contingency and
emergency situations. G4-EU6
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Principles of System Design and
Operation

•• the level of achievement of key performance indicators,

When addressing issues of operational process control
and situation management, the Company is guided by
the following principles for system design and operation:

•• the next generation substations with advanced

•• structural unification of the operational process

•• the Company optimised the time and resources in the

control and situation management units,
implementation of the uniform technical policy for
their technological and information support;

•• optimal allocation of non-operational and operational
functions and responsibilities among the operational
process control units;

•• inability to mis-assign operational functions to
divisions that are not directly in charge of the
operation of the relevant facilities;

•• ensuring continued readiness of electric grid
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equipment and operating personnel to change
technological operation modes or operating conditions
of the UNEG facilities if required by JSC SO UES;

•• maintaining the technological operation modes of

UNEG electric grid equipment in accordance with the
mandates, contracts and the rules of the wholesale
electricity market;

•• ensuring effective teamwork with JSC SO UES when
the latter performs operational dispatch control of
UNEG facilities;

•• ensuring effective teamwork with subsidiaries

and associates of PJSC Rosseti when performing
operational process control and situation management
of facilities of the electric grid complex;

•• ensuring continuous preparedness of the Company’s
staff to liquidate the consequences of contingency
and emergency situations;

•• efficient use of HR capacity of the operational process
control and situation management units for the needs
of the Company’s other units and divisions;
•• maintaining the required level of competence to

represent and protect the Company’s interests when
dealing with electric power entities and electricity
consumers. G4-DMA

2015 Outcomes:

•• no violations of the UNEG overvoltage standard
occurred;

•• the number of process disturbances caused by

operating employee errors was kept at a low level;

such as outage schedule compliance rate and outage
duration rate, remained high;
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The cost of the Scheme and Programme for the
Development of UES of Russia for 2015–2021, which
is approved by the Ministry of Energy of the Russian
Federation, amounted to

automated equipment control systems were designed
and commissioned;
process of liquidation of contingency and emergency
situations and during post-accident repairs . G4-EU6

Measures to Improve System Performance
The Company continues to implement the automated
process control system (APCS) on the next generation
substations. It concurrently establishes full-service Grid
Control Centres at PMESs. This makes it possible to transfer
functions of operational service of substations to GCCs’
personnel, and these SS are transferred to the category of
substations that do not constantly require on-duty personnel.
In 2015, Federal Grid Company’s branch – Leningrad PMES –
started a pilot project of remote control of switch devices at
SS 330 kV Vasileostrovskaya, SS 330 kV Zavod Ilyich, and SS
220 kV Prospekt Ispytateley.
Implementation of APCS and transition to the operation of
substations that do not constantly need on-duty personnel
will enable the Company to reduce service costs, time for
eliminating process disturbances, as well as the perform
simultaneous situation analyses at the facility and in the grid
adjacent to substations.
The Company continued work on improving its regulatory
framework. The following fundamental internal regulations
were updated in 2015:

•• Regulation on the procedure for documenting and
approving the normal schemes of electrical connections
at Federal Grid Company substations;
•• Instruction about the switchovers at Federal Grid
Company’s substations 35–750 kV;

•• The procedure for sharing daily information about

process disturbances, deviations from the normal
operational modes in the work of electric grid elements,
changes of the status of the operational scheme and
accidents at Federal Grid Company’s facilities.

UNEG Scheme and Development
Programme for 2015–2021
Federal Grid Company contributes to the drafting of a scheme
and programme for the development of UES of Russia in
2015–2021

RUB

71.415

million

Current UNEG Development Projects
Current UNEG Development Projects

•• power delivery from the new electric power plants;
•• external power supply to the new large customers and
the capacity for increasing the loads of the existing
customers by expanding industrial capacities and / or
organic growth of loads in the future;

•• development of inter-system electricity connections for
effective operations of UES of Russia in general;

•• addressing the issues related to the regulation of

voltage in the electric grid and maintaining the voltage
levels within admissible ranges;

•• replacement of worn out and obsolescent power
equipment.

Infrastructure Projects and their Impact on
the Economic Development of the Russian
Federation
Delivery of Capacity at Generation Facilities
The scheme and programme for the development of UES
of Russia in 2015–2021 factors in the facilities included
in the schemes of delivery of capacity at the NPP, HPP
and TPP units that are to be commissioned. Work is
now in progress to implement schemes of delivery of
capacity at Novovoronezhskaya NPP-2, Leningradskaya
NPP-2, Rostovskaya NPP, Nizhnebureyskaya HPP,
Zelenchukskaya HPP-PSPP, Volzhskaya HPP, Huadian –
Teninskaya CHP, and Zagorskaya PSPP-2.
The Company scheduled the commissioning of 2,491.99
kilometres of power transmission lines, 5,678 MVA of
transformer capacity and 2,180 MVAr of reactor capacity
in 2016–2020 to ensure the delivery of capacity at
stations.

Development of Electric Grid Infrastructure at BAM
and Transsib
Federal Grid Company’s major investment project
“Development of Electric Grid Infrastructure in Eastern
Siberia and Far East, Including BAM and Transsib”
includes actions aimed at the development of Baikal-Amur
and Transsiberian railways within the Eastern Polygon of
JSC RZD’s railways network, and reliable power supply to
the existing and prospective customers in Eastern Siberia
and Russian Far East.

A key event in 2015 was the connection of Vostochny
Spaceport power system to Federal Grid Company’s
grids.

An increase of load of up to 1.2 GW to provide power supply
to RZD’s Eastern Polygon is expected during implementation
of the BAM and Transsib reconstruction project. This
means that the need to build an appropriate electric grid
infrastructure is driven largely by the development of BAM
and Transsib railways network and is critical for the railways
industry.
This investment project includes construction and
reconstruction of 21 electric grid facilities (220 kV and over);
the total length of electricity transmission lines is 4,215.34
km, and the transformer capacity is 4,124 MVA.
Implementation of this investment project will be critical
for industrial growth in the Siberian and Far Eastern Federal
Districts, and for the use of transit and export capacity of the
Russian Federation.

Ensuring Reliable Operation of UES of Russia Separately from the Energy Systems of the Baltic States
(Macroproject BRELL)
This macroproject includes a set of measures designed
to compensate the consequences of the lowered transfer
capacity of electric connections in the unified energy
systems of the Centre and North-West as parts of the UES
of Russia and changes in the operational modes of the
energy ring of the BRELL countries (Belarus – Russia –
Estonia – Latvia – Lithuania).
The Company’s investment programme includes
reconstruction of the Talashkino substation,
modernisation of the existing emergency control
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automatics at substations Leningradskaya, Chudovo
and Pskov, construction of overhead transmission
lines Novosokolniki – Talashkino, Leningradskaya –
Belozerskaya, Pskov – Luzhskaya and construction of 330
kV OHL approach lines to the Kingiseppskaya substation.
The Company scheduled the commissioning of 900 MVA
and 799.4 MVAr of capacity, and 872.5 km of OHLs, for
2016–2017.

Compensatory Measures Related to Operation of
UES of Russia Separately from the Integrated Power
System of Ukraine
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In order to ensure reliable power supply to the NorthWest part of the Rostov power system, Federal
Grid Company’s investment programme envisages
installation of an autotransformer with the capacity of
125 MVA at Pogorelovo substation and construction
of an electricity transmission line between the cities
of Shakhty and Donetsk (Rostov oblast) with the total
length of 80 km. The facilities are scheduled to be
commissioned in 2016.

Development of the Electric Power Infrastructure
for the Oil Transportation System (ESPO-I and
ESPO-II)
The project includes construction and reconstruction of
the UNEG electric grid infrastructure in the Siberian and
Far Eastern Federal Districts. The goal of the project is
to cover electricity loads of facilities that service stages
I and II of the expansion of the East Siberia–Pacific
Ocean oil pipeline (ESPO).
Construction and reconstruction of electric grid
facilities under the project include 11 facilities with the
total capacity of 604 MVA and 990 km of electricity
transmission lines.

Development of Electric Grids in the Russian
Far East
In 2016, the Company expects to complete the
construction of a 220 kV Neryungrinskaya HPP – Nizhny
Kuranakh – Tommot – Maya OHL and substations 220
kV Tommot and 220 kV Maya. Implementation of the
project will enable to connect the isolated central energy

district of Yakutia to the IPS East and abandon the
costly independent power supply sources. In addition,
conditions will be created for connection of new
customers and economic development of South Yakutia.

Improving the Accessibility of Electric Grid Infrastructure of Krasnodar Krai
One of the most important objectives in the regional
infrastructure is to enable technological connection of
customers in Krasnodar, including a large-scale housing
construction project. In order to meet this objective,
the Company plans to build an “East Industrial Zone”
substation in Krasnodar. The commissioning of 560 of
MVA capacity and 16 km of overhead transmission lines
is scheduled for 2017.
Besides, Federal Grid Company is building a 220 kV
Novo-Labinskaya SS with 220 kV OHL approach lines
and will commission 250 MVA in 2017. This project is
included in an action plan of technological connection
of JSC Oboronenergo.

Gas Transportation System “Power of Siberia”
The “Power of Siberia” gas pipeline which is being built
by JSC Gazprom will be the gas transportation system
for gas extraction centres in the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia) (Chayandinskoye oil and gas condensate
field) and Irkutsk Oblast (Kovykta field). Gas will
be transported from these fields via Khabarovsk to
Vladivostok and further to Korea.
The Power of Siberia pipeline is about 4,000 km
(Yakutia – Khabarovsk – Vladivostok: about 3,200 km;
Irkutsk oblast – Yakutia: about 800 km). The pipeline
is expected to transport 61 bcm/year, including 38
bcm/year exported to China and supplied to Amur
Gas Processing Plant (GPP) and Amur Gas Chemical
Complex (GCC).
Federal Grid Company is reviewing materials about the
scheme of external power supply to Amur GPP and
GCC (their planned capacity consumption is 245 MW
and 320 MW, respectively) which is being developed by
JSC Institute ENERGOSETPROJECT on the order of LLC
GEKH Engineering.
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Moscow-Kazan High Speed Railway

•• By Zagorskaya PSPP-2: construction of 500 kV

Federal Grid Company is reviewing options for
technological connection of Russian Railways’ electric
installations to its electric grids as part of external
power supply to railway tracking substations of
Moscow-Kazan high speed transit.

•• By Huadian – Teninskaya CHP: construction of

The project of Moscow-Kazan high speed railway is
implemented by JSC High Speed Railways (RZD’s
subsidiary). According to this project, a major
transport corridor of 700 km will be built, with the
maximum train speed of 400 km/h. This is a priority
project in the construction of the Eurasian high speed
railway corridor Moscow-Beijing in accordance with the
2014 memorandum signed by the Ministry of Transport
of the Russian Federation, JSC Russian Railways,
National Development and Reform Commission of
China and the Chinese Railway Corporation.
Work is currently in progress on the scheme of external
power supply to railway tracking substations of
Moscow-Kazan high speed transit, as commissioned
by JSC High Speed Railways. According to preliminary
plans, 16 railway substations will be built, and 12 of
them will be connected to Federal Grid Company’s
electric grids.

Agreements with the Government
Authorities on the Development of Regions
where the Company Operates in 2015
In 2015, Federal Grid Company and the Government
of Krasnodar Krai signed a cooperative agreement for
2015–2020.

UNEG Development Plans
Implementation of Schemes of Delivery of Electric
Power Plant Capacity G4-EC8
IPS Centre:
For delivery of capacity:

•• By Novovoronezhskaya NPP-2: construction of 500 kV

Donskaya – Yeletskaya (Borino) OHL, approach lines
of 500 kV Novovoronezhskaya NPP-2 – Stary Oskol
OHL to 500 kV Donskaya (Novovoronezhskaya NPP-2)
SS, 500 kV Donskaya – Stary Oskol No. 2 OHL;

Zagorskaya PSPP-2 – Yartsevo OHL with 500 kV
Yartsevo SS;
approach lines 220 kV Yaroslavl – Tutaev OHL and
220 kV Yaroslavlskaya – Tveritskaya OHL.

For strengthening of connection:

•• UES Centre – UES Middle Volga: construction of 500 kV
Kostromskaya HPP – Nizhegorodskaya OHL.

For connection of new customers:

•• In Moscow and Moscow Oblast: complete refurbishing
and upgrade of 500 kV Chagino, Noginsk, Pakhra and
Trubino SS;

•• In the northern district of Kaluga Oblast: construction
of 500 kV Obninskaya SS with 500 kV Kaluzhskaya –
Obninskaya OHL;

•• In Bryansk and Kaluga oblasts: construction of 500 kV
Beloberezhskaya SS with approach lines 500 kV
Novobryanskaya – Yeletskaya OHL.

IPS North-West
For delivery of capacity:

•• By Leningradskaya NPP-2: construction of

approach lines of 750 kV Leningradskaya NPP –
Leningradskaya OHL to 750 kV Koporskaya SS, which
is an outdoor switchgear of 750 kV Leningradskaya
NPP-2; construction of new 750 kV Koporskaya –
Leningradskaya OHL, 750 kV Koporskaya –
Leningradskaya NPP OHL, and construction of three
330 kV OHLs.

Compensatory actions relating to separate operations
of the UES of Russia and energy systems of the Baltic
States:

•• For strengthening connection between UES Centre and

UES North-West: construction of 750 kV Leningradskaya
– Belozerskaya OHL;

•• OHL 330 kV Novosokolniki – Talashkino, OHL 330 kV

Luzhskaya – Pskov, OHL approach lines 330 kV
Leningradskaya – Balti to SS 330 kV Kingiseppskaya.

Development of inter-system connections:

•• For improving the reliability of power supply to the

customers in the Republic of Karelia and Murmansk
Oblast, and for increasing the transit capacity between
energy systems of Murmansk Oblast, Republic
of Kareila and Leningrad Oblast: 330 kV Loukhi –
Putkinsky – Ondsky – Petrozavodskaya – Tikhvin –
Liteiny OHL;
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•• For strengthening of transit between the energy

systems of Arkhangelsk Oblast and Komi Republic:
220 kV Pechorskaya HPP – Ukhta – Mikun OHL, with
the second transit chain 220 kV Pechorskaya HPP –
Ukhta – Mikun OHL.

For improving the reliability of power supply to the existing
customers and connection of new ones:

•• Ust-Luga, Vistino and Gorky ports in Leningrad oblast:
the construction of 330 kV Ust-Luga SS;

•• Bronka port and connection of electric installations
of PJSC Lenenergo: construction of 330 kV
Lomonosovskaya SS;
•• Northern districts of Murmansk Oblast: construction of
330 kV Murmanskaya SS.

IPS South
For delivery of capacity:

•• By the power units Nos. 3 and 4 of Rostov NPP:
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construction of 500 kV Rostovskaya NPP –
Tikhoretskaya No. 2 OHL and 500 kV Rostovskaya
NPP – Rostovskaya OHL;

•• By Zelenchukskaya HPP-PSPP: construction of 330 kV
Zelenchukskaya HPP-PSPP – Cherkessk OHL with an
extension of 330 kV Cherkessk SS;

•• By Volzhskaya HPP: construction of 220 kV
Alyuminievaya – Gumrak 2 OHL.

Development of inter-system connections:

•• For strengthening the electric grid of IES South in the

eastern and south-eastern segments of IES South:
construction of 500 kV Nevinnomyssk – Mozdok OHL
with 500 kV Mozdok SS;

•• For strengthening the 330 kV network in the south-

eastern segment of IES South: construction of 330 kV
Nalchik – Vladikavkaz-2 OHL;

•• For improving the reliability of the main electric grid

330 kV of the Republic of Dagestan and strengthening
the scheme for the delivery of capacity by Irganaiskaya
HPP: construction of 330 kV Irganaiskaya HPP –
Chiryurt OHL.

For improving the reliability of power supply to the existing
customers and connection of new ones:

•• For improving the reliability of power supply to the

customers in the southern segment of the energy
system in the Republic of Dagestan and technological
connection of new customers: construction of 330 kV
Artyom – Derbent OHL;

•• Fort external power supply to CJSC Gorny Plant:

construction of 220 kV Kubanskaya – Kirillovskaya No.
2 OHL with the extension of 220 kV Kubanskaya SS;

•• For technological connection of new customers and

prevention of overloading in the 110 kV network:
construction of 220 kV Vostochnaya Promzona SS with
approach lines Krasnodarskaya TPP – Vitaminkombinat
No. 1 and No. 2 OHL and 220 kV Novo-Labinskaya SS
with approach lines 220 kV OHL;

•• For strengthening electric connections between the

northern and north-eastern energy districts with the
rest of the Rostov energy system by increasing the
transit capacity of the controlled cross-section SVES:
installation of the second autotransformer at 220 kV
Pogorelovo SS and construction of 220 kV ShaktyDonetskaya OHL.

IPS Ural
For improving the reliability of power supply to the existing
customers:

•• In the Western energy district of Orenburg Oblast and for
providing the capacity for connection of new customers:
construction of 500 kV Preobrazhenskaya SS with
approach lines to 500 kV Gazovaya – Krasnoarmeiskaya
OHL.

For technological connection:

•• Of electric installations of JSC RN-Yuganskneftegaz:

connection of 500 kV Svyatogor SS with approach lines
to 500 kV Surgutskaya HPP-2 – Magistralnaya OHL.

For power supply:

•• Of electric installations of LLC West-Siberian

Petrochemical Plant: construction of 500 kV Tobol SS
with approach lines to 500 kV Irtysh – Demianskaya OHL
and 500 kV OHL;

•• Tyumen-Nelym: 500 kV ZapSib SSwith four power
transmission lines 500 kV Tobol – ZapSib.

For connection of new customers, including JSC Oil
Company Rosneft:

•• Construction of 220 kV Vector SS with approach lines to
220 kV Pyt-Yakh – Ust-Balyk OHL.
For technological connection:

•• Of oil pumping stations of the trunk pipeline Zapolyarie-

Purpe: construction of 220 kV Yermak SSwith the
approach of one chain of 220 kV Urengoiskaya HPP –
Mangazeya OHL, 220 kV Slavyanskaya OHL with 220 kV
Yermak – Slavyanskaya Nos. 1 and 2 OHL;
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For improving the reliability of power supply to the existing
customers:

•• Of Urengoi energy district, with technological connection
of electric installations of JSC Tyumenenergo and
PJSC Gazprom: 220 kV Iskonnaya SS with an 220 kV
Urengoiskaya HPP – Urengoi OHL.

For technological connection:

•• Of electric installations of JSC IDGC Ural: construction
of 220 kV Nadezhda SS with approach lines to 220 kV
Novo-Sverdlovskaya TPP – Yuzhnaya OHL.

IPS Middle Volga
For technological connection:

•• Of electric installation of LLC LUKOIL-

Nizhegorodnefteorgsintez: construction of 220 kV
Kudma-GPP-5 OHL and 220 kV Nizhegorodskaya –
GPP-5 OHL.

IPS Siberia
For improving the reliability of power supply to the existing
customers and connection of new ones:

•• In Omak Oblast by establishing the second feeding

centre of the Omsk Energy hub and ensuring transit
500 kV Kurgan-Vityaz-Voskhod that integrated IES Ural
and IES Siberia in the Russian Federation in detour of
Kazakhstan: construction of SS 500 kV Voskhod.

For prevention of putting limits on power supply to
customers:

•• In the northern segment of the Irkutsk Oblast and BAM

energy system in the repair schemes and post-accident
modes; develop the North Baikal segment of BAM and
connection of new customers: construction of 500 kV
Ust-Kut SS, 500 kV Ust-Kut – Nizhneangarskaya OHL
with 500 kV Nizhneangarskaya SS.

For electric power supply:

•• To Sukhoi Log and Chertovo Koryto gold mines and

removal of restrictions on the connection of new
customers in Bodaibo and Mamsk-Chuya energy
districts of Irkutsk Oblast: construction of 220 kV
Peledui – Chertovo Koryto – Sukhoi Log – Mamakan
Nos. 1 and 2 OHL.

For external power supply:

•• Of ESPO oil pipeline system and energy supply to

Bodaibo and Mam-Chuya energy districts of Irkutsk
Oblast: construction of 220 kV Tira SS and transit 220
kV from 500 kV Ust-Kut SS to 220 kV Peledui SS with
220 kV Bobrovka SS.

IPS East
For delivery of capacity:

•• By Nizhne-Bureiskaya HPP: construction of 220 kV

Stvor SS with a tap from 220 kV Bureiskaya HPP –
Zavitaya II OHL chain, 220 kV Nizhne-Bureiskaya
HPP – Arkhara OHL chains I and II, 220 kV NizhneBureiskaya HPP – Zavitaya OHL (construction of an
OHL segment to 220 kV Zavitaya SS) and approach
lines to 220 kV Raychikhinskaya HPP – Yadrin OHL
with a tap from Arkhara SS.

Development of inter-system connections:

•• For improving the reliability of inter-system transit

of capacity between energy systems of Khabarovsk
and Primorie krais and reduction of customer
disconnections in the Primorie Krai by anti-accident
automation in the post-accident modes: 500 kV
Primorskaya HPP – Khabarovskaya OHL (second
OHL);

•• For integration of the southern and central energy

of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia): construction of
a two-chain 220 kV Tommot – Maya OHL.

For improving the reliability of power supply to the
existing customers and connection of new ones:

•• For external power supply to ESPO oil pipeline

system in Khabarovsk Krai: construction of
220 kV NPS-23 SS, 220 kV NPS-28 SS and
220 kV NPS-29 SS, 220 kV NPS-32 SS in the
Amur Oblast (in accordance with its approved
investment programme, Federal Grid Company
plans construction of approach lines to these
substations);

•• In accordance with JSC Oil Company Rosneft’s

plans, an oil processing plant of CJSC Eastern
Oil and Chemical Company (CJSC EOCC) and its
electric power station with the installed capacity
of 775 MW will be built in the energy system of
Primorie Krai. They will be connected to IES East. For
technological connection of all declared maximum
capacity, it would be necessary to synchronise the
timelines of technological connection of energy
receivers and build generating capacities of a similar
volume. To ensure external power supply to CJSC
EOCC power receivers and deliver capacity to its
TPP, two OHL 220 kV are to be built from SS 500 kV
Lozovaya to the customer’s substation (a decision
about the ultimate volume of work should be based
on the result of a scheme for external power supply
to the power receivers and delivery of capacity to
CJSC EOCC’s TPP).
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Technical Policy of Federal Grid Company

Number of Process Violations in 2015

The Unified Technical Policy is the key instrument
for optimising and reducing the full costs of
ownership of the electric grid complex facilities
with a sound level of reliability on the part of the
UNEG. Its aim is to identify the key technical areas
that enhance the electric grid complex’s reliability
and efficiency in the short and medium term with
an appropriate industrial and environmental safety
based on innovative development principles that
provide non-discriminatory access to electric grids
for all market participants.

Sustainable and reliable power supply is a guarantee of
well-being and prosperity of any country. Federal Grid
Company focuses on the progressive development
and takes major efforts to improve reliability of UNEG
operations.

Federal Grid Company’s technical policy approved by the
Board of Directors in 2013 helps us improve the efficiency
of the electric grid complex, reduce its operational costs,
strengthen the system-wide reliability of UNEG and meet
the increasing demand for electricity.
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In 2015, the Company continued regular efforts to reduce
the accident rate, and achieved visible results in this area.
The quality of the Company’s performance is confirmed
by the annual reduction of accident rate by 18% on
average over the past three years.
The reliability of Federal Grid Company’s grids has been
increasing every year because it installs new equipment,
and skills and professionalism of its maintenance
personnel improves continuously.

Accident Prevention Measures
G4-DMA , former
EU21
Technical Policy has the following objectives:

•• to ensure reliable supply of electricity to the

Accident Rate at Federal Grid Company’s Facilities
in 2011–2015, %

response, Federal Grid Company draws up and
implements annual plans of organisational and
technical actions:

•• the Company revises SS and OHL certificates, model
charts for prompt response to process disturbances
on primary equipment of substations and grid
schedules for performing emergency recovery work
on OHLs, information on availability and scheduling
of machinery among line sections;

•• the Company signs agreements with contractors on

cooperation during liquidation of accidents at Federal
Grid Company’s electric grid facilities;

•• agreements are signed between Federal Grid
Company’s branches and subsidiaries / associates
of PJSC Rosseti on cooperation in the prevention and
liquidation of accidents and emergencies at electric
grid facilities;
•• agreements on information sharing are signed

between Federal Grid Company’s branches and
hydrometeorology & environment monitoring centres
in order to provide timely warning about changes
of weather conditions with a view to improving
operations of UNEG electric grid facilities;

In order to ensure and maintain preparedness to postaccident repairs and meet the deadlines for emergency

3
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1.90
1.57
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1.23
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‘15

accident rate (number of accidents per 1,000 units in operation)

As compared to the previous year, the accident rate
(number of accidents / volume of services) at Federal
Grid Company’s facilities went down by 22%, although
the maintenance workload (number of electric facilities)
has been consistently increasing and went up by 6% in
2015.

customers;

•• to improve the technologies for operations,
maintenance and repairs;

Service Reliability and Quality Indicators

Number of Accidents in 2011–2015

•• to reduce investments in and operations costs of
facilities;

•• to minimise an environmental impact;
•• to create incentives for manufacturing of state-of-

Indicator
2,871

2,596

For further details, see section About the Company
Technical policy of the corporate website at
www.fsk-ees.ru (in Russian only).

2011

2,286
1,954

the-art equipment and engineering structures in the
Russian Federation, and encourage enhancement of
R&D and project capacity.

‘11

‘12
Total accidents

‘13

Regulation period

‘14

Plan

1,616

‘15

Actual

2012
Plan

Actual

2013
Plan

Actual

2014

2015

Plan

Actual

Plan

Actual

2016
Plan

Service reliability level *

0.0490

0.0346

0.0483

0.0241

0.0475 0.0199

0.0468

0.0198

0.03602

0.01348

0.03548

Service quality level **

1.2599

1.1983

1.2410

1.2101

1.2224 1.1088

1.2040

1.1520

1.23908

1.0236

1.22049

* Indicator value is measured by the duration of electricity outages and is calculated as a ratio of actual aggregate duration of all electricity
outages over a calculation period (an hour) to the maximum number of customer connection points over the regulation period.
** Indicator value is based on the number of implemented applications for technological connection received from the customers and is
measured as a ratio of the number of applications sent by the customers in accordance with the regulatory requirements in the respective
regulation period to the difference between the number of draft contracts sent to the applicants in accordance with the procedure for
making contracts for technological connection, and the number of draft contracts sent behind the time limit.
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CASE: Establishment of an innovative system
for fire extinguishing at oil transformers
An innovative system for fire extinguishing at oil
transformers was developed for the first time under
a R&D contract for the establishment of a transformer
fire protection system in which the water mist
technology is used.
This innovative system for fire extinguishinh at an
autotransformer (AT-2) was implemented at 220 kV
Tula SS as part of a comprehensive AT replacement
programme in Federal Grid Company branch –

•• Federal Grid Company and the Ministry of
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Emergency Situations (including its regional
offices) implement an action plan to prevent
and mitigate risks of emergency situations and
liquidate such situations caused by process
disturbances at UNEG electric grid facilities.
The procedure of cooperation is regulated by
Agreement No 2-4-38-5 dated 8 February 2010, and
by respective agreements between the Ministry’s
regional offices and Federal Grid Company’s
branches;

•• executives of Federal Grid Company’s branches are
included in the staff of regional duty stations;

•• in order to prevent and/or liquidate power
disruptions caused by process disturbances
at UNEG electric grid facilities (including those
caused by dangerous natural events or other
emergencies), and prevent and minimise risks
during special periods in UNEG operations, Federal
Grid Company organises and maintains duty
stations;
•• the Company organises everyday monitoring
of mass media with respect to information on
emergency situations, forest fires, floods, ice
rains, and other natural climatic events that are
dangerous for UNEG, and to mass outages in
allied grids of subsidiaries and associates of PJSC
Rosseti;
•• the Company makes weekly forecasts of

considerable customer constraints and power
deliveries by electric power plants, as well as
analyses of outages at UNEG facilities;

•• the Company draws up emergency response

drill programmes to liquidate various accidents
and emergency situations. The aim of these
programmes is to train coordinated actions of

MES Centre. The system was installed by JSC
Electrocentremontazh that supplied equipment, while
R&D Centre of New Technologies at the Moscow Aviation
Institute supervised this work.
Schemes of feeding and distribution pipelines with water
filtration and water mist sprayers were made for AТ-2.
They spray water on all elements of the transformer, with
the required intensity.
See also section 5 Core Sustainable Development
Activities Environmental Responsibility

Federal Grid Company’s employees in removing
disturbances at UNEG electricity facilities, including
drills with participation of contractor organisations,
units of PJSC Rosseti, Ministry of Emergency
Situations, and regional executive authorities.
Round-the-clock coordination of duty officers from Federal
Grid Company’s Operational Process Control Department
and the Company branches is organised with respect to
the readiness for emergency recovery work and control
thereof. Information materials about the progress of postaccident repairs and emergency response are prepared for
the executives.
Schedules are made up for the use of Mobile Situational
and Analytical Centres (MSAC) that serve as the basis for
ensuring the MSAC’s task performance, personnel training
and full-time readiness for operation. A full-time control
over the use of MSAC is organised.
In order to improve electric grid enterprises’ preparedness
to post-accident repairs, of Federal Grid Company and
subsidiaries of PJSC Rosseti drew up joint site map
diagrams of running the grids. They show locations of
repair teams, contractor organisations and emergency
reserve sites.
Post-accident repairs are regulated by the Procedure
for Organisation of Post-Accident Repairs approved by
Federal Grid Company’s Executive Order No. 795 dated 27
December 2013.
In order to ensure orderly management, mitigate risks
and the consequences of emergency situations for
maintaining employee safety, and improve the system
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The continuous improvement of reliability is
a result of a comprehensive approach.
First, repair works at UNEG facilities are organised
and planned in compliance with federal grid
Company’s rules and technical regulations, and
with due regard of the actual technical condition of
equipment, local conditions and our experience of
operating electric facilities.
Second, the Company conducts focused
reconstruction and technical upgrade of equipment,
and uses units with better technical characteristics
that ensure a higher level of reliability, including
in the schemes of delivery of capacity by the
generation facilities.
Third, the Company can respond quickly and
professionally to possible emergency situations
and perform post-accident recovery is process
disturbance occur. The Company’s specialists
make a compulsory system-wide analysis of
the causes of accidents and develop prevention
actions.
Fourth, Federal Grid Company has a system of
comprehensive preparation of facilities to such
special periods as thunderstorms, fires, river
floods and autumn/winter. The Company signs
agreements about co-operation and post-accident
recovery with contractors, RosHydroMet, Ministry
of Emergency Situations and the distribution grid
companies.
Fifth, the Company continuously improves the
competencies of its repairs and diagnostic teams
via personnel training at the leading training
centres and with involvement of equipment
producer plants, and at its own full-fledged
personnel training centres.

Vladimir Dikoy
Deputy Chairman of the Management Board,
Chief Engineer of Federal Grid Company

for the protection of employees in peacetime and
wartime, Federal Grid Company drew up the following
documents, co-ordinated them with the Ministry of
Emergency Situations and approved:

•• Action plans to prevent and liquidate natural and
technological emergency situations;

•• Plans of key actions in civil defence, prevention and

liquidation of emergency situations and maintaining
fire safety in 2015.

In 2015, drills and trainings focused on Federal Grid
Company employees’ ability to take practical actions
to ensure personnel safety, improve the security of
technological processes and protection from natural
and technological emergency situations, drill actions
related to liquidation of such situations, and organise
implementation of civil defence action plans.
An important characteristic of the 2015 drills / exercises
held in the branches of federal grid Company was that
they we held jointly with the regional branches of the
Ministry of Emergency Situations and Ministry of Internal
Affairs. Besides, regional branches of the Ministry of
Emergency Situations, city governments and regional
executive authorities involved the Company’s branches in
various drills and trainings that were held in accordance
with their own plans.

2015 outcomes:

•• In 2015, the Company held 26,821 accident exercises,
fire drills combined with accident or post-accident
repairs, and fire drills and exercises (as compared to
27,476 in 2014);

•• In 2015, Federal Grid Company held 93 exercises

jointly with the regional branches of the Ministry of
Emergency Situations, city governments and regional
executive authorities (89 in 2014).

Average Duration of Electricity Outages and
Undersupplied Energy G4-EU29
Total duration of electricity outages – 189.13 hours;
Undersupplied electricity – 1,093.22 MWh
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Energy Efficiency and Energy Management
In 2015, the Company approved the Programme of Energy
Saving and Improving Energy Efficiency for 2015–2019
(“Programme”).

Programme
goals

The Programme for Energy Saving and Improving Energy
Efficiency for the period of 2015–2019 is available on the
corporate website at www.fsk-ees.ru, the Innovation Energy
Efficiency section (in Russian only)

•• To ensure saving and rational use of energy resources and reduce the process consumption of electricity
during its transmission the UNEG lines by improving the energy efficiency of Federal Grid Company’s
facilities and equipment

•• To put in place a system of energy management and conduct certification of the Company’s operations on

the basis of the international standard ISO 50001:2011 “Energy management systems – Requirements with
guidance for use”

•• To improve energy efficiency of the Company’s electric grid facilities and equipment.
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•• Fitting the buildings, structures, and installations

Economic benefit of measures that were
implemented as part of the Energy Saving
Programme in 2015 amounted to

RUB

60.304

that are owned by Federal Grid with metering devices
for water, natural gas, thermal energy, and electrical
energy

million

In 2015, initiatives targeted at better energy saving and
energy efficiency were implemented in the following key
areas:

•• Reducing the process energy consumption during
electricity transmission through UNEG

•• Reducing the electrical and thermal energy

consumption in buildings, structures, and
installations owned by Federal Grid Company

•• Reducing the consumption of fuel and lubricants
used by Federal Grid to provide the electricity
transmission services through UNEG

The independent auditor did not identify any
inconsistencies (including the Company’s loss
reduction activities) with the requirements of this
standard.
The auditors recommended that the validity of the
conformity certificate should be extended.

A project on power transformer heat extraction
and utilisation was recognised as the best project
in the panel “Heat and Electric Power Engineering
and Young Leaders,” and received a diploma from
the Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation.

On the Youth Day of the forum “Energy Efficiency
and Energy Saving. Development of Economy,”
Federal Grid Company’s team “Grids No. 1”
presented a project targeted at enhancing the energy
efficiency of substations and reducing losses for
the Company’s own needs.

The Company pays close attention to the development of
its employees’ skills in energy saving. In order to maintain
the staff competence, teaching sessions were held in the
training centres of the Company branches – MES – for the
following categories of employees:

•• operational personnel of substations and administrative

and support personnel on “Classification of Electric Grids by
Purpose. Management of Electric Grids Operational Modes.
Energy Saving, Energy Efficiency and Energy Management”;

•• training during preparations for the Youth Day of the forum
“Energy Efficiency and Energy Saving. Development of
Economy” held by the Ministry of Energy of the Russian
Federation in November 2015.

The functional model of Federal Grid Company’s energy
management is described in detail in the 2014 Annual Report,
p. 72–73.

•• specialists responsible for implementation of the Energy

Saving and Energy Management Programme – on “Energy
Saving Technologies and Energy Management in the Power
Industry”;

•• specialists on the «Knowledge Day” – on “Energy Saving,

The process effect of initiatives aimed at reducing
electricity losses across the Company amounted
to 49.4 mln kWh in 2015, which is equivalent to
6,080.9 tonnes of fuel equivalent, and economic effect
amounted to RUB54.8 million. G4-EN7

Energy Efficiency and Energy Management”;

Results of implementation of the Energy Saving and Energy Efficiency Programme in Federal Grid
Company in 2015 G4-EN3 G4-EN7 G4-EN6

•• Developing and improving Federal Grid Company’s

regulations and internal documents related to energy
saving and higher energy efficiency

Volume

Targeted process
impact of the
measures taken
to reduce the
consumption of
energy/fuel

Actual process
impact of the
measures taken
to reduce the
consumption of
energy/fuel

Economic benefit
of the measures
taken to reduce the
consumption of
energy/fuel

Process electricity
consumption in UNEG, o/w:

23,478.1
mln kWh

47.3
mln kWh

49.4
mln kWh

54,795.1

The audit identified the following strengths of the
Company’s energy management system:

Electricity consumption for
the Company's own needs

922.7 mln
kWh

5.4
mln kWh

5.4
mln kWh

5,882.6

•• a detailed and well-managed Energy Saving

Electricity consumption in
buildings

32.3 mln
kWh

0.7
mln kWh

0.7
mln kWh

2,525.4

Thermal energy
consumption in buildings

41.9
thousand
Gcal

1.02
thousand Gcal

1.06
thousand Gcal

1,251.21

Gasoline consumption

6,990.3
thousand
litres

25.00
thousand litres

26.92
thousand litres

816.5

Diesel consumption

6,404.0
thousand
litres

26.00
mln kWh

29.75
thousand litres

915.6

Consistency with the International Standard ISO 50001:2011
External audit of Federal Grid Company’s energy
management system for consistency with the
international standard was successfully held in
2015, and the Company received the certificate in
“Electricity Transmission via UNEG.”
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Programme;

•• a well-built system for monitoring of implementation

of the targeted actions included in the Energy Saving
Programme;

•• high responsibility and competency of the Company’s
employees who are involved in the drafting and
implementation of the energy management system;

•• publicity of information about advantages and
methods of energy saving in the offices.
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In order to reduce process consumption (losses) of
electricity in UNEG, Federal Grid Company is taking the
following measures:

•• initiatives to optimise the circuit and mode parameters
in operation and daily management of electric grids;

•• initiatives aimed at reducing the electric power

In 2015, the effect of initiatives aimed at the reduction
of consumed resources for administrative needs
across the Company amounted to 312.1 tonnes
of fuel equivalent (742.99 thousand kWh, 1.06
thousand GCal, 56.67 litres of fuel and lubricants),
or RUB5.509 million.

consumption for substations’ own needs;

•• initiatives to build, reconstruct and develop electric
grids, and commission energy saving equipment.

The key measures aimed at reducing the consumption of
electric and thermal energy in buildings, structures and
installations:

•• insulation of buildings and structures;
•• replacement of wooden windows with energy efficient
ones;

•• replacement of old incandescent lamps with new
energy saving ones (including LED lamps);
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•• installation of a lighting management system (motion
sensors);

•• replacement of old doors (mostly wooden ones) with
new energy efficient ones;

•• modernisation of the ventilation and air conditioning
systems;

•• installation of reflecting screens behind heaters;
•• appointment of in-charge persons;
•• optimisation of heating device performance
(organisational initiative).

The key initiatives for reduction of consumed fuel and
lubricants:

•• daily control of vehicle technical conditions by highly
qualified staff;

Specific Sustainable Development
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Import Substitution
Import Substitution Programme of Federal
Grid Company for 2015–2019
According to the Russia’s Energy Strategy up to 2030,
one of the main characteristics of national energy
security is the energy sector’s resilience to external and
internal economic, man-caused and natural threats and
its capability to minimise damage resulted from various
destabilising factors.
The key factor assuring the sector’s resilience to external
economic challenges is the capability of national
economy to provide energy companies with prime means
needed for their normal functioning. In this connection,
the dependence of energy companies on imports, which
has been growing recently over several decades, has
a negative impact on the energy security of the Russian
Federation. G4-DMA

The target is to reduce the
share of imported electric
equipment in the total
equipment purchased to

5%

or less by 2030.
The maximum possible utilisation of national competitive
equipment in production and projects has become one
of the most important principles and mechanisms of the
government energy policy for energy security assurance
purposes.
Federal Grid as one of the largest Russia’s consumers
of high and extra-high voltage equipment has been
successfully pursuing the policy of redirecting the focus
on domestic manufacturers in procurement of equipment.

•• adjustment of fuel consumption norms;
•• optimisation of transport routes;
•• the use of satellite navigation, and tachometers to
control transport routes and work of vehicles.
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Programme objective

To build efficient and effective cooperation with manufacturers of electrical equipment to implement
the policy of innovative development, energy saving and improving energy efficiency as per the Unified
Technical Policy Regulation, including the following:

•• strengthening the national energy security by supporting the development of domestic producerss of

electrical equipment that meet modern standards and international quality and reliability requirements;

•• promoting the development of sector’s complex innovative infrastructure, supporting innovative
development and modernisation of domestic manufacturers of electric equipment;

•• creating a competitive market of electric equipment in the Russian Federation;
•• reducing the cost of purchased electric equipment through import substitution and higher localisation;
•• increasing the transparency and openness of Federal Grid’s procurement operations.
Main Principles of Import Substitution Policy

G4-EC6

Economic viability

Reduction of the cost of Federal Grid’s investment programme through reduction of electric equipment
prices as market-based competition evolves and up-to-date technologies for electric equipment
manufacturing become more accessible to domestic manufacturers.

Social viability

includes the following:

•• strengthening of national energy security in relation to stable provision of electrical equipment
manufacturers with prime means in the presence of political, economic and financial risks;

•• country’s retention of earned value gained by electrical equipment manufacturing;
•• creating new jobs for Russian citizens;
•• promoting innovative development of the Russian economy.
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Criteria for Assessment of Import
Substitution Efficiency in 2015–2019:

Implementation Risks of Import
Substitution Programme

•• increased share of domestic electrical equipment in

The Company acknowledges that the programme may
confront the following risks during its implementation:

Company’s purchases;

•• higher localisation of electrical equipment

•• ambiguous definition of “domestic producer/

manufacturing in the Russian Federation;

•• growth of innovative products and technologies

introduced into production that were developed jointly by
Federal Grid Company and Russian manufacturers.

Trends in procurement of domestic main electrical
equipment, %.

25
55.5
83
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•• lack of legal framework that grants preferential
advantages to domestic producers;

75

+27.5%
45.5
17

Domestic equipment

Federal Grid’s Import Substition Programme contains
the following nine groups of electrical equipment
much depended on imports as import substitution
priorities:

•• 110–750 kV transformers and autotransformers;
•• 110–750 kV shunt reactors;
•• 110–500 kV controlled shunt reactors;
•• 110–750 kV switches;
•• 110–750 kV circuit breakers;
•• 110–500 kV current transformers;
•• 110–500 kV voltage transformers;
•• 110–500 kV metal-clad gas insulated switchgears;
•• 110–330 kV power cable with cross-linked
polyethylene coating.

The share of procured domestic equipment for the
above groups in 2015 reached 75% (in 2014 it was
44.5%). G4-EC9

The import substitution focus areas are as follows:

•• further cooperation with leading foreign producers

of electrical equipment to localise the equipment
manufacture in the Russian Federation with respective
transfer of technologies;

•• assistance to Russian enterprises in building

Import Substitution Programme Results
in 2015

•• information support to domestic producers and their

Federal Grid Company completed the following in 2015 as
a part of the Import Substitution Programme:

•• support to domestic manufacturers in research and

decline of production and technological potential of
domestic producers.

Procurement Regulations and standard tender
documentation so that they include localisation as a bid
assessment criterion for Federal Grid’s suppliers of
electrical equipment.

•• Federal Grid Company is currently implementing
‘15

Plans for 2016 and Mid-Term Perspective

•• low competitiveness of local products caused by the

•• Issued recommendations to amend the Company’s

+30.5%

‘13
‘14
Imported equipment

manufacturer” in the national legislation;
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a number of long-term contracts with leading producers
of electrical equipment that envisage the manufacture
localisation in the Russian Federation.

•• In order to uplevel the localisation of electrical

equipment manufacture in the Russian Federation
Federal Grid Company is promoting cooperation ties
between manufacturers of electrical equipment and
Russian producers of units, materials and components
capable to provide the quality in line with international
standards.

•• Provides assistance to joint projects of Russian and
foreign companies.

•• Supports the launch of domestic electrical equipment

to international markets. Federal Grid cooperates with
electrical grids of China, India, Vietnam and Belgium in
sharing the experience of electrical equipment operation,
thereby raising their awareness of Russian-made
products.

•• Provides assistance to enterprises that applied to

the Industry Development Fund for special-purpose
low-interest loans for their production expansion.

•• Attends meetings of Working Groups of the RF Ministry
of Industry and Trade on import substitution issues
and the Expert Panel on Import Substitution in the Fuel
and Energy Sector of the State Duma Energy Sector
Committee.

cooperation ties, including their integration as suppliers
of units and components into international production
chains;
products bringing to international markets;

development, engineering, construction of production
infrastructure and other activities improving the
existing equipment and developing new equipment,
technologies and materials;

•• assistance in obtaining financial aid from the

government for manufacturers implementing import
substitution projects.

It is also planned to continue the interface with
government agencies, expert organisations and other
stakeholders in further improvements of methodological,
regulatory and legal framework aimed at eliminating
administrative barriers for import substitution.
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Tariff Policy and its Transparency
for Consumers
The main revenue source of Federal Grid Company
ensuring the UNEG operation are funds received from
grid users for electricity transmission services via
UNEG grids with standard level of electricity losses in
these grids. Given that this type of activity is monopoly,
price setting for such services is regulated by the State,
and no transition to free (market) prices is expected
in the near future. Improvements are only possible of
state regulation of tariffs for electricity transmission
services.

State Regulation of Tariffs
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Federal Grid’s core business of electricity transmission
via UNEG and technological connection services is
performed based on tariffs that are subject to state
regulation and approved by the federal executive
authority for tariff regulation.

In 2015, the Federal Tariff Service of the Russian
Federation was liquidated and its functions of
government regulation of tariffs for services rendered
by Federal Grid Company were transferred to the Federal
Anti-Monopoly Service.

Federal Grid’s services of electricity transmission over
electric distribution grids (hereinafter “EDG facilities) are
regulated at the regional level by executive authorities of
the RF constituent entities.

Tariffs for Electricity Transmission via
UNEG
Since 2010, as a part of measures to improve the
investment attractiveness of the electric power
industry, tariffs for Federal Grid’s services on electricity
transmission through UNEG have been established
based on a return on invested capital method (RABregulation).
A second long-term period of regulation began in 2015.

Specific Sustainable Development
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Adjusted tariffs for electricity transmission services, RUB/MW‧month and their previous period growth (%)

RAB Methodology (regulatory asset base)
To calculate tariffs for each year of the regulatory
period, the required gross revenue is determined by
summing a return value, return on invested capital and
expenses required to provide services on electricity
transmission through UNEG. In order to avoid a
sharp increase in tariff rates the RAB-based method
provides a smooth-running mechanism, which involves
redistributing the required gross revenue during the
long-term regulatory period.

The FTS Resolution No. 297-e/3 dated 09 January 2014
approved tariffs for electricity transmission over UNEG
for the second long-term period under regulation of
2015–2019.
Pursuant to clause 37 of the Basic Pricing Principles for
Electricity Sector Prices/Tariffs Subject to Regulation
approved by RF Government Resolution No. 1178 dated
29 January 2011, the FAS Order No. 1346/15 dated 29
January 2015 amended the FTS Resolution No. 297-e/3
dated 09 January 2014 and approved adjusted tariffs
for Federal Grid’s services of electricity transmission via
UNEG for 2016–2019.
In connection with the entry into force of a resolution of
the Government of the Russian Federation, providing for
a change of the procedure for determining tariff rates for
payment of standard process losses of electricity during
its transmission via UNEG, from 1 July 2015, the rate for
payment of standard process losses shall be determined
by the formula and is calculated by the commercial
operator of the wholesale electricity and capacity market
(OJSC «ATS»), which allows to reduce the risk of Federal
Grid’s revenue shortfall due to the increase in actual
electricity/capacity prices on the wholesale market
against the prices that the regulator used as the basis for
setting fees for UNEG standard process losses .

+7.5
134,589.17

01.01.2015–
30.06.2015

+7.5
144,686.52

01.07.2015–
30.06.2016

+7.0
155,541.58

01.07.2016–
30.06.2017

+6.2
166,457.39

01.07.2017–
30.06.2018

+6.2
176,778.41

01.07.2018–
30.06.2019

187,698.91

01.07.2019–
31.12.2019

Adjusted tariff rates for electricity transmission services for the North Caucasus Republics and Stavropol
Territory, RUB/MW‧month and their previous period growth (%)

+7.5
52,923.13

01.01.2015–
30.06.2015

+7.5
56,868.70

01.07.2015–
30.06.2016

61,137.82

01.07.2016–
30.06.2017

+7.0

+6.2
65,428.44

01.07.2017–
30.06.2018

+6.2
69,485.26

01.07.2018–
30.06.2019

73,777.72

01.07.2019–
31.12.2019

Tariffs for Technological Connection
to UNEG
The Russian legislation includes a procedure for setting
a fee for technological connection to UNEG facilities in
two ways:

•• approval by the FTS of Russia of the individual fee for

a particular applicant, if measures of capital nature are
required that will be included in a fee for technological
connection in accordance with the applicable law;

•• approval by the FTS of Russia of a fee as a formula based
on standard tariff rate R1, which is applied by Federal
Grid independently to calculate fee, in case measures
of capital nature for technological connection of an
applicant are not required.
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Tariff regulation focusing on the maintenance of the rate
of return based on certain long-term parameters implies
that Federal Grid will meet indicators for the reliability
and quality of rendered services.

A standard tariff rate R1 for Federal Grid Company for
2015 was approved by the Resolution of the FAS of Russia
No. 2387-e dated 23 December 2014 in the amount of
RUB28.61 per kW (ex VAT).
For 2016, a standard tariff rate (R1) was set by the FAS
resolution at RUB25.16 per kW (ex VAT) with a breakdown
by event. The rate reduction may be explained by
the reduction in Federal Grid’s personnel involved in
technological connection.
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The legislation does not provide for differentiation of
a standard rate C1 for 1 kW of connected capacity by
a voltage level, connected capacity range, categorisation
of power supply of applicants, territories of the Russian
Federation, except for consumers that connect less than
150 kW. In this case the rate R1 does not include the cost
of Rostechnadzor inspections. The rate for such category
of consumers is set at RUB 24.64 per 1 kW for 2016.
Standard tariff rate C1 is set at a single level for consumers
in all constituent units of the Russian Federation.
Starting from 2013, the fee for technological connection
of generation facilities to UNEG includes both the costs of
construction of “last mile” grid facilities and investment
costs of expansion of the existing grid infrastructure to
assure the delivery of generation capacity (irrespective of
the type of generation – HPP, NPP or CHPP).

Trend analysis of average unit rate for capacity, RUB/kW
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Standard tariff rate R1

Not set

Not set

27.56

27.56

28.61

25.16

Change, %

-

-

-

0.0%

+ 3.8%

-12.05%

Trends in the approved aggregated fee for
technological connection in 2010–2015, RUB billion

22,38

6,15

‘10

1,25

1,39

1,43

‘11

‘12

‘13

‘14

In 2015, the fee for technological connection as per
individual designs was set for 11 consumers and totaled
RUB22.3 billion (ex VAT).
The applicants with the largest fee are as follows.

34,48

‘15
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RUB7.6 billion

JSC Rosenergoatom Concern –
Rostov NPP, Unit No. 3

RUB7.3 billion

JSC Rosenergoatom Concern –
Beloyarskaya NPP-2

RUB4.6 billion

JSC DRSK

RUB1.1 billion

JSC Fortum – Chelyabinskaya HPP
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Managing Economic Development
Operation in Volatile Economic and
Market Conditions
Based on the near-term economic outlook Federal
Grid Company expects the restrictive tariff
regulation policy to proceed with the transfer to
the “inflation minus” principle in setting grid tariffs.
In such conditions the reduction of operating and
investment costs is one of the main priorities of
Federal Grid. However, the cost reduction should not
have a negative impact on reliability and entail cost
increase in future.
With the focus on cost reduction, the Company
shall select critically investment projects for grid
modernisation and development. Some projects of
national importance may be implemented only with
the use of cheap sources of financing in the context
of cost reduction and restrictive tariff regulation
policy. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid long-term
debt at market rates and apply for government
support.
Due to stagnating services and restrictive tariff
policy even in the conditions of investment
programme curtailment it becomes more difficult
for the Company to repay debt, cover other
mandatory expenses and generate income for
shareholders. It is necessary to agree an acceptable
threshold for the return on invested capital (ROIC)
simultaneously creating internal conditions for this
index increase.

Federal Grid’s innovative development should
focus on the selection of most advanced and
currently relevant areas. Focus areas of innovative
development are listed in the Innovative Development
Programme for Federal Grid Company and include
the design of substations with highly automated
process controls (“digital substation”), digital design,
reliability/assets management and energy saving.
Grid facilities are still underloaded, which is a result
of structural changes in electricity consumption
reflecting the UNPG planning principles and reliability
assurance methods previously formed over decades.
The loading factor is still far below the loading factor
of comparable foreign companies.
Under restrictive tariff policy, it is extremely important
to resolve the issue of recovery of technological
connection expenses. Technological connection costs
reached almost RUB130 billion in 2010–2014, while
Federal Grid’s revenue gained from technological
connection was only RUB12 billion. This problem was
partially resolved in 2015 by imposing obligations on
nuclear and hydropower generation facitilies to pay for
their technological connection to power grids; however,
the requirement to pay on time for technological
connection services was not formalised, thus,
threatening the Company’s financial standing.
Overall, economic environment predetermined both
rapid growth of non-payments of some of Company’s
clients and considerable restriction of Company’s
financing of its investment programme by borrowings.
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In 2015, certain actions targeted to resolve some
of the above issues were implemented.
The investement focus area: construction-in-progress
assets were audited, as a result the construction of some
facilities was carried forward or terminated; targeted
programmes “Fixed Assets Renovation Programme”,
“Facilities providing reliable electricity supply to the 2018
FIFA World Football Cup”, “Actions ensuring reliable
operation of the UES of Russia working separately from the
Baltic States’ electricty grids”, etc. were adopted.
In the operational focus area, some changes were made
in the organisational and staff structure of Federal Grid’s
Executive Office and its branches (interconnected power
systems and their enterprises) to improve the efficiency
of Company’s operations. Standard organisational
charts and guidelines for formation of organisational
charts for branches were developed and approved. The
Company continues optimising its expenditure. Based
the comparison analysis of the costs of interconnected

power systems and their enterprises in 2015, the cost
optimisation potential was preliminary assessed and an
action plan to reduce costs in 2016 is being developed. The
Company expects that the reduction of unit operating costs
will exceed the target (23%).
In the import substitution area the rules for implementation
of the Federal Grid Company’s Programme for Import
Substitution of Equipment, Technologies, Materials and
Systems for the period of 2015–2019 was adopted.
The Methods for Assessment of Electrical Equipment
Manufacture Localisation in the Russian Federation had
been adopted earlier.
To improve relations with clients and to increase the
transparency of Company’s operations, the Council of
Federal Grid’s Consumers was established in 2015. The
Consumer Council is a collective expert panel on Company’s
operations representing the interests of all groups of
consumers and public associations, and such capacity it
helps to create a public control institution. G4-DMA
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Investment Activities
Main goals of investment activities:

•• maintain the reliable operation of the Unified Energy
System to assure uninterrupted electricity supply to
consumers;

•• supply electricity to the facilities of national importance

(actions to ensure uninterrupted electricity supply in the
conditions of separate functioning of the Unified Energy
System of Russia and Energy Systems of the Baltic
States and to compensate the reduction in the transfer
capacity of interconnections of the IPS of Center and the
IPS of the Northwest and changes in operating modes
of the BRELL (Belarus – Russia – Estonia – Latvia –
Lithuania) energy ring, ESPO pipeline, development of
the electric grid infrastructure in Eastern Siberia and Far
East);

•• ensure uninterrupted electricity supply in the conditions
of separate functioning of the Unified Energy System of
Russia and the Integrated Power System of Ukraine;

•• ensure high quality of electricity transmission/consumer

connection services and provide access to electric grids;

Economic Performance

•• align in time the development programmes for
generators and distribution grids;

G4-EC1

Parameter

•• improve the efficiency of backbone electric grids through
Total in 2015, RUB thousand

Economic value generated
Revenue

183,271,075

Economic value distributed

83,294,159

Operating costs

41,370,626

Wages and salaries, other payments and benefits for personnel

19,768,400

Payments to equity contributors

9,748,336

Payments to the state budget

12,327,332

Community investments

79,464

Economic value retained

99,976,916

•• review of cost estimates;
•• design and replication of best design solutions based

on standard process approach, including review and
and selection of the most appropriate design solutions
minimising construction and operating costs and
meeting all technical requirements;

•• reduction of management costs, including automation
and optimisation of project management structure.

Investment Funding, RUB billion
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

184.7

179.9

149.7

90.9

85.9

In 2015, the investment programme was funded solely
by Federal Grid without utilising funds from the federal
budget.
The 2015 Investment Programme adjustement envisages
the implementation of 60 new projects (including 42
technical connection projects and 10 reconstruction
of fixed assets) as compared to the Federal Grid’s
investment programmes approved eairlier.

cost reduction and energy efficiency programmes;

•• create an efficient management system for UNEG

operations with the view to improve the monitoring of
grid facilities.

The financing under the approved adjustment of Federal
Grid’s Investment Programme for 2015 amounts to
RUB102 billion.
Resolution No. 979 of the RF Ministry of Energy dated
18 December 2015 approved the adjustment of main
parameters of Federal Grid’s Investment Programme
for the period of 2015–2019 approved by the RF
Ministry of Energy.
The adjustment of the 2015 Investment Programme
addresses a set of measures targeted to improve
investment efficiency as required by the RF Ministry of
Energy in the following areas:

•• procurement, including the increase in the share of
open tender-based purchases, development of the
transparent process for tender winner selection,
planning of bid value, centralised procurement of
standard work and materials, promotion of the
development of domestic producers and small/
medium businesses;

The financing under the approved adjustment
of Federal Grid’s Investment Programme
for 2015 amounts to

RUB

102

billion

Investment Programme for 2016–2020
G4-EU10

The financing of Federal Grid’s Investment Programme for
2016–2020 amounts to RUB471,116.38 million.
The financial plan was formed in the conditions of tariff
constrains and more expensive borrowings in 2015–2016
exceeding the set internal rate of return.
The tariff is constrained by inflation rate and social and
economic projections; while the assets commissioned
in 2014 were not included into the tariff and balance
solutions; therefore, tariff and balance solutions cannot
compensate growing depreciation costs of the Company.
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Federal Grid as a “Too Big to Fail” company has to
be financially sound and cost efficient that means
unconditional growth of Company’s profit in the long-term
perspective. Consequently, under tariff constrains the cost
increase should be reduced even more:

•• OPEX should not grow at a higher rate than tariffs (the
target is to reduce OPEX by 2–3% annually);

•• targeted financing of the Investment Programme should
not exceed depreciation costs, and for this purpose it is
necessary to:
——reduce unit CAPEX;
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——limit the investment programme and simultaneously
retain the reliability and implement macroprojects in a
timely manner;
——reduce borrowings with the view to decrease the
aggregate interest down to 20% of EBITDA, which is
approximately equal to Debt/EBITDA 2.0.

Macroprojects to be financed with the
involvement of the National Welfare Fund
and consumers
Development of Electric Grid Infrastructure nearby
BAM and TransSib
Under this project, it is planned to construct and upgrade
the UNEG electric grid infrastructure in Siberian and FarEast Federal Districts. Grid infrastructure facilities to be
constructed and modernised are of key importance for
functioning of the railways and large industrial enterprises
in the region. In total, RUB128.33 billion should be
invested into construction and modernisation of 21 UNEG
facilities to cover projected loads of BAM and Transsib
(G4-EC4). G4-EC4

In 2015, Federal Grid’s proposal to implement the project
in three stages from 2016 to 2020 was approved.
To ensure financing of the project implementation, an
application has been filed with the National Welfare
Fund to raise funds in the amount of RUB36.6 billion
on a repayable basis. As at the date of the Report, the
above application is under consideration in the federal
executive authorities.

Tax Payments
Tax Payments and Extra-Budgetary Contributions of Federal
Grid Company in 2015, RUB thousand
No.

Tax (extra-budgetary
contribution)

Taxes remitted, RUB
thousand

Tax, RUB thousand

Penalties and fines, RUB
thousand

Federal taxes and charges
1

VAT

11,927,721

11,828,286

99,435
2

The second and third stages of the project will be
financed by Company’s own funds.

2

Personal income tax

2,524,711

2,524,709

3

Profit tax

169,707

169,707

New Facilities

4

Tax on foreign source income

5,193

5,193

The draft investment programme for 2016–2020
as compared with earlier approved investment
programmes of Federal Grid Company contains
188 new projects, 25 of them relate to technological
connection and 156 are components of Federal Grid’s
Fixed Assets Renovation Programme.

5

Water tax

331

331

6

National duty

64,581

64,581

Regional taxes

0

7

Property tax

6,802,280

6,802,273

7

8

Transport tax

32,139

32,130

9

Local taxes and charges

0

9

Tax on land

55,170

55,107

63

10

Other

6,205

6,205

Extra-budgetary funds, total,
including,

0

11

Pension Fund of Russia

3,425,130

3,423,282

1,848

12

Social Insurance Fund

185,694

185,672

22

13

Federal Compulsory Medical
Insurance Fund

894,204

893,898

306

14

Social Insurance Fund from
Occupational Accidents

70,707

70,694

13

TOTAL

26,163,772

26,062,068

101,705

In general, the investment programme for 2016–2020
was optimised to address the need of improving the
reliability of the bulk electric grid with the view to
ensure continuous electricity supply, complete electric
grid facilities, which construction was started before,
and be able to finance the implementation of new
investment projects by using all sources of funding.
The implementation of the investment programme will
resolve key issues of the UNEG maintenance, including
tasks of national importance to assure the continuous
operation of the most important facilities and electricity
supply to socially significant facilities.
Further details on the on-going UNEG development
projects are available in section 4. Specific Sustainable
Development Activities Ensuring Reliable and
Uninterrupted Operation of UNEG.

Technological Connection

Capacity paid for by Federal Grid’s customers in
2011–2015, GW

Federal Grid Company provides electricity transmission
via backbone grids and renders services for technological
connection to its grids. Electricity transmission through
electric grids refers to the activities of a natural monopoly.
The Company’s projection on the decrease of physical
volume of paid services published in the 2014 Annual
Report proved true: in 2015 the volume of paid capacity
was 87.9 GW, which is three times lower than that of the
previous year (2014). The capacity reduction in 2015 is
mostly caused not by demand decline but by the transfer
to calculation of the volume of grid services based on
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90.9
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91.4

90.9

87.9
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GW

The RF Ministry of Energy’s Order No. 980 dated
18 December 2015 approved Federal Grid’s Investment
Programme for the period of 2016–2020.
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the average capacity. The optimisation of consumption
modes by consumers and their authorised use of
distributed sources of generation also hinder the growth
of Company’s network services.
Further details are available in the section “Market
Positions and the Company’s Contribution to the
Development of UES” of the 2014 CSR Report, page 29.
Recent trends in physical volume of technological
connection (both for consumers and generators) are not
clear-cut. They mostly depend on investment decisions of
consumers and electricity generators.

Physical volume of technological connection
services1 in 2011–2015, MW
8,185.0
6,058.0

5,537.0

4,569.0

3,793.0
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Given the estimates of electricity consumption, export
and import and factors contributing to electricity demand
reduction, first of all, thanks to energy conservation
measures, the Company does not expect considerable
growth of paid grid services. Russia’s UES services will
grow due to its expansion into the integrated power
systems (IPS) of South and East (integration with
Western and Central Energy Districts of the Republic of
Sakha).

Number of technological connection contracts
completed in 2015
Number of
contracts

Maximum capacity increment,
MW

245

8,185.29

Customer Focus

G4-PR5

Since 2009, Federal Grid Company has been conducting
annual surveys of its customers’ satisfaction regarding
their awareness of the stages of technological connection
to Company’s electrical grids, opportunity to get connected
to feeding centres (available transformer capacity for
technological connection) as well as rules and regulations
governing this activity, ability to calculate technological
connection fees on their own and monitor the status of their
requests. This survey helps to find and eliminate bottlenecks.
G4-DMA

According to the above trends, the major difference
in scoring “importance” and “satisfaction” was in the
categories “Transparency of preliminary estimates” and
“Information quality”.
Improvement of these areas is the key priority of 2016.
Further details on client and consumer engagement
are available in section 3. Governance for Sustainable
Development Stakeholders and Stakeholder
Engagement.

Customer Satisfaction Trends in 2013–2015

Technological connection plan for 2016
Number of
contracts

Maximum capacity increment,
MW

304

14,043.37

Meeting statutory
deadlines by Federal
Grid Company
Transparency of preliminary
TC estimates

‘15

10

9
8

TC request template

Number of Federal Grid’s Contracts for Electricity Transmission via UNEG,
including the 2015–2020 Forecast2
590
417

473

620

650

680

7
6
5

Standard TC contract
template/content

TC information availability

510

Quality of information
available

292
121

150

164

207

Efficiency of TC updates

Friendliness and politeness
of Federal Grid staff
Staff readiness to settle
disputes efficiently

‘09

‘10

‘11

‘12

‘13

‘14

Number of contracts

1

maximum capacity under technological connection contracts.

The variance of data for some years from the 2014 CSR Report data is
caused by contractual data updates and finalisation of the forecast for
future periods.
2
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Innovative Development
Innovative Development Programme
Federal Grid Company’s innovative development is aimed
at enhancing the reliability, quality and economy of the
supply of electricity to consumers by upgrading the electric
grids of the Russian Unified Energy System with the use
of innovative technologies to turn them into an intellectual
core of the technology infrastructure of the national electric
energy sector.
Federal Grid’s Innovative Development Policy (hereinafter
the “Policy”) was adopted in 2010. The implementation of
a smart grid based on innovative solutions will become its
outcome.

A comprehensive Innovative Development Programme
for Federal Grid Company for 2013–2017 with an outlook
through 2020 was developed to achieve Policy tasks and
objectives (minutes of the Management Board No. 1167/2
dated 26 April 2013).
The key Programme outcome in 2015 was that Federal Grid
Company in its innovation activities retained the focus on
implementation of innovations and supporting activities. It
became possible thanks to considerable results satisfying
innovation requirements (from the perspective of a smart
grid concept) that were achieved in 2010–2014 as a part of
R&D projects and programmes and due to objective needs
to practically test and implement innovation solutions at
UNEG facilities.

Key Areas of Federal Grid’s Innovative Development
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Development of new
technologies and release of
innovative products

New technologies

Innovative business processes

•• Development of the concept of a smart energy system based on active adaptive grids
•• Development and testing of new Federal Grid’s technologies
•• Commercialisation of new technologies
•• Development of new Federal Grid’s services for energy markets
•• Energy efficiency improvement programme
•• Programme to improve the environmental impact of Federal Grid Company
•• Collaboration with higher education institutions and scientific organisations
•• Programmes to develop partnerships with innovative small and medium businesses
•• Cooperation with venture businesses
•• Interaction with the Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology
•• Integrated pilot projects to create a smart grid
•• Development, modernisation, and improvement of UNEG energy efficiency
•• Building of a production base for UNEG modernisation
•• Improvement of business processes and introduction of new management methods
•• Development of a system of innovative activities for Federal Grid Company

The Programme will improve the efficiency of utilisation
of Russian’s energy potential, facilitate the development
of new technologies, contribute to further development
of the national industry, reduce the share of imported
equipment, and create favourable conditions for
national economy to obtain maximum benefits.
As part of its Innovative Development Programme
Federal Grid is currently implementing activities
targeted at UNEG modernisation and development,
creation of conceptual, process-oriented and production
fundamentals and favourable conditions for building a
smart grid, and improvement of Company’s business
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Breakdown of Innovation Costs in 2015, RUB
million, including VAT
Actual
R&D programme

484.19

Integrated pilot projects to create an active adaptive grid with innovative technologies and energy
saving measures

3,478.08

TOTAL

3,962.27

Smart (Active Adaptive) Grid
The creation of an electric energy system with a smart
grid (hereinafter the “smart grid”) will be the outcome of
the Programme.
The smart grid will differ from the existing grid by the
presence of the following innovative elements:

•• Automated control systems for electricity transmission
•• Active grid elements with variable parameters

system operation within the limits set as part of the
uniform analysis and decision-making system

The top priority of systemic factors and conditions,
i.e., reliability and cost effectiveness of the system as
a whole, forms the basis for development of the smart
grid and principles of energy system management.

Smart Grid Diagram
Consumers

Power generation and alternative
energy sources

Microturbines and
storage units

processes and organisational tools to achieve the goals
and objectives of innovative development.
The key Programme outcome in 2015 was that Federal
Grid Company in its innovation activities retained the
focus on implementation of innovations and supporting
activities. It became possible thanks to considerable
results satisfying innovation requirements (from
the perspective of a smart grid concept) that were
achieved in 2010–2014 as a part of R&D projects and
programmes and due to objective needs to practically
test and implement innovation solutions at UNEG
facilities.

•• Current grid status monitoring system
•• Automated real-time systems to maintain the energy

Smart grid

Industrial
installations

Energy transmission
and storage (high-power
batteries)
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New principles and technologies underlying the
development of the smart energy grid

•• grid saturation with active components capable to
change its topological parameters;

•• sufficient number of sensors that measure current mode
parameters to monitor the grid condition in various
operating modes of the energy system;

•• data collection and processing system and controls
for grid active components and consumer electrical
installations;

•• availability of required actuators and tools for real-

time measurement of grid topological parameters and
interface with adjacent energy facilities;

•• automatic tools to assess the current situation and
prepare grid operation forecasts;
•• high-performance control system and fast data
exchange.
Research and Development
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Federal Grid’s R&D Programme for 2015–2017
(the “R&D Programme”) is one of the instruments
for implementation of the Innovative Development
Programme.

The R&D Programme was drafted to ensure stable, longterm funding for design of state-of-the-art technologies,
equipment and devices under Federal Grid Company’s
Investment Programme with the focus on improvement
of reliability, quality and cost effectiveness of electricity
supply to consumers by upgrading the Russian UES grids
and turning them into a smart (active adaptive) core of
the future technological infrastructure of the electric
power industry.
The creation of a smart energy system with an active adaptive
grid as a part of R&D scope involves the development and
implementation of new principles of operation of equipment
controls, control systems for grid elements and electric grid
complexes in steady and post-emergency modes, reliable and
durable electrical equipment and automation systems based
on most recent scientific developments, technologies and
principles of the UES operation.
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2015 Results

Building a Portfolio of Intangible Assets

•• A 20-kV, 2,500-D/C HTS cable line with the length

Within the scope of the R&D Programme in 2015,
30 intellectual property items were registered with
the Federal Service for Intellectual Property (Rospatent),
including the following:

of up to 2,500 m long was designed. The design
documentation and prototypes of HTS cable line
components have been completed.
The construction of a 20 kV HTS cable line will
enable to:
——reduce energy losses in the cable;
——limit the fault current;
——exclude the use of currently required
compensating devices for electricity supply;
——increase the transmission flexibility and
controllability;
——integrate the grids having different frequency
standards for parallel operation.

•• The automatic water-mist fire-extinguishing

system for 220-kV, 125–250 MVA transformers
was designed and successfully tested at the
Ministry of Emergency’s polygon. The test
confirmed significant (3–7-fold) decrease in
water consumption and fire-extinguishing time
(almost 4-fold) as compared to existing customary
water fire-extinguishing systems. A type design
was developed, and the AT-2 water-mist fireextinguishing system was installed at the 220 kV
Tula substation of the FGC UES MES Center branch.
Currently it is under trial operation.

•• Design documentation for prototypes of joints and
terminators for 110kV, 220kV and 330kV XLPE
cables was developed. Prototypes have been
manufactured.

•• The detailed design and software was developed for

the 220–750kV OHL technical condition monitoring/
rupture detection system. Prototypes of the
monitoring system have been manufactured and
bench-tested. These prototypes are currently in trial
operation at the facilities of MES Siberia and MES
South.

8 invention patents

••
15 utility models
••
1 design patent
••
6 software certificates
••

Within the scope of the R&D Programme
in 2015

30

were registered with the Federal Service for
Intellectual Property (Rospatent)
R&D Funding in 2010–2015, RUB billion

Plans for 2016 and Mid-Term Perspective

2.9

Under limited financing it is planned to focus on the
following:

•• Improving the quality and efficiency of R&D planning
and implementation to: :

——compensate for the decrease in Company’s
Investment Programme funding;
——concentrate as much as possible on most advanced
and critical innovations.

•• Updating “open innovation” tools to cooperate with

partners in Federal Grid’s innovative development in the
following areas:
——development and promotion of Federal Grid’s
public documents and Internet resources about
innovative development targeted to its partners and
counterparties that inform on goals and objectives,
key requirements and technologies, and other
important issues related to UNEG modernisation,
smart grid creation and other areas of Company’s
innovative development;

intellectual
property items

1.9

1.7

1.0

‘10

‘11

‘12

‘13

0.42

0.48

‘14

‘15

——assure further development of innovative competence
centres established jointly with the Company or with
its support on the basis of university labs, chairs,
departments and small innovative “subsidiaries” or
after innovation contests;
——development of public-private partnership
mechanisms;
——development of instruments for knowledge,
competencies and Company’s operations management
to use at maximum the internal potential for innovative
development
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Procurement
When implementing the investment programme, as
well as annual repair and target programmes, Federal
Grid Company implements procurement activities
aimed at purchasing the necessary equipment and
services on the competitive market. The Company
is interested in cooperation with manufacturers of
highly efficient electrical equipment, building and
engineering contractors that are able to ensure high
quality of work and optimal lead time. G4-DMA

To improve the Federal Grid’s procurement activities,
on 12 September 2014 the Board of Directors
approved a new version of the Regulations on
Procurement. The document is available on the
corporate website www.fsk-ees.ru and contains the
following amendments:

•• cancellation of price threshold for the Regulations’

Procurement System
Federal Grid Company conducts its procurement
activities in strict compliance with the Regulations on
Procurements.

Procurement Methodological Framework
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A revised version of the Regulations
on Procurement was approved in 2015

The following framework underpins the Company’s
procurement activities:

•• legislation of the Russian Federation (Civil Code,
Federal Law No 135-FZ, 223-FZ);

scope of application (a new version of the
Regulations cover all purchases from RUB0);

•• exclusion of such procurement methods as

Justification

RUB

Procurement from Local Suppliers
G4-EC9

As procurement procedures are organised in the regions
where the Company branches are located, a great
number of local suppliers and contractors are involved
therein.

2.7

* billion

* Determined as the difference between the ceiling and
actual purchase price.

highly specialised work, organisations may be involved
that perform such work throughout the territory of the
Russian Federation.

Up to 80% of local suppliers and contractors participate
in procurement in each region. In order to perform

•• exclusion of sections «Certification» and

Volume of purchases in the regions in 2015

•• specification of definition «adjustment of bids/

Region

«Attestation»;

proposals of participants»;

•• optimisation of the number of hard copy originals
to be submitted by participants of electronic
procurements.

Procurement principles of Federal Grid Company

Competitevness

As a result of procurement procedures
in 2015, an economic benefit amounted

Procurement policy and procedures enable to spend
funds effectively and per their intended purpose, and to
obtain economically justified expenditures through market
prices for products, with optimal quality and purchase
conditions.

«competitive negotiations» and «small purchase»;

•• public procurement experience;
•• international best practices.

Openness

Core Sustainable Development
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Procurement

The rules that regulate the arrangement of procurement are publicly available at www.fsk-ees.ru.
Information about violations of these rules may be sent to Federal Grid’s Central Tender
Commission, which composition is also disclosed at the Company’s website. The annual
procurement programme is announced at the Company’s website www.fsk-ees.ru and the website
www.zakupki.gov.ru.
Procurement is regulated in such a way that priority is given to open tenders that provide the highest
possible level of competition. Any limitation on competition must be fully justified and agreed to
collectively. Standard requirements to contractors and to evaluation of bids are provided for by the
Regulations and are publicly available.
The Rules require that every decision should be justified and documented in order to increase the
efficiency of purchases and to prevent corruption. Any decision in the course of procurement should
be made collectively. Tender award decision shall be made by the Tender Commission, and the
following criteria are taken into account: commercial appeal (bid price, terms of payment); product
quality, technical specifications, warranty liabilities; supplier credibility.

Share in overall volume of
purchases, %

Procedures conducted in 2015, total
amount, RUB thousand

Number of procedures

Siberia

6.9

9.8

3,185

Centre

15.4

22.0

3,223

East

8.8

12.5

1,712

South

6.6

9.4

1,625

Volga

3.9

5.6

1,816

Ural

5.1

7.3

1,842

North-West

36.7

52.4

1,795

West Siberia

16.5

23.6

1,363

Total:

100.00

142.6

16,561

Regulated procurements in 2015 by type
All types

Open tender

Open
request for
quote

Open request
for proposals

Sole source

Ordinary
purchase

Value of purchases
under procurement
procedures, RUB billion

142.6

126.1

0.6

8.6

5.6

1.7

Number of procedures

16,561

511

535

2,101

563

12,851

Share in the total value
of purchases %

100.0

88.4

0.4

6.1

4.0

1.2
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Anti-Corruption Activities

Main procurement areas in 2015
Type of work, service

RUB billion

number

Work package (Design, Guidelines, Construction and Installation, equipment supply)

101.2

172

Supply of equipment and materials

13.6

419

Design works

8.7

120

Repairs and Maintenance

6.5

4353

Software design and delivery

1.9

65

Land lease, repurchase

1.7

1197

Consulting services

0.8

122

Right-of-Ways Clearance and Expansion

0.4

88

Utilities

0.2

253

Other

7.6

9862

SME Procurement
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section “Roadmap for MSE engagement” www.fsk-ees.ru/
suppliers/dorozhnaya_karta_po_sotrudnichestvu_s_msp.

Subject to the Resolution of the Russian Government
No. 867-r dated 29 May 2013 “On Approving an Action
Plan (“Roadmap”) on Improving the Access of Small and
Medium-Sized Enterprises to Procurements of Infrastructure
Monopolies and State-Owned Companies”, in 2014 the
Company approved a Partnership Programme between
Federal Grid Company and small and medium-sized
enterprises (SME) and maintains a register of SMEs who have
joined the Programme. The Company website has a special

An Advisory Body has been established to consider issues
of ensuring efficiency of Federal Grid’s procurement, which
includes, among others, small and medium-sized business
entities.
The 2016 Procurement Plan was agreed with the Federal
Corporation for Development of Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises.

Main Principles and Tasks
of Anti-Corruption Policy
The anti-corruption policy is an element of the internal control
and risk management system of Federal Grid Company
providing a set of measures to prevent corruption, reduce the
risk of Company’s financial damage, reputational risks and
risks of penalties to be imposed on the Company for bribery
of officials.
Due to amendment of the anti-corruption legislation and
Federal Grid’s joining the Anti-Corruption Charter of the
Russian Business, a new revision of Federal Grid’s AntiCorruption Policy was developed as a part of improvements
of its anti-corruption activities and approved by Federal Grid’s
Board of Directors in 2015.
The Anti-Corruption Policy describes a complex of interrelated
procedures and specific measures to prevent and oppose
the corruption inside the Company and to comply with
clause 260 of the Corporate Governance Code in the part
defining measures to form the elements of corporate culture,
organisational structure, rules and procedures preventing
corruption.
The anti-corruption policy has been in effect in the
Company since 2012. Its new revision was approved
in 2015.

Number of contracts

Total value of contracts

6,302

RUB33 billion included VAT

Further improvement of procurement activities in
accordance with the Russian legislation (Civil, Federal Law
“On Procurement of Goods, Works and Services by certain
legal entities” No. 223-FZ dated 18 July 2011, etc).

corruption standards adopted by the Company to
partners, counteragents and public;

•• responsibility and unavoidability of punishment for
corruption for all employees irrespective of their
position, length of service with the Company;

•• implementation of efficient anti-corruption measures
easy for use and highly effective;

•• constant identification and scoring of corruption risks
typical for the Company with consideration of its
strategic development plans;

•• availability of the anti-corruption control system and

regular assessment of the efficiency of its procedures
targeted to minimize corruption risks; procedures are
transparent, clear, feasible and adequate to identified
corruption risks;

•• thorough due diligence review of counteragents to

minimise reputational, financial and operating risks
caused by interaction with them;

•• constant monitoring and continuous control of the
implementation of anti-corruption procedures by
managers and employees. G4-DMA

Federal Grid’s anti-corruption tasks are the following:

•• meet the requirements of Federal Anti-Corruption Law
•• perform compliance control, including anti-corruption

Federal Grid’s Anti-Corruption Policy is implemented
based on the following principles:

•• set up an effective anti-corruption legal mechanism;
•• create an effective practical tool to implement anti-

•• full compliance of the Anti-Corruption Policy with

•• zero tolerance towards corruption in all its forms and
Total number of legal actions for anticompetitive behavior of the Company
G4-S07

Plans for 2016 and Mid-Term Prospects

•• business transparency: communication of anti-

Managing Anti-Corruption Activities

applicable legislation and generally accepted rules;

For 2015, Federal Grid Company achieved target values
for SME procurement share set by the Resolution of the
RF Government No. 1352 dated 11 December 2014.

development and implementation of anti-corruption
standards and procedures;

No. 273-FZ dated 25 December 2008;

Number and value of contracts awarded upon SME
procurement in 2015

SME procurements
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In 2015, 20 complaints were filed by organisations
to the RF Federal Antimonopoly Service in respect of
their rights’ violation in the procurement procedures
conducted by Federal Grid Company. Upon
investigation, 4 complaints were found to be justified.
Appropriate measures have been developed to avoid
future violations of anti-monopoly legislation.

manifestations that means an absolute prohibition for
managers and employees and other persons acting on
behalf or in the interests of the Company to participate
in corrupt practices directly or indirectly, personally or
through any intermediary;

•• development of a corruption zero-tolerance culture and
an internal anti-corruption system;

•• strict observance of legitimate rights and interests,

business reputation of employees, partners and
counterparties as well as non-disclosure of commercial
secrets during implementation of anti-corruption
measures;

•• personnel regular update and involvement in the

compliance control;

corruption measures (including the approval of the anticorruption programme);

•• improve the legal framework for anti-corruption actions
and interaction with state agencies handling anticorruption issues;

•• prevent corruption-related offences and ensure the
responsibility for corruption and other offences;

•• build awareness and uniform understanding among

shareholders, partners, counteragents, governance
and control bodies, employees of the Company’s
zero tolerance towards corruption in all its forms and
manifestations;

•• minimise the risk of the Company’s involvement in
corrupt activities;

•• build an anti-corruption corporate culture.
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Implementation of Anti-Corruption Policy
In 2015, the Anti-Corruption Policy of Federal Grid
Company was further developed in the following areas.
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Personnel
professional
development
G4-SO4

Anti-Corruption Focus Areas in 2015

Nowadays the anti-corruption legislation and practices are developing rapidly. The staff of the Department for
Operational Control and Compliance (DOC&C) refresh and upgrade their professional knowledge and skills
on a regular basis. Due to the high level of professionalism, the Department management team became the
members of the Anti-Corruption Expert Council of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Russian
Federation. G4-16
In 2015, the DOC&C staff received the following training:
—— corporate compliance with the Russian and international anti-corruption legislation;
—— compliance with the RF procurement legislation and its application practice;

Improvement of
Federal Grid’s
anti-corruption
management
system

The Audit Committee of Federal Grid’s Board of Directors was added to the anti-corruption management
system.

Regulatory
framework
development

To minimise corruption risks in the course of exchange of business gifts and entertainment as well as
to implement a set of measures set forth by RF Government Resolution No. 10 dated 09 January 2014
“On reporting by certain categories of persons on receipt of gifts in connection with their official capacity or
implementation of their official duties, hand-over and evaluation of gifts, their sale/purchase and booking of
proceeds from their sale”:

—— set-up of the compliance control and corruption risks management system;
—— control and risk management;
—— implementation of the corporate anti-corruption policy as the complex of interrelated principles,
procedures and actions targeted to prevent corruption-related offences in the company’s operations.

—— the Regulation on exchange of business gifts and reporting by employees of Federal Grid’s Executive
Office on receipt of gifts in connection with their official capacity or implementation of their official
duties, on hand-over and evaluation of gifts, their sale/purchase and booking of proceeds from their sale
was approved by Administrative Order No. 347 of Federal Grid Company dated 26 August;
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—— internal audit and anti-fraud measures (to improve professional knowledge and skills of the staff
involved in Federal Grid Company’s financial and business audits).

—— set-up of the compliance control and compliance risk management systefm.
A number of training videoconferences on anti-corruption activities and transparency of the Company’s
business were conducted for the staff of the Company’s Executive office and branches.

Evaluation
of the AntiCorruption policy
effectiveness

To review the corruption perception in Federal Grid, personnel awareness of the Company’s Anti-Corruption
Policy as well as to evaluate the policy effectiveness and improve anti-corruption activities in Federal Grid
Company the employee survey was conducted. According to the survey results, the number of employees
who evaluate the Company’s Anti-Corruption Policy as effective increased by 3% for the Company on the
whole, while the number of employees willing to report on acts of corruption by 2% (in the Executive Office –
by 7%). The personnel awareness of whom to contact if they become aware of some acts facts of corruption
increased by 9%.

Anti-corruption
control

To implement the RF Government instructions regarding the transparency of financial and business
operations of the Company and its branches monthly reports on signed contracts, including the chain of
owners of counterparties, were submitted to the Russian Ministry of Energy, the Federal Financial Monitoring
Service (Rosfinmonitoring) and the Federal Tax Service of Russia.

G4-SO4

—— respective regulations of Federal Grid’s branches and subsidiaries were approved;
—— working commissions of the Company’s Executive Office and branches were set up to take decisions
whether to sell or otherwise dispose business gifts to support Federal Grid’s activities were set up.
Administrative Order of Federal Grid Company No. 207 “On Approval of the Regulation on Conflicts of Interest
Management” dated 25 April 2014 was amended pursuant to Federal Law No. 285-FZ dated 05 October 2015
“On amendment…”. G4-41

Company’s
involvement in
anti-corruption
collective
initiatives
G4-15

In accordance with Anti-Corruption Law No. 273-FZ dated 25.12.2008 and Methodic Guidelines for
development and implementation of anti-corruption measures approved by the RF Ministry of Labour and
Social Protection on 8 November 2013, one of the measures preventing corruption is the involvement in
collective anti-corruption initiatives.

Anti-Corruption Management System

Pursuant to the above requirements Federal Grid Company joined the Anti-Corruption Charter of the Russian
Business in 2015 and was included into the Consolidated Register of Charter Members (certificate No. 2041
dated 13 March 2015).

Board of Directors

The solemn ceremony of awarding the Certificate of Joining the Anti-Corruption Charter took place at the
international scientific and practical conference “Cooperation of State and Business against Corruption”
organised by the RF Chamber of Commerce, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime and International AntiCorruption Academy.
The Anti-Corruption Charter of the Russian Business provides that an anti-corruption programme and other
measures of anti-corruption and corporate policies targeted to protect interests of entrepreneurs, and fair and
open business shall be introduced into corporate governance practices. Jointing the Anti-Corruption Charter
requires from its members that their compliance with Charter principles shall be acknowledged by the public.

Audit Committee

Internal Control
Director

Department
of Operational Control
and Compliance

Chairman of the
Management Board

General Directors of branches,
subsidiaries and associates

Persons in charge for implementing
anti-corruption measures in branches,
subsidiaries and associates

Central Commission for
Compliance with Ethical
Standards and Conflict of
Interest Resolution

Commission of branches,
subsidiaries and associates
for Compliance with Ethical
Standards and Conflict of
Interest Resolution
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Corruption Risk Management
To exercise a risk-based approach to the implementation
of the Anti-Corruption Policy in Federal Grid Company,
Federal Grid’s Corruption Risk Map and Corruption Risks
and Anti-Corruption Control Procedures Matrix have been
developed G4-SO3

Control procedures in respect of
corruption risks in procurement
G4-SO3

Corruption risks are management based on the single
integrated approach to the measures targeted to
implement one of Company’s strategic development
goals – corruption prevention and management.
To minimise corruption risks the following control
procedures were enacted in 2015:

Anti-corruption review of sets of documents for 13,846 transactions (and procurement
procedures), G4-SO9 including:

•• Documents for 11,215 transactions received from potential counterparties

(participants of procurement procedures) were reviewed, out of them documents for
3,140 transactions were not approved or sent back for revision;
•• Documents for 2,631 transactions received for the Central Tender Commission and
Permanent Tender Commission were reviewed, out of them documents for 289
transactions were not approved or sent back for revision.
The due diligence review found the following violations:

•• failure to comply with the requirement to inform on the chain of counteragent owners
including ultimate beneficiaries;

•• land plot overpricing in land legal relations for the construction of Company’s energy
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facilities;
•• non-submission of a full set of documents.
Control procedures in respect of
corruption risks in charity
G4-SO3

The due diligence review of charity-related documents as well as the audit of funds
allocated to 55 organisations and totaling more than RUB 48million.

Control procedures in respect of
corruption risks related to abuse of
power G4-SO3

The anti-corruption review of 6,325 regulatory and administrative documents and their
drafts in the Company’s Executive Office and branches were conducted;
The conflict of interest was declared by the management team of Federal Grid Company
with the follow-up check of more than 5 thousand declarations as well as identification
of conflicts of interest, settlement of pre-conflict situations and resolution of conflicts of
interest. G4-41
The information on income, property and liabilities of the persons applying for top
management vacancies and top managers as well as their family members was
collected and reviewed.

Control procedures in respect of
corruption risks during contract signing
and implementation of contractual
obligations. G4-SO3

Monitoring of transactions for conflicts of interest, timely receipt of information about
changes in the chain of counterparty owners, as well as the inclusion of an anticorruption clause and other mandatory conditions in contracts . G4-41 Control of
security (in the form of bank guarantees) of counterparty obligations under concluded
contracts:

•• More than 1,209 bank guarantees for more than RUB 40billion were checked. Three
counterfeit bank guarantees for the total amount of RUB 12 million were found.
•• Company’s demands for payment under bank guarantees were monitored.
Due to the failure of counterparties to perform their contractual obligations in 2015
Federal Grid issued 293 demands for payment for the total amount exceeding
RUB22.5 billion.
Control procedures in respect of
corruption risks during contract signing
and implementation of contractual
obligations. G4-SO3

Monitoring of the compliance with the Regulation on exchange of business gifts
and reporting by employees of Federal Grid’s Executive Office on receipt of gifts in
connection with their official capacity or implementation of their official duties, on handover and evaluation of gifts, their sale/purchase and booking of their proceeds.

Core Sustainable Development
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Development

2016 Plans

•• review and improve Federal Grid’s anti-corruption
regulations in line with anti-corruption law
amendments of 2015;

•• perform a set of measures to settle the conflict of

interest in the Company including the declaration
of the conflict of interest with consideration of the
amendments of Federal Anti-Corruption Law No.
273-FZ dated 25 December 2008 that were adopted
in 2015;

•• implement measures to manage corporate

corruption risks taking into account the Methodic
Guidelines for arrangement of anti-corruption risk
management and internal control in joint stock
companies with participation of the Russian
Federation and approved by the Resolution of the
Federal Agency for State Property Management
(Rosimuschestvo) No. 80 dated 2 March 2016;

•• carry out regular organisational, awareness-

building and other measures to ensure that Federal
Grid’s employees comply with the anti-corruption
regulations.
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Employees and Social Policy
Human Resource (HR) Management
The Company’s key strategic goal in the area of human
resource management is to improve efficiency and
employee engagement in order to provide reliable
operation and development of UNEG.
To achieve the above goal, the Company focuses on:

Changes in average headcount by branch in 2011–2015, persons
At the end of 2015, the average headcount of Federal
Grid Company was 23,358 employees, a 4.1% decrease
on 2014. G4-9

In the reporting year, staff optimisation actions resulted
in higher labour productivity in physical terms
(c. u. /man) by 9.9% compared to 2014.

•• improving the Company’s operating efficiency through

the increase in labour productivity and quality, optimal
use of human capacity for the benefits of the Company;

•• timely meeting the Company’s needs in a skilled

workforce, employee ongoing development, training
and involvement in the effective implementation of the
corporate long-term objectives engagement;

•• satisfying material and social needs of employees
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according to their contribution to the achievement of
the Company’s goals and objectives. G4-DMA

Headcount and Personnel Structure
A priority in the Company’s HR management policy in
2015 was performance management at the unit and
employee level by raising labour productivity.
This includes the following approaches:

•• to optimise the Company’s organisational and

functional structure, cut the number of management
levels, expand the span of control, and reduce the
administrative and managerial staff;

At the end of 2015, the average headcount
of Federal Grid Company was

23,358

employees

24,460
+2.7%

+4.8%

25,123
24,362
–3%

–4.1%

23,358

•• to optimise schemes for service maintenance of energy

facilities with regard of the Company’s priorities in
improving reliability, safety and effectiveness of the grid
system and, consequently, reduce operating personnel.
G4-DMA

‘11

‘12

‘13

‘14

‘15

During 2015, the following activities were implemented:

•• project “Audit and Optimisation of Federal Grid

Company’s Organisational and Functional Structure”;

•• centralisation of functions by management level;
•• reduction in operational service costs;
•• optimisation of administrative and managerial staff
size.

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Executive Office

1,055

1,031

977

895

850

MES Centre

5,186

5,367

5,409

5,264

5,069

MES North-West

2,338

2,489

2,612

2,592

2,500

MES Volga

2,171

2,262

2,287

2,180

2,084

MES South

2,387

2,616

2,734

2,667

2,502

MES Ural

2,778

2,822

2,837

2,722

2,627

MES Western Siberia

1,727

1,973

2,104

2,069

2,026

MES Siberia

3,873

3,967

4,000

3,873

3,644

MES East

1,816

1,933

2,034

2,006

1,958

Technical Supervision Centre

0

0

129

94

97

Total

23,332

24,460

25,123

24,362

23,358
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Total number of employees by employment type, contract and region,
persons G4-10

Changes in average headcount in 2011–2015,
persons
23,332

Branch

In accordance with the current legislation of the Russian
Federation, employees receive notification on significant
changes to employment terms and conditions not less
than 2 months prior to the event occurrence. G4-LA4

Branch

Headcount, total

including average
headcount (full-time
employment)

including part-time employees and
those employed under civil law
contracts (part-time employment)

MES Centre

5,142

5,069

73

MES North-West

2,532

2,500

32

MES Volga

2,087

2,084

3

MES South

2,506

2,502

4

MES Ural

2,636

2,627

9

MES Western Siberia

2,037

2,026

11

MES Siberia

3,657

3,644

13

MES East

1,958

1,958

0

Technical Supervision Centre

97

97

0

The staffing level in the Company remains high at 97.2%
as of year-end 2015.

Payments to full-time employees are made in
accordance with an employment agreement, Sectoral
Tariff Agreement and the Labour Code of the Russian
Federation. G4-LA2
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The Company does not have a collective bargaining
agreement covering all employees, the social and
labour relations and other relations directly associated
therewith are regulated by the Sectoral Tariff Agreement
of the electricity industry of the Russian Federation for
2013–2015, which has been extended for 2016–2018.
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Number of hired and terminated employees
in 2012–2015, persons

Employee Structure by Category in 2011–2015
15.9

16.3

16.4

15.8

16.0

4,155

‘12
41.2

42.1

G4-LA4

40.7

42.9

41.3

4,239

‘13

Gender Profile
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Men

Women

Total

19,432

3,997

23,429

83%

17%

100%

2015 Employee Headcount by Branch, %

42.4

42

‘11

‘12
Workers

22

‘13
Specialists

42.9

‘14

Management

98.2

96.7

‘12

‘13

‘14

97.2

‘15

15

11
11
11

9

Executive Directorate
MES Centre

MES Ural

MES North-West

MES Western Siberia

MES Volga

MES East

4,327
3,022

Terminated
Hired

One of the priority areas is to renew and maintain the
number and quality of employees in order to ensure reliable
operations and development of Federal Grid Company.

95
‘11

5,778

3,152

‘15

Federal Grid’s staffing level, %

97

9

43.3

40.8

‘15

4

8

4,415

‘14

Average headcount by gender and gender ratio,
persons

5,235

In 2015, 3,022 employees were hired by Federal Grid
Company, and 4,327 employees were terminated, among
them 1,583 persons resigned voluntary, 1,044 persons
were terminated due to staff optimisation, and 569
persons resigned upon mutual agreement of the parties.

In 2015, no violations were recorded of employee rights
upon entering into employment and in the course of
work, as well as of abuse of authorities by security
personnel in respect of employees or citizens, which may
be treated as discrimination. G4-HR4

The Regulations on Employment of Federal grid Company
regulate the process of appointment to management
positions of the Company, which is in accordance with the
qualification level of the position and in strict compliance
with the requirements of the Russian legislation. About
90% of senior management were hired from the local
community. G4-EC6

Qualification Requirements for all Job Levels,
Career Growth Mechanisms
Qualification requirements to Federal Grid employees are
set by legal and regulatory acts of the Russian Federation
(the professional standards in the electric grid complex
(effective from 13 February 2016), the Resolution of the
RF Ministry of Labour and Social Security «On Approval of
the Qualification Reference Book for Managers, Specialists
and Workforce of Electricity Industry”, Standard WageRates and Skills Reference Book for Jobs and Occupations

of Manual Workers, etc.) and organisational and structural
documents of Federal Grid Company in accordance with
job categories and are aimed at implementing tasks and
objectives of Federal Grid, increasing productivity, creating
effective mechanisms of meeting labour protection
requirements, industrial and fire safety.
The HR Policy is aimed at ensuring the balance between
economic and social effect of the human resources
involvement, ensuring availability of a skilled workforce,
including graduates from industry-specific educational
institutions, needed for the Company’s structural units,
creating conditions for optimal use of human resources,
efficient motivation and professional development of
employees.
Federal Grid Company maintains a policy of employee
internal rotation and promotion and strives to make the
promotion mechanism fully transparent and underpinned
by equal opportunities for all employees, fair assessment
of their performance, knowledge and expertise, business
and personal qualities. The Federal Grid’s succession
pool is updated regularly, and its members are the priority
candidates for mid- and top-level managerial vacancies.
The Company imposes high requirements to the educational
level and qualification of employees. Educational structure of
employees has remained unchanged over the last few years.
Employees with higher education prevail (63.6%); the share of
employees with secondary vocational education is 36.4%.

Headcount by education level, persons

MES Siberia

Staff termination measures are implemented in
accordance with labour legislation. G4-EU20

Headcount as at the end of the reporting period, persons
Education
2012

2013

2014

2015

Doctor’s Degree

9

4

8

6

Candidate’s Degree

95

97

94

98

Higher professional education

14,552

15,256

14,935

14,770

Secondary vocational and secondary general
education

10,465

10,364

9,461

8,535

Total:

25,131

25,741

24,518

23,429

MES South
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0.4 5.5
0.1
‘15

0.4 5.6
0.1

33.1

30.8

60.9

63.0

Doctor’s Degree
Candidate’s Degree
Higher professional education

126

Secondary vocational education
Secondary general education

Federal Grid Company has maintained an optimal balance
of young, enthusiastic employees and experienced, highly
qualified staff members who ensure the continuity of
generations and the transfer of professional knowledge
and skills.

10.1

65.6
Doctor’s Degree
66.3
Candidate’s Degree

66.0

5.4

71.1

Men

Women

Under 30
years old

Employee turnover ratio
in 2015, %

59.3

10.3

Over 30
years old
Terminated

‘14

33.0

9.4

Terminated

7.3

58.7

Terminated

0.4
0.1

‘13

33.1

Terminated

7.8

G4-LA1

Of which
Number of employees
terminated in 2015

0.4
0.1

Employee turnover by age, gender and branch in 2015, persons and %
2015 average headcount,
persons

‘12

Employment structure by age in 2012–2015, %

Branch

Employment structure by education level
in 2012–2015, %
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Higher professional education

MES Centre

5,069

348

260

88

129

219

6.6

Secondary vocational education

MES North-West

2,500

126

103

23

50

76

4.8

Secondary general education

MES Volga

2,084

42

31

11

17

25

1.9

MES South

2,502

310

273

37

135

175

11.6

MES Ural

2,627

153

108

45

58

95

5.6

MES Western Siberia

2,026

137

113

24

55

82

6,6

MES Siberia

3,644

210

158

52

83

127

5.4

MES East

1,958

89

78

11

38

51

4.4

Technical Supervision
Centre

97

14

14

0

1

13

14.8

20.8

22.2
2.8
‘12

22.1
2,5

‘13

21.9
1.8

‘14

1.6
‘15

Working pensioners
50 years old – pension age
25-50 years old

Under 25 years old

The average age of the Company’s employees is
40.9 years. Most employees (59%) are under 40; this is the
most active age in economic and social terms.

•• meeting material and non-material needs of employees

2012–2015 Employee Turnover, %
8.66
7.80

Percentage of employees eligible to retire in the next 5–10 years of the total headcount
as of 31 December 2015 G4-EU15

6.50

6.30

to determine a competitive compensation package
that considers regional specific features and business
peculiarities and includes, among other things,
incentive award programme (honourary titles, honourary
certificates, appreciation letters and other corporate
awards, etc);

•• organising annual competitions among employees of

Branch

Employee share, %

MES Centre

9.4–17.8

MES North West

7.3–22.1

MES Volga

10.9–22.7

MES South

8.3–22.1

MES Ural

9.9–21.8

MES Western Siberia

8.3–19.6

MES Siberia

10.3–20.7

Principles of the Federal Grids’s employee motivation
system are based on the following:

MES East

4.8–22.3

•• a unified approach to employee remuneration aimed

‘12

‘13

‘14

‘15

the Company branches for ensuring reliable operation
of equipment with further awarding branches and
enterprises that demonstrated the best performance
and the highest results in the implementation of new
technologies with the titles “Best Branch of Federal Grid
Company – MES” and “Best Enterprise of Federal Grid
Company – PMES”.

Material Incentives

at motivating them to achieve corporate goals and
objectives and considering an employee performance
and his/her contribution to the achievement of key
performance targets set for employees, structural units
and the Company as a whole:

During 2015, Federal Grid Company, its counterparties
and subcontractors did not use child labour, which
is prohibited by law. The specifics of the operational
procedures at the Federal Grid’s facilities, both the
existing and under construction, eliminates the risk of
child labour. Forced labour is also eliminated according
to current labour legislation. G4-HR6 G4-HR7
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Federal Grid Company has established and maintains an
employee compensation system that takes into account
position categories, performance results of the Company
branches and structural units, as well as specifics of
regional labour markets and an individual contribution
of each employee. Executive performance is assessed
against key performance indicators (KPIs) that are
approved by the Board of Directors.

Based on the results of 2015, the average wage amounted
RUB66,573, which is 3.9% higher than the 2014 actual
figure (average wage calculation is done in accordance
with a P4 form). The average wage in Russia is
RUB31,325.

Employee average wage in 2011–2015, RUB

Differentiation of wages and salaries is determined by the
level of complexity and importance of work performed,
qualifications of an employee and his/her impact on the
Company performance.

53,078

‘11

‘12

+3.7%

+3.3%

+6.9%

66,573

64,091

62,042

58,032
+9.3%

Remuneration to employees is based on the time and
bonuses. The basic wage (wage rate) is consistent with
the staffing table and a list of basic wages. Wage rates
(basic wages) to workers are based on the minimum
monthly wage rate of a grade 1 employee, which is
established by the Sectoral Tariff Agreement for the
Electricity Industry of the Russian Federation.
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‘13

‘14

‘15

In the reporting year, the Electricity Industry Tariff
Agreement for 2013–2015 was extended for 2016–2018.

The Company’s remuneration policy does not involve
gender or other discrimination. G4-LA14

In 2015, the Company revised the frequency of indexation
of basic wages and took a decision about semi-annual
indexation of wages (wage rates) in accordance with the
provisions of the Sectoral Tariff Agreement.

The Company does not apply a gender-based approach
to remuneration for men and women who perform the
same job functions; therefore it does not keep relevant
statistics. G4-LA13

Wage indexation of Federal Grid employees in 2014–2015
Minimum monthly rate of first grade workers of industrial staff who fulfilled their
norm of standard working hours and met their work commitments (work time
standard) set by the Employer

Ratio of standard entry level wage of Federal Grid’s employees to local minimum wage by region
Branch

Minimum wage of
a first class worker,
RUB

Regional coefficient,
Northern and
regional bonuses, %

Cost of living in the
region of the MES
branch location, RUB

Minimum wage in the
MES branch/cost of
living in the region, %

Centre

13,489

1.16

12,542

108

North-West

15,001

1.29

9,332

161

Volga

11,978

1.03

8,666

138

South

12,094

1.04

7,603

159

Ural

13,838

1.19

8,146

170

West Siberia

24,537

2.11

12,875

191

Siberia

17,908

1.54

9,748

184

East

20,699

1.78

12,196

170

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
In accordance with the Regulations on Terms
and Conditions of Employment Agreements and
Determination of Remuneration and Compensation
for Senior Managers of Federal Grid Company,
which has been approved in 2010, remuneration for
senior managers is determined by their employment
agreements and includes a fixed component (salary)

2014

since 01.01.2014 – RUB5,400

since 01.07.2014 – RUB6,000

8%

2015

since 01.01.2015 – RUB6,372

since 01.07.2015 – RUB6,914

12.9%

In 2015, the Company applied a system of quarterly and
annual bonuses based on the Methodology for Calculation
and Evaluation of Key Performance Indicators for Federal
Grid’s Senior Management approved by the Board of
Directors (Minutes No. 243 dated 22 December 2015).

Annual KPIs

•• Reliability indicator: no major accidents
Increase in the Number of
•• Preventing
Injured in Accidents

•• TSR (total shareholder return)
•• ROIC (return on invested capital)
•• Reduction in unit operating expenses (costs)
•• Level of electricity losses
•• Achieving reliability level of services
•• Reduction in unit investment costs
•• Meeting schedules for commissioning
•• Meeting deadlines for technological connection
•• Workforce productivity

Producer Price
Index (PPI)

H2

and a variable component (bonuses). Bonuses are
tied to key performance indicators (KPIs) of senior
managers.

Quarterly KPIs

stability indicator, i.e. the
•• Financial
financial leverage ratio

H1

G4-EC5

All KPIs that are applied to motivate senior managers are
included in the Federal Grid’s Long-Term Development
Programme approved by the Board of Directors.

Awards Policy
The following corporate awards have been launched in
Federal Grid Company–

•• a title “Honoured Employee of Federal Grid Company”,
•• a title “ Veteran of Federal Grid Company”;

Federal Grid Company has a programme of giving
state awards, awards by the Government and
Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation, Russian
National Association of Electricity Sector Employers
(RaEL), PJSC Rosseti and corporate awards to its
employees.
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•• a badge of honour “For contribution to the development

of Federal Grid Company”, First Class and Second Class,

•• a badge of honour “For Professional Skills”,
•• a badge of honour “For Construction and
Reconstruction of Electric Grid Facilities”,

•• obtaining a place on the Recognition Board,
•• Honorary Certificate,
•• Letter of Commendation.
The teams of Federal Grid Company’s branches that
have ensured reliable operation of equipment, achieved
the best performance indicators, and demonstrated
good results in the mastering and introduction of new
equipment and technologies are awarded the title “Best
Branch of Federal Grid Company – MES” and “Best
Enterprise of Federal Grid Company – PMES.”
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An Employee Recognition Programme provides for
awarding employees who have rendered great service to
the State, electric power industry, Federal Grid Company,
demonstrate high performance and management
efficiency, or achieve great results in the operation,
construction and re-construction of electric grid facilities,
in creation and implementation of new technologies,
or have implemented advanced labour management
techniques, have demonstrated professionalism in
prevention or mitigation of accidents, restoration of power
facilities, who are respected by colleagues, and promote
corporate values.

2015 Results
In 2015, awards were given to 1,576 employees of Federal
Grid Company, its subsidiaries and contractors, including:

•• 7 employees were awarded the title “Honoured Power

Engineer of CIS” and 6 employees were given the
Honourary Certificate of the CIS Electric Power Council
for their contribution to the development of integrated
processes in the power industries of CIS countries;

•• 221 employees received awards from the Ministry of

Energy of the Russian Federation for their services to
the electricity sector; one employee received an award
“Honourable Worker of the Fuel and Energy Complex”
and 11 employees received the title “Honourable Power
Engineer”;

•• 85 employees received awards from RaEl Association,

including 9 employees who were awarded the title
“Veteran of Electricity Sector” for their long and fruitful
service in the electricity industry;
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In 2015, awards were given to

1,576

employees
of Federal Grid
Company

MES Western Siberia – Best Branch

Omsk – Best PMES

For ensuring reliable operation of equipment, implementation
of new technologies and the advanced labour management
techniques, the title “Best Branch of Federal Grid Company –
MES” was awarded to MES Western Siberia

The title “Best Enterprise of Federal Grid
Company – PMES” was awarded to Omsk
PMES

In 2015

•• 95 employees who made major contributions to the
development of the electric grid complex received
corporate awards from PJSC Rosseti;

327,335

•• 122themployees were awarded a commemorative sign

RUB

•• 1,040 employees received corporate awards for their

was allocated for the non-governmental
pension scheme

“95 Anniversary of GOELRO Plan”;

contribution to the development and services to Federal
Grid Company, including
——the title “Honoured Employee of Federal Grid
Company” – 2 employees;
——the badge of honour “For contribution to the
development of Federal Grid Company”, First Class –
9 employees;
——79 employees were awarded with the badge of
honour “For Professional Skills” for their professional
excellence;
——16 employees were awarded the badge of honour
“For Construction and Reconstruction of Electric Grid
Facilities”;
——9 employees’ portraits were put on the Recognition
Board of Federal Grid Company.
——23 employees were given the title “Veteran of Federal
Grid Company” for their long and effective service in
the electric grid complex.

Employees of Federal Grid brunches were given awards
of the constituent entities of the Russian Federation for
their contribution to the development of the electric grid
complex.

Non-Governmental Pension Programme

G4-EC3

Since 2004, the Non-Governmental Pension Programme
(hereinafter – the Programme) has been implemented
in Federal Grid Company. The Programme is aimed at
ensuring a good standard of living for the Company
employees who reach the retirement age, increasing high
performance motivation, attracting and retaining highly
qualified employees.

•• encouragement of employees for their services to
million

The Programme’s key principles are:

•• a unified approach to organisation of non-governmental
pension scheme in Federal Grid Company;

•• differentiated approach to setting amounts of nongovernmental pension;

Federal Grid Company and the electric power industry,
and for their continuous and dedicated work.

In 2015, RUB327,335 million was allocated for the nongovernmental pension scheme.

Succession Pool of Federal Grid Company
To timely meet the Company’s needs for qualified
personnel, Federal Grid Company uses a wide range of
advanced technologies to build a qualified succession
pool. The Company’s management team, realizing
that human capital is a core value and one of the main
factors of successful development, strives to create
conditions for improving the employee performance.

Types of Succession Pool
Tactical succession pool for the production and technical facilities
of Federal Grid – MES

Succession pool for the
position of PMES’ Director

311 employees

83 employees

The pool has been created to improve the reliability of electric grid facilities and to build an
optimal vocational qualification structure of personnel, as well as to establish a succession
pool of qualified candidates able to take vacant positions promptly.
The tactical pool covers positions of the head and deputy head of subdivisions of Federal
Grid branches whose functions include the organisation and performance of operation,
maintenance and repair of electric equipment and devices of the electric grid complex within
five key areas of Federal Grid activities:

The pool has been created to
strengthen the HR capacity, to
identify the most valuable, highpotential employees for their further
development, as well as to mitigate
HR risks related to withdrawal and
professional level of the existing
PMES’ Directors.

•• Relay protection and automation
•• Operation of substation equipment
•• IT systems
•• Operational process control
•• Electricity transmission lines

Appointments of succession pool members to superior positions in 2015, persons
Type of succession pool

Number of succession pool members
appointed to superior positions, persons

Tactical succession pool for the production and technical facilities of Federal
Grid – MES

54 (17%)

Succession pool for the position of PMES’ Director

2 (2.4%)
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Health and Safety

Special Assessment of Working Conditions

Health and Safety Policy

During 2014 and 2015, the special assessment of working
conditions (SAWC) was conducted in all branches, on the
results of which classes of harmful working conditions
were eliminated or reduced. In 2015, SAWC covered
8,965 workplaces in 34 PMES branches, 4 MES Branches
and in the Executive Office with the total staff of 11,087
employee.

The Federal Grid’s key objectives in occupational
health and safety are as follows:

•• to eliminate workplace injuries and occupational
diseases;

•• to promote safe conduct and to develop the

accident-prevention skills among employees;

•• to continuously improve working conditions.
To achieve the above objectives, the Company is
committed, in all aspects of its businesses, to ensure
the priority of life and health of its employees over
operating performance and assumes the following
commitments:

•• to provide employee training in health and safety,
health and safety knowledge assessment;
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•• to provide employees with the necessary special
clothing, special footwear and other means
of individual protection, washing agents and
detergents, serviceable tools, devices, etc.;

•• to monitor compliance with health and safety
requirements at the Company facilities;

•• to ensure the implementation of the incentive
system that encourages employees to full
compliance with health and safety requirements;

Based on SAWC findings, the number of workplaces with
harmful working conditions reduced by 1.8 times and
amounted to 0.97% of all workplaces covered by SAWC
in 2015 (see the Figure “Breakdown of classes of working
conditions before and after the special assessment of
working conditions in 2015”).

Сlass 3.2

•• to ensure safe working conditions at workplaces;

Сlass 3.3

risks;

•• to implement technologies that ensure occupational

4 837

Newly
created
workplaces

2 013

improvement of the health and safety management
system. G4-DMA

In 2015, 5 cases of occupational accidents with Federal
Grid employees were recorded mainly caused by road
traffic accidents. All injured persons were men.

Number of class 2 workplaces

2.72

Number of class 3.1 workplaces

0.36

Number of class 3.2 workplaces

0.26

Number of class 3.3 workplaces

1.09

Newly created workplaces

Since 2013, there has been a reducing trend in electric
injuries (six persons in 2013, one person in 2014, and one
person in 2015).

8 879

81

Employees injured in 2015 by branch, persons

884

5

5
142

1 089

3

Breakdown of classes of working
conditions at workplaces to be
assessed (before assessment)
Breakdown of classes of working
conditions at workplaces assessed
(after assessment)

safety;

•• to ensure the effective operation and continuous

G4-EU25

Since 2002, no cases of occupational diseases have been
registered in Federal Grid Company.

Breakdown of classes of working conditions
before and after the special assessment of working
conditions in 2015

Сlass 3.1

Based on the results of special assessment of working
conditions, conducted in 2015, 105 measures have
been designed to reduce the impact of occupational
hazards at workplaces, of which 59 were implemented
in 2015.

Occupational Injuries

95.73

Сlass 2

Plans for 2016 to improve employee protection
from occupational hazards

Measures planned for 2016 include the elimination of
shortcomings in the work of ventilation of chemical
laboratories, of the permanent electric welder station,
purchase of advanced means of respiratory protection for
electric and gas welders.

SAWC costs amounted to RUB11.87 million (80.6% were
covered from the budgets of MES and PMES, and 19.4%
were reimbursed from the Social Insurance Fund of the
Russian Federation).

•• to ensure compliance with occupational health
and safety laws and regulations of the Russian
Federation;
•• to identify, assess and mitigate health and safety

Breakdown of classes of working conditions
in Federal Grid Company (with consideration of
SAWC conducted in 2014–2015 and assessment of
workplaces of 2011–2013), %

As at 01 January 2016, workplaces with harmful working
conditions (class 3.1 and higher) represented 3.34%.

In 2015, 3 cases of process disturbances (fires) were
recorded at the Federal Grid’s facilities, while in all
cases no violations of fire safety rules were discovered,
including violations discovered by the supervisory
authorities before the fire.

11

1
0

0

MES
East

0 0

0 0

MES
Siberia

MES
Western
Siberia

0
MES
Ural
Injured, persons

11

1

11

0
MES
Volga

MES
South

0 0
MES
North-West

Including fatally, persons

MES
Centre

TSC

Total
in FGC UES
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Number of accidents in Federal Grid branches
in 2015 by type

1

1

Non-use
of personal
protective
equipment

Violation
of Traffic Rules
by the Company
employee

Violation
of Traffic Rules
by third parties

0
‘02 ‘03 ‘04 ‘05 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘10 ‘11 ‘12 ‘13 ‘14 ‘15
Injury frequency rate (excluding traffic accidents
caused by third parties)
Fatality frequency rate
* Occupational accident rate, including fatal or group accidents
due to failure to perform or inadequate performance of job duties,
per 1,000 persons.

Severity rate (lost day rate and absentee rate) is
determined by the following formula:
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Severity rate:
Sr =

number of lost days
= 0 (day/person);
number of injured

Estimated value for the severity rate for 2015 is
Sr=121.5 day/person G4-LA6
Injury cause analysis shows that human factor plays
an important role in all injuries (neglect of safety
requirements by operators; knowledgeable violation;
personal carelessness; employee’s inability to assess
risks; etc).
The main risks of occupational injuries in Federal Grid
Branches are:

•• electric arc exposure;
•• high temperature exposure (electric arc);
•• falling from height;
•• traffic accident. G4-LA7
Measures to prevent injuries, improve occupational
health and safety, eliminate major and recurrent
violations of health and safety requirements were taken
in accordance with the Federal Grid’s Action Plan for
employee injury risk reduction and the Programme for
monitoring compliance with health and safety standards
at the Company facilities.

Number of
measures

Measures to prevent electrical injuries among summer visitors, gardeners and amateur anglers

0.8
0.4

Procedural
violations

The following measures were implemented within the Programme:
Measures to improve health and safety

1.2

2
1

Injury and Fatality Rate* at the Company’s facilities
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To improve occupational safety, the Company takes
safety measures, performs injury risk assessment
and develops corrective actions. The Company also
monitors compliance with safe working practices
by repair teams. Training videos have been made
that demonstrate safe working practices, a regular
monitoring and analysis of safe working practices by
repair teams is conducted.
An automated software system is used in training,
pre-examination and knowledge assessment of
employees.
Health and safety offices operate in all MES and
PMES branches, equipped with robotic equipment,
demonstration kits of personal protective equipment,
equipment for video conferencing, etc.
Federal Grid branches have 17 mobile health and
safety offices that are used for seminars, training,
viewing videos, induction training, Labour Protection
Days, etc.

Injuries of third parties at Federal Grid facilities
In 2015, three persons (outsiders) were injured due to
accidents at the Company facilities.

Preparation of information materials on electric injury prevention and their publication in local media, pcs

113

Preparation and distribution of printed materials for various target audiences, including with the involvement of
volunteers and representatives from non-governmental organisations, pcs

8,064

Making and placement of warning plates, pcs

4,096

Joint preventive initiatives with the regional educational authorities, territorial offices of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, Emergency Situations Ministry, Rostechnadzor, etc.

98

Preparation of health and safety audio and video materials and their placement at local radio stations
and TV channels, pcs

3

Distribution of preventive printed materials among the participants of rural gatherings, residents of private houses of
the mortal danger of unauthorised connection to electric grids, pcs

1,980

Number of horticultural societies where preventive printed materials about the danger of approaching electric
facilities and unauthorised works within the OHL exclusion zones were distributed, pcs

350

Equipping the crossing points of electricity transmission lines with water bodies with the warning plates about
prohibition or danger of fishing within an OHL exclusion zone, pcs

316

Meetings with and awareness-raising work among members of anglers associations, pcs

26

Measures to prevent electrical injuries among children and teenagers
Conducting preventive outdoor events in children’s recreation school camps, pcs

11

Conducting guided tours for schoolchildren to power facilities, pcs

68

Conducting lessons on electrical safety for schoolchildren, pcs

97

Preparation of handouts on child electrical safety and their distribution in educational organisations, pcs

3,874

Articles in regional and interregional mass media about the work done on the prevention of electrical injuries
to children and teenagers, pcs

30

Measures to prevent electrical injuries among employees of outside organisations and contractors
Classes on the rules of work in OHL exclusion zones in driving schools that train drivers of trucks and lifting
machinery, pcs

10

Distribution of preventive printed materials about safety precautions to be taken when performing loading-unloading
operations with OHL exclusion zones in the State Traffic Safety Inspectorate offices, instrumental inspection
and MOT tests stations, pcs

377

Measures to prevent electrical injuries in case of the unauthorised electric grid connection
Placement of posters outlining the statistics of injuries and deaths during attempts of theft of equipment
and materials at power facilities, pcs

174

Making leaflets on fatal danger of the unauthorised electric grid connection and their and distribution among private
housing residents, pcs

522

Joint efforts with local administrations on raising awareness among the rural people, pcs

424

The Programme implementation resulted in the reduction of injures to third parties
and of unlawful acts of the public with respect to electric power facilities in the area
of responsibility of Federal Grid Company.
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Health and Safety Committees

Ensuring Industrial Safety

Fire Safety

Health and Safety Committees (hereinafter ‘the
Committees’) of Federal Grid branches are one of
the elements of the occupational health and safety
management system. Work of the Committees is
governed by the Regulations on Health and Safety
Committees of Federal Grid Company, in force since 2012.

All legal, economic and social aspects of ensuring safe
operation of hazardous industrial facilities, as well as
the main focuses of preventing accidents at hazardous
facilities, ensuring the Federal Grid’s preparedness to
localise and rectify consequences of the above accidents,
are regulated by the Federal Law No. 116-FZ, dated 21
July 1997, “On Industrial Safety of Hazardous Industrial
Facilities”.

In order to ensure fire safety, operations at the Federal
Grid’s facilities are conducted in accordance with the
requirements of federal legislation:

•• Federal Law “On Fire Safety” No. 69-FZ dated 21

The ley focuses of the Federal Grid Company’s activities
aimed at ensuring industrial safety are as follows:

adopted by the Resolution of the RF Government
No. 390 dated 25 April 2012,
as well as internal regulatory acts:

Each MES and PMES branch has its own Committee.
Totally, Federal Grid has 49 Committees that include
933 members. In the reporting period, 368 meeting were
held and 1,339 matters were considered. All Committees’
decisions made on the matters reviewed were
implemented. G4-LA5
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Also, Federal Grid Company has a Health and
Safety Committee that is composed of 22 persons,
including representatives from the Departments of the
Executive Office, First Deputies of General Directors
(Chief Engineers) of MES branches and the Company
subsidiaries. The Committee is a collective consultative
body that shapes an occupational health and safety
policy. In 2015, three meetings of the Committee were
held devoted to the development of occupational accident
prevention measures that were further implemented.
Another important element of the health and safety
management is a workforce involvement in the creation
of healthy and safe working conditions through the
appointment of the authorised persons who perform
health and safety monitoring in their structural units,
including monitoring of the compliance with the health
and safety requirements by employees. 1020 authorised
persons in the health and safety area were appointed in
1175 structural units of PMES branches. Among them,
944 persons received training at the specialised health
and safety courses
Thanks to the work of the health and safety authorised
persons, the number of inspections of the working
teams increased with the aim to reduce violations in the
preparation of workplaces and permits. G4-LA5

Plans for 2016 to Improve Health and Safety Policy
Further implementation of the Federal Grid’s health and
safety policy is aimed at:

•• eliminating occupational accidents and diseases;
•• promoting safe conduct and developing accident-

prevention skills among the Company employees.

1. to ensure the level of industrial safety with zero or
minimum risk of accidents and incidents when operating
technical devices, buildings and structures at hazardous
industrial facilities (hereinafter ‘HIFs’);
2. to ensure compliance with industrial safety
requirements set out in federal laws, regulatory acts of the
RF President and the RF Government adopted pursuant
thereto, as well as federal rules and regulations in the field
of industrial safety;
3. to ensure the employee preparedness to localise and
rectify consequences of possible accidents, fires and
other emergencies;
4. to improve effectiveness of in-process control and
internal audits of the compliance with industrial safety
statutory requirements at HIFs;
5. to ensure compliance with licensing requirements
established by the regulations on licensing specific types
of activities at hazardous industrial facilities subject to
licensing in accordance with the legislation of the Russian
Federation;
6. to ensure the conformity of technical devices, buildings
and structures used at HIFs to the industrial safety
requirements by conducting technical examinations,
organising and conducting planned preventive
maintenances, industrial safety expertise, diagnostics,
testing, upgrade and replacement of technical devices
that reached the end of their useful life;
7. to protect a property interest related to the obligation
to repair injury caused in the course of HIF operations by
entering into a liability insurance contract.

December 1994;

•• Federal Law “Technical Regulations on Fire Safety
Requirements” No. 123-FZ dated 22 July 2008;

•• Fire Prevention Rules in the Russian Federation

•• Decree of PJSC Rosseti No. 6 dated 15 January 2015,
which approves:

——Company Standard 34.01-27.1-001-2014 (in-house
fire safety rules 27-14) “Fire Safety Rules for
Electric Grid Complex of PJSC Rosseti”;
——Company Standard 34.01-27.1-001-2014 (in-house
fire safety rules 28-14) “Fire Protection Systems.
General Specifications”;
——Company Standard 34.01-27.1-001-2014 (in-house
fire safety rules 29-14) “Engineering Design of
Fire Protection of Electric Grid Complex of PJSC
Rosseti. General Specifications”.
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Fire Safety Days are held quarterly in all units of MES
branches and in the Company’s subsidiaries. Based on
their results, the Company draws up and implements
measures to eliminate the identified irregularities
and violations.

Fires at Federal Grid’s facilities in 2010–2015
12
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The number of fires caused by process disturbances
at the Company’s facilities did not increase over the
past five years because additional measures have
been taken to prepare for the danger period. Besides,
the Company implemented a corporate programme
aimed at raising the fire safety level and improving the
quality of fire safety at UNEG facilities.

Social and Youth Policy

Regular fire drills and trainings are held as part of
the fire safety training programme for the Company
employees, including trainings together with the
firefighting units of the Ministry of Emergency
Situations. Besides, in 2015 the Company held
personnel evacuation trainings in the buildings of its
Executive Office and branches. It drew up post-training
actions to eliminate irregularities and violations in the
work of the fire protection systems in the buildings.
Based on the results of trainings, measures have been
planned to eliminate defects and irregularities in the
operation of fire protection system of buildings.

Federal Grid Company’s benefits package includes:

A Review competition for the best fire safety status of
facilities of MES branch and its enterprises has been held
annually since 2008.
MES Western Siberia became a winner of the 2015
competition.

The number of emergency response exercises and fire trainings for operational personnel
of Grid Control Centres of MES, PMES, and SS in 2015, pcs
Branch

Number of fire trainings

target

actual
scheduled

Number of fire trainings
combines with emergency
response exercises

target
unscheduled

actual
scheduled

Number of fire trainings and
exercises conducted together
with units of the Ministry of
Emergency Situations

target
unscheduled

Benefits Package

•• Voluntary medical insurance
•• Accident insurance
•• Non-governmental pensions
•• Financial assistance related to various social aspects,
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MES Siberia
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3,449

0
1
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1,074
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1,074
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132
100
1,063
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The sixth season of Federal Grid Company’s student
construction teamwork was organised in summer
2016. MPEI sent 3 teams (50 students) to work at
the Company facilities in Krasnodar Krai. Students
received paid tickets to the job location, comfortable
accommodation, meals, medical services and decent
wages consistent with the workload.

•• Advance wage payment.
The Company has a Corporate Housing Programme. To
provide qualified personnel for key power facilities that
are in remote areas or under construction, a corporate
housing stock of Federal Grid Company has been
created. It now includes 481 apartments. The Company’s
corporate housing stock covers such regions as Primorie,
Khabarovsk, Krasnodar and Stavropol Krais, Chechen
Republic, Amur, Saratov, Leningrad and Moscow Oblasts,
Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug and Khanty-Mansi
Autonomous Okrug.
In 2015, the Company commissioned 34 company-owned
apartments and provided them for rent to employees in
Novy Urengoy and Pyt-Yakh. Employees of MES Western
Siberia branch electric facilities located in remote areas
will live in these apartments, including employees who will
work under rotation system.

unscheduled

MES Centre

Student Construction Teams

such as marriages, childbirths, and others

In 2015, the Company provided corporate
assistance in the form of loans and compensations
to 686 employees including 315 young specialists.

actual
scheduled

Incentive programmes and social guarantees provided by
the employer to employees play an important role in the
attraction and retention of personnel.

Programme for Improving Employees’ Housing
Conditions.”

To relocate qualified personnel and young specialists
to other regions, the Company reimburses their housing
rental costs (this programme is included in the corporate
benefits package). In 2015, the Company provided
assistance in housing rent to 398 employees including
230 young specialists.
Federal Grid Company provides corporate assistance
according to its commitments under the “Long-Term
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“Forsazh” Forum of Young Power Engineers
Young specialists from Federal Grid Company take
part in the annual International Forum of Young Power
Engineers “Forsazh.” The 2015 forum was held on
12–18 July in Kaluga Oblast. The Company’s team
included 9 members from its branches (MES) and the
Executive Directorate.

Co-Operation with Educational Institutions
In 2015, Federal Grid Company continued mutually
beneficial relations with the higher-education
institutions and specialised secondary schools that
train specialists for the power industry.
Organisation of practical and pre-degree training
for students remains the main area of co-operation
with educational institutions. About 770 students
developed practical skills at the Company’s facilities in
2015. Temporary jobs with time wage were created for
200 of them.
The Company organises annual guided tours to its
facilities for students of higher-education institutions
and specialised secondary schools, thus making
the teaching processes more effective. More than
1,020 students took part in such tours in 2015.

Core Sustainable Development
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Federal Grid Company co-operates with 106 Russian
higher education institutions and 30 specialised
secondary schools. Bilateral cooperative agreements
are signed with 49 higher education institutions and
13 specialised secondary schools. These include
Moscow Power Engineering Institute, Ivanovo Power
Engineering University, North Caucasian Federal
University, St. Petersburg State Polytechnic University,
National Research Polytechnic University in Tomsk,
and others.
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Personnel Training Centre “Bely Rast” of MES Centre
hosted training sessions of “School of Young Engineer” for
students of Ivanovo State Power Engineering University,
Novomoskovsk Institute (branch of the Dmitry Mendeleev
University of Chemical Technology) and National Research
University Moscow Power Engineering Institute (MPEI).
Thirty-two senior grade students received a large volume
of additional theoretical and practical knowledge that is
necessary for a would-be electric power engineer.
In order to improve professional training of graduates of
power engineering institutes and departments, Federal
Grid Company and MPEI drew up a list of 105 topics for
academic, degree and dissertation papers for graduate and
post-graduate students. The list covers important technical
issues that reflect the Company’s needs and promote the
development of the electric grid complex.
Federal Grid Company and MPEI have a 2015 Organisational
Plan of Joint Events. As part of its implementation, the
Company’s officers met students and faculty of MPEI
in April, May and October 2015 to present the topics of
graduate and dissertation papers offered by the Company’s
specialists, and address issues related to the organisation
of pre-degree training for students.
In 2015, the Company continued to support educational
institutions, and provided donations for the improvement
of their assets. It allocated funds for the research & training
centre “Reliability and Efficiency of Relay Protection and

Automation” (RPA), emergency automatic equipment and
telecommunications of a smart energy system with an
active adaptive network at MPEI.

In total, about 3,600 students, tutors and the Company’s
employees took part in events that Federal Grid Company
arranged for the development of co-operation with
educational institutions in 2015.

Day of Federal Grid Company
In April and May 2015, Federal Grid Company held
annual events for professional orientation of students of
higher education institutions and specialised secondary
schools. The Company’s Executive Directorate and all
branches took part in these events. The total audience
included 1,541 participants (1,334 from 40 higher
education institutions and 207 from 8 specialised
secondary schools).
The focus of these events was on the in-depth
communication of specialists and heads of the
Company’s units and branches with energy engineering
students many of whom intend to co-operate with
the Company. Most events were held in the form of
students’ meetings with the Company specialists at the
electric grid facilities.

Core Sustainable Development
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Social and Youth Policy Development Plans
for 2016
In 2016, Federal Grid Company intends to support its
employees within the approved benefits package. It will
continue implementation of the housing programme.
The key focus of the corporate youth policy will be on
the development of mutually beneficial partnership with
educational institutions and assistance in the professional
development of the Company’s young employees. In
2016, we intend to hold a Day of Federal Grid Company
in educational institutions, organise skills training at the
corporate facilities, co-operate with the relevant educational
departments with a view to improving the professional
background of employees, and involve higher education
institutions in the Company’s innovative development
programme. A student construction team will be formed
during summer vacations. In July 2016, young specialists
will take part in the annual International Forum of Young
Power Engineers “Forsazh.”

In 2015, 15,093 employees (64% of the Company’s total
workforce) took part in different training, retraining and
skills development programmes.

simulators, laboratories and electric grid training areas.
This makes it possible to conduct skill drills and accident
prevention trainings as close to the real conditions as
possible.
Personnel Training Centres became the main platform for
organisation of competitions and contests of professional
skills. G4-DMA

HR Development
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Reliable operations and development of the electric power
industry in the long term are based on the development of
professionalism and personnel capacity.

Average hours of training for one employee per
year, by employee gender and category, 2015
G4-LA9

Employee category

Average training
hours (hours/
person)

Industrial personnel:
Men

51

Women

46

Administrative and managerial personnel and maintenance
personnel:
Men

35

Women

18

The improvement of employees’ technical competencies
remains the priority objective. A particular focus in the
training programmes implemented in the corporate
Personnel Training Centres is on the development of
practical skills. The licensed Personnel Training Centres
of Federal Grid Company are equipped with training

Twenty-eight professional skills competitions were held
in the Company in 2015. At the request of the Ministry
of Labour and Social Protection, Federal Grid Company’s
training centre in the Moscow Oblast hosted the federallevel stage of “The Best Professional,” a Russian national
competition of professional skills, in the nomination for
“The Best Electrical Lineman (high-voltage lines)” award.
The main goal of the competition is to increase the
prestige of the blue-collar professions for which demand
is high on the labour market, and develop professional
competencies of the Company employees.

Federal Grid Company’s Personnel Training Centre
received the “Chrystal Pyramid” award in 2015 in the
category “Corporate University” for a special contribution
in human capital management. The award gives its
winners the image of a leader and reputation of a reliable
employer.

Core Sustainable Development
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In accordance with the objectives that had been set
by the Council for Professional Qualifications in the
Electricity Sector at the Russian Ministry of Energy,
Federal Grid Company and Russian Association of
Employers in Electricity Industry actively participated in
the development and adaptation of industry professional
standards for the electric grid complex.
To develop a talent pool for the industry, Federal Grid
Company is implementing initiatives to provide young
employees with the opportunities for professional growth,
and to attract talented and active youth to the industry.

As part of its co-operation with the youth panel of CIGRE
Russian National Committee, Federal Grid Company
actively participated in actions that helped to promote the
development of the Company and the entire electricity
sector, such as the forum “Electric Industry Through
the Eyes of the Young People,” International Academic
Competition in the Electricity Industry held at Ivanovo
Power Engineering University, conference “Dispatch Control
and Management in the Electricity Sector” held for young
people at Kazan State Power Engineering University, and
2015 ENES International Forum.
A team of Federal Grid Company’s young specialists
made a project on power transformer heat extraction and
utilisation for subsequent use in the heating of substation
buildings and structures. It was recognised as the best
project in the panel “Heat and Electric Power Engineering
and Young Leaders” at the 2015 ENES International Forum
and was awarded a diploma by the Ministry of Energy.
The Company’s specialists became members of a new
youth association – the Russian National Union of Young
Engineers of the Commodities and Power Complexes.
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Plans to Develop the Talent Pool in 2016

Federal Grid Company’s participation in the International
Forum of Young Power Engineers «Forsazh-2015” was
acknowledged by the Russian Ministry of Education
and Science for the maintenance of high educational
standards in capacity development of young engineers.
In 2015, Federal Grid Company continued to co-operate
with institutions of higher education in all regions where
the Company operates. Co-operation continued in:

•• Professional retraining and skills development of the
operating personnel;

•• Involvement of specialists from the industry-specific
higher education institutions in R&D;

•• Organisation of on-the-job practice and training for the
would-be power engineers at the Company’s facilities.

The Company employees took part in the retraining
and skills development programmes that were run by
institutions of higher education, including the industrywide targeted programme “Skills Development of
Engineers and Technicians” . G4-LA10
Employees from MES branches were trained under
the federal programme «Training and Retraining of
Management Pool.”

In 2016, Federal Grid Company will continue
implementation of the corporate education programmes
for its operational personnel in accordance with the
regulatory requirements and the Company’s needs.
These programmes will be conducted at the corporate
Personnel Training Centres and in the premises of
suppliers of equipment. The 2016 objectives also
include the development of a system for simulator
drills; implementation of professional standards;
and organisation of employee retraining and skills
development in accordance with the new qualification
requirements. Close attention will be paid to the
development of the pool of young talents in the electric
power industry, including co-operation with the Youth
Panel of CIGRE.

Core Sustainable Development
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Development of Corporate Culture
Most corporate events in 2015 were dedicated
to the 70th anniversary of the victory in the Great
Patriotic War.
The Company held professional skills competitions
dedicated to the 70th anniversary of Victory. Its team
took part in the indoor soccer Victory cup organised
with support from the Ministry of Energy.
See details in section 5. Core Sustainable Development
Activities Employees and Social Policy Care about
Veterans.
A traditional annual Day of Federal Grid Company was
organised in 2015 in all branches and enterprises
for children of the Company’s employees. More than
1,500 children took part in the guided tours to the key
substations.
On the eve of the Power Engineer Day, Federal Grid
Company held the first competition of Christmas
tree decorations “Electric Fur Tree.” More than
500 children aged from 4 to 13 took part in the
competition.

Involvement of employees in sport and physical
activities, as well as promotion of a healthy lifestyle
that helps them to strengthen their health and
raise labour productivity is a priority in Federal Grid
Company’s corporate life.

In 2015, the Company continued to organise trainings
in volleyball and indoor soccer, and offered its
employees partial reimbursement of gym membership
(annual contracts). The Company’s volleyball and
indoor soccer teams participated in competitions
that were held between the companies of the fuel
and energy complex with support from the Ministry
of Energy. In June 2015, the Company’s team won the
summer competition “Rostekh – Russian Corporate
Games” that were dedicated to the 70th anniversary
of victory in the Great Patriotic War and the reunion of
Russia and the Crimea.
In November 2015, Federal Grid Company, together
with JSC R&D Centre of FGC UES, held the Fifth Open
Chess Tournament in memory of Mikhail Botvinnik,
a great chess player and outstanding electrical
engineer.

Plans for the Development of Corporate Culture
in 2016
The Company intends to conduct several events
in 2016 to develop corporate culture and maintain
corporate traditions. The level of their organisation
will be as high as in the reporting year. The Company
will organise art competitions and guided tours to its
facilities for the employees’ children, and buy New
Year gifts for them. Employees will be involved in the
cultural and sports events that promote active and
healthy way of life. Volleyball and indoor soccer teams
will participate in competitions between the companies
of the Fuel and Energy Complex with support from
the Ministry of Energy, and in the traditional chess
tournament in memory of Mikhail Botvinnik.
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Relations with Trade Unions

Regulation of Social and Labour Relations

Since 2004, the Company has been a member of the
All-Russian Association of Employers in Electricity
Industry (RaEl), which represents the Company’s
interests in relations with the Non-Governmental
Association “Russian Electric Trade Union,” which is
a representative of electricity industry employees.

The Company does not have a collective bargaining
agreement; as a result, the social and labour relations
and other relations directly associated with them were
regulated in 2015 in accordance with the RF Electricity
Industry Tariff Agreement (EITA) for 2013–2015 that was
extended for 2016–2018. Association RaEl represented
Federal Grid Company’s interests as the employer in the
negotiations about EITA. The Company’s representatives
proactively contributed to the development of EITA, and
their proposals were taken into account.

The number of trade union members in the Company
is about 6% (about 1,300 employees) of the total
workforce; 12 trade union cells operate in the
Company.
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The Company respects the trade union members’
rights granted by the Russian legislation: it does
not interfere in the activities and does not prevent
the establishment of trade unions cells; provides
equipped premises free of charge when there is a
need; and allocates money for social, and cultural
and other events. Federal Grid Company engages
with trade unions in the field of occupational and
health safety, in regulation of social, labour and other
relations. G4-LA8
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The social and labour relations in the Company are
regulated in accordance with internal documents that
are consistent with the Russian legislation and EITA
provisions. The Company raises the wage/salary level
through indexation following the increase of consumer
prices of goods and services, ensures performancerelated pay, guarantees the observance of statutory
standards for working hours and leisure time, implements
measures for improving occupational health and
safety, and offers various benefits to employees. These
measures contribute to the improvement of the Company
performance, increase its competitiveness on the
industry-specific and regional labour markets, and help to
attract and retain qualified employees in the Company.
Issues of health and safety are covered by the
respective section of the Electricity Industry Tariff
Agreement. G4-LA8
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Care about Veterans
The 70th anniversary of victory in the Great Patriotic
War was celebrated in 2015. Federal Grid Company’s
employees and veterans took part in commemorative
actions that were held across Russia during the year.

Since the very first days of the War, and in inhuman
conditions, power supply was restored to almost all largest
national enterprises that had been quickly relocated to the
eastern regions of the USSR. The Soviet Union produced the
pre-war volumes of electricity already in 1945.

Andrey Murov

their life. The Company’s representatives also paid tribute
to the memory of soldiers who were killed in the war –
at a meeting organised by the Council of Veterans of the
Energy Sector.
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The ceremony of laying flowers and wreaths to the Tomb
of the Unknown Soldier and the monument to Marshal
Zhukov in the Manezh Square was held in Moscow in May
2015. Minister of Energy Alexander Novak and heads of
the largest energy companies took part in the ceremony.
Federal Grid Company’s delegation was headed by Andrey
Murov, Chairman of the Management Board. Veterans
from the Russian regions came to Moscow to take part
in the festivities held by the Ministry of Energy. Many of
these veterans worked at the energy sector enterprises all

Federal Grid Company continues to pay close attention
to the social security of its veterans. A Regulation on
Financial Assistance to Federal Grid Company has been
effective since 2004. According to this Regulations,
veterans include non-working pensioners who retired
from Federal Grid Company and electric grid entities that
had been operational before Federal Grid Company was
established, and have a record of at least 10 years of
continuous service in the electric grid complex; soldiers/
officers who took part in the Great Patriotic War; home
front workers; and other persons who fall in the category
of a “veteran of the Great Patriotic War” in accordance
with the Russian laws.

The first run of a documentary film “Gogland:
War on the Cold Islands”

Organised by the Russian Geographic Society, this expedition
has been supported by Federal Grid Company since 2014.

In April 2015, Zvezda TV channel ran a two-part documentary
film “Gogland: War on the Cold Islands.” Members of the
“Gogland Complex Expedition” took part in making the film.

Gogland Island which blocks the routes of approach to St.
Petersburg was a place of a severe battle during the Great
Patriotic War. Visitors can see shell holes, shell fragments
and military vehicles that have survived the war.
In August 1941, thousands of people were saved on Gogland
during the tragic evacuation of the Tallinn military naval
base. The first part of the documentary focuses on the
“Tallinn Crossing” operation and its heroes. The second part
describes hostilities between the Finnish troops and five
hundred of courageous Red Army soldiers under command
of Colonel Barinov who seized Gogland but could not hold it.
A network of trenches and hundreds of meters of barbed
wire barriers remind about the battles of old days. One of
objectives of the “Gogland Complex Expedition” is to identify
places where the soviet troopers and victims of the Tallinn
Crossing are buried.

Competition of Children’s Drawings “Energy
of Victory”
In April 2016, Federal Grid Company awarded winners
of a competition of children’s drawings “The Energy of
Victory.” Winners and participants of the competition from
the Executive Directorate, the Company’s branch – MES
Centre, JSC “Centre for Engineering and Management
of Construction of UES,” JSC “Moscow Power Sector
Communications Centre,” JSC “R&D Centre for Power

Exhibition “Military Geography: De-Classified”
In June 2015, an exhibition “Military Geography” DeClassified” was held in the Central Russian Museum of the
Armed Forces. The exhibition was arranged by the Russian
Geographic Society and Ministry of Defence of the Russian
Federation. It was part of the “Gogland Complex Expedition”
project supported by Federal Grid Company. The main goal
of the exhibition was to focus on such unknown heroes
of the Great Patriotic War as geographers, topographers,
land surveyors, hydrology engineers and meteorologists.
Planning and implementation of the most important military
operations depended to a large extent on information which
they provided.

Engineering of UES,” and JSC “Energostroysnabkomlekt UES”
took part in the ceremony Alexander Yakovlevich Milakhin,
veteran of the Great Patriotic War and former employee of
MES Centre, was the honorary guest at this event.
The competition was dedicated to the 70th anniversary of
victory in the Great Patriotic War. This is a very special topic,
and many children made drawings about their family history,
grandmothers and grandfathers. Some drawings showed
the energy sector employees’ contribution to the Victory.

An episode about the Road of Life and a story about joint
work of hydrology and power engineers in the laying of
the Cable of Life were included in the documentary film
“Geographers’ Contribution to the Great Victory.”

Gogland Complex Expedition
In July 2015, the participants of “Gogland Complex
Expedition” made another visit to the Outer Islands in the
Gulf of Finland. Their main goal was to find the mortal
remains of soldiers who were missing in action during the
Great Patriotic War, and export unique artefacts. These
strategically important islands played an important role in
the history of Russia and in the global history over the past
centuries but they are still not studied well enough.

The exhibition displayed unique documents, maps, photos
and terrain models. These materials from the collection of
the Russian Geographic Society archive, Central Archive
of the Russian Ministry of Defence, archive of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, archive of the Institute of Geography
and other organisations had been classified “top secret.”
The exhibition was also displayed in St. Petersburg and
Sevastopol.
One of the most vivid illustrations is a hand-drawn chart of
the Lake Ladoga freezing. This chart was used for planning
the legendary Road of Life which became the symbol of
hope for the citizens of besieged Leningrad.

The military, experts of the Russian Geographic Society and
members of the Search Movement were to work on three
islands for one month. They looked for mortal remains of
the soviet troopers on the isles of Gogland and Sommers.
A unique operation on rescuing almost 200 pieces of
armaments and military equipment of the first half of
the 20th century was held on Bolshoy Tyuters Island.
The artefacts that had been discovered during the earlier
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expeditions (guns, field kitchens, searchlight devices,
trailers, engines and gasoline generating sets) were
transported to the continent and located on the territory
of an army base in Leningrad Oblast. They will later be
distributed among the relevant museums, repaired, and take
their place in the exhibitions.

Documentary film “A Special Weapon:
Geographers’ Contribution to the Great Victory”
In August 2015, Zvezda TV channel ran a documentary film
“A Special Weapon: Geographers’ Contribution to the Great
Victory.” The film is made by the Russian Geographic Society
and Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation with
support from Federal Grid Company. It describes the heroic
deeds of the “geographic elite force,” i.e. people who helped
to build the “Road of Life,” lay the “Cable of Life” to besieged
Leningrad, conduct a military parade in the Red Square in
November 1941, and organise the assault on Berlin.

Core Sustainable Development
Activities
Managing Economic
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Policy

Events of this year prove that energy sector employees
can unite for making things different – as they did in the most
difficult periods of our country’s modern history.
Recent achievements demonstrated yet again that the
industry has the best professionals who combine experience
of the older generations with the energy and enthusiasm of
the young people.
Reliable uninterrupted supply to the customers remains the
priority for the backbone electric grid complex. But we also
face new major challenges.
In the near term, we are to implement major government
projects related to power supply of BAM and Transsiberian
railways, ESPO pipelines, the Power of Siberia pipeline, and
connection of large industrial and social facilities in Siberia
and the Russian Far East.

Andrey Murov
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Federal Grid Company’s main charity support areas:

•• support of educational, scientific and cultural activities,
and public awareness campaigns;

•• support of physical culture and sport activities (except
professional sport);

•• social support and protection of citizens including

the improvement of financial situation of low-income
people, social rehabilitation of the unemployed,
the disabled and other persons who are unable to
implement their rights and lawful interests on their own
due to their physical or intellectual specific features or
any other circumstances;

•• protection and adequate maintenance of buildings,

facilities and territories of historic, religious, cultural or
environmental importance;

•• social rehabilitation of orphaned children and children

without parental care, neglected children and children in
difficult life circumstances;

•• support of activities in the field of health care, healthy
lifestyle promotion, improvement of moral and
psychological condition of citizens;

•• assistance for those who have suffered from natural
The Company proactively cooperates with the Council of
Veterans of the Energy Sector and supports it. It organises
joint events for the veterans of the Company and the
electric grid complex. Veteran recognition ceremonies
were held in 2015 on the occasion of the Power Engineer
Day, and more than 200 veterans took part in them.

Veterans Support Plans for 2016
Federal Grid Company will continue support to the Council
of Veterans of the Energy Sector. Festivities on the
occasion of the Victory Day and the Power Engineer Day
will be organised for them.

Charity
Federal Grid Company’s charity support is one of the
fundamental activity areas in sustainable development.
It is targeted at the establishment of a favourable
social environment and promotes the development of
communities in the regions where the Company operates.
In accordance with the regulatory and administrative
documents approved in the Company, Federal Grid
provides charity support to individuals and legal entities.

disasters, environmental or industrial disasters or other
catastrophes, as well as social, ethnic or religious
conflicts, victims of repression, refugees and forced
migrants;

•• support of individuals who need surgery to protect their
life and health (including for prevention of disability
and long-lasting rehabilitation), and those who need
treatment of serious disease;

•• other areas that do not run contrary to the laws of the
Russian Federation.

In 2015, the Company allocated RUB50.9 million for
charitable aid to individuals and legal entities. G4-EC7

Plans for the Development of Charity in 2016
Federal Grid Company will continue charitable assistance
to legal entities and individuals in accordance with the
approved corporate regulations and the 2016 budget.
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Environmental Responsibility
Environmental Impact Management
System
While implementing its environmental policy, the Company
focuses on the environmental aspects of its activities,
strives to mitigate negative environmental impacts, ensure
rational use of natural resources.
The main goal of the Environmental Policy of Federal Grid
Company is to minimise negative environmental impacts
of electricity transmission and distribution. G4-DMA
Further details about the basic principles and tasks of the
Federal Grid’s environmental policy are available in the
2014 CSR Report, page 113.

Implementation of the Environmental Policy
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G4-EU12

Federal Grid Company focuses on various areas in the
implementation of its Environmental Policy.

2015 Results
In the reporting year, the Company received a certificate
of compliance with the requirements of the international
standard ISO 14001:2004 for its environmental
management system. It is a voluntary initiative of the
Company. G4-15

In the reporting year, the Federal Grid’s main results in the
area of environmental protection, ensuring environmental
security and rational utilisation of natural resources were
presented within the 11th All-Russia competition “Leader
of Environmental Activity in Russia – 2015”.
Based on the results of the competition and in order to
demonstrate public recognition for proactive activities
in environmental protection and rational use of natural
resources that contribute to sustainable development of
the national economy, boosting of people’s health and
improvement of environmental safety in the country, as the
Orginising Committee of the International Forum “World
Experience and the Russian Economy” declared Federal
Grid Company the winner of the 2015 Russian national
competition “Leader of Environmental Activities in Russia.”

Core Sustainable Development
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Protection of Oriental White Storks

Environmental measures on bird protection are
implemented, including those designed for Oriental
white stork conservation.
Environmental friendliness is an integral part of
the responsible company’s policy. The Company
is guided by the precautionary principle and aims
to avoid any presumptive environmental damage
even in those areas where no scientific evidence
of any environmental abuse is available. Decisions
that involve elimination or mitigation of negative
environmental impact are adopted at the stage of
designing electric grid facilities and are approved in
the course of public hearings and in dialogues with
G4-37
stakeholders. G4-14
To show that it cares about the future of the planet,
Federal Grid Company has been, for several years
now, actively involved in a worldwide movement “Earth
Hour”, organised by the World Wide Fund for Nature.
The annual event is aimed at attracting public attention to environmental problems, climate change,
environmental abuse, forest clearance, reduction in
animal numbers.
Within the “Earth Hour” held on 28 March 2015, electricity was turned off at about 745 facilities of Federal
Grid, the energy saving was 12.34 MWh.
The Company is reducing its negative environmental
impacts through application of advanced engineering
solutions.
For example, in the reporting year, higher-suspension
supports were installed for 220 kV Kaluga-Sputnik OHL
(MES Centre). The environmental effect included the
reduction in volumes of forest clearing and costs for
right-of-way clearing.
Because of the fully shop-assembled equipment, supports were installed without the use of heavy special
vehicles and within a short time that also reduced
environmental impact.

In 2015, in cooperation with the WWF Russia, a joint
pilot project «Monitoring the effectiveness of measures
implemented by the MES East branch to prevent death
of Oriental white storks on power transmission lines»
was launched. According to the results of the above
monitoring, the effectiveness was noted of the efforts of
the MES East branch aimed at protecting Oriental white
storks, and the necessity to implement the following
measures with the involvement of the Russian Birds
Conservation Union was determined:

•• to assess the effectiveness of bird protection measures
to prevent outages of transmission lines caused by
birds;

•• to erect nesting platforms taking into account the bird
population growth;

•• to equip power transmission lines with bird protection
devices

•• taking into account the recommendations of specialists
on their types and installation methods.

In 2015 we installed

10,739
bird protection and bird
repellent devices

In the framework of the R&D contract for fire protection
of transformers with the use of water mist technology, an
innovative fire extinguishing system for oil transformers
was created for the first time. An environmental benefit
includes a significant reduction (by 8–10 times) in
water consumption and prevention of a possible spill of
transformer oil at the substation territory.
For details about the fire extinguishing system for oil
transformers, see section 5.2 “Innovative development” of
the Report.

Measures that are implemented annually by Federal Grid
Company to prevent bird death and bird-caused outages
at electric grids include the following:

•• erecting nesting platforms and equipping transmission
lines with bird protection devices of various types and
designs in mass nesting places;

•• installation of electronic bird repellent devices in the
territories of substations;

•• OHL inspections at the beginning of bird nesting with
fixation of their habitats.

In 2015, 500, 220, 110 kV OHLs at the Federal Grid
branches – MES East, MES Siberia, MES South, MES
Centre and MES North-West were equipped with 10,739
bird protection and bird repellent devices designed to
prevent and eliminate cases of bird destruction by electric
shock and to reduce bird-caused outages at electric grid
facilities. Costs amounted to RUB13.26 million.
The result: Over the past three years, only isolated cases
were recorded of bird death on the Company transmission
lines. G4-EU13

In order to meet the requirements of Article 15 of
the Federal Law No. 89-FZ dated 24 June 2998
“On Production and Consumption Waste”, 255
employees of MES branches of Federal Grid Company
were trained in 2015 on environmental safety,
including employees authorised to work with waste
of I – IV hazard classes who were trained under
the Programme for professional training of persons
to be authorised to work with hazard waste. The costs
amounted to RUB608 thousand.

Projects Implemented in 2015 in the Field of Ecology and Environmental Protection G4-DMA
Projects implemented by Federal Grid Company in the
year in the field of environmental protection, ensuring
environmental safety and rational use of natural
resources:

Federal Grid’s Environmental Policy Implementation Programme
To achieve objectives set by the Environmental Policy,
a Programme for Implementation of the Environmental
Policy for 2015–2019 was drafted in accordance with
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——building up the Federal Grid’s image as an
environmentally responsible and environmentallyfriendly company;

the decision of the Board of Directors and approved
by the Order of Federal Grid Company No. 150 dated
31 March 2015.

——improving normative and technical regulation of the
environmental activity;
——improving the environmental management system of
Federal Grid Company;

Number of facilities audited in Federal Grid branches – MES, PMES in 2014–2015
201

——innovative development in the area of ensuring
environmental safety and rational utilisation of natural
resources.

The Programme’s key areas of focus are:
——ensuring environmental safety in accordance with the
requirements of the RF environmental legislation;
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To reduce environmental impacts gradually and taking
into account the Company’s technical and financial
capabilities, our Environmental Policy Implementation
Programme sets out targets that specify the
commitments of the environmental policy.

139

63

54

Recognition of the constitutional
right to a healthy environment
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Scientific validity of the Federal Grid's
Environmental Policy and promotion of
research in the area of environmental
impact of facilities

International cooperation in the area of
environmentally friendly and energy-saving
technologies and equipment

Responsibility for environmental
protection when making
management and investment
decisions on the development of
Federal Grid facilities in the RF
regions

Giving preference to the best available
technologies in order to minimise potential
environmental damage caused by the
Federal Grid's operations

Openness and availability of environmental
information, ensuring that all stakeholders
are informed on accidents happened, their
environmental impacts and measures to
eliminate them.

Energy saving and rational
utilisation of natural and energy
resources in the Company's
operations

Priority of preventive measures over
measures to eliminate negative
environmental impacts

Programme performance targets
Key environmental protection areas

Target

Ensuring environmental safety in compliance with the
requirements set in the Russian laws on environmental
protection

Compliance with the requirements set in the Russian laws on
environmental protection and minimisation of environmental impacts

Improving guidelines for, and technical regulation of,
environmental protection

Contribution to the refinement of guidelines and technical regulation

Improving the environmental protection management
system

Effective operation of the environmental management system

Building Federal Grid Company’s reputation as an
environmentally oriented and socially responsible company

An environmental component in Federal Grid Company’s image

Innovative development in the area of environmental safety
and rational use of natural resources

Reduction of environmental impact through implementing innovative
solutions

98
71

60
38

44

36

36

MES
Siberia

MES
East

MES
Ural

Number of facilities audited in 2015
Number of facilities audited in 2014
Total number of facilities

Improving environmental control and reporting
Rules for Internal Environmental Audit (IEA) in MES
and PMES branches were approved in 2015 in order to
optimise the procedures of environmental control and
reporting.
The Rules establish a uniform approach to an internal
audit of the environmental management system and
industrial environmental control at the production
facilities. Compliance with the Rules enables to
improve audit quality thus reducing risks of imposing
penal sanctions on Federal Grid by the environmental
authorities and revealing nonconformities by
independent certification authorities.
In 2015, audits were performed in Federal Grid
branches that determined the degree of their
compliance with environmental legislation and
environmental safety at facilities.
Among 935 facilities operated by Federal Grid
branches – MES and PMES, including office buildings
of MES and PMES, 372 facilities were audited in 2015,
or 39.8% of the total number of operation facilities.
In 2014, the share of audited operation facilities was
35%.
It should be noted, that the number of audited facilities
increased in 2015 primarily due to the requirement of
the IEA Rules to include a certain number of facilities
to annual schedules.

102

95

42

48

MES
South

51

MES
Volga

91

68

27

12
MES
Centre

Programme Implementation Principles

110

99

28
18

MES
North-West

MES
Western
Siberia

Drafting corporate standards of Federal Grid Company for environmental safety at all life cycle stages
of electric grid facilities
In 2015, within the agreements for drafting standards
and specifications for ensuring environmental safety
at all life cycle stages of electric grid facilities of
Federal Grid Company, the following assignments were
completed: concepts and structures were approved for
the draft standards “Environmental safety of electric
grid facilities. Requirements for maintenance and repair”
and “Environmental safety of electric grid facilities.
Requirements for design, construction, reconstruction
and liquidation” (drafts of industry standards). The first
drafts were sent for appraisal not only to PJSC Rosseti
and its subsidiaries, structural units of the Federal Grid
Executive Office, JSC CIUS UES, MES and PMEs branches
and Technical Supervision Centre, but also to the major
domestic research institutions, design institutions and
public environmental organisations. Organisations of the
electric grid complex demonstrated their high interest
when reviewing the drafts of industry standards and were
active in making comments and suggestions to the revised
drafts. Following the results, summaries of comments and
suggestions were made and updated versions of the draft
standards were prepared.
The final versions of the draft standards “Environmental
safety of electric grid facilities. Requirements for
maintenance and repair” and “Environmental safety
of electric grid facilities. Requirements for design,
construction, reconstruction and liquidation” have been
approved and put into effect by the Federal Grid’s Order No.
110 dated 30 March 2016 . G4-DMA
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Environmental Management System
Objectives, tasks and principles of Environmental
Management System
The Environmental Management System (EMS) is part
of the overall management system aimed at shaping and
implementing an environmental policy and managing
environmental aspects of the Company’s activities.
The main objective of the implementation and operation
of the environmental management system is to apply new
management methods that enable us to strengthen our
influence on environmental aspects of our industrial and
business operations.
To ensure a high quality of the environmental management
in compliance with international standards and requirements
of national legislation, Federal Grid Company has committed
to practice voluntary mechanisms for environmental
responsibility based on the international standards ISO
14001:2004.
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Today, the availability of the EMS that operates successfully
and has been certified for compliance with ISO 14001:2004
is a key indicator of a civilised and efficient work in the field
of environmental protection that contributes to the growth
of competitiveness, increase in the market value of shares,
creation of positive image in stakeholder relations.
For further details about laws and regulations the Company
is governed by in the field of environment, see the 2014
CSR Report, page 112.

EMS Results in 2015
The EMS implementation in all Federal Grid branches
has allowed to set uniform requirements for availability
and maintenance of documentation in the field of
environmental protection, to ensure a comprehensive
control at all levels of environmental management.
A system of internal environmental audits has been
developed and now is being implemented, allowing us
to combine audits of facilities for compliance with the

requirements of the Russian environmental legislation
(industrial environmental control) with audits for
compliance with the requirements of ISO 14001:2004 and
internal requirements of Federal Grid Company in terms of
environmental protection.
Measures were taken to strengthen controls over
contractors in respect of their compliance with the
requirements of the Russian environmental legislation
and liability for non-compliance when operating at the
Federal Grid facilities: appropriate amendments are
made to standard contractor agreements, agreements
for emergency response and recovery, maintenance and
repair.
Each MES and PMES branch has a working group for EMS
that includes employees whose activity is connected with
environmental aspects. It helps to identify and assess
environmental aspects and to implement measures to
manage them.
Amendments have been made to standard regulations
and job description of MES and PMES employees with
respect to their obligations to know provisions of the
Company’s Environmental policy, environmental aspects
of industrial and business operations of Federal Grid
Company, requirements related to the implementation of
the environmental management system of Federal Grid.
The Company’s Environmental policy has been included
in the list of documents to be read and acknowledged by
newly hired employees, to workplace training programmes
for MES and PMES employees and contractors.
One of the EMS results is an improved understanding of
the role and responsibility for environmental protection
in the Company’s industrial and business operations
among all employees, both leadership of MES and PMES
branches and specialists.
The implemented systemic approach in arranging
environmental activities is focused on continuous
improvement, which is confirmed annually by independent
auditors of certification authorities.
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Number of employees trained in 2015 within the EMS implementation, persons
MES branch

Total, under two courses

MES Centre

17

MES North-West*

83

MES Volga

24

MES South

8

MES Ural

129

MES Western Siberia

84

MES Siberia

123

MES East**

-

TOTAL

468

* the number of employees trained was caused by staff rotation in MES North-West.
** no employees were trained in MES East because all authorised employees had been trained in 2014.
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Number of employees trained in 2015 within the EMS
implementation, persons
17
84
123

83

MES Centre

MES Siberia

MES Volga

MES North-West

MES South

MES Western Siberia

MES Ural

24

8

129

Plans to improve EMS in 2016
The International Organisation for Standartisation (ISO)
developed and published in 2015 a new version of the
international standard ISO 14001:2015 that changes
the approach to environmental management system
and sets new requirements, including those relating
to environmental risk identification and management.

Companies with an implemented EMS are provided
with a three-year period for transition to the new
version ISO 14001:2015. Thus, the Federal Grid’s
plans for 2015–2019 include measures for updating
the EMS and implementing new procedures required by
ISO 14001:2015.
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Environmental Performance
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Total amount of waste in 2015 by hazard class, %

Collection, Storage and Utilisation of Production
and Consumption Waste

0
1 6

In the course of operations at electric grid facilities
of the Company’s branches, 80 types of production
and consumption waste of hazard classes’ I-V1 are
generated. All types of waste generated are transferred,
under the existing agreements, to the specialised
institutions for further recycling, utilisation and final
disposal on landfills. G4-EN23

I hazard
class
II hazard
class
III hazard
class

48

45

IV hazard
class
V hazard
class

2015 New Developments in Utilisation of Equipment
Containing Trichlorobiphenyl (TCB)
To meet the requirements of the Stockholm Convention
that prescribes to eliminate the use of equipment
containing polychlorinated biphenyl, Federal Grid
Company continues its work on decommissioning and
disposal of such equipment.
In 2015, Federal Grid has started to develop Regulations
for handling TCB-containing equipment (hereinafter – the
Regulations).
The Regulations set:

•• uniform requirements at all stages of handling TCB-

containing equipment, such as technical evaluation,
decommissioning, replacement, accumulation, transfer
for processing/disposal;

2015 Results
Waste generation in 2011–2015, thousand tonnes

•• health, safety and environmental requirements for
works with TCB-containing equipment;

Waste generation and waste treatment
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2011

2013

2014

2015

Total, of which:

12.9

13.29

15.7

14.25

13.63

I hazard class

0.001

0.05

0.01

0.09

0.15

II hazard class

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.04

III hazard class

0.37

0.56

0.41

0.72

0.77

IV hazard class

4.14

5.07

6.7

6.25

6.18

V hazard class

8.34

7.59

8.57

7.18

6.49

Transferred to specialised institutions for
treatment or reuse

4.08

4.44

6.38

5.92

6.48

Transferred to specialised institutions for
landfill disposal

8.79

8.71

8.57

8.16

7.21

I hazard class – waste mercury containing and fluorescent
lamps;
II hazard class – waste lead-acid batteries and battery sulfuric
acid;
III hazard class – used motor filters, transformer, transmission
and engine oils, paint-and-varnish waste;
IV hazard class – repairs and construction waste, sweepings
from industrial facility territories, absorbent materials
contaminated by oil, waste office equipment, worn special
clothing, waste tiers;
V hazard class – used porcelain insulators and tiers, ferrous
steel scrap, waste concrete products, waste insulated wires
and cables, wood waste, green waste, polyethylene waste,
paper and cardboard waste.
1

2012

Over the period 2013–2015, an annual decrease in waste
generation volumes, connected, primarily, with the reduction of
works on reconstruction and technical re-equipment of electric
grid facilities.
There is an annual reduction in waste disposed of in landfills in
Federal Grid branches, which indicates a reduction in adverse
environmental impact.
The main contribution to the decrease in waste disposed of in
landfills was made in 2015 by MES North-West, MES Ural, MES
Centre and MES Western Siberia.

•• principles of interaction between structural units of

the Executive Office of Federal Grid Company and its
MES/PMES branches when handling TCB-containing
equipment;

•• information exchange rules when handling TCPcontaining equipment.

The Regulations for handling TCB-containing
equipment was approved by the Oder of Federal Grid
Company No. 76 dated 11 March 2016. Requirements
of the Regulations are to be met by employees of
structural units of the Federal Grid Executive Office,
MES and PMES branches and Technical Supervision
Centre when handling TCB-containing equipment.
Operating processes related to electricity receipt,
transmission and distribution at the Company’s
facilities do not include both the use of raw materials,
semi-manufactures products (materials), G4-EN1 as
well as recycled waste and waste reuse. G4-EN2

Protection and Rational Utilisation of Water
Resources
Water consumption at the industrial facilities of Federal
Grid branches is based on water withdrawal from
surface and underground water sources, centralised
water supply and other sources (e.g., bottled water).
The water is subsequently used to meet the technical,
drinking, fire, and technological needs.

Volume and sources of water withdrawal, thousand m3
Water consumption

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total, including:

1,317.4

1,282.7

1,160.1

1,039.9

from surface sources

78.6

73.6

68.7

74.3

from underground sources

687.1

657.8

643.2

529.2

form centralised water supply systems

551.7

532.7

430.6

423.2

from other sources

-

18.6

17.7

13.2
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Total water withdrawal by source in 2015, %

An annual decline in water consumption is primarily due
to a reduced use of water resources for industrial and
domestic needs, reduction of losses in water supply
systems, installation of metering devices, as well as
employee awareness raising activities.

G4-EN8

7

41
51

Water withdrawal at the Company’s facilities has
no significant impact on the water sources used.
A continuous monitoring of quality and availability of
water withdrawn from surface and underground water
bodies for their assessment is performed at Federal
Grid industirial facilities. G4-EN9
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The use of recycled water is in place at a number of
substations of the branches of Federal Grid – MES East,
MES Ural, and MES North-West. The total volume of
reused water in 2015 amounted to 29.2 million m3, which
is more than 28 times the total volume of the water used
for technical, drinking, and industrial needs in Federal
Grid as a whole. G4-EN10

Water consumption by branch, thousand m

Wastewater discharge into the surface water bodies by branch, thousand m3

G4-EN9
1

A considerable contribution to the decrease in water
consumption was made by Federal Grid branches –
MES Centre, MES Siberia and MES Volga.
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MES

2013

2014

2015

Centre

-

-

-

North-West

72.2

74.0

90.9

Volga

3.9

-

-

South

-

-

-

Ural

-

-

6.742

Western Siberia

-

-

-

Siberia

-

-

-

East

11.8

11.8

11.7

Total

88.0

85.8

109.4

from surface sources

Wastewater discharge onto local terrain by branch, thousand m3

from underground sources
form centralised water supply systems
from other sources

3

MES

2013

2014

2015

Centre

416.2

465.4

396.6

North-West

205.4

191.4

181.8

Volga

113.2

95.5

82.3

South

41.5

47.7

42.1

Ural

206.6

194.0

189.4

Western Siberia

24.3

27.5

25.0

Siberia

158.6

105.6

89.3

East

116.9

33.1

33.4

Total

1,282.7

1,160.2

1,039.9

MES

2013

2014

2015

Centre

155.0

187.8

162.2

North-West

118.7

113.1

27.4

Volga

21.5

16.3

13.6

South

159.7

124.8

152.3

Ural

13.1

13.1

13.3

Western Siberia

-

-

-

Siberia

-

-

-

East

25.7

17.7

16.6

Total

493.6

472.8

385.4

Wastewater discharge into sewerage system by branch, thousand m3
MES

2013

2014

2015

Centre

223.4

203.3

200.3

North-West

65.6

80.3

81.1

Volga

103.3

88.3

75.9

South

17.4

15.3

11.6

Ural

30.9

28.5

27.3

Western Siberia

19.4

21.1

20.0

Siberia

129.3

83.2

64.0

East

91.2

15.5

16.9

Total

680.5

535.6

497.1
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Air Protection
Transportation of employees and materials is carried
for short distances and does not have any significant
environmental impact. G4-EN30

In the course of production operations of Federal Grid
Company, air pollutant emissions occur from stationary
sources (wood/metal-working machines, parking places,
diesel driven generators, oil-filled equipment, welding
stations, etc.).

Gross air pollutant emissions in 2011–2015, tonnes
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G4-EN21

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total, including:

90.3

114.7

162.7

184.0

221.1

solid

26.7

5.7

7.1

5.9

8.6

gaseous and liquid, of which

63.6

109.0

155.6

178.1

212.5

sulfur dioxide

2.7

0.7

1.0

1.1

1.6

carbon oxide

24.8

27.4

39.0

42.8

51.2

nitrogen oxides (equivalent
to NO2 )

5.2

3.1

4.8

6.0

7.7

hydrocarbons (without
volatile organic compounds)

7.5

53.2

77.0

49.6

46.3

volatile organic compounds

23.4

18.5

21.1

68.4

94.4

other

-

6.05

12.7

9.6

11.3

According to data submitted by MES and PMES branches,
612 facilities had stationary sources of emissions as of 01
June 2015.
The main sources of emissions are wood/metal-working
machines, parking places, diesel driven generators,
oil-filled equipment, welding stations. The calculation
of emissions from such sources is made based on
the amount of consume materials/raw materials (fuel,
abrasive disks, welding electrodes) and the time of work
performed/operation of equipment.

Year 2017 Is a Year of Specially Protected
Natural Areas in Russia
In accordance with Decree No. 392 issued by the
President of the Russian Federation, dated 1 August 2015,
year 2017 is declared as the Year of Specially Protected
Natural Areas in the Russian Federation in order to
celebrate the centenary of the Barguzin Nature Reserve.

According to 2015 data, gross air pollutant emissions in
Federal Grid Company amounted to 221.1 tonnes, i.e. air
pollutant emissions from one facility is 0.361 tonnes in
average. Taking into account, for Federal Grid Company,
firstthat the major part of pollutants are of 3 and 4 hazard
classes, one may speak about the insignificance of these
emissions. Based on the above, it is not relevant for
Federal Grid Company to make a detailed breakdown of air
emissions by sources to record maximum emissions and
there is no need in developing measures to reduce them.

In 2016, Federal Grid Company will review its participation
in special events included in the Action Plan dedicated
to the Year of Specially Protected Natural Areas in
the Russian Federation in 2017. The Action Plan was
approved by Resolution No. 2720-r of the Government of
the Russian Federation, dated 26 December 2015.

Emissions of air pollutants in 2015, %

5

4

1
suspended solids

23

sulfur dioxide
carbon oxide
3

nitrogen oxides (equivalent to NO2)
hydrocarbons (without volatile organic compounds)

43

volatile organic compounds
21

other

In 2015, gross air pollutant emissions increased due to
an increase in practically all types of air pollutants to be
recorded in Federal Grid branches, excluding hydrocarbons
(without volatile organic compounds) that have reduced
in 2015 due to optimisation of the motor vehicle use .
G4-DMA

The total volume of air pollutant emissions has increased
annually owing to the extended inventory of new sources
of emissions In 2015, 113 new draft standards for
maximum permissible emissions were developed in
Federal Grid branches.
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Air pollutant emissions by branch, tonnes

Wastewater discharges into the environment in 2012–2015, thousand m3

MES

2013

2014

2015

Centre

52.2

51.9

57.2

North-West

4.9

8.9

11.4

Volga

2.3

2.7

3.1

South

34.5

34.8

32.0

Ural

46.1

62.6

81.4

Western Siberia

12.8

14.0

22.3

Siberia

7.6

6.8

11.3

East

2.2

2.3

2.4

Total

162.7

184.0

221.1

Wastewater discharges into the sewerage system

Wastewater discharge in 2015 by destination, %

39

Effluents and waste

162

50

G4-EN22

Wastewater (industrial, storm water, and technical) from the
Company’s facilities is discharged through the public sewerage
system, into the surface water bodies and onto the terrain.
11

2012

2013

2014

2015

687.3

680.5

535.6

497.1

Wastewater is discharged into water bodies (streams)
from only 6 substations out of 935 industrial facilities
operated by Federal Grid branches – MES and PMES,
including MES and PMES office buildings. Prior to
discharge into a water body, wastewater is treated
at the stationary treatment plants. According to the
program on regular observations, Federal Grid branches
conduct quarterly monitoring of water bodies and their
water protection zones. Reporting information on the
results of observations is sent to the territorial basin
water management boards. No significant impact of
wastewater discharges from the areas of 6 substations
on biodiversity of water bodies (streams) and their
related habitats have been identified. G4-EN26

Wastewater discharges into the environment and into the sewerage system in 2012–2015, thousands m3

Total

2012

2013

2014

2015

1,844.3

1,262.0

1,094.2

991.9

Volume reduction of wastewater discharge in 2015 was
due to a reduction in water consumption.

Wastewater discharge into the sewerage system
Wastewater discharge into surface water bodies
Wastewater discharge into landscaping

Wastewater discharges into the environment in 2012–2015, thousands m3
2012

2013

2014

2015

Total, of which:

1,157.0

581.6

558.6

494.8

Wastewater discharged into surface water bodies, of which:

88.3

88.0

85.8

109.4

without treatment

0

0

0

0

insufficiently treated

76.2

57.3

65.5

82.5

treated as required

12.1

30.7

20.3

26.9

1,068.6

493.6

472.8

385.4

without treatment

854.3

292.4

246.6

186.8

insufficiently treated

56.8

0

0

0

treated as required

157.5

201.2

226.2

198.6

Wastewater discharged onto landscaping, of which:

Waste generation by branch, tonnes
MES

2013

2014

2015

Centre

1,709.1

1,612.7

1,475.9

North-West

2,293.9

2,119.5

1,808.2

Volga

1,680.6

1,538.8

1,576.8

South

1,210.5

1,141.4

859.4

Ural

1,284.1

1,289.1

1,262.9

Western Siberia

2,372.3

2,451.1

2,236.3

Siberia

4,371.6

3,009.0

3,049.0

East

778.4

1,090.1

1,356.9

Total

15,700.4

14,251.6

13,625.5
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Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Air pollutant emissions at Federal Grid’ facilities do not
contain ozone-depleting substances. G4-EN20

In 2015, a Programme for Energy Saving and Improving
Energy Efficiency for 2015–2019 was developed and
approved in Federal Grid Company.

In 2015, no significant oil spills at Federal Grid’s
enterprises were recorded. G4-EN24

G4-EN19

For further details about the Programme for Energy Saving
and Improving Energy Efficiency for 2015–2019, see section
Energy Efficiency and Energy Management of the Report.
In 2015, in-process electricity consumption in UNEG
amounted 23,478.1 million kWh, which is equivalent to air
emissions of 11.997 million tonnes of СО21.
In 2015, the benefit of the Programme for Energy Saving and
Improving Energy Efficiency with respect to the reduction
of losses was 49.4 million kWh, which is equivalent to the
reduction in СО2 emissions by 25.2 thousand tonnes.
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Core Sustainable Development
Activities
Environmental Responsibility

In accordance with the guidelines for specialised technical
documentation for joint projects in the trade of units of
greenhouse gas emissions, savings of 1 kWh of electricity
is evaluated in units (grams) of CO2 emission reduction =
511 g/kWh.).

1

Environmental expenditures and investments, RUB mln

Payments for adverse environmental impact
The overall environmental costs include capital
and current costs, as well as payments for adverse
environmental impact.

By the end of 2015, there has been a significant
reduction of negative environmental impact against
2014 results: G4-EN27

•• a 10.4% reduction in water consumption;
•• a 9.3% reduction in wastewater discharge;
•• a 11.7% decrease of waste transferred for landfill
disposal.

•• water supply and sewage systems were reconstructed
at 5 facilities;

•• systems and devices of oil receivers and oil collectors
wee reconstructed at 8 facilities;

•• 180 static capacitors containing trichlorobiphenyl,

with a total weight of 10.4 tonnes, were handed over to
specialised institutions for further treatment/disposal.

The following measures were implemented using current
costs:

•• sites for temporary storage of waste were arranged at
158 facilities;
•• repairs and maintenance of water supply and sewage
systems were performed at 125 facilities;
•• repairs and maintenance of systems and devices of

oil receivers and oil collectors were performed at 107
facilities;
installed on overhead lines;

G4-EN31

2014

2015

Capital investments allocated for environmental protection, total

133.65

126.97

95.91

Current environmental costs, total, including:

73.07

98.83

152.40

for protection of water bodies

20.55

37.20

54.67

for air protection

4.76

11.33

12.75

for protection of land resources from production and consumption waste

41.58

44.51

65.29

for implementation and certification of an environmental management
system

3.19

4.23

6.02

Other

2.98

1.55

13.67

7.54

6.82

6.52

within limit values

4.77

4.27

3.94

above limit values

2.77

2.55

2.58

•• 4,980 static capacitors containing trichlorobiphenyl,

with a total weight of 262.1 tonnes, were handed over to
specialised institutions for treatment/disposal;

•• 3 draft standards for permissible discharges, 129

draft waste generation standards and waste disposal
limits, 113 draft standards for permissible emissions,
49 health protection area designs, 23 drinking water
protective area designs were developed;

•• 34 licenses for subsoil use were received for the
purpose of underground water abstraction;

•• geological survey of underground water resources was

•• 10,739 bird protection and bird repellent devices were

2013

Payments for negative environmental impact, total, including:

In 2015, the following measures were implemented with
the use of capital costs:

conducted at 18 deposits;

•• 1,268 laboratory analyses were made of the quality of
air, wastewater and groundwater, and of the physical
effects;

•• 415 employees were trained in environmental safety
programmes and in handling waste of I–IV hazard
classes;

•• 255 employees were trained in environmental

safety programmes and in handling waste of I–IV
hazard classes, and 470 employees were trained in
environmental management programmes;

•• 470 employees were trained in environmental
management programme.
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Core Sustainable Development
Activities
Environmental Responsibility

Environmental costs in 2013–2015, RUB mln

98.83

73.07

Core Sustainable Development
Activities
Managing Economic
Environmental
Responsibility
Development

Payments for negative environmental impact
in 2013–2015, RUB mln

2,77

152.4

2,55

2,58

Protection of Flora and Fauna
In accordance with the uniform technical policy of the
electric grid complex, the Company takes all reasonable
steps to reduce the impact of electric grid facilities on
animals and birds, including through:

•• restriction of industrial and construction activities on
the areas of special conservation interest;

133.65

‘13

4,77

126.97

‘14

4,27

95.91

‘15

‘13

Capital costs

Within limit values

Current costs

Above limit values

‘14

3,94

‘15

•• making management and investment decisions with
due account of environmental impact assessment,
development of measures aimed at mitigating and
eliminating negative environmental impact;

•• use of innovative materials and technologies that

ensure the compliance with environmental requirements
and minimisation of negative environmental impact.

Federal Grid Company applies the following technologies
and initiatives in its operations:
The above-limit payments for negative environmental
impact are due to the following reasons:
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•• failure to have permits for pollutant discharge and
emission, waste disposal;

•• waste disposal to landfills that are not included in the
State register of waste disposal facilities, due to their
absence within the location area of substations;

•• absence of the RF laws and regulations that govern the
procedure for development and approval of standards
for permissible discharge onto the terrain and for
issuance of the appropriate permits.

The above-limit payments for negative environment
impact increased slightly in 2015 due to the need to
pay for wastewater disposal onto local terrain at a rate
which is 25 times about the standard rate because there
is no procedure for issuing permits for such disposals
(MES East, MES Ural, MES South and MES North-West).
G4-SO8

The number of species in the IUCN Red List and
the national protected species list with habitats in
the specially protected natural areas affected by
operations of the Company total of 156, including
plants – 62 species; mushrooms – 3 species; animals –
91 species. G4-EN14

•• self-supporting insulated and protected wires that allow
us to mitigate negative environmental impact through
narrowing the width of right-of-way in wooded areas,
and prevent the destruction of birds;

•• high towers with the conductors over top of the valuable
trees’ crown;

•• measures on the electric grid facilities aimed to protect
the wildlife (fitting OHL poles with special devices to
prevent birds nesting on the structural elements of the
poles, use of bird deterrent and bird repellent devices,
etc.).

Protection of birds is one of the concerns that have been
raised through stakeholder engagement. In 2015, the
Company continued to implement measures aimed at
protecting birds from electric shock. G4-EN27
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Activities in Protected Areas

G4-EN12

Nizhegorodkoe PMES of MES Volga conducted research
within the environmental monitoring during operation of
500 kV “Ylianovskaya – Severnaya” and “Ulianovskaya –
Yuzhnaya” OHL that go through the territory of the Smolny
National Park.
Works performed in 2015 within the environmental
monitoring during operation of 500 kV OHL on the territory
of the National Park Smolny were designed to assess
species diversity, population and spatial distribution
of terrestrial vertebrate species (birds). Research was
performed within the reference areas located along the
route of 500 kV Veshkayma– Arzamasskaya, VeshkaymaOsinovka OHL on the territory of Barahmanovsky forestry
of the National Park Smolny. In the framework of the
implemented monitoring, a test site was established
for the stationary trapping of birds throughout the
Barakhmanovky forestry.
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Based on the results of monitoring performed in 2009–
2015, the following conclusions were made:

•• In the reference areas along the route of 500 kV

“Ylianovskaya – Severnaya” and “Ulianovskaya –
Yuzhnaya” OHL on the territory of the Barakhmanovsy
forestry of the National Park “Smolny”, the residence of
16 birds species was recorded that is 7.7% of the total
number of birds species registered on the territory of the
national park. Birds species diversity at control flyways
increased slightly in 2015 compared to 2014 (6.7%).

•• When conducting observation in 2015, no cases were

recorded of bird death caused by wires of 500 kV OHL on
the territory of the National Park “Smolny”.

The most significant phenomena affecting the dynamics
of terrestrial ecosystems, including ornitocenosis, in
the areas adjacent to the routes of 500 kV VeshkaymaArzamasskaya, Veshkayma-Osinovka OHL are the
following:

•• climatic and phenological fluctuations (seasonal and
of certain years), particularly changes in surface soil
moisture and development of grassland and shrub
vegetation;

•• cutting and thinning of undergrowth at certain sections
of 500 kV OHL corridors;

•• forest fires and the subsequent long-term
transformation of vegetation.

Plans for 2016:

•• to comply with the environmental requirements, set by

the environmental legislation of the Russian Federation,
during electricity transmission and distribution;

•• to implement measures for ensuring ornithological

safety of electric grid facilities and preventing
outages caused by birds’ activity (in co-operation with
ornithologists);

•• to confirm the consistency of the Company’s

environmental management system with the
requirements of ISO 14001:2004 (pass the supervisory
audit successfully);

•• to organise the transition of the Company’s

environmental management system to the new version
of ISO 14001:2015.
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About this Report

Materiality Matrix

About this Report

G4-28

G4-29

G4-30

GRI G4 ‘In Accordance’ option

We report in accordance with the Core option.

G4-32

This Report has been prepared based on the following
international standards:

•• Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (v. G4) of the Global
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Reporting Initiative (GRI);

•• GRI sector disclosures for electric utilities;
•• AA1000SES Stakeholder Engagement Standard (2015).
The Report includes data on the Company’s activities
from 01 January 2015 to 31 December 2015, as well
as plans and commitments for 2016. Federal Grid’s
performance results, financial and economic indicators
that are included in the Social Report are based on our
RAS financial statements. G4-17
Traditionally, the purpose of the Report is to inform a wide
range of stakeholders about the Company’s activities, its
strategy and mission, social responsibility and corporate
sustainability policy, key events and performance,

5,0

crisis response measures, import substitution policy,
economic, social and environmental impact, and
stakeholder engagement.

1

4,5

The Report contains forward-looking statements with
respect to operating, financial, economic and social
performance indicators that characterise further
development of the Company. Our assumptions and
intentions are subject to political, economic, social and
legal situation in Russia and in the world. Due to this,
the Company’s actual performance may differ from
forecasts.
In accordance with the GRI G4 Guidelines, when switching
to a new version in 2015, a procedure was developed and
implemented for determining materiality of key topics
(aspects) of Federal Grid Company’s operations, as a
result of which a materiality matrix was made (for further
details, see the 2014 CSR Report, page 49).
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In 2016, when preparing the 2015 Report, the materiality
matrix was updated through a questionnaire survey
of internal stakeholders G4-18 , G4-23 .
26 questionnaires were completed.
Aspects included in the area of highest importance for
the Company and stakeholders are treated as priority
and subject to mandatory disclosure in full (i.e. the
Report will disclose information about management
approaches and performance indicators). They are
placed in the upper right (‘red’) corner of the map. The
list of fully disclosed aspects also includes aspects
from the ‘blue’ zone of the map.

10

4,0
3

19

6
42

20

5

Relevance for external stakeholders

This document is a Social Responsibility and Corporate
Sustainability Report of Federal Grid Company for the
year 2015. This is the ninth non-financial report of the
Company. In accordance with the Company’s policy to
improve its openness and transparency, such reports have
been published annually since 2007.
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2,0

2,5

3,0

3,5

Relevance of the Company impacts

Aspects:

G4-19

1. Economic performance

18. Labor/Management Relations

2. Presence in the labor markets

19. Occupational health and safety

3. Indirect economic impacts

20. Training and education

4. Procurement practices

21. Equal remuneration for women and men

5. Materials

22. Diversity and equal opportunity

6. Energy

23. Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices

7. Water

24. Labor practices grievance mechanisms

8. Biodiversity

25. Investment

9. Emissions, effluents and waste

26. Non-discrimination

10. Environmental impacts of the reporting Company’s
products and services

27. Freedom of association and collective bargaining

11. Compliance with environmental protection
requirements

29. Forced or compulsory labor

12. Transport
13. General investments in environmental protection
14. Company’s management of suppliers’ environmental
impact
15. Supplier environmental assessment
16. Environmental grievance mechanisms
17. Employment

28. Child labor
30. Security practices
31. Indigenous Rights
32. Assessment of the Company’s units for observance of
human rights
33. Supplier Human Rights Assessment
34. Human rights grievance mechanisms
35. Local Communities

Appendices

Appendices

About this Report

GRI G4 Content Index – Electric
Utilities Sector Supplement

42. Customer health and safety
43. Product and service labeling

38. Anti-competitive Behavior

44. Marketing communications

39. Compliance with legislative requirements

45. Compliance with the product responsibility
requirements

No

46. Customer privacy

Strategy and Analysis

40. Supplier assessment for impacts on society in the
regions where the Company operates
41. Grievance mechanisms for impacts on society in the
regions where the Company operates

Aspect boundaries: PJSC FGC UES, including all branches
(MES and PMES). G4-20
Aspects are not material outside the organisation.

verified by structural divisions that submit the data,
and by functional units of the Company’s departments.
If external information is used, a reference is provided
to the source.

G4-21
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Appendix 1. GRI G4 Content Index – Electric Utilities Sector
Supplement

36. 	Anti-corruption
37. Contribution to government policy making

Adhering to the principles of stakeholder engagement,
the Company conducted public hearings of the draft
Report on 22 April 2016. The results of these hearings and
stakeholder recommendations were incorporated in the
Report. The minutes of the hearings were agreed with the
participants in the dialogue and included in the Appendix 5
to the Report.
The reliability of data included in the Report is ensured
during the collection and consolidation of information
using standard procedures and confirmed by the
departments responsible for the preparation of the
corresponding information unit. The data is subject to
an internal approval, its completeness and accuracy is

The Report has been externally assured. An External
Assurance Statement is also included in this Report
(see Appendix 4 to the Report).
Interactive version of the 2015 Report, as well as previous
reports of Federal Grid Company in electronic formal are
available on the corporate website (http://www.fsk-ees.ru/
shareholders_and_investors/disclosure_of_information/
annual_reports/).
Please refer any questions related to the 2015 Report
and its contents to the Department for External
Communications and Government Relations at:
8 (800) 200 18 81 (ext. 20–97)
and e-mail: ratnikova-yd@fsk-ees.ru. G4-31

Indicator
Index

Description

Disclosure

Report section/
Notes

1

G4-1

Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the
organisation about the relevance of sustainability to the
organisation and the organisation’s strategy for addressing
sustainability

Full

Statement from the
Chairman of the
Management Board

2

G4-2

Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities

Full

Risk Management
For further details,
see the 2015 Annual
Report.

Company Profile
3

G4-3

Name of the organisation

Full

Company Profile

4

G4-4

Primary brands, products, and services

Full

Company Profile

5

G4-5

Location of the organisation's headquarters

Full

Company Profile

6

G4-6

The number of countries where the organisation operates, and
names of countries where either the organisation has significant
operations or that are specifically relevant to the sustainability
topics covered in the report

Full

Our Role within the
Industry

7

G4-7

Nature of ownership and legal form

Full

Company Profile

8

G4-8

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served,
and types of customers and beneficiaries

Full

Our Role within the
Industry

9

G4-9

Scale of the organisation, including:

Full

Company Profile
Human Resource
Management

Full

Human Resource
Management

•• Total number of employees
•• Total number of operations
sales (for private sector organisations) or net revenues (for
•• Net
public sector organisations)
capitalisation broken down in terms of debt and equity
•• Total
(for private sector organisations)
10

G4-10

•• Quantity of products or services provided
number of employees by employment contract and
•• Total
gender;

number of permanent employees by employment type and
•• total
gender;
workforce by employees and supervised workers and by
•• total
gender;

workforce by region and gender and whether a substantial
•• total
portion of the organisation’s work is performed by workers who

are legally recognised as self-employed, or by individuals other
than employees or supervised workers, including employees
and supervised employees of contractors;
significant variations in employment numbers (such as
•• any
seasonal variations in employment in the tourism or agricultural
industries)
11

G4-11

Percentage of total employees covered by collective bargaining
agreements

Full

12

G4-12

Description of the supply chain

Full

Company Profile
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No

Indicator
Index

Description

Disclosure

Report section/
Notes

No

Indicator
Index

Description

13

G4-13

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding the
organisation’s size, structure, ownership, or its supply chain,
including:

Full

Company Profile

27

G4-27

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through
stakeholder engagement, and how the organisation has responded
to those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting.
Report the stakeholder groups that raised each of the key topics
and concerns

Full

Stakeholders
and Stakeholder
Engagement

in the location of, or changes in, operations, including
•• changes
facility openings, closings, and expansions;
in the share capital structure and other capital
•• changes
formation, maintenance, and alteration operations (for private
sector organisations);
termination

14

G4-14

Whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is
addressed by the organisation

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

15

G4-15

Externally developed economic, environmental and social
charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the organisation
subscribes or which it endorses

Full

Anti-Corruption
Activities
Environmental Impact
Management System

16

G4-16

Memberships of associations (such as industry associations)
and national or international advocacy organisations in which the
organisation:

Ful

•• holds a position on the governance body;
•• participates in projects or committees;
•• provides substantive funding beyond routine membership dues;
•• views membership as strategic

Our Role within the
Industry
Stakeholders
and Stakeholder
Engagement
Anti-Corruption Policy

Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries
17

G4-17

A list of all entities included in the organisation’s consolidated
financial statements or equivalent documents

Full

About this Report

18

G4-18

Explanation of the process for defining the report content and
the Aspect Boundaries; explanation how the organisation has
implemented the Reporting Principles for Defining Report Content

Full

About this Report

19

G4-19

A list all the material Aspects identified in the process for defining
report content

Full

About this Report

20

G4-20

Reporting, for each material Aspect, the Aspect Boundary within
the organisation, including the list of entities or groups of entities
included in p. 3.2 for which the Aspect is material

Full

About this Report

21

G4-21

Reporting, for each material Aspect, the Aspect Boundary outside
the organisation, including the list of entities or groups of entities,
and geographical locations for which the Aspect is material

Full

About this Report

22

G4-22

The effect of any restatements of information provided in previous
reports, and the reasons for such restatements

Full

No restatements have
been made

23

G4-23

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the Scope
and Aspect Boundaries

Full

No changes

Full

Stakeholders
and Stakeholder
Engagement

28

G4-28

Reporting period

Full

About this Report

29

G4-29

Date of most recent previous report

Full

About this Report

30

G4-30

Reporting cycle

Full

About this Report

31

G4-31

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents

Full

Contacts

32

G4-32

The ‘in accordance’ option the organisation has chosen. The GRI
Content Index for the chosen option. The reference to the External
Assurance Report, if the report has been externally assured.

Full

About this Report
Appendix 1. GRI G4
Content Index –
Electric Utilities
Supplement

33

G4-33

The organisation's policy and current practice with regard to
seeking external assurance for the report.

Full

External Assurance
Statement

Corporate Governance
34

G4-34

Governance structure of the organisation, including committees of
the highest governance body, including committees responsible for
decision-making on economic, environmental and social impacts

Full

Corporate Governance

35

G4-35

Process for delegating authority for economic, environmental
and social topics from the highest governance body to senior
executives and other employees

Full

Corporate Governance

36

G4-36

Information on whether the organisation has appointed an
executive-level position or positions with responsibility for
economic, environmental and social topics, and whether post
holders report directly to the highest governance body

Full

Corporate Governance

37

G4-37

Processes for consultation between stakeholders and the highest
governance body on economic, environmental and social topics.
If consultation is delegated, describe to whom and any feedback
processes to the highest governance body

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

38

G4-38

Composition of the highest governance body and its committees
by:

Full

Corporate Governance

•• executive or non-executive;
•• independence;
•• tenure on the governance body;
of each individual’s other significant positions and
•• number
commitments, and the nature of the commitments;

•• gender;
•• membership of under-represented social groups;
relating to economic, environmental and social
•• competences
impacts;

Stakeholder Engagement
24

G4-24

A list of stakeholder groups engaged by the organisation

25

G4-25

The basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with
whom to engage

Full

Stakeholders
and Stakeholder
Engagement

26

G4-26

organisation’s approach to stakeholder engagement,
•• The
including frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder

Full

Stakeholders
and Stakeholder
Engagement

group, and an indication of whether any of the engagement was
undertaken specifically as part of the report preparation process

Report section/
Notes

Report Profile

in the location of suppliers, the structure of the supply
•• changes
chain, or in relationships with suppliers, including selection and
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Disclosure

•• stakeholder representation
39

G4-39

Information on whether the Chair of the highest governance body
is also an executive officer (and, if so, his or her function within the
organisation’s management and the reasons for this arrangement)

Full

Corporate Governance

40

G4-40

Nomination and selection process for the highest governance
body and its committees, and the criteria used for nominating
and selecting highest governance body members (diversity,
independence, expertise and experience)

Full

Corporate Governance
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No

Indicator
Index

Description

41

G4-41

Processes for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts
of interest are avoided and managed. Information on whether
conflicts of interest are disclosed to stakeholders, including,
as a minimum: cross-board membership; cross-shareholding
with suppliers and other stakeholders; existence of controlling
shareholder; related party disclosures

Disclosure
Full

Report section/
Notes
Corporate Governance

Indicator
Index

Description

56

G4-58

The internal and external mechanisms for reporting concerns
about unethical or unlawful behavior, and matters related
to organisational integrity, such as escalation through line
management, whistleblowing mechanisms or hotlines

Disclosure

Report section/
Notes

Full

Ethics in Governance

Category: Economic

The role of the highest governance body

Aspect: Economic Performance

42

G4-42

The highest governance body’s and senior executives’ roles in the
development, approval, and updating of the organisation’s purpose,
value or mission statements, strategies, policies, and goals related
to economic, environmental and social impacts

Full

Corporate Governance

57

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Our Role within the
Industry
Procurement

43

G4-43

Measures taken to develop and enhance the highest governance
body’s collective knowledge of economic, environmental and
social topics

Full

Corporate Governance

58

G4-ЕС1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

Full

Economic
Performance

59

G4-ЕС2

G4-44

Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own
performance, particularly with respect to economic, environmental,
and social performance; information on whether such evaluation is
independent or not, and its frequency

Full

Corporate Governance

Risks and opportunities posed by climate change that have the
potential to generate substantive changes in the organisation's
operations

Full

44

The Company does
not evaluate financial
aspects and other
risks posed by climate

60

G4-ЕС3

Full

The highest governance body’s role in the identifiation and
management of economic, environmental and social impacts,
risks, and opportunities; its role in the implementation of due
diligence processes

Full

Coverage of the organisation's defined benefit and pension plan
obligations

Human Resource
Management

61

G4-ЕС4

Financial assistance received from government

Full

Company Profile
Managing Economic
Development

45
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No

G4-45

Corporate Governance

46

G4-46

The highest governance body’s role in reviewing the effctiveness
of the organisation’s risk management processes for economic,
environmental and social topics

Full

Corporate Governance

47

G4-47

The frequency of the highest governance body’s review of
economic, environmental and social impacts, risks, and
opportunities

Full

Corporate Governance

48

G4-48

The highest committee or position that formally reviews and
approves the organisation’s sustainability report and ensures that
all material Aspects are covered

Full

External
Communications and
Government Relations
Department

49

G4-49

The process for communicating critical concerns to the highest
governance body

Full

Corporate Governance

50

G4-50

The nature and total number of critical concerns that were
communicated to the highest governance body and the
mechanism(s) used to address and resolve them

Full

Corporate Governance

Aspect: Market Presence
62

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Human Resource
Management

63

G4-ЕС5

Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local
minimum wage at significant locations of operation

Full

Human Resource
Management

64

G4-ЕС6

Proportion of senior management hired from the local community
at significant locations of operation

Full

Human Resource
Management

Aspect: Indirect Economic Impacts
65

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Managing Economic
Development

66

G4-ЕС7

Development and impact of infrastructure investments and
services supported

Full

Ensuring Reliable
and Uninterrupted
Operations of UNEG
Charity

67

G4-ЕС8

Significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent of
impacts

Full

Ensuring Reliable
and Uninterrupted
Operations of UNEG

Remuneration and Incentives
51

G4-51

Remuneration policies for the highest governance body and senior
executives for the types of remuneration

Full

Corporate Governance

52

G4-52

The process for determining remuneration; information on
whether remuneration consultants are involved in determining
remuneration and whether they are independent of management.
Any other relationships which the remuneration consultants have
with the organisation

Full

Corporate Governance

Information on how stakeholders’ views are sought and taken into
account regarding remuneration, including the results of votes on
remuneration policies and proposals

Full

53

G4-53

Aspect: Procurement Practices
68

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts.

Full

Procurement

69

G4-EC9

Proportion of spending on local suppliers at significant locations
of operation

Full

Procurement

Corporate Governance

Ethics and Integrity

Category: Environmental

54

G4-56

The organisation’s values, principles, standards and norms of
behaviour such as codes of conduct and codes of ethics

Full

Ethics in Governance

55

G4-57

The internal and external mechanisms for seeking advice on
ethical and lawful behavior, and matters related to organisational
integrity, such as helplines or advice lines

Full

Ethics in Governance

Aspect: Materials
70

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

71

G4-EN1

Materials used by weight or volume

Full

Environmental
Performance
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No

Indicator
Index

Description

72

G4-EN2

Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials

Disclosure
Full

Report section/
Notes

Indicator
Index

Description

Disclosure

Report section/
Notes

Environmental
Performance

Aspect: Effluents and Waste
90

G4-EN22

Total water discharge by quality and destination

Full

Environmental
Performance

Aspect: Energy
73

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Energy Efficiency and
Energy Management

91

G4-EN23

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

Full

Environmental
Performance

74

G4-EN3

Energy consumption within the organisation

Full

Energy Efficiency and
Energy Management

92

G4-EN24

Total number and volume of significant spills

Full

Environmental
Performance

75

G4-EN6

Reduction of energy consumption

Full

Energy Efficiency and
Energy Management

93

G4-EN26

Full

Environmental
Performance

76

G4-EN7

Reductions in energy requirements of products and services

Full

Energy Efficiency and
Energy Management

Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies
and related habitats significantly affected by the organisation’s
discharges of water and runoff

Aspect: Water
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No

Aspect: Products and Services
94

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

G4-EN27

Extent of impact mitigation of environmental impacts of products
and services

Full

Environmental
Performance

77

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

95

78

G4-EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

Full

Environmental
Performance

Aspect: Compliance

79

G4-EN9

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water

Full

Environmental
Performance

96

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

80

G4-EN10

Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused

Full

Environmental
Performance

97

G4-EN29

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of nonmonetary sanctions for non-compliance with environmental laws
and regulations

Full

There were no
significant fines
and non-monetary
sanctions.

Aspect: Transport

Aspect: Biodiversity
81

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Environmental
Performance

82

G4-EN11

Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to,
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside
protected areas

Full

Appendix 2. The List
of Specially Protected
Natural Areas where
Federal Grid Company
operates

83

G4-ЕN12

Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and
services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas

Full

Environmental
Performance

84

G4-EN13

Habitats protected or restored

Full

None

85

G4-EN14

Total number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation
list species with habitats in areas affected by operations, by level
of extinction risk

Full

Appendix 3. Total
number of IUCN Red
List species and
national conservation
list species with
habitats in specially
protected natural areas
where Federal Grid
Company operates

98

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Environmental
Performance

99

G4-EN30

Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and
other goods and materials for the organisation’s operations, and
transporting members of the workforce

Full

Environmental
Performance

Aspect: Overall
100

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

101

G4-EN31

Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by
type

Full

Environmental
Performance

Category: Social – Sub-Category: Labour Practices and Decent Work
Aspect: Employment
102

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Human Resource
Management

103

G4-LA1

Total number and rates of new employee hires and employee
turnover by age group, gender and region

Partial.
Information is
not disclosed
by employment type,
employment
agreement
because
there is no
centralised
recording.

Human Resource
Management

Aspect: Emissions
86

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Environmental
Performance

87

G4-EN19

Reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

Full

Environmental
Performance

88

G4-EN20

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

Full

Environmental
Performance

89

G4-EN21

NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions

Full

Environmental
Performance
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No

Indicator
Index

Description

104

G4-LA2

Benefits which are standard for full-time employees of the
organisation but are not provided to temporary or part-time
employees, by significant locations of operation

Disclosure
Full

Report section/
Notes
Human Resource
Management

105

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Human Resource
Management

106

G4-LA4

Minimum notice period(s) regarding operational changes, including
whether these are specified in collective agreements

Full

Human Resource
Management

107

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Health and Safety

108

G4-LA5

Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint
management–worker health and safety committees that help
monitor and advise on occupational health and safety programs

Full

Health and Safety

109

G4-LA6

Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days,
and absenteeism, and total number of work-related fatalities, by
region and by gender

Partial.
Information is
not disclosed
by region
and gender
because
there is no
centralised
recording.

Health and Safety

Partial

Health and Safety

111

G4-LA7

G4-LA8

Information on whether there are workers who are involved in
occupational activities who have a high incidence or high risk of
specific diseases.

Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade
unions

Description

Disclosure

Report section/
Notes

Category: Social – Sub-Category: Society

119

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Stakeholders
and Stakeholder
Engagement

120

G4-SO2

Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts
on local communities

Full

Do not exist

Aspect: Anti-Corruption

Aspect: Occupational Health and Safety

110

Indicator
Index

Aspect: Local Communities

Aspect: Labour/Management Relations
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No

Full

Health and Safety

121

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Anti-Corruption
Activities

122

G4-SO1

Percentage of operations with implemented local community
engagement, impact assessments, and development programs

Full

There were no special
programmes for
local communities
engagement.
Engagement is
implemented through
public hearings,
consultation
and response
to applications
and appeals of
local community
representatives when
constructing new
UNEG facilities.

123

G4-SO2

Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts
on local communities

Full

Do not exist

124

G4-SO3

Total number and percentage of operations assessed for risks
related to corruption and the significant risks identified

Partial.
Information is
not disclosed
about
percentage
of operations
because
there is no
centralised
recording.

Anti-Corruption
Activities

Aspect: Training and Education
112

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Social and Youth
Policy

113

G4-LA9

Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, and by
employee category

Full

Social and Youth
Policy

125

G4-SO4

Communication and training on anti-corruption policies and
procedures

Full

Anti-Corruption
Activities

114

G4-LA10

Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support
the continued employability of employees and assist them in
managing career endings

Full

Social and Youth
Policy

126

G4-SO5

Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

Full

Anti-Corruption
Activities

Aspect: Public Policy

Aspect: Equal Remuneration for Women and Men
115

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Human Resource
Management

116

G4-LA13

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men by
employee category, by significant locations of operation

Full

Human Resource
Management

Ethics in Governance

127

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Our role within the
Industry
Import Substitution

128

G4-SO6

Total value of political contributions by country and recipient/
beneficiary

Full

No financial and
in-kind political
contributions were
made.

Category: Social – Sub-Category: Human Rights
Aspect: Non-discrimination

Aspect: Anti-competitive Behaviour

117

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

118

G4-HR4

Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective actions
taken

Full

129

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Procurement

130

G4-SO7

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, antitrust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes

Full

Procurement
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Indicator
Index
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Description

Disclosure

Report section/
Notes

Aspect: Compliance
131

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Specific Sustainable
Development Activities
Core Sustainable
Development Activities

132

G4-SO8

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of nonmonetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws and regulations

Full

There were no
significant fines
and non-monetary
sanctions

Aspect: Supplier Assessment for Impacts on Society
133

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Procurement

134

G4-SO9

Percentage of new suppliers that were screened using criteria for
impacts on society

Full

Anti-Corruption
Activities

Indicator
Index

Description

147

G4-EU10

Planned capacity against projected electricity demand over the
long term, broken down by energy source and regulatory regime.

Full

Our Role within the
Industry

148

G4-EU11

Transmission and distribution losses as a percentage of total
energy

Full

Our Role within the
Industry

135

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

136

G4-PR1

Percentage of significant product and service categories for which
health and safety impacts are assessed for improvement

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

Aspect: Product and Service Labeling
137

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Managing Economic
Development

138

G4-PR5

Results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction

Full

Managing Economic
Development

Compliance
139

G4-DMA

Information on the organisation’s approach to managing the
material Aspect and its impacts

Full

Core Sustainable
Development Activities

140

G4-PR9

Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws
and regulations concerning the provision and use of products and
services

Full

There were no such
fines in the reporting
year.

Electric Utilities Sector Disclosures
General Standard Disclosures for the Electric Utility Sector
141

G4-EU1

Installed capacity

Full

Our Role within the
Industry

142

G4-EU3

Number of residential, industrial, institutional and customer
accounts

Full

Our Role within the
Industry

143

G4-EU4

Length of above and underground transmission and distribution
lines by regulatory regime

Full

Our Role within the
Industry

144

G4-EU5

Allocation of CO2E emissions allowances or equivalent

Full

The Company is not
subject to allocation
of CO2E emissions
allowances or
equivalent

Category: Economic
145

G4-DMA
(former
EU6)

Management approach to ensure short and long-term electricity
availability and reliability

Full

Ensuring Reliable
and Uninterrupted
Operations of UNEG

146

G4-DMA
(former
EU8)

Research and development activity and expenditure aimed
at providing reliable electricity and promoting sustainable
development

Full

Ensuring Reliable
and Uninterrupted
Operations of UNEG

Disclosure

Report section/
Notes

Category: Environmental
149

G4-EU12

Description of significant impacts of activities, products,
and services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

150

G4-EU13

Biodiversity of offset habitats compared to the biodiversity
of the affected areas
Approaches for pest and vegetation management along
transmission and distribution corridors

Full

Environmental Impact
Management System

Category: Social – Sub-Category: Labour Practices and Decent Work
151

Aspect: Customer Health and Safety

182

No

G4-EU15

Percentage of employees eligible to retire in the next 5–10 years
broken down by job category and by region

Full

Human Resource
Management

Category: Social – Sub-Category: Society
152

G4-DMA
(former
EU19)

Stakeholder participation in decision making processes related to
energy planning and infrastructure development

Full

Stakeholders
and Stakeholder
Engagement

153

EU20

Approach to managing the impacts of displacement

Full

Human Resource
Management

154

G4-DMA
(former
EU21)

Contingency planning measures, disaster/emergency management
plan and training programs, and recovery/restoration plans

Full

Ensuring Reliable
and Uninterrupted
Operations of UNEG

155

G4-EU22

Number of people physically and economically displaced and
compensation, broken down by type of project

Full

No people displaced

Category: Social – Sub-Category: Product Responsibility
156

G4-EU25

Number of injuries and fatalities to the public involving company
assets, including legal judgments, settlements, and pending legal
cases of diseases

Full

Ensuring Reliable
and Uninterrupted
Operations of UNEG

157

G4-EU29

Average power outage duration and unserved energy volume

Full

Ensuring Reliable
and Uninterrupted
Operations of UNEG
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Appendix 2. The List of Specially Protected Natural Areas where
Federal Grid Company Operates G4-EN11
No.

Federal Grid Company Facility

Land plot
area, ha

Location (RF region,
territory, oblast, city,
etc.)

Name of SPNA

Russia, Voronezh Oblast,
Verkhnehacsky District

Voronezh State Nature
Biosphere Reserve

No.

Federal Grid Company Facility

Land plot
area, ha

Location (RF region,
territory, oblast, city,
etc.)

Name of SPNA

22.7 (protected
area), 0.5865
(under towers)

Chelyabinsk Oblast, Miass
Urban District

Ilmen State Reserve
named after V.I. Lenin
(the Ural Branch of the
Russian Academy of
Sciences)

0.064

Udmurt Republic,
Votkinskiy District

Nechkinsky National
Park

MES East
Khabarovskoye PMES
18

500 kV Zlatoust-Chelyabinskaya OHL

MES Centre
Upper Don PMES
1

220 kV Yuzhnaya Usman Tiagavaya OHL/220 kV
Kirovskaya-Post 474 Tiagavaya ) OHL
(11.944 km))

35.8

Permskoe PMES
19

500 kV Votkinskaya HPP-Vyatka OHL

Volga-Don PMES
2

500 kV Balashovskaya-Lipetskaya 1 OHL
(8,468 km, towers NN 894–915)

0.3157

3

500 kV Balashovskaya-Lipetskaya 2 OHL
(with branch line to Novovoronezhskaya NPP),
8.777 km, towers NN 894–916.

0.8406

MES South
Novokhopersky District,
Voronezh Oblast

Hopersky State Nature
Reserve

Moskovskoe PMES
4
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220 kV Kashira-Oka OHL 1,2
220 kV Kashirskaya HPP – Oka 1 OHL, 2 chain

11.97

Moscow Oblast,
Serpukhov District

Kaluga Oblast,
Yukhnovsky District

Prioksk Terrace State
Biosphere Reserve

Priokskoe PMES
5

500 kV Smolenskaya NPP – Kaluzhskaya OHL

0.984

6

220 kV Cherepet – Liteynaya OHL

0.135

7

220 kV Cherepet – Tsementnaya OHL

0.051

8

500 kV Smolenskaya NPP – Mikhaylovskaya OHL

2.912

Kaluga Oblast, Kozelsky
District

Ugra National Park

Kaluga Oblast, Ulyanovsky
District

Kaluga Zaseki State
Nature Reserve

Orel Oblast, Khotynetsky
District

Orel Polesye National
Park

Chernozemnoe PMES
9

500 kV Novobryanskaya – Elets OHL
(commissioned in 1977, towers NN 212 – 308,
length 26.5 km)

185.5

MES Siberia

500 kV Sayano-Shushenskaya HPP –
Novokuznetskaya OHL (OHL – 541)

11

500 kV Sayano-Shushenskaya HPP –
Novokuznetskaya OHL (OHL-542)

12
13

220 kV Shushenskaya tower – Minusinskaya OHL
tower (D-37/38)

20

330 kV Novocherkassk SDPP – South OHL

2.0637

Rostov Oblast,
Kuibyshevsky District

Lysegorka

21

220 kV OHL R20 – T10 1 c

0.5356

Rostov Oblast,
Myasnikovsky District

Kamennaya Balka

22

220 kV OHL R40 – Т15

1.2435

Rostov Oblast,
Myasnikovsky District

Chulekskaya Balka

23

500 kV Rostov NPP – Shakhty OHL

0.2719

Rostov Oblast,
Volgodonsk

Dendrological Park

24

220 kV Novocherkassk SDPP – NZB OHL

0.1905

Rostov Oblast,
Oktyabrskiy District

Persianovskaya Steppe
Reserve

25

220 kV Pogorelovo – Donetskaya OHL

0.0339446

Rostov Oblast, Kamensky
District

Glubokaya River Chalks

26

500 kV Rostov NPP – Shakhty OHL

0.6612

27

220 kV Tsimlyanskaya SDPP – SH30 OHL

0.40525

Rostov Oblast,
Tsimlyansky District

Donskoy Nature Park

28

500 kV OHL – 505 Rostov NPP – Tikhoretsk No.1

0.9328

29

220 kV OHL DSS Volgodonsk – Salsk

1.4255

Rostov Oblast, Proletarsky
District

Rostov Oblast
Wetlands –
Veselovskoe Water
Storage Reservoir and
Manych-Gudilo Lake

Stavropolskoe PMES

Khakasskoe PMES
10

Rostovskoe PMES

26.61

0,07488

Republic of Khakassia

Krasnoyarsk Territory

220 kV Sushenskaya tower –Turan OHL (D-46)

30

330 kV Mashuk SS

5.5107

Stavropol Territory,
Pyatigorsk

Located on the
territories of health
recreation areas and
resorts

31

330 kV OHL-03 HPP-2 – Mashuk

0.0662

Stavropol Territory,
Zheleznovodsk

Located on the
territories of health
recreation areas and
resorts

32

330 kV OHL-04 Mashuk – Prokhladnaya. The land
plot is part of human settlements

0.0662

Stavropol Territory,
Zheleznovodsk

Located on the
territories of health
recreation areas and
resorts

Shorsky National Park

Shushensky Pine Forest
National Park

Zabaikalskoe PMES
14

220 kV Mysovaya – Vydrino OHL (OHL-273)

15

220 kV Mysovaya – Baykalskaya OHL (OHL-274)

16

500 kV Irkutsk –Gusinoozernaya SDPP OHL

3.5418

Republic of Buryatia

Baikal State Nature
Biosphere Reserve

MES East
Khabarovskoye PMES
17

Double circuit Khekhzir-Gidroliznaya OHL
with a branch to Kruglikovo/t SS L-227 and
Khekhzir – Dormidontovka/t with a branch to
Kruglikovo/t L-228 from tower 14 to tower 38

48.0

Khabarovsk Territory

Bolshekhekhtsirsky
State Nature Reserve

Kubanskoe PMES
33

220 kV Psou-Poselkovaya OHL

10.66

Krasnodar Territory, Sochi
National Park

Sochi National Park

34

500 kV Vardane-Psou OHL segment up to the
Georgian border

3.0917

Krasnodar Territory, the
city of Sochi, Central,
Lazarevsky, Khosta, and
Adler Districts

Specially Protected
Natural Reservations
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Total number of IUCN Red List species
and national conservation list
species at Specially Protected Natural
Areas where the Company operates

Land plot
area, ha

Location (RF region,
territory, oblast, city,
etc.)

Name of SPNA

35

220 kV Psou – Bzybi OHL up to tower No.8 (2.437
up to the Abkhazia border)

0.229368

Krasnodar Territory,
the city of Sochi, Adler
District

Specially Protected
Natural Reservations

36

220 kV Psou – Bzybi OHL up to tower No.8 (2.437
up to the Abkhazia border)

0.02542

Krasnodar Territory,
the city of Sochi, Adler
District

Located within the
second zone of
mountain-sanitary
protection

220/110/10 kV Dagomys SS – land plot is a part
of human settlements

3.86

Krasnodar Territory, the
city of Sochi, Lazarevsky
District, Dagomys

Located within the
second zone of
mountain-sanitary
protection

Krasnodar Territory,
the city of Sochi, Adler
District, village Veseloe

Sochi National Park

37

38

220/110/10 kV Psou SS – land plot is a part of
human settlements

2.59

MES Volga
Nizhegorodskoe PMES
39
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500 kV Ulyanovskaya Severnaya ) OHL
(new name – Veshkaima-Osinovka) (24.47 km),
500 kV Ulyanovskaya Yuzhnaya OHL
(new name – Veshkaima-Arzanasskaya) (24.4 km)

244.4

Republic of Mordovia,
Ichalkovsky District

Smolny National Park

Middle Volga PMES
40

500 kV Volzhskaya HPP named after LeninVeshkaim (Kuibyshevskaya-Yuzhnaya) OHL
(14.91 km)

1.481 ha under
towers

Samara Oblast,
Stavropolsky District,
Zhigulevsk town

Samarskaya Luka
National Park

4.5 ha under
towers

Saratov Oblast

Khvalinsky National
Park

Low Volga PMES
41

220 kV Saratov HPP-Kubra OHL (2.52 km)

MES North-West
Karelskoe PMES
42

L-397 330 kV Kolskaya NPP – Monchegorsk OHL,
towers
NN 91-105 (10 suspension towers and 4 anchor
towers) on the territory of the reserve
L-398 330 kV Kolskaya NPP – Monchegorsk OHL,
towers
NN 88-102 (10 suspension towers and 4 anchor
towers)

0.515

Murmansk Oblast,
Monchegorsk District
(western part of Kola
Peninsula)

Lapland State
Biosphere Nature
Reserve

43

L-392 330 kV Kondopoga – Petrozavodsk OHL,
9 towers NN 81-90 (3 anchor towers and 6
suspension towers)

0.16

Kondopoga District, not
far from the Kondopoga
town, near Martsialnie
Vody village

Sanitary protection
zone within the
Martsialnie Vody
Sanatorium having a
status of health resort
forests

44

35 kV Aerial Cable Line Lyaskelya-Valaam N 1,
632 wooden towers: 90 anchor towers and 542
suspension towers
35 kV Aerial Cable Line Lyaskelya Valaam
N2», 632 wooden towers: 90 anchor and 542
suspension towers

0.162

35 kV Valaam SS

0.130

6 kV Valaam DPS

0.232

Republic of Karelia.
Sortavalsky District, in the
northern part of Ladoga
Lake, in 22 km from the
continent.

Valaam Archipelago
Nature Park

Appendix 3. Total number of IUCN Red List species and national
conservation list species at Specially Protected Natural Areas where
the Company operates
Animal
species

Plant
species

1 — Endangered

10

6

2 — Decreasing number

52

15

3 — Rare

28

32

4 — Uncertain status

5

5 — Rehabilitated or rehabilitating

2

Status

Fungus
species

0 — Probably extinct
Included in the Red
Book of Russia

Federal Grid Company Facility

Included in Red Books of the RF constituent entities

Included in IUCN
Red List

No.

18

37

LC – least concern

31

5

NT – Near threatened

9

VU – Vulnerable

16

EN – Endangered

7

CR – Critically endangered

2

1

3
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Appendix 4. External Assurance Statement
on 2015 Social Responsibility and Corporate Sustainability Report
of Federal Grid Company

General Information

188

We have been commissioned by the Management
of Federal Grid Company to complete a review
of the 2015 Social Responsibility and Corporate
Sustainability Report (hereinafter – the Report)
in terms of completeness and materiality of the
information disclosed and responsiveness of the
Federal Grid management to stakeholder comments
and proposals. For this end, the Company gave us
an opportunity to participate in the Public hearings
on the 2015 Social Responsibility and Corporate
Sustainability Report of Federal Grid Company, where
we could freely express our opinion on the issues
discussed.

Summary of work performed
Our assurance procedures performed are based on
based on the comparative analysis of two versions
of the Report (draft Report and its final version),
on the analysis of speeches, comments, answers
to our questions we received from the Federal Grid
managers in the course of the hearings.
The Report has been evaluated against the following
criteria:

•• Alignment of the Report with the requirements of

the chosen standards and Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines (GRI G4 and AA1000SES)

•• Adherence to the main reporting principles
•• Materiality of the topics reported
•• Completeness and information balance, including
the coverage of topics under three main areas of
sustainable development (economy, environment,
social relations)

•• Responsiveness to stakeholder requests
•• Credibility and consistency of data reported.

Materiality

Responsiveness

The results of our analysis are presented in the
form of the external assurance statement. We
express our opinions as individual members of
the society and not as representatives of the
organisations we work. We have not received any
remuneration from the Company for the time spent
for this work.

Traditionally, the Report contains the comprehensive
information on the scope and geography of the
Company activities, corporate governance practice,
internal control and risk management systems. It also
provides the integrated information on the Company’s
approaches and performance in the specific
areas of CSR management (ensuring reliability,
innovative development, anti-corruption practices),
gives a close look at the issues of economic and
environmental impact, covers the topics of HR policy
and stakeholder engagement. The continuity of the
content as against previous reports allows for the
readers’ understanding of the Company’s directions
for the long-term sustainable development.

Our conclusions

Balance

In general, our evaluation of the Report in terms of
the format and scope of the information provided is
positive. We are not aware of any facts that put in
doubt the reliability of the reported information.

We give a positive evaluation of the level of balance
achieved in the 2015 Report. Sufficient information
is provided on all the key areas of activity in the
field of sustainable development, the management
approaches in these areas are reported, both the
successful aspects of the Company’s activities and
those that require improvement are covered.

The Company Management responded to the
comments and proposals of stakeholders both within
the Public hearings and by updating and amending
the final version of the Report. In particular, the Report
includes explanations for a reduction in the accident
rate at electric grid facilities, the coverage of the
collective bargaining agreements and other issues of
social partnership, a list of IUCN Red List species and
National Conservation List Species has been updated.
In addition, the Company has made commitments
to pay a closer attention to the description of
non-financial risks, disclose information about its
work with contractors in terms of the Company’s
requirements for them to manage environmental and
health and safety risks, disclose information about
staff turnover by employee categories, disclose the
number of employees who have taken professional
re-training courses by training place, i.e. at highereducation institutions, corporate training centres,
include information about co-operation with the higher
education institutions when conducting cultural and
sports events, disclose information about the average
length of employees’ service in the Company, disclose
the total size of land under electricity transmission
lines instead of the size of land only under towers, as
well as to analyse the terminology used for sustainable
development, corporate sustainability and corporate
social responsibility when preparing a report for 2016.

The Company’s efforts to inform the society on its
activities in the field of sustainable development
in the form of regular release of non-financial
reports (this is the ninth report) merit an approval.
To improve the quality of its reports, Federal
Grid organises dialogues with stakeholders thus
demonstrating its willingness to maintain an open
discussion on topical issues of its activities and
to increase transparency of the Company and the
whole electricity industry.
Highlighting and detalisation of information on
the Company’s focus areas in social responsibility
and sustainable development is an obvious
advantage of the Report. ‘Improving efficiency is a
mutual interest of the Company and stakeholders’
became the key topic of the 2015 Report. The
Report also describes how the Company manages
its corporate social responsibility and economic
impacts, contributes to society development and
environment protection, what anti-crisis measures
it takes and what were the results of anti-corruption
activities, innovative development and import
substitution policy.

Stakeholder Inclusiveness
Our communications with the Company Management
were arranged at a high level which, in our opinion,
contributed to the improvement of the quality and
disclosure of information. In the course of the Public
hearings, we were given an opportunity to make
comments and proposals on information disclosure
and further development of the draft of the Report.
We recommend that the Company should have more
active dialogues with stakeholders when preparing
non-financial reports in the next reporting cycle,
use their results for determining material aspects
of sustainable development activities to disclose
them in the Report, and involve a broader range of
stakeholders in the above dialogues.

We are also pleased to note that our proposals with
regard to future reports made within the discussion on
the 2014 non-financial report, were responded in the
2015 Report.
Our comments do not detract from the merit of the
2015 Report. We hope that Federal Grid Company will
gradually implement plans and commitments in the
field of CSR and sustainable development contained
in this Report, and will develop its stakeholder
engagement practices.
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External Assurance Statement

Minutes of Hearings on the Draft
Report

Annex 5. Minutes of Hearings on the Draft Report

Programme Director for Environmental
Policy of the Fuel and Energy Complex,
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF Russia)

Deputy Principal,
Moscow University of Power Engineering
Vyacheslav
Grechikhin

Alexey
Knizhnikov

		
Deputy Principal for Integration
with Industrial Entities, Kazan State University
of Power Engineering
Damir
Gubarev

Non-commercial partnership Global Energy,
President
Igor
Lobovsky

		
Member of RUIE Expert Council,
CEO of Agency SGM
Elena
Dolgikh
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Interfax-ERA,
Director
Alexander
Martynov

Director for Development,
Russian Birds Conservation Union
Elena
Zubakina

RaEl Association,
Director General
Arkadiy
Zamoskovny

Ph.D. in Engineering Science
Corresponding Member of the Russian
Academy of Science, Professor
Director of the International Institute of Energy
Policy and Diplomacy, MGIMO University of the
Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs

MINUTES
of Public Hearings on the 2015 Social
Responsibility and Corporate Sustainability
Report of Federal Grid Company of the
Unified Energy System

6. Georgy RESHETNIKOV – Deputy Director of Department
for External Communications and Government Relations
7. Rustam GADZHIEV – Chief Expert of Industrial and
Technical Section at the Physical Assets Management
Department

Hearings were held in: Moscow, 9/11 Bolshoy
Nikolovorobinsky pereulok

LLC Nexia Pacioli Consulting

Date and time: 22 April 2016, 12:30 – 14:30.

8. Yulia YEMELIANOVA – Deputy CEO, Moderator

AGENDA:

Stakeholders

1. Georgy Reshetnikov on “2015 Social Responsibility and
Corporate Sustainability Report of Federal Grid Company:
goals, standards, structure, key topics, and major
changes.”

9. Marina ALEXEEVA – CEO, LLC EcoPromSystemy

2. Natalia Ozhegina on “Federal Grid Company’s personnel
management system and social projects in 2015.”

10. Irina VOLKOVA – First Deputy Dean of the
Management Faculty; Deputy Director, Professor of the
Global Economy and Global Politics Faculty, Dr. Sc.,
senior lecturer at the Institute of Pricing and Regulation of
Natural Monopolies

3. Nikolay Shvets on “Environmental acceptability
of Federal Grid Company’s operations. Development
of import substitution in the context of sustainable
development.”

11. Vyacheslav GRECHIKHIN – Deputy Principal, Moscow
University of Power Engineering

4. Speeches of stakeholders and experts; discussion
of the draft report and recommendations about its
contents.

13. Damir GUBAEV – Deputy Principal for Integration
with Industrial Entities, Kazan State University of Power
Engineering

PARTICIPANTS:

14. Elena DOLGIKH – Member of RUIE Expert Council;
CEO of Agency SGM

12. Alexander GUSEV CEO, media holding Ruskabel

Federal Grid Company
Valery
Salygin

1. Natalia OZHEGINA – Deputy Chairperson of the
Management Board
2. Nikolay SHVETS – Deputy Chairman of the
Management Board
3. Dmitry KLOKOV – Director for External Communications
4. Yulia KUZNETSOVA – Director of the Personnel
Management and Organisational Planning Department
5. Georgy KOLESNIK – Deputy Director of Department –
Head of Import Substitution and Local Content of
Electrical Manufacturing

15. Elena ZUBAKINA – Director for Development, Russian
Birds Conservation Union
16. Anton ZUEV – Chief Specialist of the Office of Social
and Labour Relations in the Electricity Industry, RaEl
Association
17. Alexander IGNATOV – Vice President for Finance, NonProfit Partnership “Global Energy”
18. Alexey KNIZHNIKOV – Programme Director for
Environmental Policy of the Fuel and Energy Complex,
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF Russia)
19. Alexander MARTYNOV – Director, Interfax-ERA
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20. Maria RYABOVA – Leading analyst of the Centre for
Strategic Studies, International Institute of Energy Policy
and Diplomacy of MGIMO University of the Russian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

The audience asked questions to confirm
understanding and clarify issues.

report,” “sustainable development report” or “corporate
social responsibility report.”

ITEM 3

21. Alexander SLAVINSKY – Chairman of the Board of
Directors, Massa LLC – “Isolator” Plant

Nikolay Shvets spoke on “Environmental acceptability
of Federal Grid Company’s operations. Development
of import substitution in the context of sustainable
development.”

Alexander Martynov pointed out that the Report
should disclose the total size of land under electricity
transmission lines instead of the size of land only under
OTL supports.

22. Ekaterina SHERMAZANOVA – Assistant to Executive
Director of the Russian Chess Federation
The participants received the agenda, list of attendees
and speakers’ presentations before the meeting. One
week before the meeting, a draft report in the electronic
form was shared with all the participants.
The moderator, Yulia Yemelianova, welcomed the
audience and described the objectives and procedure
of the meeting.
ITEM 1
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Georgy Reshetnikov spoke on “2015 Social
Responsibility and Corporate Sustainability Report of
Federal Grid Company: goals, standards, structure, key
topics, and major changes.”
The speaker described the context / background of the
Report preparation process and the 2015 results, spoke
about the updated matrix of key topics / aspects, and
offered arguments in favour of the priority topic for
the Report, “Improvement of efficiency is the mutual
interest of the Company and its stakeholders.” Mr.
Reshetnikov also described the structure of the 2015
Report and how comments of the participants in the
earlier dialogues were taken into account.
ITEM 2
Natalia Ozhegina spoke on “Federal Grid Company’s
personnel management system and social projects in
2015.”
The speaker described the strategic goals and priority
areas in HR management, key HR management
objectives that were achieved in 2015, the Company’s
staff composition, events and outcomes of the
personnel training and development, the Company’s
participation in evaluation and testing of professional
standards, youth policy, and retirees and veterans
support policy. She also spoke about the social
package, including the corporate housing programme
that demonstrated good results.

Nikolay Shvets’ presentation covered the following
issues: key areas in the implementation of the
corporate environmental policy; key results of actions
targeted at environmental safety of the Company’s
operations; implementation of the environmental
management system; progress in utilisation of
trichlordiphenyl-containing equipment; the results of
R&D in the development of a fire protection system for
oil transformers (the use of water mist technology);
bird protection; recognition by independent experts;
awards for implementation of environmental policy; and
environmental protection plans for 2016.
While speaking about import substitution, Mr.
Shvets covered the following issues: threats to the
development of the Russian electrical manufacturing
industry; tools for support of this industry that
Federal Grid Company used in 2015; methodology for
assessing the level of localisation of domestic electric
engineering products; incentives for an increase of
output by the electrical manufacturing industry via
using components; development of export-oriented
manufacture of electrical products, and problematic
issues related to implementation of the import
substitution programme.
The audience asked questions to confirm
understanding and clarify issues.
ITEM 4
Speeches of stakeholders (recommendations/
proposals/inquiries).
Elena Dolgikh suggested that the CSR section of the
corporate governance report should contain more
references to the Annual Report. This will help to make
the Report shorter and avoid duplication of information.
Ms. Dolgikh recommended paying more attention
to the description of non-financial risks. She also
recommended analysing the terminology used by the
Company, i.e. she asked why it is a “social responsibility
and corporate sustainability report” and not a “social

Marina Alexeeva said the Report should disclose
information about work with contractor organisations
in terms of the Company’s requirements for them to
manage environmental risks and labour protection
risks. She recommended disclosing information about
staff turnover and explaining what categories of
employees (industrial, administrative, managerial) are
underlying this turnover, and why.
Damir Gubaev recommended disclosing the number
of employees who have taken professional re-training
courses by location, i.e. at the tertiary institutions
and in the corporate training centres. He noted the
importance of disclosing information about cooperation with the institutions of higher education in
conducting cultural and sports events. He also said
the Company should explain the reasons of such a
significant reduction of the accident rate (by 22%).
Anton Zuev focused on the need to remove
discrepancies: on the one hand, the Report says that
2.1% employees are covered by collective agreements;
on the other hand, it says that there is no collective
agreement in the Company. The Report should clarify
what industry tariff agreement regulates the Company’s
transition to the semi-annual indexation of wages
because two agreements were signed in 2014 (about
amendments and about extension). He noted the
importance of making amendments to the text of the
Report: the Council for Professional Qualifications
in the Electric Power Industry was established by
the National Presidential Council for Professional
Qualifications (NCPC), and it would be wrong to refer to
the Ministry of Energy here.

Elena Zubakina said reference to the Russian Birds
Conservation Union as a participant of the oriental
stork conservation project should be removed from
the Report because the Union did not take part in this
project in 2015.
Alexey Knizhnikov noted the progress in the preparation
of the Company’s public non-financial statements. He
recommended that future reports should disclose not
only information about obtaining the certificates for the
environmental management system (EMS) but changes
in the indicators that reflect the EMS improvements,
changes in the number of auditors’ critical comments,
and the like.
Alexander Slavinsky pointed to the need to draw up
a methodology for certification of the manufacturing
process (i.e., move from certification of products to
certification of manufacturing process). He also said it
is important to disclose information about the average
length of employees’ service in the Company.
Moderator Yulia Yemelianova thanked the participants
for their active contribution to the dialogue and
expressed hope that the Company would review all
the proposals and take them into account wherever
possible.

Head of the working team for preparation of the 2015
Social Responsibility and Corporate Sustainability
Report of Federal Grid Company,
Deputy Director of the Department for External
Communications and Government Relations
Georgy Reshetnikov
Moderator, Deputy CEO of Nexia
Pacioli Consulting, Partner
Yulia Yemelianova
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Glossary and Abbreviations
Stakeholder Engagement

A process, which helps the Company to understand stakeholder interests, expectations and concerns,
to engage stakeholders in the Company activities and the decision-making process, taking into
account their concerns.

Stakeholder Dialogue

An interactive communication between the Company and its stakeholders, performed on a voluntary
basis, so that the interests and motives of the parties involved are updated.

Uniform Energy System of
Russia (UES of Russia)

A complex of production facilities and other property items of the electric power industry
interconnected by a unified production process, including the combined generation of electric and
thermal power, and electricity transmission under the centralised operational dispatch control.

Uniform National (AllRussia) Electric Grid (UNEG)

A major part of the UES of Russia, a complex of electric grids and other grid facilities that ensure
a sustainable electricity supply to consumers, the wholesale electricity market performance, and
a parallel operation of the UES of Russia and the electric power systems of other countries.

Stakeholder

In a broad sense, is a group of individuals and legal entities that can affect or be affected by the
Company’s activities. In a strict sense, stakeholders are public and local authorities, commercial
entities, public and non-profit organisations, whose attitudes and actions towards the Company are
of public nature and focused on the protection of socially significant and group interests.

Key Performance Indicator
(KPI)

An integrated performance indicator of the Company, a structural unit or a certain official that reflects
the achievement of the target for the relevant target period.

Company

Public Joint Stock Company “Federal Grid Company of Unified Energy System”, PJSC FGC UES

Sustainability context

The Company’s understanding of the sustainable development, its characteristics and goals at
the industry, local, regional and/or global level, the degree of the Company’s impact within the
corresponding geographic context, as well as the influence of the main sustainability issues on the
Company’s long-term strategy, risks and opportunities.

Corporate social
responsibility, CSR

A regularly updated set of commitments that corresponds to the Company’s specifics and the
development level and is developed voluntarily with the participation of key stakeholders, and is
aimed at implementing the internal and external social programmes that contribute to the Company’s
development (increase in output, improvement in service quality, development of corporate brand),
improving its image, as well as extending the constructive stakeholder relations.

Reliability of power supply

An uninterrupted electricity supply to all consumers as needed and of proper quality.

Autumn-winter period

A period of maximum consumption of electricity and thermal energy at low outside temperatures.

Power supply reliability
control

A set of management activities and mechanisms aimed to orginise, control and improve the
operation processes, operational control, repairs and renovation of the UNEG facilities, and to train
employees in the above areas of the Company activities.

Sustainable development

Such a development, which meets the needs of the present without compromising the needs of
future generations.
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•• AAPCS – Automated Process Control System

•• MES – Backbone Electric Grid

•• BBSA – Behaviour-based safety audit

•• MICEX – Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange

•• BRELL – Belarus, Russia, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania

•• MPEI – National Research University Moscow Power

•• CAPEX – Capital expenditures
•• CEO – Chief Executive Officer
•• CBETL – Cross-border Electricity Transmission Line
•• CHPP – Combined Heat and Power Plant
•• CIGRE – Council on Large Electric Systems
•• CIS – The Commonwealth of Independent States
•• CIS EPC – CIS Electric Power Council
•• CSR – Corporate Social Responsibility
•• DOCC – Department of Operational Control & Compliance
•• EMS – Environmental Management System
•• ESUPCN – Energy System’s Unified Process Communications
Network
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Engineering Institute

•• MSAC – Mobile Situational and Analytical Centre
•• NGO – Non-Governmental Organisation
•• NGPP – Non-Governmental Pension Program
•• NPP – Nuclear Power Plant

Feedback Form
You have read the Social Responsibility and Corporate Sustainability Report of Federal Grid Company for 2015. Your
opinion regarding this Report is important for the Company, and we would appreciate it if you could help us improve the
quality of the Company’s reporting by answering the questions below.

1. Did you find valuable information about issues you care about in the Report?
Yes		

No		

I was not looking for anything in particular

Explain, please, what information was of particular importance, what is missing?

•• ODG – Operational Dispatch Group
•• OHL – Overhead Line

2. What sections of the Report interested you most?

•• OPEX – Operating expenditures
•• RAS – Russian Accounting Standards

3. How would you assess the reliability and objectivity of this Report?

•• PJSC – Public Joint Stock Company
•• PMES – Backbone Electric Grid Enterprise
•• PSCC – Power Supply Control Centre

4. Will you need the next Social Responsibility and Corporate Sustainability Report
of Federal Grid Company?
Yes		

No

•• EITA – Electricity Industry Tariff Agreement

•• PSPP – Pumped Storage Power Plant

•• FAS – Federal Anti-Monopoly Service

•• PTL – Power Transmission Line

•• GCC – Grid Control Centre

•• R&D – Research and Development

•• GDP – Gross Domestic Product

•• RAB – Regulatory Asset Base

•• GDR – Global Depository Receipt

•• ROIC – Return on Invested Capital

•• GMS – General Meeting of Shareholders

•• RUIE – Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs

•• GRI – Global Reporting Initiative

•• SAWC – Special Assessment of Working Conditions

•• HPP – Hydro Power Plant

•• SD – Sustainable Development

Shareholders, investors

Professional Associations and Industry Organisations

•• HIFs – Hazardous Industrial Facilities

•• SME – Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises

Customers, consumers

•• HR – Human Recourses

•• SS – Substation

Business-partners, suppliers and contractors

	People in regions where the Company operates, local
communities, including indigenous minorities

•• HVL – High Voltage Line

•• TC – Technological Connection

•• IFRS – International Financial Reporting Standards

•• TCB – Trichlorobiphenyl

•• IDGC – Inter-regional Distribution Grid Company

•• TPP – Thermal Power Plant

•• ICS – Internal Control System

5. What recommendations for improving performance of the Company and its branches would you like to make?
6. Other comments.
7. Specify, please, on behalf of which group you made your comments and assessments (please, tick up to
two items):

Company employees
	Oganisations representing interests of the Company
employees, trade unions

Scientific Community
Educational Institutions
Environmental NGOs

Government Authorities

Social and Charitable NGOs

•• TSR – Total Shareholder Return

State Control (Supervisory) Bodies, Regulators

Mass Media

•• IEA – Internal Environmental Audit

•• UES – Unified Energy System

Local Authorities

Other (please, specify).

•• IPS – Integrated Power System

•• UNEG – Unified National Electric Grid

•• IUCN – International Union for Conservation of Nature and

•• VAT – Value Added Tax

Natural Resources

•• JSC – Joint Stock Company
•• KPI – Key Performance Indicator
•• LED – Light Emitted Diode
•• LLC – Limited Liability Company

•• XLPE cable – Cable with cross-linked polyethylene insulation
•• WECM – Wholesale Electricity and Capacity Market
•• WWF – World Wide Fund for Nature (World Wildlife Fund)
•• G4-4 – number of GRI indicator

If you would like a reply to your comments, please, give your contact details (name, postal address, phone number,
e-mail address) and we definitely contact you.

Thank you
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Contacts
Full company name

Public Joint Stock Company “Federal Grid Company of Unified
Energy System”

Short name

PJSC FGC UES

Location of Headquarters and postal address

5A Academica Chelomeya str., Moscow 117630, Russia

Phone /fax

Call-Cenre: 8-800-200-18-81
For calls from neighbouring countries and beyond:
+7 (495) 710-93-33
Fax: +7 (495) 710-96-55
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E-mail

info@fsk-ees.ru

Company Registration Number (OGRN)

1024701893336

INN

4716016979

Core business

Electricity transmission via backbone grids and power supply of
customers throughout the Russian Federation

Web-site

http://www.fsk-ees.ru

Company Registrar

Joint-Stock Company «Registrar Society STATUS»
building 1, 32 Novorogozhskaya str., Moscow 109544, Russia
http://www.rostatus.ru

CEO of Federal Grid Company:

Chairman of the Management Board
Andrey Murov

CEO Reception:

Phone: +7 (495) 710-90-90

Director of External Relations

Dmitry Klokov
Phone: +7 (495) 710-90-86

Department for External Communications
and Government Relations

Julia Ratnikova
Phone: 8 (800) 200 18 81 (ext. 20–97)
E-mail: ratnikova-yd@fsk-ees.ru

G4-31

Comments and feedback are welcome. Your opinions and proposals regarding corporate social
responsibility and UNEG reliability will help us to improve operations of Federal Grid Company.

